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SUMMARY

SUMMARY
Summaries are made up of disclosure requirements known as "Elements". These Elements are
numbered in sections A – E (A.1 – E.7).
This Summary contains all the Elements required to be included in a summary for this type of
securities and issuer. Because some Elements are not required to be addressed, there may be gaps
in the numbering sequence of the Elements.
Even though an Element may be required to be inserted in the Summary because of the type of
securities and issuer, it is possible that no relevant information can be given regarding the
Element. In this case a short description of the Element is included in the Summary with the
specification of 'Not applicable'.
A.

INTRODUCTION AND WARNINGS

A.1

Warning

This Summary should be read as an introduction to the Base Prospectus.
The investor should base any decision to invest in the relevant Securities
on consideration of the Base Prospectus as a whole.
Where a claim relating to the information contained in this Base
Prospectus is brought before a court, the plaintiff investor might, under
the national legislation of the Member States, have to bear the costs of
translating the Base Prospectus before the legal proceedings are initiated.
UniCredit Bank AG ("UniCredit Bank", the "Issuer" or "HVB"),
Arabellastraße 12, 81925 Munich, which in its capacity as Issuer
assumes liability for the Summary including any translation thereof, as
well as any person which has tabled it, may be held liable, but only if the
Summary is misleading, inaccurate or inconsistent when read together
with the other parts of the Base Prospectus, or it does not provide, when
read together with the other parts of the Base Prospectus, all necessary
key information.

A.2

Consent to
the use of the
base
prospectus

[Subject to the following paragraphs, the Issuer gives its [general]
[individual] consent to the use of the Base Prospectus for subsequent
resale or final placement of the Securities by financial intermediaries.]
[Not applicable. The Issuer does not give its consent to the use of the
Base Prospectus for subsequent resale or final placement of the
Securities by financial intermediaries.]

Indication of
the offer
period

[Resale or final placement of the Securities by financial intermediaries
can be made and consent to use the Base Prospectus is given [for the
following offer period of the Securities: [Insert offer period for which
consent is given]] [during the period of the validity of the Base
Prospectus].]
[Not applicable. No consent is given.]

Other
conditions
attached to
the consent

[The Issuer’s consent to the use of the Base Prospectus is subject to the
condition that each financial intermediary complies with the applicable
selling restrictions as well as the terms and conditions of the offer.]
[Moreover, the Issuer’s consent to the use of the Base Prospectus is
subject to the condition that the financial intermediary using the Base
Prospectus commits itself towards its customers to a responsible
distribution of the Securities. This commitment is made by the
publication of the financial intermediary on its website stating that the
prospectus is used with the consent of the Issuer and subject to the
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conditions set forth with the consent.]
[Not applicable. No consent is given.]
Provision of
terms and
conditions of
the offer by
financial
intermediary
B.

[Information on the terms and conditions of the offer by any
financial intermediary is to be provided at the time of the offer by
the financial intermediary.]
[Not applicable. No consent is given.]

ISSUER

B.1

Legal and
commercial
name

UniCredit Bank AG (together with its consolidated subsidiaries, the
"HVB Group") is the legal name. HypoVereinsbank is the commercial
name.

B.2

Domicile /
Legal form /
Legislation /
Country of
incorporation

UniCredit Bank has its registered office at Arabellastraße 12, 81925
Munich, was incorporated in Germany and is registered with the
Commercial Register at the Local Court (Amtsgericht) in Munich under
number HRB 42148, incorporated as a stock corporation under the laws
of the Federal Republic of Germany.

B.4b

Known
trends
affecting the
issuer and
the industries
in which it
operates

The performance of HVB Group will also in 2019 depend on the future
development on the financial and capital markets, and the real economy
as well as on the imponderables related. In this environment, HVB
Group reviews its business strategy on a regular as well as on an ad hoc
basis and adopts it where necessary.

B.5

Description
of the group
and the
issuer's
position
within the
group

UniCredit Bank is the parent company of HVB Group. HVB Group
holds directly and indirectly equity participations in various companies.
UniCredit Bank has been an affiliated company of UniCredit S.p.A.,
Milan ("UniCredit S.p.A.", and together with its consolidated
subsidiaries, "UniCredit") since November 2005 and hence a major part
of UniCredit from that date as a sub-group. UniCredit S.p.A. holds
directly 100% of UniCredit Bank's share capital.

B.9

Profit
forecast or
estimate

Not applicable; profit forecasts or estimates are not prepared by the
Issuer.

B.10

Nature of
any
qualifications
in the audit
report on
historical
financial
information

Not applicable; Deloitte GmbH Wirtschaftsprüfungsgesellschaft, the
independent auditor (Wirtschaftsprüfer) of UniCredit Bank, has audited
the consolidated financial statements (Konzernabschluss) of HVB Group
for the financial year ended 31 December 2017 and for the financial year
ended 31 December 2018 and the unconsolidated financial statement
(Einzelabschluss) of UniCredit Bank for the financial year ended 31
December 2018 and has in each case issued an unqualified audit opinion
thereon.

B.12

Selected
historical key
financial
information

Consolidated Financial Highlights as of 31 December 2018
Key performance
indicators

1/1/2018 –
31/12/2018*
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1/1/2017 –
31/12/2017†
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Net operating profit1)

€1,414m

€1,517m

Profit before tax

€392m

€1,597m

Consolidated profit

€238m

€1,336m

Earnings per share

€0.29

€1.66

Balance sheet figures
Total assets
Shareholders' equity

Key capital ratios

31/12/2018

31/12/2017

€286,688m

€299,060m

€17,751

€18,874m

31/12/2018

31/12/2017

Common Equity Tier 1
capital

€16,454m2)

€16,639m3)

Core capital (Tier 1 capital)

€16,454m2)

€16,639m3)

Risk-weighted assets
(including equivalents for
market risk and operational
risk)

€82,592m

€78,711m

Common Equity Tier 1
capital ratio4)

19.9%2)

21.1%3)

Core capital ratio (Tier 1
ratio) 4)

19.9%2)

21.1%3)

*Figures shown in this column are audited and taken from the consolidated
financial statements of HVB Group for the financial year ended 31 December 2018.
†Figures shown in this column are audited and taken from the consolidated
financial statements of HVB Group for the financial year ended 31 December 2017.
1) Net operating profit results from the P/L line items net interest, dividends and
other income from equity investments, net fees and commissions, net trading
income, net other expenses/income, operating costs and net write-downs of loans
and provisions for guarantees and commitments.
2) In accordance with the consolidated financial statements of HVB Group for the
financial year ended 31 December 2018 approved by the Supervisory Board of
UniCredit Bank AG.
3) In accordance with the consolidated financial statements of HVB Group for the
financial year ended 31 December 2017 approved by the Supervisory Board of
UniCredit Bank AG.
4) Calculated on the basis of risk-weighted assets, including equivalents for market
risk and operational risk.

Statement
with regard
to no
material
adverse
change in the

There has been no material adverse change in the prospects of HVB
Group since 31 December 2018, the date of its last published audited
financial statements.
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prospects of
the issuer
since the date
of its last
published
audited
financial
statements or
a description
of any
material
adverse
change
Description
of significant
change in the
financial
position
subsequent
to the period
covered by
the historical
financial
information

There has been no significant change in the financial position of HVB
Group which has occurred since 31 December 2018.

B.13

Recent
events

Not applicable. There are no recent events particular to UniCredit Bank
which are to a material extent relevant to the evaluation of its solvency.

B.14

B.5 plus
statement of
dependency
upon other
entities
within the
group

See B.5
Not applicable. UniCredit Bank is not dependent on any entity within
HVB Group.

B.15

Principal
activities

UniCredit Bank offers a comprehensive range of banking and financial
products and services to private, corporate and public sector customers,
international companies and institutional customers.
This range extends from mortgage loans, consumer loans, savings-andloan and insurance products, and banking services for private customers
through to business loans and foreign trade financing and investment
banking products for corporate customers.
In the private banking and wealth management customer segments,
UniCredit Bank offers comprehensive financial and asset planning with
needs-based advisory services by generalists and specialists.
HVB Group continues to be the centre of competence for the
international markets and investment banking operations of the entire
UniCredit. In addition, the Corporate & Investment Banking business
segment acts as a product factory for customers in the Commercial
Banking business segment.

B.16

Direct or
indirect

UniCredit S.p.A. holds directly 100% of UniCredit Bank's share capital.
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ownership or
control
C.

SECURITIES

C.1

Type and
class of the
securities

[Call Warrants with European exercise]
[Call Warrants with American exercise]
[Put Warrants with European exercise]
[Put Warrants with American exercise]
[Call Discount Warrants]
[Put Discount Warrants]
[Call Turbo Securities]
[Put Turbo Securities]
[Call Turbo Open End Securities]
[Put Turbo Open End Securities]
[Call X-Turbo Securities]
[Put X-Turbo Securities]
[Call X-Turbo Open End Securities]
[Put X-Turbo Open End Securities]
[Call Mini Future Securities]
[Put Mini Future Securities]
[Call COOL Securities]
[Put COOL Securities]
[Inline Securities]
[Stay High Securities]
[Stay Low Securities]
The Securities will be issued as non-par value [Warrants] [Certificates].
[The ["Warrants"] ["Certificates"] are debt instruments in bearer form
(Inhaberschuldverschreibungen) pursuant to Section 793 of the German
Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, BGB).]
[The ["Warrants"] ["Certificates"] are debt instruments in
dematerialized registered form pursuant to the Italian Consolidated Law
on Financial Intermediation (Testo Unico della Finanza).]
[The "Warrants" are instruments in bearer dematerialised form (au
porteur) pursuant to French law.]
[The Securities are represented by a global note without interest
coupons.]
[The Securities are represented by a book entry.]
The holders of the Securities (the "Security Holders") are not entitled to
receive definitive Securities.
The [ISIN] [WKN] is specified in the table in the Annex to this
Summary.

C.2

Currency of
the securities
issue

The Securities are issued in [Insert Specified Currency] (the "Specified
Currency").

C.5

Restrictions
of any free

Not applicable. The Securities are freely transferable.
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transferabilit
y of the
securities
C.8

Rights
attached to
the
securities,
including
ranking and
limitations to
those rights

Governing law of the Securities
The Securities, as to form and content, and all rights and obligations of
the Issuer and the Security Holder shall be governed by the laws of the
[Federal Republic of Germany][Republic of Italy][Republic of France].
Rights attached to the Securities
[In the case of Call/Put Warrants with European exercise, the following
applies:
The Securities have a fixed term. Security Holders shall be entitled to a
capital payment linked to the performance of an Underlying (as defined
in C.20).
The Securities will be automatically exercised on the Final Valuation
Date (as defined in C.16). On the Final Payment Date (as defined in
C.16), Security Holders shall be entitled to demand payment of the
Differential Amount (as defined in C.15) (the "Exercise Right").
The Securities do not bear interest.]
[In the case of Call/Put Warrants with American exercise, the following
applies:
The Securities have a fixed term. Security Holders shall be entitled to a
capital payment linked to the performance of an Underlying (as defined
in C.20).
On each Trading Day during the Exercise Period, the Security Holders
may demand payment of the Differential Amount (as defined in C.15)
(the "Exercise Right"). In the case a Security Holder does not exercise
its Exercise Right, the Securities will be automatically exercised on the
Final Valuation Date (as defined in C.16) and the Security Holder has the
right to demand payment of the Differential Amount (as defined in C.15)
on the Final Payment Date (as defined in C.16).
The Securities do not bear interest.]
[In the case of Call/Put Discount Warrants, the following applies:
The Securities have a fixed term. Security Holders shall be entitled to a
capital payment linked to the performance of an Underlying (as defined
in C.20).
On the Final Payment Date (as defined in C.16), Security Holders shall
be entitled to demand payment of the Differential Amount (as defined in
C.15) (the "Exercise Right").
The Securities do not bear interest.]
[In the case of Call/Put Turbo Securities, the following applies:
The Securities have a fixed term. Security Holders shall be entitled to a
capital payment linked to the performance of an Underlying (as defined
in C.20).
Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event (as defined in C.15), the
Security Holders shall be entitled to demand payment of the Differential
Amount (as defined in C.15) on the Final Payment Date (as defined in
C.16) (the "Exercise Right"). If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the
Security Holders shall be entitled to demand payment of the Knock-out
Amount.
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The "Knock-out Amount" is specified in the Annex to this Summary.
The Securities do not bear interest.]
[In the case of Call/Put Turbo Open End Securities, the following
applies:
The Securities do not have a fixed term. Instead they run for an indefinite
time unless a Knock-out Event (as defined in C.15) has occurred, the
Security Holders exercise their Exercise Right or the Issuer exercises its
Regular Call Right.
Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Security Holders
shall be entitled to demand the payment of the Differential Amount (as
defined in C.15) per Security from the Issuer (the "Exercise Right"). The
Exercise Right may be exercised by the Security Holder on each
Exercise Date (as defined in C.16) prior to 10:00 a.m. (Munich local
time).
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the Security Holders shall be entitled
to demand the payment of the Knock-out Amount.
The Issuer may call the Securities on any Exercise Date in whole but not
in part and pay the Differential Amount (the "Regular Call Right"). The
Issuer will notify such a call at least one month prior to the call.
The "Knock-out Amount" is specified in the Annex to this Summary.
The Securities do not bear interest.]
[In the case of Call/Put X-Turbo Securities, the following applies:
The Securities have a fixed term. Subject to the occurrence of a Knockout Event (as defined in C.15), the Security Holders shall be entitled to
demand payment of the Differential Amount (as defined in C.15) on the
Final Payment Date (as defined in C.16) (the "Exercise Right"), with the
amount of the payment depending on the performance of the Underlying1
(as defined in C.20). If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the Security
Holders shall be entitled to demand the payment of the Knock-out
Amount.
The "Knock-out Amount" is specified in the Annex to this Summary.
The Securities do not bear interest.]
[In the case of Call/Put X-Turbo Open End Securities, the following
applies:
The Securities do not have a fixed term. Instead they run for an indefinite
time unless a Knock-out Event (as defined in C.15) has occurred, the
Security Holders exercise their Exercise Right or the Issuer exercises its
Regular Call Right.
Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Security Holders
shall be entitled to demand the payment of the Differential Amount (as
defined in C.15) per Security from the Issuer (the "Exercise Right"),
with the amount of the payment depending on the performance of the
Underlying1 (as defined in C.20). The Exercise Right may be exercised
by the Security Holder on each Exercise Date (as defined in C.16) prior
to 10:00 a.m. (Munich local time).
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the Security Holders shall be entitled
to demand the payment of the Knock-out Amount.
The Issuer may call the Securities on any Exercise Date in whole but not
in part and pay the Differential Amount (the "Regular Call Right"). The
Issuer will notify such a call at least one month prior to the call.
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The "Knock-out Amount" is specified in the Annex to this Summary.
The Securities do not bear interest.]
[In the case of Call/Put Mini Future Securities, the following applies:
The Securities do not have a fixed term. Instead they run for an indefinite
time unless a Knock-out Event (as defined in C.15) has occurred, the
Security Holders exercise their Exercise Right or the Issuer exercises its
Regular Call Right.
Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Security Holders
shall be entitled to demand the payment of the Differential Amount (as
defined in C.15) per Security from the Issuer (the "Exercise Right"). The
Exercise Right may be exercised by the Security Holder on each
Exercise Date (as defined in C.16) prior to 10:00 a.m. (Munich local
time).
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the Security Holders shall be entitled
to demand the payment of the Knock-out Amount (as defined in C.15).
The Issuer may call the Securities on any Exercise Date in whole but not
in part and pay the Differential Amount (the "Regular Call Right"). The
Issuer will notify such a call at least one month prior to the call.
The Securities do not bear interest.]
[In the case of Call/Put COOL Securities, the following applies:
The Securities have a fixed term. Security Holders shall be entitled to a
capital payment linked to the performance of an Underlying (as defined
in C.20).
The Security Holders shall be entitled to demand payment of the
Differential Amount (as defined in C.15) and, provided that no Knockout Event (as defined in C.15) has occurred, the COOL Amount on the
Final Payment Date (as defined in C.16) (the "Exercise Right").
The "COOL Amount" is specified in the Annex to this Summary.
The Securities do not bear interest.]
[In the case of Inline Securities, the following applies:
The Securities have a fixed term. Subject to the occurrence of a Knockout Event (as defined in C.15), the Security Holders shall be entitled to
demand payment of the Redemption Amount on the Final Payment Date
(as defined in C.16) (the "Exercise Right"). If a Knock-out Event has
occurred, the Security Holders shall be entitled to demand the payment
of the Knock-out Amount.
The "Redemption Amount" and the "Knock-out Amount" are
specified in the Annex to this Summary.
The Securities do not bear interest.]
[In the case of Stay High/Stay Low Securities, the following applies:
The Securities have a fixed term.
Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event (as defined in C.15), the
Security Holders shall be entitled to demand payment of the Redemption
Amount on the Final Payment Date (as defined in C.16) (the "Exercise
Right"). If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the Security Holders shall
be entitled to demand the payment of the Knock-out Amount.
The "Redemption Amount" and the "Knock-out Amount" are
specified in the Annex to this Summary.
The Securities do not bear interest.]
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Limitation of the rights
Upon the occurrence of one or more adjustment events (including, but
not limited to, [corporate actions][,] [changes in the relevant [index
concept] [,] [trading conditions] [,] [contract specifications]] [,] [a
modification in the method of determination and/or publication of the
Underlying] [or the adjustment or early termination of derivatives linked
to the Underlying]) (the "Adjustment Events") the Calculation Agent
will [in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 BGB)][acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith][using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith] adjust the terms and conditions of these
Securities and/or all prices of the Underlying determined by the
Calculation Agent on the basis of the terms and conditions of the
Securities in such a way that the economic position of the Security
Holders remains unchanged to the greatest extent possible.
[Upon the occurrence of one or more call events (e.g. if, in the event of
an Adjustment Event, an adjustment is not possible or not reasonable
with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders) the Issuer may call
the Securities extraordinarily and redeem the Securities at their
Cancellation Amount. The "Cancellation Amount" is their fair market
value.]
Status of the Securities
The obligations under the Securities constitute direct, unconditional and
unsecured obligations of the Issuer and rank, unless provided otherwise
by law, pari passu with all other unsecured unsubordinated present and
future obligations of the Issuer.
C.11

Admission to
trading

[Application [has been] [will be] made for the Securities to be admitted
to trading [with effect from [Insert expected date]] on the following
regulated or other equivalent markets: [Euronext Paris] [Insert relevant
regulated or other equivalent market(s)].][The first [trading] [listing]
date will be specified in the admission notice published by [Insert
relevant regulated or other equivalent market(s)].]
[The Securities are already admitted to trading on the following regulated
or other equivalent markets: [Insert relevant regulated or other
equivalent market(s)].]
[To the knowledge of the Issuer, securities of the same class of the
Securities to be offered or admitted to trading are already admitted to
trading on the following regulated or other equivalent markets: [Euronext
Paris]. [Insert relevant regulated or other equivalent market(s)].]
[Not applicable. No application of the Securities to be admitted to trading
on a regulated or another equivalent market has been made [and no such
application is intended].]
[[However,] [In addition,] application to [listing] [trading] [will be] [has
been] made with effect from [Insert expected date] on the following
[markets] [multilateral trading facilities (MTF)] [trading venues]: [Insert
relevant market(s), MTF(s) or trading venue(s)].]
[[However, the] [The] Securities are already [listed] [traded] on the
following [markets] [multilateral trading facilities (MTF)] [trading
venues]: [Insert relevant market(s), MTF(s) or trading venue(s)].]]
[The [Insert name of the Market Maker] (the "Market Maker")
undertakes to provide liquidity [through bid and offer quotes] in
accordance with the market making rules of [Insert relevant market(s),
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MTF(s) or trading venue(s)], where the Securities are expected to be
[listed] [traded]. [The obligations of the Market Maker are regulated by
the rules of [the markets organized and managed by [Insert relevant
market(s), MTF(s) or trading venue(s)], and the relevant instructions to
such rules] [Borsa Italiana SeDeX MTF] [EuroTLX SIM S.p.A.] [insert
relevant market, MTF or trading venue]. [Moreover, the Market Maker
undertakes to apply, in normal market conditions, a spread between bid
and offer quotes not higher than [Insert percentage]%.]]
C.15

Effect of the
underlying
on the value
of the
securities

[In the case of Call/Put Warrants with European and American exercise,
the following applies:
The Securities reflect the performance of the Underlying (as defined in
C.20) and allow the Security Holder to participate in both the positive
and negative performance of the Underlying during the term of the
Securities. A change in the price of the Underlying may have a
disproportional (leveraged) effect on the price of the Securities.
Call Warrants are Securities for which "Call" is specified in the Annex to
this Summary and where Security Holders can participate in the price
development of the Underlying. Subject to the influence of other price
influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest rate, dividend
yield, time to maturity), if the price of the Underlying rises, the price of
the Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other price
influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying falls, the price of the
Securities regularly falls.
Put Warrants are Securities for which "Put" is specified in the Annex to
this Summary and where Security Holders can participate in the reverse
price development of the Underlying. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest rate,
dividend yield, time to maturity), if the price of the Underlying falls, the
price of the Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying rises, the price of
the Securities regularly falls.
The "Differential Amount" equals:
- in the case of Call Warrants an amount by which the Relevant
Reference Price (as defined in C.19) exceeds the Strike, multiplied by the
Ratio;
- in the case of Put Warrants an amount by which the Relevant Reference
Price falls short of the Strike, multiplied by the Ratio.
[In the case of Compo Call/Put Warrants, the following applies:
The Differential Amount will be converted into the Specified Currency
prior to the payment by application of [a] [two] FX Exchange Rate[s]
observed on the FX Valuation Date.]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum
Amount.
The "Ratio", the "Strike" and the "Minimum Amount" are specified in
the Annex to this summary.]
[In the case of Call/Put Discount Warrants, the following applies:
The Securities reflect the performance of the Underlying (as defined in
C.20) and allow the Security Holder to participate in both the positive
and negative price development of the Underlying during the term of the
Securities. A change in the price of the Underlying may have a
disproportional (leveraged) effect on the price of the Securities.
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Discount Warrants are Securities whose price upon issue is lower than
the price for a Classical Warrant with the same term, Underlying, Strike
and Ratio. In return for this discount, the Security Holder will benefit
during the term of the Securities from the price development of the
Underlying only up to the Maximum Amount.
Call Discount Warrants are Securities for which "Call" is specified in the
Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders participates in the
price development of the Underlying. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest rate,
dividend yield, time to maturity), if the price of the Underlying rises, the
price of the Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying falls, the price of
the Securities regularly falls.
Put Discount Warrants are Securities for which "Put" is specified in the
Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders participate in the
reverse price development of the Underlying. Subject to the influence of
other price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest rate,
dividend yield, time to maturity), if the price of the Underlying falls, the
price of the Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying rises, the price of
the Securities regularly falls.
However, the price of Discount Warrants is limited to a maximum of the
Maximum Amount.
The "Differential Amount" equals:
- in the case of Call Discount Warrants an amount by which the Relevant
Reference Price (as defined in C.19) exceeds the Strike, multiplied by the
Ratio;
- in the case of Put Discount Warrants an amount by which the Relevant
Reference Price falls short of the Strike, multiplied by the Ratio.
[In the case of Compo Call/Put Discount Warrants, the following
applies:
The Differential Amount [and the Maximum Amount] will be converted
into the Specified Currency prior to the payment by application of [a]
[two] FX Exchange Rate[s] observed on the FX Valuation Date.]
However, the Differential Amount is not higher than the Maximum
Amount and not lower than the Minimum Amount.
The "Ratio", the "Strike", the "Minimum Amount" and the "Maximum
Amount" are specified in the Annex to this Summary.]
[In the case of Call/Put Turbo Securities, the following applies:
The Securities reflect the performance of the Underlying (as defined in
C.20) and allow the Security Holder to participate in both the positive
and negative performance of the Underlying during the term of the
Securities. A change in the price of the Underlying may have a
disproportional (leveraged) effect on the price of the Securities.
Call Turbo Securities are Securities for which "Call" is specified in the
Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders can participate in
the price development of the Underlying. Subject to the influence of
other price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest rate,
dividend yield, time to maturity), if the price of the Underlying rises, the
price of the Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying falls, the price of
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the Securities regularly falls.
Put Turbo Securities are Securities for which "Put" is specified in the
Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders can participate in
the reverse price development of the Underlying. Subject to the influence
of other price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest
rate, dividend yield, time to maturity), if the price of the Underlying falls,
the price of the Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying rises, the price of
the Securities regularly falls.
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the payment will be made on the
Final Payment Date (as defined in C.16) and shall consist of the
Differential Amount.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the payment shall occur prematurely
and shall consist of the Knock-out Amount.
The "Differential Amount" equals:
- in the case of Call Turbo Securities an amount by which the Relevant
Reference Price (as defined in C.19) exceeds the Strike, multiplied by the
Ratio;
- in the case of Put Turbo Securities an amount by which the Relevant
Reference Price falls short of the Strike, multiplied by the Ratio.
[In the case of Compo Call/Put Turbo Securities, the following applies:
The Differential Amount will be converted into the Specified Currency
prior to the payment by application of [a] [two] FX Exchange Rate[s]
observed on the FX Valuation Date.]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum
Amount.
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred, if
- in the case of Call Turbo Securities the price of the Underlying with
continuous observation during the Knock-out Period is at any time
[during the Relevant Period] on or below the Knock-out Barrier;
- in the case of Put Turbo Securities the price of the Underlying with
continuous observation during the Knock-out Period is at any time
[during the Relevant Period] on or above the Knock-out Barrier.
"Knock-out Period" means each [day] [calculation date] from the [insert
date] [at [insert time] ([Munich] [●] local time)] [(including)] to the
Final Valuation Date (as defined in C.16) [until the relevant time of
publication of [all components] of the Relevant Reference Price]
[(including)].
The "Ratio", the "Strike"[, the "Relevant Period"], the "Minimum
Amount" and the "Knock-out Barrier" are specified in the Annex to
this Summary.]
[In the case of Call/Put Turbo Open End Securities, the following
applies:
The Securities reflect the performance of the Underlying (as defined in
C.20) and allow the Security Holder to participate in both the positive
and negative performance of the Underlying during the term of the
Securities. A change in the price of the Underlying may have a
disproportional (leveraged) effect on the price of the Securities.
Call Turbo Open End Securities are Securities for which "Call" is
specified in the Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders
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participate in the price development of the Underlying. Subject to the
influence of other price influencing factors (such as expected volatility,
interest rate, dividend yield), if the price of the Underlying rises, the
price of the Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying falls, the price of
the Securities regularly falls.
Put Turbo Open End Securities are Securities for which "Put" is specified
in the Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders participate in
the reverse price development of the Underlying. Subject to the influence
of other price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest
rate, dividend yield), if the price of the Underlying falls, the price of the
Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other price
influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying rises, the price of the
Securities regularly falls.
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the payment of the Differential
Amount will only be made, if the Security Holder exercises its Exercise
Right or the Issuer exercises its Regular Call Right.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the payment shall occur prematurely
and shall consist of the Knock-out Amount.
Upon issuance of the Securities the "Strike" corresponds to the Initial
Strike. In the case of Call Turbo Open End Securities the Strike generally
rises on a daily basis in a certain amount. In the case of Put Turbo Open
End Securities the Strike generally falls on a daily basis in a certain
amount.
The "Differential Amount" equals:
- in the case of Call Turbo Open End Securities an amount by which the
Relevant Reference Price (as defined in C.19) exceeds the Strike,
multiplied by the Ratio.
- in the case of Put Turbo Open End Securities an amount by which the
Relevant Reference Price (as defined in C.19) falls short of the Strike,
multiplied by the Ratio.
[In the case of Compo Call/Put Turbo Open End Securities, the following
applies:
The Differential Amount will be converted into the Specified Currency
prior to the payment by application of [a] [two] FX Exchange Rate[s]
observed on the FX Valuation Date.]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum
Amount.
The "Knock-out Barrier" is always equal to the Strike.
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred, if
- in the case of Call Turbo Open End Securities the price of the
Underlying with continuous observation starting at the [insert date] (the
"First Trade Date") [at [insert time] ([Munich] [●] local time) (the
"Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date")]
[(including)], is at any time [during the Relevant Period] [on any
calculation date] [on any trade date] on or below the Knock-out Barrier;
- in the case of Put Turbo Open End Securities the price of the
Underlying with continuous observation starting at the First Trade Date
[at the Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date]
[(including)], is at any time [during the Relevant Period] [on any
calculation date] [on any trade date] on or above the Knock-out Barrier.
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The "Ratio", the "Initial Strike"[,][and] the "Minimum Amount"[and
the "Relevant Period"] are specified in the Annex to this Summary.]
[In the case of Call/Put X-Turbo Securities, the following applies:
The Securities reflect the performance of the Underlyings (as defined in
C.20) and allow the Security Holder to participate in both the positive
and negative performance of the Underlyings during the term of the
Securities. A change in the price of the Underlying may have a
disproportional (leveraged) effect on the price of the Securities.
Call X-Turbo Securities are Securities for which "Call" is specified in
the Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders participate in the
price development of the Underlyings. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest rate,
dividend yield, time to maturity), if the price of the Underlyings rises, the
price of the Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors, if the price of the Underlyings falls, the price of
the Securities regularly falls.
Put X-Turbo Securities are Securities for which "Put" is specified in the
Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders participate in the
reverse price development of the Underlyings. Subject to the influence of
other price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest rate,
dividend yield, time to maturity), if the price of the Underlyings falls, the
price of the Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors, if the price of the Underlyings rises, the price
of the Securities regularly falls.
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the payment will be made on the
Final Payment Date (as defined in C.16) and shall consist of the
Differential Amount.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the payment shall occur prematurely
and shall consist of the Knock-out Amount.
The "Differential Amount" equals:
- in the case of Call X-Turbo Securities an amount by which the Relevant
Reference Price (as defined in C.19) exceeds the Strike, multiplied by the
Ratio;
- in the case of Put X-Turbo Securities an amount by which the Relevant
Reference Price (as defined in C.19) falls short of the Strike, multiplied
by the Ratio.
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum
Amount.
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred, if
- in the case of Call X-Turbo Securities (i) either the published price of
the Underlying1 or (ii) the published price of the Underlying2 (as defined
in C.20) with continuous observation during the Knock-out Period is at
any time [during the Relevant Period] on or below the Knock-out
Barrier;
- in the case of Put X-Turbo Securities (i) either the published price of
the Underlying1 or (ii) the published price of the Underlying2 with
continuous observation during the Knock-out Period is at any time
[during the Relevant Period] on or above the Knock-out Barrier.
"Knock-out Period" means each [day] [calculation date] from the [insert
date] [at [insert time] ([Munich] [●] local time)] [(including)] to the
Final Valuation Date (as defined in C.16) [until the relevant time of
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publication of [all components] of the Relevant Reference Price
[(including)].
The "Ratio", the "Strike"[, the "Relevant Period"], the "Minimum
Amount" and the "Knock-out Barrier" are specified in the Annex to
this Summary.]
[In the case of Call/Put X-Turbo Open End Securities, the following
applies:
The Securities reflect the performance of the Underlyings (as defined in
C.20) and allow the Security Holder to participate in both the positive
and negative performance of the Underlyings during the term of the
Securities. A change in the price of the Underlying may have a
disproportional (leveraged) effect on the price of the Securities.
Call X-Turbo Open End Securities are Securities for which "Call" is
specified in the Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders
participate in the price development of the Underlyings. Subject to the
influence of other price influencing factors (such as expected volatility,
interest rate, dividend yield), if the price of the Underlyings rises, the
price of the Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors, if the price of the Underlyings falls, the price of
the Securities regularly falls.
Put X-Turbo Open End Securities are Securities for which "Put" is
specified in the Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders
participate in the reverse price development of the Underlyings. Subject
to the influence of other price influencing factors (such as expected
volatility, interest rate, dividend yield), if the price of the Underlyings
falls, the price of the Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of
other price influencing factors, if the price of the Underlyings rises, the
price of the Securities regularly falls.
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the payment of the Differential
Amount will only be made, if the Security Holder exercises its Exercise
Right or the Issuer exercises its Regular Call Right.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the payment shall occur prematurely
and shall consist of the Knock-out Amount.
Upon issuance of the Securities the "Strike" corresponds to the Initial
Strike. In the case of Call X-Turbo Open End Securities the Strike
generally rises on a daily basis in a certain amount. In the case of Put XTurbo Open End Securities the Strike generally falls on a daily basis in a
certain amount.
The "Differential Amount" equals:
- in the case of Call X-Turbo Open End Securities an amount by which
the Relevant Reference Price (as defined in C.19) exceeds the Strike,
multiplied by the Ratio;
- in the case of Put X-Turbo Open End Securities an amount by which
the Relevant Reference Price (as defined in C.19) falls short of the
Strike, multiplied by the Ratio.
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum
Amount.
The "Knock-out Barrier" is at any time equal to the Strike.
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred, if
- in the case of Call X-Turbo Open End Securities (i) either the published
price of the Underlying1 or (ii) the published price of the Underlying2 (as
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defined in C.20) with continuous observation starting at the [insert date]
(the "First Trade Date") [at [insert time] ([Munich] [●] local time) (the
"Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date")]
[(including)], is at any time [during the Relevant Period] on or below the
Knock-out Barrier;
- in the case of Put X-Turbo Open End Securities (i) either the published
price of the Underlying1 or (ii) the published price of the Underlying2
with continuous observation starting at the First Trade Date [at the
Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date]
[(including)] is at any time [during the Relevant Period] on or above the
Knock-out Barrier.
The "Ratio", the "Initial Strike"[,][and] the "Minimum Amount"[and
the "Relevant Period"] are specified in the Annex to this Summary.]
[In the case of Call/Put Mini Future Securities the following applies:
The Securities reflect the performance of the Underlying (as defined in
C.20) and allow the Security Holder to participate in both the positive
and negative performance of the Underlying during the term of the
Securities. A change in the price of the Underlying may have a
disproportional (leveraged) effect on the price of the Securities.
Call Mini Future Securities are Securities for which "Call" is specified in
the Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders participate in the
price development of the Underlying. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest rate,
dividend yield), if the price of the Underlying rises, the price of the
Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other price
influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying falls, the price of the
Securities regularly falls.
Put Mini Future Securities are Securities for which "Put" is specified in
the Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders participate in the
reverse price development of the Underlying. Subject to the influence of
other price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest rate,
dividend yield), if the price of the Underlying falls, the price of the
Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other price
influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying rises, the price of the
Securities regularly falls.
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the payment of the Differential
Amount will only be made, if the Security Holder exercises its Exercise
Right or the Issuer exercises its Regular Call Right.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the payment shall occur prematurely
and shall consist of the Knock-out Amount.
Upon issuance of the Securities the "Strike" corresponds to the Initial
Strike. In the case of Call Mini Future Securities the Strike generally
rises on a daily basis in a certain amount. In the case of Put Mini Future
Securities the Strike generally falls on a daily basis in a certain amount.
The "Differential Amount" equals:
- in the case of Call Mini Future Securities an amount by which the
Relevant Reference Price (as defined in C.19) exceeds the Strike,
multiplied by the Ratio.
- in the case of Put Mini Future Securities an amount by which the
Relevant Reference Price (as defined in C.19) falls short of the Strike,
multiplied by the Ratio.
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[In the case of Compo Call/Put Mini Future Securities, the following
applies:
The Differential Amount will be converted into the Specified Currency
prior to the payment by application of [a] [two] FX Exchange Rate[s]
observed on the FX Valuation Date.]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum
Amount.
Upon issuance of the Securities the "Knock-out Barrier" corresponds to
the Initial Knock-out Barrier. In the case of Call Mini Future Securities
the Knock-out Barrier generally rises on a regular basis in a certain
amount. In the case of Put Mini Future Securities the Knock-out Barrier
generally falls on a regular basis in a certain amount.
The "Knock-out Amount" equals
- in the case of Call Mini Future Securities an amount by which the
Exercise Price (as defined in C.19) exceeds the Strike, multiplied by the
Ratio.
- in the case of Put Mini Future Securities an amount by which the
Exercise Price (as defined in C.19) falls short of the Strike, multiplied by
the Ratio.
[In the case of Compo Call/Put Mini Futures Securities, the following
applies:
The Knock-out Amount will be converted into the Specified Currency
prior to the payment by application of [a] [two] FX Exchange Rate[s]
observed on the FX Valuation Date.]
However, the Knock-out Amount is not lower than the Minimum
Amount.
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred, if
- in the case of Call Mini Future Securities the price of the Underlying
with continuous observation starting at the [insert date] (the "First
Trade Date") [at [insert time] ([Munich] [●] local time) (the "Beginning
of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date")]
[(including)], is at any time [during the Relevant Period] [on any
calculation date] [on any trade date] on or below the Knock-out Barrier;
- in the case of Put Mini Future Securities the price of the Underlying
with continuous observation starting at the First Trade Date [at the
Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date]
[(including)], is at any time [during the Relevant Period] [on any
calculation date] [on any trade date] on or above the Knock-out Barrier.
The "Ratio", the "Initial Strike", the "Minimum Amount"[, the
"Relevant Period"] and the "Initial Knock-out Barrier" are specified
in the Annex to this Summary.]
[In the case of Call/Put COOL Securities, the following applies:
COOL Securities reflect the price development of the Underlying (as
defined in C.20) and allow the Security Holders to participate in a
positive or in a negative development of the price of the Underlying
during the term of the Securities. A change in the price of the Underlying
may have a disproportionate (leveraged) effect on the price of the
Securities.
Call COOL Securities are Securities for which "Call" is specified in the
Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders participate in the
price development of the Underlying. Subject to the influence of other
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price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest rate,
dividend yield, time to maturity), if the price of the Underlying rises, the
price of the Security rises. Subject to the influence of other price
influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying falls, the price of the
Security falls.
Put COOL Securities are Securities for which "Put" is specified in the
Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders participate in the
inverse price development of the Underlying. Subject to the influence of
other price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest rate,
dividend yield, time to maturity), if the price of the Underlying falls, the
price of the Security rises. Subject to the influence of other price
influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying rises, the price of the
Security falls.
Redemption will be made on the Final Payment Date in the amount of
the Differential Amount.
The "Differential Amount" equals:
- in the case of Call COOL Securities the difference between (i) the
Relevant Reference Price (as defined in C.19) and (ii) the Strike,
multiplied by the Ratio;
- in the case of Put COOL Securities the difference between (i) the Strike
and (ii) the Relevant Reference Price, multiplied by the Ratio.
[In the case of Compo Call/Put COOL Securities, the following applies:
The Differential Amount will be converted into the Specified Currency
prior to the payment by application of [a] [two] FX Exchange Rate[s]
observed on the FX Valuation Date.]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum
Amount.
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the Security Holders receive an
additional payment of the COOL Amount.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, a total loss may occur.
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred, if
- in the case of Call COOL Securities, the price of the Underlying with
continuous observation during the Knock-out Period is at any time
[during the Relevant Period] on or below the Knock-out Barrier.
- in the case of Put COOL Securities, the price of the Underlying with
continuous observation during the Knock-out Period is at any time
[during the Relevant Period] on or above the Knock-out Barrier.
"Knock-out Period" means each [day] [calculation date] from the [insert
date] [at [insert time] ([Munich] [●] local time)] [(including)] to the
Final Valuation Date (as defined in C.16) [until the relevant time of
publication of [all components] of the Relevant Reference Price]
[(including)].
The "Ratio", the "Strike"[, the "Relevant Period"] and the "Minimum
Amount" are specified in the Annex to this Summary.]
[In the case of Inline Securities, the following applies:
Inline Securities are Securities which will be redeemed on the Final
Payment Date by payment of the Redemption Amount, provided that no
Knock-out Event has occurred during the Knock-out Period.
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If no Knock-out Event has occurred, Security Holders may, depending
on prevailing market conditions, participate direct proportionally as well
as contrariwise in the price development of the Underlying (as defined in
C.20). A change in the price of the Underlying may have a
disproportionate (leveraged) effect on the price of the Securities.
If the price of the Underlying is at any time during the Knock-out Period
closer to the Lower Knock-out Barrier than to the Upper Knock-out
Barrier, subject to the influence of other price influencing factors (such
as expected volatility, interest rate, dividend yield, time to maturity),
rising prices of the Underlying lead to rising prices of the Inline Security.
If the price of the Underlying is at any time during the Knock-out Period
closer to the Upper Knock-out Barrier than to the Lower Knock-out
Barrier this effect inverts and, subject to the influence of other price
influencing factors, rising prices of the Underlying lead to falling prices
of the Inline Security. In the case of falling prices of the Underlying, it is
contrary to this effect. Thus, generally spoken, the price of the Security is
at its maximum if the price of the Underlying is at the middle of the
Upper and the Lower Knock-out Barrier.
However, the value of Inline Securities is limited to the maximum of the
Redemption Amount.
If at any time during the Knock-out Period a Knock-out Event has
occurred, the term of the Security ends and the Security Holders only
receive payment of the Knock-out Amount.
A Knock-out Event (the "Knock-out Event") has occurred if the price of
the Underlying during the Knock-out Period is at any time [during the
Relevant Period] on or below the Lower Knock-out Barrier or on or
above the Upper Knock-out Barrier.
"Knock-out Period" means each [day] [calculation date] from the [insert
date] [at [insert time] ([Munich] [●] local time)] [(including)] to the
Final Valuation Date (as defined in C.16) [until the relevant time of
publication of [all components] of the Relevant Reference Price]
[(including)].
The ["Relevant Period", the] "Lower Knock-out Barrier" and the
"Upper Knock-out Barrier" are specified in the Annex to this
Summary.]
[In the case of Stay High/Stay Low Securities, the following applies:
The Securities reflect the performance of the Underlying (as defined in
C.20) and allow the Security Holder to participate in both the positive or
negative price development of the Underlying during the term of the
Securities. A change in the price of the Underlying may have a
disproportional (leveraged) effect on the price of the Securities.
Stay High Securities are Securities for which "Stay High" is specified in
the Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders can participate
in the price development of the Underlying. Subject to the influence of
other price influencing factors (such as expected volatility, interest rate,
dividend yield, time to maturity), if the price of the Underlying rises, the
price of the Security regularly rises. Subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying falls, the price of
the Securities regularly falls.
Stay Low Securities are Securities for which "Stay Low" is specified in
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the Annex to this Summary and where Security Holders can participate
in the reverse price development of the Underlying. Subject to the
influence of other price influencing factors (such as expected volatility,
interest rate, dividend yield, time to maturity), if the price of the
Underlying falls, the price of the Security regularly rises. Subject to the
influence of other price influencing factors, if the price of the Underlying
rises, the price of the Securities regularly falls.
However, the value of Stay High/Stay Low Securities is limited to the
maximum of the Redemption Amount.
If at any time during the Knock-out Period a Knock-out Event has
occurred, the term of the Security ends and the Security Holders only
receive payment of the Knock-out Amount.
A Knock-out Event (the "Knock-out Event") has occurred if the price of
the Underlying during the Knock-out Period is at any time [during the
Relevant Period]:
[In the case of Stay High Securities:
is on or below the Knock-out Barrier.]
[In the case of Stay Low Securities:
is on or above the Knock-out Barrier.]
"Knock-out Period" means each [day] [calculation date] from the [insert
date] [at [insert time] ([Munich] [●] local time)] [(including)] to the
Final Valuation Date (as defined in C.16) [until the relevant time of
publication of [all components] of the Relevant Reference Price]
[(including)].
[The "Relevant Period"is specified in the Annex to this Summary.]]
C.16

The
expiration or
maturity date
of the
derivative
securities –
the exercise
date or final
reference
date

[The "Final Valuation Date" and the "Final Payment Date" are
specified in the table in the Annex to this Summary.]
["Valuation Date" is
[if the Underlying is an Italian Underlying as specified in the table in the
Annex to this Summary, the Calculation Date immediately following the
day at which the Exercise Right has been effectively exercised, however,
not later than the Final Valuation Date;
if the Underlying is not an Italian Underlying as specified in the table in
the Annex to this Summary, the day at which the Exercise Right has been
effectively exercised, however, not later than the Final Valuation Date.
["Italian Underlying" refers to an Index sponsored by Borsa Italiana (if
it is specified as "Italian Underlying" in the Annex to this Summary).]]
[the Calculation Date immediately following the day on which the
Exercise Right is effectively exercised, at the latest the Final Valuation
Date.]
[the Calculation Date on which the Exercise Right is effectively
exercised, at the latest the Final Valuation Date.]]
["Final Payment Date" is specified in the table in the Annex to this
Summary.]
["Exercise Date" is [each Trading Day][the last Trading Day in the
month of [January][Insert Month[s]] of each year].
["Valuation Date" is
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[if the Underlying is an Italian Underlying as specified in the table in the
Annex to this Summary, the Calculation Date immediately following the
Exercise Date on which the Exercise Right has been effectively
exercised, or the Calculation Date immediately following the Call Date,
as the case may be, on which the Issuer has exercised its Regular Call
Right;
if the Underlying is not an Italian Underlying as specified in the table in
the Annex to this Summary, the Exercise Date on which the Exercise
Right has been effectively exercised, or the Call Date, as the case may
be, on which the Issuer has exercised its Regular Call Right.
["Italian Underlying" refers to an Index sponsored by Borsa Italiana (if
it is specified as "Italian Underlying" in the Annex to this Summary).]]
[the Calculation Date immediately following the Exercise Date on which
the Exercise Right has been effectively exercised, or the Calculation
Date immediately following the Call Date, as the case may be, on which
the Issuer has exercised its Regular Call Right.]
[the Exercise Date on which the Exercise Right has been effectively
exercised, or the Call Date, as the case may be, on which the Issuer has
exercised its Regular Call Right.]]
[The "Expiry Date [(Data di Scadenza)]" is specified in the table in the
Annex to this Summary.]["FX Valuation Date" means the [Final
Valuation Date] [FX Calculation Date] [immediately following the]
[respective Valuation Date]. [If the FX Valuation Date is not a FX
Calculation Date the immediately following Banking Day which is a FX
Calculation Date shall be the FX Valuation Date.]]
C.17

Settlement
procedure of
the securities

All payments shall be made to [Insert] (the "Principal Paying Agent").
The Principal Paying Agent shall pay the amounts due to the Clearing
System for credit to the respective accounts of the depository banks for
transfer to the Security Holders.
The payment to the Clearing System shall discharge the Issuer from its
obligations under the Securities in the amount of such payment.
"Clearing System" means [Insert].

C.18

Description
of how any
return on
derivative
securities
takes place

[In the case of Call/Put Warrants with European exercise and Call/Put
Discount Warrants the following applies:
Payment of the Differential Amount on the Final Payment Date.]
[In the case of Call/Put Warrants with American exercise, the following
applies:
Payment of the Differential Amount five Banking Days after the
respective Valuation Date, but not later than on the Final Payment Date.]
[In the case of Call/Put Turbo Securities and Call/Put X-Turbo
Securities, the following applies:
Payment of the Differential Amount on the Final Payment Date or
payment of the Knock-out Amount five Banking Days after the day, on
which the Knock-out Event has occurred.]
[In the case of Call/Put Turbo Open End Securities, Call/Put X-Turbo
Open End Securities and Call/Put Mini Future Securities, the following
applies:
Payment of the Differential Amount [five][Insert days] Banking Days
after the respective Valuation Date or payment of the Knock-out Amount
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[five][Insert days] Banking Days after the day, on which the Knock-out
Event has occurred.]
[In the case of Call/Put COOL Securities, the following applies:
Payment of the Differential Amount and, if applicable, the COOL
Amount on the Final Payment Date.]
[In the case of Inline Securities, the following applies:
Payment of the Redemption Amount on the Final Payment Date or
payment of the Knock-out Amount five Banking Days after the day, on
which the Knock-out Event has occurred.]
[In the case of Stay High/Stay Low Securities, the following applies:
Payment of the Redemption Amount on the Final Payment Date or
payment of the Knock-out Amount five Banking Days after the day, on
which the Knock-out Event has occurred.]
C.19

Exercise
price or final
reference
price of the
underlying

[In the case of Call/Put Securities with European exercise, Call/Put
Discount Warrants, Call/Put Turbo Securities and Call/Put COOL
Securities the following applies:
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price on the Final
Valuation Date.]
[In the case of Call/Put Securities with American exercise and Call/Put
Turbo Open End Securities the following applies:
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price on the
respective Valuation Date.]
[In the case of Call/Put X-Turbo Securities, the following applies:
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price [of the
Underlying1] on the Final Valuation Date.]
[In the case of Call/Put X-Turbo Open End Securities, the following
applies:
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price [of the
Underlying1] on the respective Valuation Date.]
[In the case of Call/Put Mini Future Securities, the following applies:
"Exercise Price" means an amount in the currency of the Underlying,
which the Issuer would receive following the liquidation of hedging
transactions for [an] [one unit of the] Underlying [or its components].
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price on the
respective Valuation Date.]
[The "Reference Price" is specified in the table in the Annex to this
Summary.]
["Reference Price" means, if the Underlying is an Italian Underlying as
specified in the table in the Annex to this Summary, the settlement price
of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same expiry as
[the respective] Valuation Date of the Securities or if unaivalable the
opening price of the Underlying calculated by the Index Sponsor
published on the Relevant Exchange on the [respective] Valuation Date
(the "Settlement Price");
if the Underlying is not an Italian Underlying as specified in the table in
the Annex to this Summary, [the Opening Price] [the Closing Price].]
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[In the case of Inline Securities and Stay High/Stay Low Securities, the
following applies:
Any [price of the Underlying, as published by the [Relevant Exchange]
[Index Sponsor or, as the case may be, the Index Calculation Agent],]
[Relevant Price of the Underlying] [actually traded price of the
Underlying[, as published on the Screen Page for the Continuous
Observation],] with continuous observation during the Knock-out Period.
The "Screen Page for the Continuous Observation" is specified in the
Annex to this Summary.]
C.20

D.
D.2

Type of the
underlying
and
description
where
information
on the
underlying
can be found

[The [Underlying] [Underlyings] [is a[n]][are the] [Share[s]][Index]
[Indices][Commodity][Commodities] [Currency Exchange Rate[s]]
[Futures Contract[s]] as specified in the table in the Annex to this
Summary.][The Underlyings are the Indices specified as Underlying1 and
Underlying2 in the table in the Annex to this Summary.] [The [Index
is][Indices are] composed by [the Issuer] [a legal entity belonging to the
same group as the Issuer].]
For further information about [the [Underlying][Underlyings] and] the
past and the future performance of the [Underlying] [Underlyings] and
[its] [their] volatility, please refer to the Website, as specified in the table
below.
[In the case of futures contracts as Underlying, for which a roll over is
provided, the following applies:
Prior to the expiry of the Underlying, the Underlying will be replaced by
[the] [a new] futures contract [at the Reference Market] [with the next
following expiry date] [[,] [and] which is linked to the same reference
asset] [and] [having a remaining term of at least [one month] [●]], which,
as of this point in time, shall be deemed to be the Underlying.]

RISKS
Key
information
on the key
risks that are
specific to
the Issuer

Potential investors should be aware that in the case of the occurrence of
one of the below mentioned risk factors the securities may decline in
value and that they may sustain a total loss of their investment.
•

Risks related to the issuer’s financial situation: Liquidity risk
(i) Risks that HVB Group will not be able to meet its payment
obligations on time or in full and (ii) risks that HVB Group is
not able to obtain sufficient liquidity when required or (iii) that
liquidity will only be available at higher interest rates and (iv)
systemic risk.

•

Risks related to the issuer’s financial situation: Risks arising
from pension commitments
Risk that the pension provider will have to provide additional
capital to service the vested pension commitments.

•

Risks related to the issuer’s specific business activities: Risk
from lending business (credit risk)
(i) Credit default risk (including counterparty risk and issuer risk
as well as country risk); (ii) Risks from a decrease of the value of
loan collaterals or in case of debt enforcement; (iii) Risks from
derivative/trading business; (v) Risks from credit exposures to
the parent company; (vi) Risks from exposures to sovereigns /
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public sector.
•

Risk from trading activities (market Risk)
Risks mainly arises in the Corporate & Investment Banking
(CIB) business segment: (i) Risk for trading books from
deterioration in market conditions; (ii) Risk in strategic
investments or in liquidity reserve portfolios; (iii) Risks due to
decrease in market liquidity and (iv) Interest rate and foreign
currency risk.

•

Risks from other business activities
(i) Risks related to real estate and financial investments: Risk of
losses resulting from changes in the fair value of the real estate
portfolio of HVB Group and (ii) risk of decreases in the value of
the investment portfolio of the HVB Group.

•

General risks related to the issuer’s business operations:
Business risk
Risks of losses arising from unexpected negative changes in the
business volume and/or margins.

•

General risks related to the issuer’s business operations: Risks
from concentrations of risk and earnings
Risks from concentrations of risk and earnings indicate
increased potential losses and represent a business-strategy risk
for HVB Group.

•

General risks related to the issuer’s business operations:
Operational risk
Risks due to the use of information- and communication
technology, risks due to disruption and /or discontinuity of
critical business processes and risks in the course of outsourcing
of operations and processes to external providers.

•

Reputational risk
Risk of a negative effect on the income statement caused by
adverse reactions by stakeholders due to a changed perception of
HVB Group.

• Legal and regulatory risk: Legal and tax risks
Risks from legal proceedings and substantial uncertainty
regarding the outcome of proceedings and the amount of
possible damages.
•

Legal and regulatory risk: Compliance risk
Risk in connection with infringements of or non-compliance with
laws, regulations, statutory provisions, agreements, mandatory
practices and ethical standards.

•

Legal and regulatory risk:
Risks arising in connection with the supervision of HVB Group
within the single supervisory mechanism (SSM); Risks in
connection with regulatory regimes in various local jurisdictions
and their disparities; Risk to take wide-ranging measures due to
changes of regulatory regimes; Risks in connection with
resolution planning, resolution measures and the requirement to
meet the minimum requirement for own funds and eligible
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liabilities (MREL); Risks from stress testing measures imposed
on HVB Group and impact on the supervisory review and
evaluation process (SREP) on the business performance of HVB.
•

D.6

Key
information
on the key
risks that are
specific to
the securities

Strategic and macroeconomic risks
Risks arising in connection with economic developments in
Germany and by developments on the international financial and
capital markets; Risks arising in connection with interest rate
levels.

In the opinion of the Issuer, the key risks described below may, with
regard to the Security Holder, adversely affect the value of the Securities
and/or the amounts to be distributed under the Securities and/or the
ability of Security Holders to sell the Securities at a reasonable price
prior to their redemption.
• Potential conflicts of interest
The risk of conflicts of interest (as described in E.4) is related to the
possibility that the Issuer, distributors or any of their affiliates, in relation
to certain functions or transactions, may pursue interests which may be
adverse to or do not regard the interests of the Security Holders.
• Key risks related to the Securities
Key risks related to the market
Under certain circumstances a Security Holder may not be able to sell his
Securities at all or at an adequate price prior to their redemption. Even in
the case of an existing secondary market it cannot be ruled out that the
Security Holder may not be in a position to dispose of the Securities in
the case of an unfavourable development of the Underlying [or its
components] or of a currency exchange rate, e.g. if such development
occurs outside of the trading hours of the Securities.
The market value of the Securities will be affected by the
creditworthiness of the Issuer and a number of other factors (e.g.
exchange rates, prevailing interest and yield rates, the market for similar
securities, the general economic, political and cyclical conditions, the
tradability of the Securities and Underlying-related factors) and may be
substantially lower than the purchase price.
Security Holders may not rely on being able to sufficiently hedge against
price risks arising from the Securities at any time.
Key risks related to the Securities in general
The Issuer may possibly fail to perform its obligations under the
Securities in whole or in part, e.g., in case of an insolvency of the Issuer
or due to governmental or regulatory interventions. Such risk is not
protected by a deposit protection scheme or any similar compensation
scheme. The competent resolution authority may apply resolution tools
which include, among others, a "bail-in" instrument (e.g., conversion of
Securities into equity instruments or write down). Application of a
resolution tool may materially affect the rights of the Security Holders.
An investment into the Securities may be illegal or unfavourable for a
potential investor or not suitable, with regard to his knowledge or
experience and his financial needs, goals and situation.
The real rate of return of an investment into the Securities may be
reduced or may be zero or even negative (e.g., due to incidental costs in
connection with the purchase, holding and disposal of the Securities,
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future money depreciation (inflation) or tax effects).
The differential amount may be less than the Issue Price or the respective
purchase price and, under certain circumstances, no interest or ongoing
payments will be made.
The proceeds from the Securities may possibly not be sufficient to make
interest or principal payments arising from a financing purchase of the
Securities and require additional capital.
Risks related to Underlying-linked Securities
Risks arising from the influence of the Underlying [or its components] on
the market value of the Securities
The market value of the Securities and the amounts payable under the
Securities significantly depend on the price of the Underlying [or its
components]. It is not possible to predict the price development of the
Underlying [or its components] in the future. Additionally, the market
value of the Securities will be affected by a number of Underlyingrelated factors.
Risks arising from the fact that the observation of the Underlying [or its
components] occurs only at specified dates or times or periods
Due to the fact that the observation of the Underlying [or its
components] may occur only at specified dates, times or periods,
amounts payable under the Securities may be considerably lower than
the price of the Underlying [or its components] may have suggested.
[In the case of Turbo Open End, X-Turbo Open End and Mini Future
Securities, the following applies:
Risks due to open-end structure
Securities may be issued without a fixed term. Security Holders have no
claim for repayment until a Call Right of the Issuer or the Exercise Right
of the Security Holder has been exercised.]
[In the case of all Securities other than Inline Securities, the following
applies:
Risks related to a Strike
A strike can lead to the Security Holders participate either to a lesser
extent in a favourable performance of the Underlying [or its components]
or to a greater extent in an unfavourable performance of the Underlying
[or its components].]
[In the case of all Securities other than Inline and Stay High/Stay Low
Securities, the following applies:
Risks related to a Ratio
A ratio may result in the Security being in economic terms similar to a
direct investment in the relevant Underlying [or its components], but
being nonetheless not fully comparable with such a direct investment.]
[In the case of Discount Warrants, the following applies:
Risks related to a Maximum Amount
The potential return from the Securities may be limited.]
[In the case of Turbo Open End, X-Turbo Open End and Mini Future
Securities, the following applies:
Special risks related to reference rates
During the term of the Securities it cannot be ruled out that underlying
reference rates will no longer be available, in the relevant form at the
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time of the issuance of the Securities or, that in connection with the
determination or publication of these reference rates it may come to
inaccuracies or even manipulations by the persons responsible for the
determination and/or publication, or by any other market participants.]
[In the case of Warrants, Discount Warrants, Turbo Securities, Turbo
Open End Securities, Mini Future Securities and COOL Securities, the
following applies:
Currency and Currency Exchange Rate risk with respect to the
Underlying [or its components]
Since the Underlying or its components are denominated in a currency
other than the Specified Currency, there is a Currency Exchange Rate
risk. [There is an increased Currency Exchange Rate Risk since the
conversion of the currency of the Underlying into the Specified Currency
will not be effected directly by the use of one single currency exchange
rate but indirectly by the use of two different currency exchange rates (so
called cross rate option).]]
[Risks related to Adjustment Events
Adjustments may have a substantial negative impact on the value and the
future performance of the Securities as well as on the amounts to be
distributed under the Securities. Adjustment events may also lead to an
extraordinary early termination of the Securities.]
Risks related to structure specifics
Because of the leverage typical for the Securities, the performance of the
Underlying may have a disproportionately strong adverse effect on the
value of the Securities. The time value declines in relation to the time
remaining to maturity. In this case the market value of the Securities will
fall to zero by the last possible Exercise Date.
[In the case of Call Warrants, Call Discount Warrants, Call Turbo
Securities, Call Turbo Open End Securities, Call X-Turbo Securities,
Call X-Turbo Open End Securities, Call Mini Future Securities, Call
COOL Securities and Stay High Securities, the following applies:
Risks related to [Call Warrants] [Call Discount Warrants] [Call Turbo
Securities] [Call Turbo Open End Securities] [Call X-Turbo Securities]
[Call X-Turbo Open End Securities] [Call Mini Future Securities] [Call
COOL Securities] [Stay High Securities]
If the price of the Underlying falls, the Security Holders may suffer a
total loss of their invested capital.]
[In the case of Put Warrants, Put Discount Warrants, Put Turbo
Securities, Put Turbo Open End Securities, Put X-Turbo Securities, Put
X-Turbo Open End Securities, Put Mini Future Securities, Put COOL
Securities and Stay Low Securities, the following applies:
Risks related to [Put Warrants] [Put Discount Warrants] [Put Turbo
Securities] [Put Turbo Open End Securities] [Put X-Turbo Securities]
[Put X-Turbo Open End Securities] [Put Mini Future Securities] [Put
COOL Securities] [Stay Low Securities]
If the price of the Underlying rises, the Security Holders may suffer a
total loss of their invested capital.]
[In the case of Inline Securities, the following applies:
Risks related to Inline Securities
The Security Holders may suffer a total loss of their invested capital if
the price of the Underlying rises as well as if the price of the Underlying
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falls.]
[In the case of Discount Warrants, the following applies:
Risks related to Discount Warrants
The Security Holder does not participate in a development of the price of
the Underlying [or its components] which would mathematically lead to
a Differential Amount higher than the Maximum Amount.]
[In the case of Turbo Securities, Turbo Open End Securities, X-Turbo
Securities, X-Turbo Open End Securities, Mini Future Securities, COOL
Securities, Inline Securities and Stay High/Stay Low Securities, the
following applies:
Risks related to the Knock-out Barrier
If a Knock-out Event occurs, the Security Holder may suffer an
immediate partial or total loss of his investment or lose the right to
demand payment of certain amounts under the Securities. [Furthermore,
the Security Holder bears the reinvestment risk.]]
[In case of Warrants with American exercise, Turbo Open End
Securities, X-Turbo Open End Securities and Mini Future Securities, the
following applies:
Risks related to the Minimum Exercise Amount
Since a certain number of Securities is required in order to exercise the
Securities, a Security Holder may be unable to exercise some of his
Securities.]
[In the case of Turbo Open End Securities, X-Turbo Open End
Securities, Mini Future Securities, the following applies:
Risks related to Securities which provide for a constant adjustment of the
Strike and Knock-out Barrier
Since the Strike and Knock-out Barrier are subject to a constant
adjustment, the risk of the occurrence of a Knock-out Event may
increase and the amounts payable under Securities as well as the value of
the Securities may significantly reduce.]
[In the case of X-Turbo Securities, X-Turbo Open End Securities, the
following applies:
Additional risks
Securities that are linked to an additional index bear a higher risk of the
occurrence of a Knock-out Event. With respect to the determination of
the Differential Amount the additional index will not be taken into
account.]
[In the case of Turbo Open End Securities, X-Turbo Open End Securities
and Mini Futures Securities, the following applies:
Risks arising from an Issuer’s Regular Call Right
In case of Securities with an Issuer’s Call Right, Securities may be called
within the Issuer's sole discretion at certain dates. If the price of the
Underlying is low at the time of the Issuer’s regular call, the Security
Holder may suffer a partial or total loss of its invested capital.]
[In the case of Turbo Open End Securities, X-Turbo Open End Securities
and Mini Futures Securities, the following applies:
Risks arising from the Exercise Right of Security Holders
In case of Securities with an Exercise Right of the Security Holders,
Securities may be called at certain dates. If the price of the Underlying is
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low at the time of the exercise, the Security Holder may suffer a partial
or total loss of its invested capital.]
[Risks related to Call Events
Upon the occurrence of a Call Event the Issuer has the right to
extraordinarily call the Securities at their market value. If the market
value of the Securities at the relevant time is lower than the Issue Price
or the purchase price, the respective Security Holder will suffer a partial
or total loss of its invested capital even if the Securities provide for a
conditional minimum payment.]
Risks related to Market Disruption Events
The Calculation Agent may defer valuations and payments and make
determination in its [reasonable] discretion [acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith][using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith]. Security Holders are not entitled to demand
interest due to such delayed payment.
Risks arising from negative effects of hedging arrangements by the Issuer
on the Securities
The entering or the liquidation of hedging transactions by the Issuer may,
in individual cases, adversely affect the price of the Underlying [or its
components].
• Key risks related to the Underlying [or its components]
General risks
No rights of ownership of the Underlying [or its components]
The Underlying [or its components] will not be held by the Issuer for the
benefit of the Security Holders, and as such, Security Holders will not
obtain any rights of ownership (e.g., voting rights, rights to receive
dividends, payments or other distributions or other rights) with respect to
the Underlying [or its components].
[In case of Securities with shares or indices related to shares as
Underlying, the following applies:
Key risks related to shares
The performance of share-linked Securities [(i.e. Securities related to
indices as Underlying and shares as index components)] depends on the
performance of the respective shares, which may be subject to certain
factors. Dividend payments may have an adverse effect on the Security
Holder. [The holder of the depository receipts may lose the rights to the
underlying shares certified by the participation certificate which may
result in the depository receipts becoming valueless.]
[The underlying shares are issued by [UniCredit S.p.A., a] [another]
company belonging to the UniCredit Group, to which also the Issuer of
the Securities belongs to (Group Shares).]
[There is an increased risk of loss due to the possible combination of
credit and market risk.]
[There is a sector related risk of loss, since both, the Issuer of the
Securities and the issuer of the Underlying belong to the same economic
sector and/or country.]
[There is a risk of loss arising from potential conflicts of interest on
group level, since the Issuer of the Securities and the issuer of the
Underlying are under joint control (Group Shares).]]
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[In case of Securities with indices as Underlying, the following applies:
Key risks related to indices
The performance of index-linked Securities depends on the performance
of the respective indices, which largely depend on the composition and
the performance of their index components. [The index sponsor
exclusively develops and determines the investment strategy and
implements the investment strategy, in accordance with the guidelines of
the index description, within its broad discretion. Neither the Issuer, the
Calculation Agent, the index calculation agent nor any independent third
party reviews the investment strategy.] [The Issuer neither has influence
on the respective index nor the index concept.] [The Issuer also acts as
sponsor or calculation agent of the index. This may lead to conflicts of
interest.] In general, an index sponsor does not assume liability.
Generally, an index may at any time be altered, terminated or replaced
by any successor index. [The index sponsor and/or any key persons may
at any time discontinue their contribution with regard to the
implementation of the investment strategy.] [If the index sponsor
discontinues its activities, in principle, neither the Issuer nor any third
person will continue to implement the investment strategy. As a
consequence, the Issuer may extraordinarily call the Securities.]
[Security Holders do not or only partly participate in dividends or other
distributions in relation to the index components.] [If the index entails a
leverage factor, investors bear an enhanced risk of losses.] [Indices may
be affected disproportionately negative in the case of an unfavourable
development in a country, region or industrial sector.] [Indices may
include fees which negatively affect their performance.] [Due to
regulatory measures in the future the index, inter alia, may not be used
as Underlying of the Securities or only subject to changed conditions.]
[In case of Securities with futures contracts or with indices related to
futures contracts as Underlying, the following applies:
Key risks related to futures contracts
The performance of futures contract-linked Securities [(i.e. Securities
related to indices as Underlying and futures contracts as index
components)] primarily depends on the performance of the respective
futures contract which is subject to certain influencing factors.
Differences in the prices between different contract terms (e.g. in the
case of a roll over) may adversely affect the Securities. Furthermore,
prices of futures contracts may differ substantially from the spot prices.
In addition, futures contracts are subject to similar risks as compared to a
direct investment in the underlying reference assets.]
[In case of Securities with a commodity or futures contract on
commodity or indices related to commodities as components, the
following applies:
Key risks related to commodities
The performance of commodity-linked Securities [(i.e. Securities related
to indices as Underlying and commodities as index components)] [(i.e.
Securities related to commodity futures contracts as Underlying)] is
depending on the performance of the respective commodity, which is
subject to certain influencing factors. An investment in commodities is
associated with higher risks than investments in other asset classes. The
trading on a global basis almost non-stop in various time zones may lead
to different prices in different places, which are not all relevant for the
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calculation of the Securities.]
[In the case of Securities linked to Currency Exchange Rates, the
following applies:
Key risks related to currency exchange rates
The performance of currency-exchange-rate-linked-Securities primarily
depends on the performance of the respective currency exchange rate,
which is subject to certain influencing factors. The trading on a global
basis almost non-stop in various time zones may lead to different prices
in different places, which are not all relevant for the calculation of the
Securities. The currency exchange rates displayed on different sources of
information may also vary. As a result, a currency exchange rate
favourable for the investor might not be used for the calculation or, as
the case may be, specification of the Differential Amount. [The indirect
determination of a relevant currency exchange rate via a computation of
two other currency exchange rates may result in an increased currency
exchange rate risk and have a negative effect on the Securities.]]
The Securities are not capital protected. Investors may lose the value
of their entire investment or part of it.
E.

OFFER

E.2b

Reasons for
the offer and
use of
proceeds
when
different
from making
profit and/or
hedging
certain risks

Not applicable; the net proceeds from each issue of Securities will be
used by the Issuer for its general corporate purposes, i.e. making profit
and/or hedging certain risks.

E.3

Description
of the terms
and
conditions of
the offer

[Day of the first public offer: [Insert]]
[Start of the new public offer: [Insert] [(continuance of the public offer
of previously issued securities)] [(increase of previously issued
securities)].]
[A public offer will be made in [the Czech Republic] [,] [and] [France]
[,] [and] [Italy] [and] [the Netherlands].]
[The smallest transferable unit is [Insert].]
[The smallest tradable unit is [Insert].]
[The Securities will be offered to [qualified investors][,] [and/or] [retail
investors] [and/or] [institutional investors] [by way of [private
placements] [public offerings]] [by financial intermediaries].]
[As of the [day of the first public offer] [start of the new public offer] the
Securities will be offered on a continuous basis.]
[The continuous offer will be made on current ask prices provided by the
Issuer.]
[The public offer may be terminated by the Issuer at any time without
giving any reason.]
[The effectiveness of the offer is subject to the adoption of the admission
provision for trading by [Insert relevant market(s) or trading venue(s)]
prior to the Issue Date [the confirmation, prior to the Issue Date, by
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[Insert relevant market(s) or trading venue(s)] on the admissibility of the
payoff with start of trading on the [insert number of days] business day
following the Issue Date]. The Issuer undertakes to request the admission
to trading on [Insert relevant market(s) or trading venue(s)] in time for
the adoption of the admission provision by the Issue Date.]
[In the case of Securities being offered to Italian consumers, the
following applies:
The Securities can be placed by the relevant Distributor through ["door
to door selling" (through financial sales agents, pursuant to the articles
30 and 31 of the Italian Legislative Decree 24 February 1998, n. 58)] [or]
["long distance technique selling" (pursuant to the article 67-duodecies,
Par. 4 of the Italian Legislative Decree 6 September 2005, n. 206)].
Therefore, the effects of the subscription agreements will be suspended
[for seven days, with reference to those "door to door selling"] [,] [and]
[for fourteen days, with reference to "long distance technique selling"],
from the date of the subscription by the investors. Within such terms, the
investor can withdraw by means of a notice to the financial promoter or
the Distributors without any liability, expenses or other fees according to
the conditions indicated in the subscription agreement.]
E.4

Any interest
that is
material to
the
issue/offer
including
conflicting
interest

Any distributor and/or its affiliates may be customers of, and borrowers
from the Issuer and its affiliates. In addition, any of such distributors and
their affiliates may have engaged, and may in the future engage, in
investment banking and/or commercial banking transactions with, and
may perform services for the Issuer and its affiliates in the ordinary
course of business.
[With regard to trading of the Securities the Issuer has a conflict of
interest being also the Market Maker on the [Insert relevant market(s),
MTF(s) or trading venue(s)][;][.]] [moreover] [[T][t]he [Insert relevant
market(s), MTF(s) or trading venue(s)] [is][are] organized and managed
by [Insert name], a company in which UniCredit S.p.A. – the Holding
Company of UniCredit Bank AG as the Issuer – has a stake in.] [The
Issuer is also [the arranger] [and] [the Calculation Agent] of the
Securities.] [The Issuer or any of its affiliates [may] act[s] as a
calculation agent or paying agent.]
Besides, conflicts of interest in relation to the Issuer or the persons
entrusted with the offer may arise for the following reasons:
• The Issuer specifies the Issue Price.
• The Issuer and one of its affiliates act as Market Maker of the
Securities (however, no such obligation exists).
• Distributors may receive inducements from the Issuer.
• The Issuer, any Distributor and any of their affiliates act as
Calculation Agent or Paying Agent in relation to the Securities.
• From time to time, the Issuer, any Distributor and any of their
affiliates may be involved in transactions on their own account
or on the account of their clients, which affect the liquidity or the
price of the Underlying or its components.
• The Issuer, any Distributor and any of their affiliates may issue
securities in relation to the Underlying or its components on
which already other securities have been issued.
• The Issuer, any Distributor and any of their affiliates may
possess or obtain material information about the Underlying or
its components (including publicly not accessible information) in
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•

•

•
•

E.7

Estimated
expenses
charged to
the investor
by the Issuer
or the
distributor

connection with its business activities or otherwise.
The Issuer, any Distributor and any of their affiliates may engage
in business activities with the issuer of the Underlying or its
components, its affiliates, competitors or guarantors.
The Issuer, any Distributor and any of their affiliates may also
act as a member of a syndicate of banks, as financial advisor or
as bank of a sponsor or issuer of the Underlying or its
components.
[The Issuer or one of its affiliates acts as index sponsor, index
calculation agent, index advisor or index committee.]
[The Underlying is issued by [UniCredit S.p.A., a] [another]
company belonging to the UniCredit Group (Group Shares), to
which also the Issuer of the Securities belongs to.]

[Selling Concession: [An upfront fee in the amount of [Insert] is
included in the Issue Price.] [Insert details]]
[Other Commissions: [Insert details]]
[Not applicable. No such expenses will be charged to the investor by the
Issuer or a distributor. However, other charges like custody fees or
transaction fees might be charged.]
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RISK FACTORS
The following is a disclosure of Risk Factors that, in the opinion of UniCredit Bank AG as issuer
(the "Issuer"), are material with respect to the Issuer and to the securities issued under this base
prospectus (the "Base Prospectus") (the "Securities") in order to assess the risk associated with
these Securities. Moreover, further risks that are currently unknown or currently believed to be
not material may also have a negative impact on the value of the Securities. Potential investors
should be aware that the Securities may decline in value and that the sum of amounts distributed
under the Securities may be below the value that the respective Security Holder spent for the
purchase of the Securities (including any Incidental Costs) (the "Purchase Price"). As a result, the
respective Security Holder may sustain a partial loss (e.g. in the case of an unfavourable
performance of the Underlying or its Components) or total loss (e.g. in the case of a substantially
unfavourable performance of the Underlying or of an insolvency of the Issuer) of his investment.
The Base Prospectus, including these risk factors, and relevant final terms of the Securities (the
"Final Terms") do not replace a professional consultation with a potential investor’s house bank
or financial adviser. However, potential investors should carefully consider these Risk Factors
before making a decision to purchase any Securities in any case.
Potential investors should consider all information provided in (a) this Base Prospectus and in
any supplements thereto, (b) the registration document of UniCredit Bank AG dated 17 April 2019
(the "Registration Document"), the information of which is incorporated herein by reference at
different parts of the Prospectus, (c) all documents the information of which is incorporated in the
Base Prospectus by reference, and (d) the relevant Final Terms. An investment in the Securities is
only suitable for investors, who understand the nature of such Securities and the extent of the
incorporated risk and who have sufficient knowledge, experience and access to professional
advisors (including their financial, legal and tax advisors) in order to form their own legal, tax
and financial opinion upon the existing risks in relation to the Securities. Furthermore, potential
investors should be aware that the risks described below may arise separately or cumulatively in
combination with other risks and may possibly have mutually reinforcing effects. The order of the
risks described below does not imply any statement about the likelihood of occurrence of each risk
or the degree of influence of such risk factor on the value of the Securities.
"Security Holder" means the holder of a Security.
In the opinion of the Issuer, the significant risks described below may adversely affect the value
of the Securities and/or the amounts to be distributed under the Securities and/or the ability of
Security Holders to sell the Securities at a reasonable price prior to the Final Payment Date of
the Securities:
A. Risks related to the Issuer
The risk factors related to the Issuer included in the Registration Document of UniCredit Bank AG
dated 17 April 2019 are hereby incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus. A list setting
out the information incorporated by reference is provided on page 273 et seq.
Potential investors should consider the information within the section entitled "Risk Factors" of
the Registration Document. This section contains information on risks which may affect the assets,
liabilities and the financial position of the Issuer and its ability to fulfil its obligations arising from
the Securities.
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B. Risks related to potential conflicts of interest
The Issuer, a financial institution or a financial intermediary with whom the Issuer has entered into
a distribution agreement (the "Distributor") or any of their affiliates may, in connection with the
below mentioned functions or transactions, as the case may be, pursue interests, which may be
adverse to the interests of the Security Holders or do not take them into account (the "Conflicts of
Interest").
1. General potential conflicts of interest
Potential conflicts of interest related to the Issue Price
The Securities will be offered at a price determined by the Issuer (the "Issue Price"). The Issue
Price is based on internal pricing models of the Issuer and may be higher than the market value of
the Securities. The Issue Price may contain, beside upfront, management or other fees, an
additional premium that may not be obvious to the Security Holders. Such an additional premium
depends on several factors, particularly on the volume of the Securities of each series as well as
current and expected market conditions and market outlooks as of the time of the issuance of the
Securities. The premium will be added to the original mathematical value of the Securities and
may differ between each issue of the Securities as well as from the premiums charged by other
market participants.
Potential conflicts of interest related to market maker activities
The Issuer, any of its affiliates and any other company that the Issuer has appointed as market
maker (each a "Market Maker"), may, but is not obliged to, undertake market making activities
for the Securities. "Market Making" means that the Market Maker, under normal market
conditions, continuously quotes bid and offer prices at which it is willing to trade the Securities in
a certain volume. Through Market Making the liquidity and/or the value of the Securities may
substantially be influenced. The prices quoted by a Market Maker may, to the detriment of the
investor, substantially deviate from the mathematical (intrinsic) value of the Securities and usually
do not correspond to the prices which would have been formed without Market Making and in a
liquid market.
Potential conflicts of interest related to Distributors and inducements
From the Issuer Distributors may receive certain inducements in form of turnover-dependent
placement- and/or management fees. Placement fees are one-off payments which, alternatively,
may be granted by the Issuer in the form of an appropriate discount on the Issue Price. On the
other hand, payment of management fees is recurring and dependant on the volume of the
outstanding Securities at the given point of time placed by the relevant Distributor. The amount of
the relevant inducement will be agreed between the Issuer and the relevant Distributor, may be
subject to change and may differ with respect to the individual Distributor and Series of Securities.
Potential conflicts of interest related to the function as calculation agent or paying agent
The Issuer, any Distributor or any of their affiliates may act as a calculation agent or paying agent
in relation to the Securities. In this function, the relevant entity may, inter alia, calculate amounts
to be distributed under the Securities and make adjustments or other determinations, as described
in the Final Terms, i.e. by exercising its reasonable discretion (§ 315 German Civil Code,
Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, "BGB") if the governing law of the Securities is German law or,
respectively, by acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith if the
governing law of the Securities is Italian law or, respectively, by using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith if the governing law of the Securities is French law. The aforementioned
calculations, adjustments and determinations may adversely influence the value of, and/or the
amounts to be distributed under the Securities and may be adverse to the interests of the respective
Security Holder.
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2. Potential conflicts of interest related to Underlying-linked Securities
The Securities are linked to the performance of an underlying (the "Underlying") and/or its
components. "Components" are, in case of an index as Underlying, the relevant components of
the index. In this context, the following additional conflicts of interest may exist:
Potential conflicts of interest related to additional transactions
The Issuer, any Distributor or any of its affiliates may from time to time, without regard to the
interests of the Security Holders, participate in transactions involving shares or other securities,
fund shares, futures contracts, commodities, indices, currencies or derivatives for their own
account or for the account of their customers. Additional transactions may result in further
liquidity constraints of the Underlying or its Components, in particular, following hedging
transactions in Underlyings or its Components with an already restricted liquidity.
Potential conflicts of interest related to the issuance of additional securities linked to the same
Underlying or to its Components
The Issuer, any Distributor and any of its affiliates may issue securities with respect to the
Underlying or its Components on which securities already have been issued. This increases the
offer and, therefore, may limit the possibility to trade the Securities in case of limited demand. An
issuance of such new competing securities may, therefore, adversely affect the tradability of the
Securities.
Potential conflicts of interest related to Underlying-related information
In the course of their business activities or otherwise, the Issuer, any Distributor or any of their
affiliates may be in possession of or may acquire important Underlying-related information (also
not publicly available) over the term of the Securities. The issuance of Securities does, in
particular, not create any obligation to disclose such information (whether or not confidential),
which is related to the Underlying or to its Components, to the Security Holders, or to consider
such information in the course of the issuance of the Securities.
Potential conflicts of interest related to business activities
The Issuer, any Distributor or any of their affiliates may, without regard to the interests of the
Security Holders, deal with other issuers, any of their affiliates, competitors or any guarantor and
engage in any kind of commercial or investment banking or other business activities. Any such
action may, with respect to the Security Holders, adversely affect the price of the Underlying or its
Components.
Potential conflicts of interest related to other functions of the Issuer
The Issuer, any Distributor and any of their affiliates may, without regard to the interests of the
Security Holders, act as a member of a syndicate of banks, as financial advisor or as a bank of
another issuer. In the course of the aforementioned functions actions may be taken or
recommendations may be made which, with respect to the Security Holders, may adversely affect
the Underlying or its Components.
C. Risks related to the Securities
In the following the material risk factors related to the Securities are described.
1. Risks related to the market
Risk that no active trading market for the Securities exists
There is a risk that the Securities may not be widely distributed and no active trading market (the
"Secondary Market") may exist and may develop for the Securities.
The Issuer is not obliged to make applications for the Securities to be admitted to the regulated
market of any stock exchange or to be listed on any other exchange, market or trading system
within the European Economic Area. Even if the Issuer makes such application, there is no
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assurance that such applications will be accepted or that an active trading will develop or be
maintained. If the Securities are not traded on any stock exchange or any other market or trading
system, pricing information for the Securities may in addition be more difficult to obtain.
Neither the Issuer nor any Distributor or any of its affiliates is obliged to undertake any Market
Making activities. There is also no obligation to appoint a Market Maker or to continue a Market
Making during the whole term of the Securities. If there is no Market Maker, or Market Making is
only made to a limited extent, the Secondary Market in the Securities may be very limited.
Neither the Issuer nor any Distributor can therefore assure that a Security Holder will be able to
sell his Securities at an adequate price prior to their redemption. Even in the case of an existing
Secondary Market it cannot be excluded that the Security Holder may not be in a position to
dispose of the Securities in the case of an unfavourable development of the Underlying or its
Components or of a Currency Exchange Rate, e.g. if such development occurs outside of the
trading hours of the Securities.
Risk related to a possible repurchase of the Securities
The Issuer may, but is not obliged to, purchase Securities at any time and at any price in the open
market, by tender offer or private agreement. Any Securities purchased in this way by the Issuer
may be held, resold or cancelled. A repurchase of Securities by the Issuer may adversely affect the
liquidity of the Securities.
Risk related to the offering volume
The issue volume described in the Final Terms does not allow any conclusion on the volume of
the Securities actually issued or outstanding at any time and thus on the liquidity of a potential
Secondary Market.
Risks related to a sale of the Securities
Prior to the redemption of the Securities, the Security Holders may only be able to realise the
value, represented by the Securities, through a sale of the Securities in the Secondary Market. The
price at which a Security Holder may be able to sell his Securities may be substantially lower than
the Purchase Price. In the case of a sale of the Securities at a certain point of time at which the
market value of the Securities is below the Purchase Price paid, the respective Security Holder will
be suffering a loss. Costs associated with the sale of the Securities in the Secondary Market (e.g.
order fees or trading venue fees) may in addition increase the loss.
Risks related to market value-influencing factors
The market value of the Securities will be affected by a number of factors. These are inter alia the
creditworthiness of the Issuer, the relevant prevailing interest and yield rates, the market for
similar securities, the general economic, political and cyclical conditions, the tradability and, if
applicable, the remaining term of the Securities as well as additional Underlying-related market
value-influencing factors (as described in Risks arising from the influence of the Underlying or its
Components on the market value of the Securities).
In addition, changes in the composition of the member states of the European Union (EU), e.g. an
exit of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland according to the referendum of
23 June 2016, may have a negative impact on the stability, the existence and the functioning of the
EU and its institutions. Uncertainties and possible economic burdens resulting from such attempts
may arise not only in the relevant member states, have significant impact on the economic
development of single member states and the EU as a whole and result in distortions as well as in
increased volatilities in the financial markets. These factors may be mutually reinforcing or
neutralising.
Risks related to the spread between bid and offer prices
During extraordinary market situations or the occurrence of technical disruptions, the Market
Maker for the Securities may temporarily suspend the quotation of bid and offer prices for the
Securities or increase the spread between bid and offer prices. Should the Market Maker in special
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market situations be unable to conclude transactions to hedge against price risks resulting from the
Securities, or when such transactions are very difficult to conclude, the spread between the bid and
offer prices may be expanded in order to limit its economic risk.
Currency and Currency Exchange Rate risk with respect to the Securities
If the Securities are denominated in a currency (the "Specified Currency") other than the
currency of the jurisdiction where a Security Holder is domiciled or where the Security Holder
seeks to receive funds, there is a Currency Exchange Rate risk (as described in Currency
Exchange Rate risk). Currencies may also be devalued or replaced by a different currency whose
development cannot be predicted.
In cases where the conversion of amounts payable under the Securities is not made directly by
application of one Currency Exchange Rate but indirectly by application of two different Currency
Exchange Rates (so called Cross Rate option), an increased Currency Exchange Rate risk exists.
In such cases, the currency of the Underlying will at first be converted into a third currency before
it will then be converted into the Specified Currency. Thus, as the amounts to paid at redemption
and, if applicable, at early redemption depend on two different Currency Exchange Rates,
investors might suffer higher losses of interest and/or principal, as it would otherwise be the case.
Currency Exchange Rate risk
Exchange rates between currencies (the "Currency Exchange Rates") are determined by factors
of supply and demand in the international currency markets and are influenced by macroeconomic factors, speculations and interventions by the central banks and governments as well as
by political factors (including the imposition of currency controls and restrictions). In addition
there are other factors (e.g. psychological factors) which are almost impossible to predict, (e.g. a
crisis of confidence in the political regime of a country) and which also may have a material
impact on a Currency Exchange Rate. Currencies may be very volatile. There may be an increased
risk in connection with currencies of countries whose standard of development is not comparable
to the standard of the Federal Republic of Germany or of other industrialized countries (the
"Industrialized Countries"). In the case of any irregularities or manipulations in connection with
the fixing of Currency Exchange Rates, this may have a material adverse effect on the Securities.
Risks related to hedging transactions with respect to the Securities
Security Holders may not rely on being able to sufficiently hedge against price risks arising from
the Securities at any time. Their ability to make transactions to preclude or limit such price risks
will depend on, inter alia, the relevant prevailing market conditions. In some cases there may be
no suitable transactions available at a certain point of time or Security Holders may conclude
transactions only at a market price that is disadvantageous to them.
2. Risks related to the Securities in general
Credit risk of the Issuer
The Securities constitute unsecured obligations of the Issuer vis-a-vis the Security Holders. Any
person who purchases the Securities therefore relies on the creditworthiness of the Issuer and has,
in relation to his position under the Securities, no rights or claims against any other person.
Security Holders are subject to the risk of a partial or total failure of the Issuer to fulfil obligations
which the Issuer is liable to perform under the Securities in whole or in part, for example, in the
event of the Issuer’s insolvency. The worse the creditworthiness of the Issuer is the higher is the
risk of a loss. Such risk is not protected by a statutory deposit protection, the deposit protection
scheme of the Association of German Banks (Einlagensicherungsfonds des Bundesverbandes
deutscher Banken), the Compensation Fund of German Banks (Entschädigungseinrichtung
deutscher Banken GmbH) or any similar compensation scheme. In the case of realization of the
credit risk of the Issuer the Security Holder may sustain a total loss of his capital.
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Possible limitations of the legality of purchase and lack of suitability of the Securities
There is the risk, that an investment in the Securities is illegal, unfavourable or not suitable for a
potential investor.
The purchase, holding and/or disposal of certain Securities may, for certain investors, be
prohibited, limited or associated with adverse regulatory or other consequences. It inter alia
cannot be ruled out that the specific investor is restricted or not entitled to invest in the Securities
due to supervisory regulations or that the investment is attached to special reporting or notification
requirements (e.g. with respect to certain funds).
Additionally, the purchase or holding of Securities may be excluded or unsuitable under civil law
agreements (e.g. if eligibility as trustee stock (Mündelsicherheit) is required) or may not be fully
consistent with all investment policies, guidelines and restrictions applicable to it.
An investment in the Securities requires detailed knowledge of the features of the relevant
Security. Thus, potential investors should have experience with investing in structured securities
and the risks associated therewith. An investment in the Securities is only suitable for investors
who
•

have sufficient knowledge and experience in financial and business affairs to evaluate the
merits and risks as well as the suitability of an investment in structured securities;

•

have the ability to evaluate the merits and risks in the context of their financial situation
on the basis of appropriate analytical tools or, in case of lack of knowledge, have the
possibility to take respective professional advice;

•

are able to bear the economic risk of an investment in structured securities for an
indefinite period; and

•

are aware that it may, during a substantial period of time or even at all, not be possible to
sell the Securities.

Under consideration of the characteristics of the Securities and the substantial risks inherent in
purchasing the Securities, the Securities may also not be an economically appropriate investment.
As a result, each potential investor must determine, based on its own independent review and, if
applicable, professional advice, if the purchase, holding and disposal of the Securities fully
complies with the investor's legal requirements, knowledge and experience and financial needs,
objectives and circumstances (or if the investor is acquiring the Securities in a fiduciary capacity,
the trustee).
Risks arising from financial markets turmoil, the Resolution Directive as well as governmental or
regulatory interventions
Turmoil in the international financial markets may also in the future adversely affect inflation,
interest rates, the Underlying and its Components, the amounts to be distributed under the
Securities or the value of the Securities and result in extensive governmental and regulatory
interventions.
As a reaction to the financial market crisis which begun in 2007, the European and the German
legislator enacted or planned several directives, regulations and laws which might affect the
Security Holders. In particular, Directive 2014/59/EU of the European Parliament and of the
Council of 15 May 2014 establishing a framework for the recovery and resolution of credit
institutions and investment firms (the "Resolution Directive") and the law for the recovery and
resolution of institutions and financial groups (German Recovery and Resolution Act, Sanierungsund Abwicklungsgesetz) implementing the Resolution Directive into national German law contain
additional or amended regulatory provisions which may affect the Issuer and the Securities issued.
Besides, the Regulation (EU) No. 806/2014 of the European Parliament and the Council of 15 July
2014 establishing uniform rules and a uniform mechanism for the resolution of credit institutions
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and certain investment firms in the framework of a Single Resolution Mechanism and a Single
Resolution Fund (the "SRM Regulation"), provides certain resolution tools.
The German Recovery and Resolution Act and the SRM Regulation provide tools which enable
the competent supervisory or resolution authorities to restructure or dissolve credit institutions and
investment firms if there is a potential default risk regarding the respective credit institution or
investment firm and provided that the default risk may not be prevented by other effective means
and the application of the tool serves the public interest. These resolution tools, in accordance with
the Resolution Directive, include among others a "bail-in" instrument enabling the competent
resolution authority to convert relevant capital instruments or certain eligible liabilities into shares
or common equity tier 1 capital instruments or to write them down in whole or in part. By
suspension, modification and termination (in whole or in part) of the rights under the Securities,
the resolution tools may materially affect the rights of the Security Holders. The extent to which
the claims resulting from the Securities forfeit due to the "bail-in" instrument, depends on a
number of factors, on which the Issuer potentially has no influence.
If the resolution conditions are met, the competent resolution authority may as an alternative to a
resolution issue a transfer order pursuant to which the Issuer would be forced to transfer its shares
or assets and liabilities in whole or in part to a so-called bridge bank or an asset management
company. In the context of a transfer order, the Issuer as initial debtor of the Securities may be
replaced by another debtor (which may have a fundamentally different risk tolerance or
creditworthiness than the Issuer). Alternatively, the claims may remain towards the initial debtor,
but the situation regarding the debtor's assets, business activity and/or creditworthiness may not be
identical to the situation prior to the transfer order.
With respect to insolvency proceedings opened on or after 1 January 2017, § 46f of the German
Banking Act (Kreditwesengesetz, the "KWG") provides that, in the case of an insolvency
proceeding of the Issuer, claims arising from certain standard unsecured debt securities (such as
fixed or floating rate bearer bonds), including securities that were issued prior to 1 January 2017,
will be satisfied only after other senior debt obligations have been satisfied (so called nonpreferred debt securities).
With the amending directive (EU) 2017/2399 to the Resolution Directive dated 12 December 2017
(the "Resolution Directive Amending Directive") the European legislator regulated the ranking
of unsecured debt instruments of an institution in case of insolvency proceedings of such
institution. According to the Resolution Directive Amending Directive unsecured senior liabilities
resulting from debt securities with a maturity of at least one year which do not contain embedded
derivatives and are not derivatives themselves have a lower ranking in an insolvency than other
unsecured senior liabilities. The relevant contractual documentation and, where applicable, the
prospectus must explicitly refer to the lower ranking of these senior non-preferred debt liabilities
in insolvency proceedings. The Resolution Directive Amending Directive has been implemented
by an amendment to § 46f KWG with effect as from 21 July 2018. For debt securities issued prior
to this date, the statutory rules for non-preferred debt securities pursuant to the former version of §
46 f para. 5 to 7 KWG will still apply and remain unchanged.
The Issuer may be subject to a restructuring or reorganisation procedure pursuant to the German
Act on the Reorganisation of Credit Institutions (Kreditinstitute-Reorganisationsgesetz, the
"KredReorgG"). While a restructuring procedure generally may not interfere with rights of
creditors, the reorganisation plan established under a reorganisation procedure may provide for
measures that affect the rights of a creditor of the credit institution such as a Security Holder even
if such creditor does not consent to such measures, including a reduction of existing claims or a
suspension of payments. The Security Holders’ rights may be adversely affected by the
reorganisation plan which might be adopted irrespective of their particular voting behaviour by a
majority vote.
It was planned that pursuant to the Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on
structural measures improving the resilience of EU credit institutions, which are considered to be
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systemically important, such credit institutions shall be restricted by the competent authorities
with regard to their business activities, including a prohibition of proprietary trading and the
separation of certain trading activities. The draft of this regulation was published by the European
Commission on 29 January 2014. This draft was withdrawn on 24 October 2017. However, it
cannot be precluded that similar measures will be planned in the future and could in the future – in
comparison to the German Bank Separation Act (Trennbankengesetz) – have further impairments
in relation to the Issuer's ability to meet its obligations under the Securities.
The aforementioned measures may result in a default of all claims under the Securities and thus to
a total loss of the investment of the Security Holder. There may be negative effects in the market
value of the Securities even before the execution of such rights. In addition, the Issuer's assets may
be affected under these measures, which may further adversely affect the ability of the Issuer to
meet its payment obligations under the Securities.
It is generally not or only partly possible to predict future market turmoil, regulatory measures and
further legislative projects.
Risks related to debt financing the purchase of the Securities
If the purchase of the Securities will be financed by uptake of foreign funds, the proceeds from the
Securities may possibly not be sufficient to make interest or principal payments arising from a
financing purchase of the Securities and require additional capital. Therefore, in such a case,
potential investors should make sure in advance that they can still pay the interest and principal
payments on the loan also in the event of a decrease of value or a payment delay or default with
regard to the Securities. The expected return should be set higher since the costs relating to the
purchase of the Securities and those relating to the loan (interest, redemption, handling fee) have
to be taken into account.
Risks related to Incidental Costs
In connection with the purchase, holding and disposal of the Securities, incidental costs (the
"Incidental Costs") may be incurred beside the purchase or sale price of the Securities. These
Incidental Costs may significantly reduce or even eliminate any profit from the Securities.
If the purchase or sale of the Securities is not agreed between the purchaser and the Issuer or the
Distributor, as the case may be, at a fixed price (the "Fixed Price"), commissions which are either
fixed minimum commissions or pro-rata commissions, depending on the order value, will be
charged upon the purchase and sale of the Securities. To the extent that additional – domestic or
foreign – parties are involved in the execution of an order, for example domestic dealers or
brokers in foreign markets, potential investors may also be charged for the brokerage fees,
commissions and other fees and expenses of such parties (third-party costs).
In addition to such Fixed Price and the costs directly related to the purchase of the Securities
(direct costs), potential investors must also take into account any other costs in connection with the
holding of the Securities. These include for example custody fees and additional costs if other
foreign or domestic entities are involved in the custody.
Before investing in the Securities, potential investors should inform themselves about any
Incidental Costs incurred in connection with the purchase, holding or sale of the Securities.
Inflation risk
Security Holders are exposed to the risk that the real yield from an investment in the Securities is
reduced, equal to zero or even negative due to future money depreciation (the "Inflation"). The
higher the rate of inflation rises, the lower is the real yield on a Security. If the inflation rate is
equal to or higher than the nominal yield, the real yield is zero or even negative.
Risks related to taxation
The return on the Securities may be reduced through the tax impact on an investment in the
Securities. Potential investors and sellers of Securities should be aware that they may be required
to pay taxes or other charges or duties in accordance with the laws and practices of the country
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where they are individually assessed for tax, to which the Securities are transferred to, in which
the Securities are held or in which the paying agent is situated, or of any other jurisdiction. In
some jurisdictions, no official statements, rulings and/or guidelines of the tax authorities or court
decisions may be available for innovative financial instruments such as the Securities. The laws
and practices with respect to taxes are subject to change. Potential investors are advised to ask for
their own tax advisors' advice on their individual taxation with respect to the acquisition, sale or
redemption of the Securities. Only these advisors are in a position to duly consider the specific
situation of the potential investor.
Risks regarding US withholding tax
For the Security Holder there is the risk that payments on the Securities may be subject to US
withholding tax pursuant to section 871(m) of the US Internal Revenue Code of 1986 or subject to
the US withholding tax pursuant to the so called Qualified Intermediary Regime and/or the
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act ("FATCA").
Section 871(m) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code ("IRC") and accompanying regulations can
require the Issuer to withhold up to 30% of the amount of a dividend paid on an U.S. Underlying
referenced in the Securities if a payment (or deemed payment) on the Securities is considered to be
contingent upon, or determined by reference to, the payment of such dividend. The withholding
tax is imposed only if the performance of the Securities bears a relationship to the performance of
the U.S. Underlying that meets or exceeds specified thresholds. Pursuant to these U.S. rules,
payments (or deemed payments) under certain equity-linked instruments that refer to the
performance of U.S. equities or certain indices that contain U.S. equities as an Underlying or a
Component are treated as dividend equivalents ("Dividend Equivalents") and are subject to U.S.
withholding tax of 30% (or a lower income tax treaty rate).
The withholding tax is imposed even if pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Securities, no
actual dividend-related amount is paid or an adjustment is made. Investors may not be able to
determine any connection to the payments to be made in respect of the Securities to the actual
dividends.
The withholding tax may be withheld by the Issuer or the custodian of the Security Holder. In
withholding this tax, the Issuer will regularly apply the general tax rate of 30% to the payments
subject to US provisions (or deemed payments) and not any lower tax rate pursuant to any
potentially applicable double taxation agreements. In such case, an investor's individual tax
situation can therefore not be taken into account. A double taxation may occur in relation to
payments made under the Securities.
The determination made by the Issuer or the custodian of the Security Holder of whether the
Securities are subject to this withholding tax is binding for the Security Holder. However, it
cannot be excluded that the United States Internal Revenue Service (the "IRS") comes to a
different assessment which may be relevant. The rules of section 871(m) of the IRC require
complex calculations in respect of the Securities that refer to US equities and application of these
rules to a specific issuance of Securities issue may be uncertain. Consequently, the IRS may
determine they are to be applied even if the Issuer or the custodian of the Security Holder initially
assumed the rules would not apply. There is a risk in such case that Security Holder is nonetheless
subject to withholding tax.
There is also the risk that section 871(m) of the IRC must also be applied to Securities that were
not initially subject to withholding tax. This case could arise in particular if the Securities'
economic parameters change such that the Securities are in fact subject to tax liability and the
Issuer continues to issue and sell these Securities.
The Issuer or the custodian of the Security Holder is entitled to deduct from payments made
under the Securities any withholding tax accrued in relation to payments made under the
Securities. If IRC section 871(m) requires withholding on a payment, none of the Issuer, a paying
agent nor any other person will be obliged to pay additional amounts to the Security Holders in
respect of the amount withheld. As a result of the deduction or withholding, Security Holders will
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receive less interest or principal than expected. In the worst case, payments to be made in respect
of the Security would be reduced to zero or the amount of tax due could even exceed the payments
to be made in respect of the Security (the latter situation may also arise if the Securities were to
expire worthless and no payment was made to investors).
Payments on the Securities may be subject to a US withholding tax pursuant to the Qualified
Intermediary ("QI") and/or FATCA rules. Should, for example as a consequence of a noncompliance with certain certification, information reporting requirements with respect to its US
accounts, other specified requirements by the Issuer or the documentation requirements by the
Security Holder, a withholding of taxes on interest, capital or other payments under the Securities
occur in connection with such withholding taxation, then neither the Issuer, nor the Paying Agent
or any other person will be obliged to pay a compensation to the Security Holder. As a
consequence, the Security Holder may receive a lower amount than without any such withholding
or deduction.
Risks related to the Differential Amount
The Securities (except for Inline and Stay High/Stay Low Securities) will be redeemed at their
maturity at the Differential Amount specified in the Final Terms, if no early redemption or Knockout Event occurs. The Differential Amount may be less than the Issue Price or the Purchase Price.
This means, the Security Holder only achieves a return (subject to the influence of exchange rate
and inflation risk) if the Differential Amount exceeds the individual Purchase Price of the Security
Holder. The Differential Amount may also be lower than the nominal amount of the Securities or
even zero.
Risks arising from missing ongoing payments
Unless otherwise specified in the applicable Final Terms, the Securities do not bear interest or
grant any other unconditional rights for ongoing payments which could compensate possible
losses of principal.
Risks in connection with a later determination of features
The Final Terms may provide that either the Issue Price or other features of the Securities (such as
a Strike or a Knock-Out Barrier) may be determined by the Issuer or published at any point of time
after the production of the Final Terms. Depending on the time and manner of any such
determination, investors in the relevant Securities bear the risk that the potential return which is
achievable from an investment in the relevant Securities do not match the expectations of the
investor at the time of purchase or the risk profile does not match the risk expectations of the
investor.
3. Risks related to Underlying-linked Securities
Amounts to be distributed under the Securities will be determined by reference to an Underlying
or its Components using a payment formula and other conditions, as specified in the Final Terms
(the "Underlying-linked Securities"). This brings in addition to the risks that arise in connection
with the Securities themselves, further significant risks which are not associated with a similar
investment in a conventional fixed or floating rate bond with a claim for repayment of the nominal
amount or a direct investment in the Underlying or its Components. Potential investors should
only invest in the Securities if they have fully understood the applicable payment formulas.
Risks arising from the influence of the Underlying or its Components on the market value of the
Securities
In addition to the risks described in Risks related to market value-influencing factors, the market
value of Underlying-linked Securities will be influenced by a number of additional factors.
The market value of the Securities as well as the amounts distributable under the Securities
primarily depend on the price of the Underlying or its Components, as the case may be. It is not
possible to predict how the price of the Underlying or its Components will develop in the future.
The market value of the Securities may be subject to substantial fluctuations, since it will
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primarily be influenced by changes in the price of the Underlying or its Components. The price of
the Underlying or its Components may also depend on a number of inter-related factors, including
cyclical, economic, financial and political events and their general effect on capital markets and on
the relevant stock exchanges.
Whilst the market value of the Securities is linked to the price of the Underlying or its
Components and may be adversely influenced by it, not any change may be equally influencing.
In addition, the market value of the Securities inter alia is influenced by the variations in the
intensity of the fluctuation of values (volatility) of the Underlying or its Components, the
interference (correlation) between various Components of the Underlying, if any, and changes in
the expected and actual dividend or other payments under the Underlying or its Components.
Moreover, even the failure of an expected change in the price of the Underlying or its Components
may adversely affect the market value of the Securities. These factors can reinforce or negate each
other.
Risks arising from the fact that the observation of the Underlying or its Components occurs only at
specified dates or times or periods
The amounts to be distributed under the Securities may be considerably lower than the price of the
Underlying or its Components may have suggested. The observation of the price of the Underlying
or its Components relevant for the calculation of amounts to be distributed under the Securities
only occurs on one or more dates or during a specified period, as specified in the relevant Final
Terms. In addition, in the Final Terms may be specified that for an observation of the price of the
Underlying or its Components only a certain point of time is relevant. Any prices of the
Underlying or its Components favourable for the relevant Security Holder that are outside of these
dates, times or periods, will not be regarded. In particular, at a high volatility of the Underlying or
its Components, this risk can significantly increase.
Risks related to conditional payments: Impact of thresholds or limits
In case where the conditional payment of amounts is specified in the Final Terms, the payment
and/or the extent of such amounts depend on the performance of the Underlying or its
Components. Potential investors should be aware that in case of an unfavourable performance of
the Underlying or its Components no payment of any conditional amount may occur or that any
amount may also be very low or even zero or that the payment of a conditional amount may
irretrievably lapse for the remaining term of the Securities.
Risks due to open-end structure
Turbo Open End Securities, X-Turbo Open End Securities and Mini Futures Securities are issued
without a fixed maturity. Instead, they will be valid for an indefinite period of time until the call
right of the Issuer or the exercise right of the Security Holder is exercised or until a Knock-out
Event has occurred. The Security Holders have no right that the Securities be redeemed until the
aforementioned rights are exercised or a Knock-out Event has occurred.
Risks related to a Strike
In the case of all Securities other than Inline and Stay High/Stay Low Securities, a strike (the
"Strike"), as specified in the Final Terms, can lead to the Security Holders participate either to a
lesser extent in a favourable performance of the Underlying or its Components or to a greater
extent in an unfavourable performance of the Underlying or its Components. The Strike is a
threshold at which the Securities participate in the development of the price of the Underlying or
its Components and may, as a mathematical factor within the payment formula, lead to a reduced
payment to the Security Holders. Security Holders may potentially be exposed to an increased
risk of loss of their invested capital.
Risks related to a Ratio
In the case of all Securities other than Inline and Stay High/Stay Low Securities, a ratio (the
"Ratio"), as specified in the Final Terms, may result in the Security being in economic terms
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similar to a direct investment in the relevant Underlying or its Components, but being nonetheless
not fully comparable with such a direct investment. In respect of the Security Holders, the
application of a Ratio may result in a reduced participation in a favourable development of the
Underlying or its Components or in an increased participation in an unfavourable development or
the Underlying or its Components, as the case may be. Security Holders may potentially be
exposed to an increased risk of loss of their invested capital.
Reinvestment Risk
The Security Holders are exposed to the risk that they may only reinvest the principal received due
to an early repayment of the Securities to less favourable conditions.
Risks related to a Maximum Amount
Discount Warrants are issued with a maximum amount. A maximum amount (the "Maximum
Amount"), as specified in the Final Terms, has the consequence that the potential return from the
Securities is limited in contrast to a direct investment in the Underlying or its Components. A
participation in a favourable performance of the Underlying or its Components beyond the
Maximum Amount is excluded.
Special risks related to reference rates
During the term of the Securities it cannot be excluded that underlying reference rates will no
longer be available, will no longer be available in the relevant form at the time of the issuance of
the Securities or, that in connection with the determination or publication of these reference rates it
may come to inaccuracies or even manipulations by the persons responsible for the determination
and/or publication, or by any other market participants. All this may have a negative effect on the
amounts payable under and the market value of the Securities. Furthermore, regulatory
developments (in particular for the regulation of benchmark) may entail special approval and
registration obligations and special rules of conduct for the persons responsible for the
determination and/or publication of reference rates, and for the issuers of financial instruments
related to these reference rates. This may mean that the reference rates underlying the Securities
might not be available for the entire term of the Securities or only with changed conditions. This
may also have a negative effect on the amounts payable under and on the market value of the
Securities.
Currency and Currency Exchange Rate risk with respect to the Underlying or its Components
If the Underlying or its Components are denominated in a currency other than the Specified
Currency, there is a Currency Exchange Rate risk (as described in Currency Exchange Rate risk).
Currencies may also be devalued or replaced by a different currency whose development cannot
be predicted.
In cases where the conversion of amounts payable under the Securities is not made directly by
application of one Currency Exchange Rate but indirectly by application of two different Currency
Exchange Rates (so called Cross Rate option), an increased Currency Exchange Rate risk exists.
In such cases, the currency of the Underlying will at first be converted into a third currency before
it will then be converted into the Specified Currency. Thus, as the amounts to paid at redemption
and, if applicable, at early redemption depend on two different Currency Exchange Rates,
investors might suffer higher losses of interest and/or principal, as it would otherwise be the case.
Risks related to Adjustment Events
In the case of the occurrence of an adjustment event (the "Adjustment Event"), as specified in the
Final Terms, the calculation agent is entitled to carry out adjustments according to the Final Terms
in its discretion and/or to replace the Underlying or its Components, as the case may be. Although
these adjustments aim at retaining the economic situation of the Security Holders unchanged to the
largest extent possible, it cannot be guaranteed that such an adjustment only leads to a minimal
negative economic impact. Adjustment Events may have a substantial negative impact on the
value and the future performance of the Securities as well as on the amounts to be distributed
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under the Securities and can change the structure and/or the risk profile of the Securities. If such
adjustments in accordance with the Final Terms are impossible or not reasonable for the Issuer
and/or the Security Holders, the Issuer may call the Securities and redeem them at their market
value. As a result, the Security Holder is exposed to the risks as described in Risks arising from
Call Events.
Risks related to structure specifics
Because of the leverage typical for the Securities, the performance of the Underlying may have a
disproportionately strong adverse effect on the value of the Securities, culminating in the
Securities becoming completely worthless. The Securities therefore involve disproportionate risks
of loss compared to a direct investment in the Underlying or to an investment with a fixed
redemption.
If the relevant reference price of the Underlying is below (in the case of Call Securities, as defined
in section Risks related to Call /Put Securities and Stay High / Stay Low Securities, and Stay High
Securities) or above (in the case of Put Securities, as defined in section Risks related to Call / Put
Securities and Stay High / Stay Low Securities, and Stay Low Securities) the strike indicated in the
Final Terms, or if the strike is identical to the relevant reference price of the Underlying, the
market value of the Securities will be determined exclusively by their time value. The time value
declines in relation to the time remaining to maturity. In this case the market value of the
Securities will fall to zero by the last possible Exercise Date.
Risks related to Call / Put Securities and Stay High / Stay Low Securities
If, in the case of Call Securities (Call Warrants, Call Discount Warrants, Call Turbo Securities,
Call Turbo Open End Securities, Call X-Turbo Securities, Call X-Turbo Open End Securities, Call
Mini Future Securities and Call COOL Securities together the "Call Securities") and Stay High
Securities, the price of the Underlying falls, holders of the Securities may be exposed to the risk
that the value of their Securities will fall to a level which will result in the Security Holders
suffering a total loss of their invested capital (i. e. the price paid for the Securities).
If, in the case of Put Securities (Put Warrants, Put Discount Warrants, Put Turbo Securities, Put
Turbo Open End Securities, Put X-Turbo Securities, Put X-Turbo Open End Securities, Put Mini
Futures Securities and Put COOL Securities together the "Put Securities") and Stay Low
Securities, the price of the Underlying rises, holders of the Securities may be exposed to the risk
that the value of their Securities will fall to a level which will result in the Security Holders
suffering a total loss of their invested capital (i. e. the price paid for the Securities). The relevant
Differential Amount of put-Securities is limited since the relevant reference price of the
Underlying cannot exceed zero.
Therefore, potential investors should only purchase the Securities if they are able to bear the risk
of losing the invested capital, including the transaction costs.
Risks related to Inline Securities
If in the case of an Inline Security the price of the Underlying during the Knock-out Period is
closer to the Upper Knock-out Barrier and rises or is closer to the Lower Knock-out Barrier and
falls, the Security Holders may be exposed to the risk that the value of their Securities falls so far,
that they completely lose their invested capital (i.e. the price paid for the Securities). This means,
that the price of the Security generally falls, the closer the price of the Underlying approaches to
the Upper or the Lower Knock-out Barrier.
Risks related to Discount Warrants
Discount Warrants provide to the Security Holder the possibility to participate in the performance
of the Underlying or its Components. In the case of Discount Warrants, the participation in a
favourable development of the price of the Underlying or its Components is limited to the
Maximum Amount. As a result, the Security Holder does not participate in a development of the
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price of the Underlying or its Components which would mathematically lead to a Differential
Amount higher than the Maximum Amount.
In the case of Discount Warrants, the Differential Amount, which will be paid to the Security
Holder at maturity, may be lower than the Purchase Price of the Discount Warrant. In this case, the
Security Holder will suffer a loss. In the most negative case, this may lead to a total loss of the
invested capital.
Risks related to the Knock-out Barrier
Turbo Securities, Turbo Open End Securities, X-Turbo Securities, X-Turbo Open End Securities
and Mini Futures Securities, Inline Securities and Stay High/Stay Low Securities provide that an
early redemption occurs if the price of the Underlying (e.g. in the case of continuous observation)
is at any time on or below or on or above, as specified in the relevant Final Terms, a certain
threshold (so-called Knock-out Barrier) (the "Knock-out Event"). Upon the occurrence of a
Knock-out Event, the right of the Security Holder to demand payment of the Differential Amount,
or, as the case may be, the redemption amount forfeit and an early redemption occurs at the
predefined Knock-out Amount.
The Knock-out Amount may be very low or even zero. In the case of Mini Futures Securities,
the Knock-out Amount depends on, among others, the amount received by the Issuer as a
consequence of liquidating its hedging transactions. Therefore, there is a risk that any positive
performance of the Underlying exceeding the Knock-out Amount will not be considered or
reproduced. All of the above mentioned Securities also bear the risk that the Security Holder will,
upon receipt of the Knock-out Amount, receive significantly less than in the case of the payment
of the Underlying related Differential Amount or the redemption amount as a consequence of any
(automatic, as the case may be) exercise or regular termination.
In the case of COOL Securities, the occurrence of a Knock-out Event results for the Security
Holder in the loss of the right to demand payment of the COOL amount. In this case, the COOL
Security converts into a classical Call or, as the case may be, Put Warrant with European exercise
which bears the respective risks.
Investors should be aware that the occurrence of a Knock-out Event will have negative
consequences for them and that they may in case of a Knock-out Event suffer a partial or total
loss of their investment.
I the case of a partial loss of capital, the Security Holder bears the reinvestment risk of the
prematurely received amount.
Risks related to the Minimum Exercise Amount
The Final Terms (in case of Warrants with American exercise, Turbo Open End Securities, XTurbo Open End Securities and Mini Future Securities) may provide that a certain number of
Securities (the "Minimum Exercise Amount") or an integral multiple thereof is required in order
to exercise the Securities. Should Security Holders acquire a smaller quantity or number of
Securities which is not equal to a multiple of the Minimum Exercise Amount, a Security Holder
may be unable to exercise some of his Securities. The value of the Securities that cannot be
exercised may fall to zero.
Risks related to Securities which provide for a constant adjustment of the Strike and the Knock-out
Barrier
In the case of Turbo Open End Securities, X-Turbo Open End Securities and Mini Futures
Securities, the Final Terms may specify that the Strike and/or the Knock-out Barrier which are
used to determine the amounts payable under the Final Terms will be subject to constant
adjustment, e.g. in order to reflect market developments such as an increased volatility of the
Underlying, dividend payments or financing costs.
These adjustments may result in a significant reduction of the amounts payable under the
Securities and thus may adversely affect the value of the Securities. The adjustments may also
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result in a Knock-out Event (see the above section Consequences of the Knock-out Barrier),
resulting in an increased risk of an occurrence of a Knock-out Event for these securities. Even a
Knock-out Event may occur if the price of the Underlying is not changing or if it is rising (in the
case of Call Securities and Stay High Securities) or falling (in the case of Put Securities and Stay
Low Securities) to a lesser extent than the respective Knock-out Barrier.
The Securities may provide for an adjustment of the strike and the knock-out barrier if the price of
the underlying is reduced due to an ex-dividend markdown (the "Dividend Adjustment").
Although, the Dividend Adjustment intends to remain the gap between the price of the underlying
and the knock-out barrier constant (as far as possible) following a dividend payment, the Dividend
Adjustment will not fully reflect the ex-dividend markdown since it takes into consideration taxes,
other levies or costs. Therefore, the risk of an occurrence of a knock-out event increases with each
dividend payment of the underlying or one of its components.
Increased risk of occurrence of a knock-out event related to X-Turbo Securities and X-Turbo Open
End Securities
In the case of X-Turbo Securities and X-Turbo Open End Securities that are linked to the DAX®,
MDAX® or TecDAX® (performance) index or a comparable index, not only the price of the
relevant index but also the price of the X-DAX®, X-MDAX® or, respectively, X-TecDAX®
(performance) index or the relevant comparable index will be relevant in order to determine
whether a Knock-out Event has occurred. As a consequence of the observation of both indices, the
period during which a Knock-out Event may occur is considerably longer than in the case of a
classic Call or Put Turbo Security, and consequently the risk that a Knock-out Event may occur is
proportionately higher.
Increased risk of strong price fluctuations related to X-Turbo Securities and X-Turbo Open End
Securities
The risk that prices may fluctuate strongly and, therefore, the risk that a Knock-out Event may
occur is higher with the X-DAX®, X-MDAX® or X-TecDAX® (performance) index as compared
to the DAX®, MDAX® or TecDAX® (performance) index. This risk results from the event-driven
calculation method applied to the respective X-index, while at the same time the liquidity of the
DAX, MDAX or TecDAX futures contract underlying the corresponding X-index is usually lower.
Calculation of the differential amount exclusively on the basis of the DAX®, MDAX® or
TecDAX® (performance) index related to X-Turbo Securities and X-Turbo Open End Securities
The Differential Amount will be calculated exclusively on the basis of the DAX®, MDAX® or
TecDAX® (performance) index. The X-DAX®, X-MDAX® or X-TecDAX® (performance) index
will not be taken into account for this purpose. Should the price of the X-DAX®, X-MDAX® or XTecDAX® (performance) index be more favourable for a holder of Securities on the relevant
valuation date than that of the DAX®, MDAX® or TecDAX® (performance) index, it will not be
used for the purposes of calculating the Differential Amount.
Risks arising from an Issuer's Regular Call Right
Turbo Open End Securities, X-Turbo Open End Securities and Mini Futures Securities are not
issued with a fixed maturity but will be valid for an indefinite period of time until the call right of
the Issuer or the put right of the Security Holder is exercised, provided that no Knock-out Event
occurs. These Securities contain a regular call right of the Issuer (the "Regular Call Right"), i.e.
they may be redeemed by the Issuer on certain call dates (the "Call Dates") as specified in the
Final Terms, by giving notice to the Security Holders. This will result in the Security Holder in
such case receiving the Differential Amount which is dependent upon the performance of the
Underlying. The Issuer exercises the Regular Call Right within its sole discretion, it may also
terminate as of a Call Date on which the price of the Underlying is unfavourable for a Security
Holder, i.e. where the price of the Underlying is substantially lower than at the time of the
purchase of the Securities by a Security Holder. This will have the consequence that the exercise
of the Issuer's Regular Call Right results in a lower Differential Amount or in no higher amount
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than the Minimum Amount. Furthermore, the Security Holder bears the risk that the expectations
for an increase of the market value of the Securities will no longer be met because of such
ordinary termination. At the time of the exercise of the Regular Call Right, the price of the
Underlying may be substantially lower than its price at the time of the purchase of the Securities
by a Security Holder. From the time of the exercise of the Regular Call Right the remaining term
of the Securities is limited until the respective Call Date. In this case, the Security Holders may
not be able to hold the Securities until the price of the Underlying has recovered. Upon a
termination of the Securities, the Security Holders no longer have a possibility to participate in any
further performance of the Underlying. Security Holders should be aware that they may in case of
an exercise of the Regular Call Right suffer a partial or total loss of their invested capital.
Risks arising from the Exercise Right of Security Holders
Turbo Open End Securities, X-Turbo Open End Securities and Mini Futures Securities are issued
without a fixed maturity and will be valid for an indefinite period of time until the exercise of the
Exercise Right by the Security Holder or of the Issuer’s Regular Call Right, provided that no
Knock-out Event occurs. Security Holders may demand redemption of the Securities (the
"Exercise Right") on certain exercise dates (the "Exercise Dates") as specified in the Final Terms
by transmission of a duly filled notice (as described in the Final Terms). Likewise, the Security
Holders have an early exercise right in the case of Warrants with American exercise rights. In such
case, the Security Holder receives the Differential Amount which is dependent on the performance
of the Underlying. At the time of the exercise of the Exercise Right, the price of the Underlying
may be substantially lower than its price at the time of the purchase of the Securities by a Security
Holder. From the time of the exercise of the Exercise Right the remaining term of the Securities is
limited to the respective Exercise Date. In such case, Security Holders may have no possibility to
hold the Securities until the price of the Underlying has recovered. Investors should be aware that
in the case of an exercise of the Exercise Right they may suffer a partial or total loss of their
invested capital. Upon the exercise of the Exercise Right of the Securities, the Security Holders
no longer have a possibility to participate in any further performance of the Underlying. In this
case, the Security Holder bears the reinvestment risk.
Furthermore, there may be a certain time lag between the time of the exercise of the Exercise
Right and the next respective valuation date. During the period from the exercise of the Exercise
Right to the respective valuation date, the price of the Underlying may decline with the
consequence that the amount payable under the Securities at the redemption date with respect to
such valuation date will be substantially lower than the amount expected to be paid by the Security
Holder at the time of the exercise. In the case of a Market Disruption on the respective valuation
date, a respective time lag could even last considerably longer.
Holders of Warrants, Turbo Open End Securities and Mini Future Securities linked to shares
should also note that the exercise right cannot be exercised during certain periods specified in the
Final Terms.
Risks related to Call Events
The Issuer has the right to extraordinarily call the Securities at their market value upon the
occurrence of a call event (the "Call Event"), as specified in the Final Terms. A further
participation of the Securities on a favourable development of the price development of the
Underlying or its Components will cease. If the market value of the Securities at the relevant time
is lower than the Issue Price or the Purchase Price, the respective Security Holder will suffer a
partial or total loss of its invested capital, even if the Securities provide for a conditional
minimum payment. Furthermore, the Security Holder bears the risk that the expectations for an
increase in the market value of the Securities will no longer be met because of such extraordinary
early termination. In this case, the Security Holder is also exposed to a reinvestment risk.
Risks related to Market Disruption Events
If a market disruption event (the "Market Disruption Event"), as specified in the relevant Final
Terms, occurs the relevant calculation agent may defer valuations of the Underlying or its
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Components, as provided in the Final Terms, and, after a certain period of time, determine such
valuations in its discretion. These valuations may, to the detriment of the Security Holder, differ
substantially from the actual price of the Underlying or its Components. In general market
disruption events also lead to delayed payments on the Securities. In this case, Security Holders
are not entitled to demand interest due to such delayed payment.
In particular, as a result of a Market Disruption Event, the Knock-out Period may be extended if so
specified in the relevant Final Terms. As a consequence of such extension, a total loss of the
invested capital might occur even after the original end of the Knock-out Period. The extended
Knock-out Period increases the risk that a Knock-out Event occurs (as described in section Risks
related to the Knock-out Barrier).
Risks related to the regulation of benchmarks
The Underlying may be an index or certain financing costs relevant for the adjustment of the
Strike and/or the Knock-out Barrier may be linked to a reference rate, both of which qualify as a
benchmark (the "Benchmark") within the meaning of Regulation (EU) 2016/1011 of the
European Parliament and of the Council dated 8 June 2016 on indices used as benchmarks in
financial instruments and financial contracts or to measure the performance of investment funds
and amending Directives 2008/48/EC and 2014/17/EU and Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 (the
"Benchmark Regulation"). According to the Benchmark Regulation, a Benchmark could not be
used as such if its administrator does not obtain authorisation or is based in a non-EU jurisdiction
which (subject to applicable transitional provisions) does not satisfy the "equivalence" conditions,
is not "recognised" pending such a decision or is not "endorsed" for such purpose. Consequently, it
might not be possible to further utilise a Benchmark as underlying of the Securities. In such event,
depending on the particular Benchmark and the applicable terms of the Securities, the Securities
could be de-listed, adjusted, redeemed prior to maturity or otherwise impacted.
Any changes to a Benchmark as a result of the Benchmark Regulation could have a material
adverse effect on the costs of refinancing a Benchmark or the costs and risks of administering or
otherwise participating in the setting of a Benchmark and complying with the Benchmark
Regulation. Such factors may have the effect of discouraging market participants from continuing
to administer or contribute input data to certain Benchmark, trigger changes in the rules or
methodologies used to determine certain Benchmarks, adversely affect the performance of a
Benchmark or lead to the disappearance of certain Benchmarks. Potential investors should be
aware that they face the risk that any changes to the relevant Benchmark may have a material
adverse effect on the value of and the amount payable under the Securities. Furthermore, the
methodology of a Benchmark might be changed in order to comply with the terms of the
Benchmark Regulation, and such changes could have an adverse effect on the Security Holders,
including but not limited to an unfavorable adjustment of the published price or its volatility.
Consequently, it might become necessary to also adjust (as described in Risks related to
Adjustment Events) or even terminate the Securities (as described in Risks related to Call Events).
Risks arising from negative effects of hedging arrangements by the Issuer on the Securities
The Issuer may use a portion or the total proceeds from the sale of the Securities on transactions to
hedge against price risks of the Issuer resulting from the Securities. The entering or the liquidation
of hedging transactions by the Issuer may, in individual cases, adversely affect the price of the
Underlying or its Components.
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D. Risks related to the Underlying or its Components
The Underlying may be a share (including a Depository Receipt (as defined below)), an index, a
commodity, a futures contract or a Currency Exchange Rate. The asset classes described below
(including, but not limited to, shares, indices, futures contracts and/or commodities) may also be
the Component of an index as Underlying or the reference asset of a futures contract and thus may
have an indirect influence on the Securities. The Underlying and its Components are subject to
particular risks which are described below and must be observed.
1. General risks
Past performance no indication for a future performance
The past performance of an Underlying or its Components provides no indication of its future
performance. The amounts to be distributed under the Securities may therefore be substantially
lower than the price of the Underlying or its Components may in advance have suggested.
No rights of ownership of the Underlying or its Components
The Underlying or its Components will not be held by the Issuer for the benefit of the Security
Holders, and as such, Security Holders will not obtain any rights of ownership (such as voting
rights, rights to receive dividends or other distributions or other rights) with respect to the
Underlying or its Components. Unless not specified otherwise in the relevant Final Terms, the
Securities are linked to the price development of the Underlying or its Components and there will
be no compensatory consideration of dividends and other payments of the Underlying or its
Components. Neither the Issuer nor any of its affiliates is obliged to acquire or hold the
Underlying or its Components. If either the Issuer or any of its affiliates holds the Underlying or
its Components, neither the Issuer nor any of its affiliates is restricted from selling, pledging or
otherwise conveying all rights, titles and interests in or with regard to the Underlying or its
Components or any derivative contracts linked to it by virtue solely of having issued the
Securities.
Risks associated with foreign jurisdictions
If the Underlying or any of its Components is subject to the jurisdiction of a country whose legal
system is not comparable with the legal system of the Federal Republic of Germany or other
Industrialized Countries, investing in such Securities involves further legal, political (e.g. political
changes) and economical (e.g. economic downturns) risks. In foreign jurisdictions possibly
expropriation, taxation equivalent to confiscation, political or social instability or diplomatic
incidents may occur. Transparency requirements, accounting, auditing and financial reporting
standards as well as regulatory standards may in many ways be less strict than in Industrialized
Countries. Financial markets in these countries may have much lower trading volumes than
developed markets in Industrialized Countries and the securities of many companies are less liquid
and their prices are subject to stronger fluctuations than those of similar companies in
Industrialized Countries.
Risks related to the purchase of Securities for hedging purposes
The Securities may not be a perfect hedge against price risks arising from the Underlying or its
Components. Any person intending to use the Securities to hedge against such price risks is
subject to the risk that the price of the Underlying or its Components, other than expected,
develops in the same direction as the value of the Securities. In addition, it may not be possible to
liquidate the Securities at a certain date at a price which reflects the actual price of the respective
Underlying or ifs Components. This particularly depends on the prevailing market conditions. In
both cases, the Security Holder may suffer a loss from both, his investment in the Securities and
his investment in the Underlying or its Components, whose risk of loss he actually wanted to
hedge.
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2. Risks related to shares
Similar risks to a direct investment in shares
The performance of Securities linked to shares (including Depository Receipts, as defined below)
(the "Share-linked Securities") primarily depends on the performance of the respective share.
The performance of a share may be subject to factors like the dividend or distribution policy,
financial prospects, market position, corporate actions, shareholder structure and risk situation of
the issuer of the share, short selling activities and low market liquidity as well as to cyclical,
macro-economic or political influences. In particular, dividend payments lead to a fall in the share
price and, therefore, may have an adverse effect on the Security Holder and its investment in the
Securities. Accordingly, an investment in Share-linked Securities may bear similar risks to a direct
investment in the respective shares. Corporate actions and other events in relation to the share or
the issuer of the share may result in adjustments to the Securities (as described in Risks related to
Adjustment Events) or in an extraordinary early termination of the Securities (as described in Risks
related to Call Events). Disruptions regarding the trading of the shares may lead to Market
Disruption Events (as described in Risks related to Market Disruption Events).
Risks related to Depository Receipts
Depository receipts (the "Depository Receipts"), e.g. in the form of American Depository
Receipts (ADRs) or Regional Depository Receipts (RDRs), may bear additional risks compared
with risks related to shares. Depository Receipts are participation certificates in a portfolio of
shares normally held in the country of incorporation of the issuer of the underlying shares and
represent one or more shares or a fraction of such shares. For Depository Receipts, the legal owner
of the underlying share portfolio is the custodian bank, which is at the same time the issuing agent
of the Depository Receipts. Depending on the jurisdiction in which the Depository Receipts will
be issued and to which jurisdiction the custody agreement is subject, it cannot be ruled out that the
respective jurisdiction does not recognise the holder of the Depository Receipts as the actual
beneficial owner of the underlying shares. Especially in the event of insolvency of the custodian
bank or foreclosure against it, it is possible that shares underlying the Depository Receipts are
restricted or that these shares may be sold to realise their value in the case of foreclosure against
the custodian bank. If that is the case, the holder of the Depository Receipts loses the rights to the
underlying shares certified by the participation certificate and the Depository Receipt becomes
worthless.
Risks related to dividend payments
Dividend payments of the Underlying usually lead to a fall in its price and, therefore, may have an
adverse effect on the Security Holder and its investment in the Securities. In particular, dividend
payments may adversely affect the price performance of a Call Security or Inline Security and lead
to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event.
Risks related to Group Shares
In case of shares issued by UniCredit S.p.A. (a company of UniCredit Group) or shares issued by
another company belonging to the UniCredit Group (the same group as the Issuer of the
Securities) (both types of shares referred to as the "Group Shares"), there are the following
additional risks:
Combination of Credit and Market Risk
The Issuer of the Securities and the issuer of the Group Shares may be exposed to the same risks,
inter alia, resulting from a group-wide organization, management and business strategy. Risks
materialising with the Issuer of the Securities or the issuer of the Underlying or another entity of
the group may simultaneously affect both, the Issuer of the Securities as well as the issuer of the
Underlying.
If the creditworthiness of UniCredit S.p.A., the holding entity of the group, (the "Holding
Company") is reduced, this may result in a simultaneous reduction of the creditworthiness of the
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issuer of the Underlying as well as of the Issuer of the Securities. Such reduction of the Holding
Company’s rating would likely result in falling prices of the Underlying and, in addition, in a
reduction in the market value of the Securities due to a reduced creditworthiness of the Issuer.
If the Holding Company were to become insolvent, the Issuer of the Securities and the issuer of
the Group Shares would probably also become insolvent. In this case, there is an increased risk
that the Security Holder will only receive significantly limited payments from the insolvency
assets of the Issuer with regard to amounts payable under the Securities. On the one hand, the
Security Holder's claims against the Issuer of the Securities would be subject to the insolvency rate
applicable to claims of equal priority. On the other hand, the amounts payable under the Securities
would decrease due to the loss in value of the Underlying as a result of the insolvency of the issuer
of the Underlying.
Sector related risks
If both, the Issuer of the Securities and the issuer of the Group Shares belong to the same
economic sector and/or country, a general negative performance of this sector or country might
have a cumulated negative impact on the price development of the Securities.
Risks arising from special conflicts of interest on group level
The Holding Company will not consider the interests of Security Holders in its exercise of control
with respect to the issuer of the Group Shares and the Issuer of the Securities. Since both, the
Issuer of the Securities and the issuer of the Group Shares are under joint control of the Holding
Company, conflicting interests at the Holding Company’s level might have negative effects on the
overall performance of the Securities. E.g., if the Holding Company is interested in rising prices of
the Group Shares, this might have a negative impact on the holders of Put Securities. On the other
hand, if the Holding Company is interested in falling prices of the Group Shares, this might have a
negative impact on the holders of Call Securities.
3. Risks related to indices
Similar risks to a direct investment in index components
The performance of Securities linked to indices (the "Index-linked Securities") depends on the
performance of the respective index. The performance of an index depends primarily on the
performance of its components (the "Index Components"). Changes in the price of the Index
Components may have an effect on the index and, likewise, changes to the composition of the
index or other factors may also have an effect on the index. Accordingly, an investment in an
Index-linked Security may bear similar risks to a direct investment in the Index Components.
Generally, an index may at any time be altered, terminated or replaced by any successor index.
This may result in adjustments to the Securities (as described in Risks related to Adjustment
Events) or in an extraordinary early termination of the Securities (as described in Risks related to
Call Events). Disruptions regarding the trading of the shares may lead to Market Disruption
Events (as described in Risks related to Market Disruption Events).
No influence of the Issuer on the index
If neither the Issuer nor any of its affiliates acts as index sponsor, the Issuer neither has influence
on the index nor on the method of calculation, determination and publication of the index (the
"Index Concept") or its modification or termination.
If neither the Issuer nor any of its affiliates acts as index sponsor, Index-linked Securities are not
in any way sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by the respective index sponsor. Such index
sponsor makes no warranty or representation whatsoever, express or implied, either as to the
results to be obtained from the use of the index or the prices at which the index stands at a
particular time. Such index is composed, calculated (if so) and determined by its respective index
sponsor independently from the Issuer of the Securities. Such index sponsor is not responsible or
liable for the issuance, the administration, the marketing or the trading of the Securities.
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Risks arising from special conflicts of interests in relation to indices
If the Issuer or any of its affiliates acts as index sponsor, index calculation agent, advisor or as a
member of an index committee, or in a similar position, this may lead to conflicts of interest. In
relation to such function, the Issuer or any of its affiliates may, inter alia, calculate the price of the
index, carry out adjustments (e.g. by exercising its discretion) to the Index Concept, replace the
Index Components and/or determine the composition and/or weighting. These measures may have
an adverse effect on the performance of the index, and thus on the value of the Securities and/or
the amounts to be distributed under the Securities.
Risks related to Strategy Indices
Strategy indices (the "Strategy Indices") represent hypothetical rule-based investment strategies
(i.e., no actual trading or investment activities take place) conducted by an index sponsor. As a
general rule, Strategy Indices entitle the index sponsor to extensively exercise its discretion when
calculating the index which may lead under certain circumstances to a negative performance of the
index.
Risks related to Price Indices
In the case of price or price-return indices (the "Price Indices"), dividends or other distributions
paid out with respect to Index Components will not be considered when calculating the price of
the index and consequently have a negative impact on the price of the index, because the Index
Components will as a rule be traded with a discount after the pay-out of dividends or distributions.
This has the effect that the price of the Price Index does not increase to the same extent or falls to
a greater extent than the price of a comparable total return / performance index (the "Total Return
Index"), which reflects gross payments, or Net Return Index, which reflects net payments.
Risks related to Net Return Indices
In the case of net return indices (the "Net Return Indices"), dividends or other distributions paid
out or made on the Index Components will be considered when calculating the price of the index
as net payments after deduction of an average tax rate, as specified by the relevant Index Sponsor.
This tax deduction has the effect that the price of the net return index does not increase to the same
extent or falls to a greater extent than the price of a comparable Total Return Index.
Risks related to Short Indices
In the case of short indices (the "Short Indices"), as a rule, the price of the index develops in a
reverse manner to the market or long index to which it refers. This means that the price of the
Short Index generally rises when the prices of the market or long index to which it refers fall, and
that the price of the Short Index falls when the prices of the market or long index to which it refers
rise.
Risks related to Leverage Indices
Leverage indices (the "Leverage Indices") consist of two different components, the underlying
(i.e. stock, index, commodity, futures contract or exchange rate) to which the Leverage Index
refers (the "Reference Underlying") and the leverage factor (the "Leverage Factor"). The
performance of the Leverage Index is linked to the per cent performance per day of the Reference
Underlying by applying the Leverage Factor. Depending on the respective Leverage Factor, the
daily price of the Leverage Index falls or rises to a greater extent than the price of the respective
Reference Underlying.
If the Leverage Index has exceeded a certain threshold due to extraordinary price movements
during a trading day, the Leverage Index may be adjusted intra-daily in accordance with the
relevant Index Concept. Such adjustment may lead to a reduced participation of the Leverage
Index in a subsequent increase in price of the Reference Underlying.
In the case of Securities linked to a Leverage Index, Security Holders may to a greater extent be
suffering a loss of the invested capital.
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Risks related to Distributing Indices
In the case of distributing indices (the "Distributing Indices") dividends or other distributions,
made from the Distributing Index, will usually result in a discount on the price of Distributing
Index. This has the effect that the price of the Distributing Index in a longer term does not rise to
the same extent or falls to a greater extent than the price of a comparable Net Return Index or
Total Return Index.
Risks related to Excess Return Indices
In the case of excess return indices, the investor indirectly invests in futures contracts and thus is
exposed to the same risks as described in Risk related to futures contracts. The performance of the
Index Components is only considered in excess (that means relative) to a benchmark or interest
rate.
Risks in relation to country or sector related indices
If an index reflects the performance of assets only of certain countries, regions or sectors, this
index is affected disproportionately negatively in the case of an unfavourable development in such
a country, region or industrial sector.
Currency risk contained in the index
Index Components may be listed in different currencies and therefore exposed to different
currency influences (this particularly applies to country or sector related indices). Furthermore, it
is possible that Index Components are converted first from one currency to the currency which is
relevant for the calculation of the index, and then converted again in order to calculate and
determine the amounts to be distributed under the Securities. In such cases, Security Holders are
confronted with several currency and Currency Exchange Rate risks, which may not be obvious
for a Security Holder.
Adverse effect of fees on the index level
If the index composition changes in accordance with the relevant Index Concept, fees may arise
that are subject of the index calculation and which reduce the level of the index and the payment
of amounts under the Securities (for Distributing Indices). This may have a negative effect on the
performance of the index and the payments under the Securities. Indices which reflect certain
markets or sectors may use certain derivative financial instruments. This may lead to higher fees
and thus a lower performance of the index than it would have been the case with a direct
investment in these markets or sectors.
Risks arising from to the publication of the index composition which is not constantly updated
For some indices its composition will not entirely be published or only with retardation on a
website or in other public media specified in the Final Terms. In this case the composition exposed
might not always correspond with the current composition of the respective index used for
calculating the amounts payable under the Securities. The delay may be substantial and, under
certain circumstances last for several months. In this case the calculation of the index may not be
fully transparent to the Security Holders.
Risks of unrecognized or new indices
In the case of a not recognized or new financial index, there may be a lower degree of
transparency relating to its composition, maintenance and calculation than it would be the case for
a recognized financial index, and there may in some circumstances be less information available
about the index. In addition, subjective criteria may play a much greater role in the composition of
the index in such cases, and there may be a greater degree of dependence on the agent responsible
for the composition, maintenance and calculation of the index than it would be the case for a
recognized financial index. Furthermore, particular investors (e.g. Undertakings for Collective
Investment in Transferable Securities (UCITS) or insurance companies) may be subject to specific
administrative restrictions relating to the purchase of Securities linked to such index which have to
be considered by these investors. Finally, the provision of indices, the contribution of input data to
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indices and the use of indices may from time to time be subject to regulatory requirements and
restrictions which may affect the ongoing maintenance and availability of an index.
4. Risks related to futures contracts
Similar risks to a direct investment in futures contracts
The performance of Securities linked to futures contracts (the "Futures contract-linked
Securities") primarily depends on the performance of the respective futures contract. The
performance of a futures contract may be subject to factors like the price of the reference asset
underlying the futures contract, limited liquidity of the futures contract or the reference asset
underlying the futures contract, as the case may be, speculations and cyclical, macro-economic or
political influences. Accordingly, an investment in Futures contract-linked Securities may bear
similar risks to a direct investment in the respective futures contracts or reference asset underlying
the respective futures contract (see also the risks as described in Risks related to commodities).
Changes in the contract specification made by the relevant determining futures exchange may
result in adjustments to the Securities (as described in Risks related to Adjustment Events) or in an
extraordinary early termination of the Securities (as described in Risks related to Call Events).
Disruptions regarding the trading of the futures contracts may lead to Market Disruption Events
(as described in Risks related to Market Disruption Events).
Futures contracts are standardised transactions
Futures contracts are standardised forward transactions, which reference as so called commodity
futures contracts commercial good (e.g. oil, wheat or sugar) or as so called financial futures
contracts on bonds (e.g. sovereign bonds) or other reference assets ("Futures Reference Assets")
A futures contract represents a contractual obligation to buy or sell a fixed amount of the Futures
Reference Assets on a fixed date at an agreed price. Futures contracts are traded on futures
exchanges and are standardised with respect to the contract amount and Futures Reference Assets
(e.g. type and quality in case of commodities as well as issuer, term, nominal amount and coupons
in case of bonds), as well as to delivery location and dates (if applicable). Futures contracts are
normally traded at a discount or premium compared with the spot prices of their underlying
reference assets.
No parallel development of spot and futures prices
Prices of futures contracts may differ substantially from the spot prices of the underlying reference
assets. The price of a futures contract does not always develop in the same direction or at the same
rate as the spot price of the underlying reference asset. As a result, the price of the futures contract
may develop substantially unfavourable for Security Holders even if the spot price of the
underlying reference asset remains constant or develops favourably for Security Holders.
Risks related to futures contracts with different contract dates
The prices of futures contracts with different contract dates and overlapping terms can differ, even
if all other contract specifications are identical. If the prices of longer-term futures contracts are
higher than the prices of the shorter-term futures contracts this is called 'contango'. If the prices of
shorter-term futures contracts are higher than the prices of the longer-term futures contracts this is
called 'backwardation'. If the Final Terms provide for an observation of futures contracts with
different contract dates (e.g. in the case of an roll over), these price differences might have
negative effects on the value of the Securities and the amounts to be paid under the Securities,
since not the most favourable futures contract for the Security Holder might be of relevance.
Risks with respect to a Roll-Over
In order to trade futures contracts on an exchange, they are standardised with respect to their term
(e.g. 3, 6, 9 months). This may require a subsequent replacement of the futures contracts by
futures contracts (under consideration of transaction costs related thereto), which have a later
contract date, but otherwise has identical contract specifications as the initial futures contract (the
"Roll-Over"). Such a Roll-Over can be repeated several times, as a result of which the associated
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transaction costs are incurred several times. Differences in the prices and settlement prices of the
futures contract (as described in Risks related to futures contracts with different contract dates)
together with the related transaction costs may be compensated by a respective adjustment (e.g. of
the rate at which the respective Security directly or indirectly participates in the performance of
the underlying futures contract). Therefore, over time Securities may participate to a greater extent
in an unfavourable underlying future’s performance for the respective Security Holder or to a
lesser extent in a favourable underlying future’s performance for the respective Security Holder. In
addition, differences in the prices and reference prices of the futures contracts (as described in
section Risks related to futures contracts with different contract dates) and the transaction costs
associated with a roll over may lead to an adjustment of the Strike and, if applicable, the Knockout Barrier. This may have a detrimental effect on the value of the Securities and the Differential
Amount for the Security Holder and even lead to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event and thus to
a total loss of the capital invested.
5. Risks related to commodities
Similar risks as a direct investment in commodities
The performance of Securities linked to a commodity (the "Commodity-linked Securities")
primarily depends on the performance of the respective commodity. The performance of a
commodity may be subject to factors like supply and demand; speculations in the financial
markets; production bottlenecks; delivery difficulties; hardly any market participants; political
turmoil; economic downturns; political risks (exporting restrictions, war, terrorist actions);
unfavourable weather conditions; natural disasters. Changes in the trading conditions at the
relevant reference market or other events, affecting the commodity may result in adjustments to
the Securities (as described in Risks related to Adjustment Events) or in an extraordinary early
termination of the Securities (as described in Risks related to Call Events). Disruptions regarding
the trading of a commodity may lead to Market Disruption Events (as described in Risks related to
Market Disruption Events).
Higher risks than other asset classes
An investment in commodities is associated with higher risks than investments in other asset
classes like e.g. bonds, currencies or stocks; because prices in this asset category are subject to
greater fluctuations (volatility) and markets may be less liquid than e.g. stock markets. Changes to
bid and offer volumes may have a higher impact on the price and volatility. Commodity markets
are also characterised by, among others, the fact that there are only a few active market
participants what increases the risk of speculation and pricing inaccuracies.
Risks arising from the trading in various time zones and on different markets
Commodities (e.g. oil, gas, wheat, corn, gold, silver) are traded on a global basis almost non-stop
in various time zones on different specialised exchanges or markets or directly among market
participants (over the counter). This may lead to a publication of different prices for a commodity
in different price sources. The Final Terms specify which exchange or market and which timing
apply regarding the specification of the price of the relevant commodity. The prices of a
commodity displayed at the same time on different price sources can differ e. g. with the result
that a more favourable price, which is displayed on a price source, is not used for the calculations
or determinations in respect of the Securities.
6. Risks related to Currency Exchange Rates
For all Securities with a Currency Exchange Rate as Underlying (the "Currency-Exchange-Ratelinked Securities") the same risks apply as described in section Currency and Currency Exchange
Rate risk with respect to the Securities and Currency Exchange Rate risk. In addition, potential
investors should also consider the following risk factors with respect to Currency Exchange Rates
as Underlying:
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Similar risks as a direct investment in currencies
Currency-Exchange-Rate-linked Securities are linked to one or more specified currencies.
Payments depend on the performance of the underlying currency/ies and may be substantially
lower than the amount the Security Holder has initially invested. An investment in CurrencyExchange-Rate-linked Securities may bear similar market risks as a direct investment in the
respective underlying currency/ies. This might especially be the case if the underlying currency is
the currency of an emerging market. Such risk may in particular result from a high volatility
(exchange rate fluctuations). Therefore, potential investors should be familiar with foreign
currencies as investment asset class.
Risks arising from different price sources
If the relevant Final Terms specify a continuous observation of a Currency Exchange Rate (e.g.
the continuous observation of a Knock-out Barrier during a Knock-out Period) this may be carried
out on the basis of a price source different to the price source used for the determination of the
relevant reference price. The Currency Exchange Rates displayed at the same time on different
price sources may differ e. g. with the result that the price, which is displayed on a price source
used for the continuous observation, is not used for the calculation or determination of the
Differential Amount.
Risk arising from an indirect determination of the relevant Currency Exchange Rate
Potential investors should consider that the relevant Final Terms may specify that the reference
price relevant for the calculation or specification of the Differential Amount is not determined
directly from the Currency Exchange Rate defined as Underlying, but indirectly via a computation
of two Currency Exchange Rates each consisting of one currency from the Underlying’s currency
pair and the Specified Currency. This may result in a reference price used for the calculation or
specification of the Differential Amount differing materially from the determination of the
Underlying published by a recognized financial information provider or by a central bank. This
may result in an increased currency exchange rate risk and have a negative effect on the Securities.
In case of Currency Exchange Rate-linked Securities, Security Holders may be subject to an
increased risk of substantial loss of the capital invested.
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GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE BASE PROSPECTUS
This document constitutes a base prospectus (the "Base Prospectus") according to Art. 5 (4) of
Directive 2003/71/EC, in the version valid at the date of the Base Prospectus, (the "Prospectus
Directive") in connection with § 6 of the German Securities Prospectus Act, in the version valid at
the date of the Base Prospectus (Wertpapierprospektgesetz, the "WpPG") in connection with the
Commission Regulation (EC) No 809/2004, in the version valid at the date of the Base Prospectus
relating to knock-out securities and warrants (the "Securities") issued from time to time by
UniCredit Bank AG ("HVB" or the "Issuer") under the Euro 50,000,000,000 Debt Issuance
Programme (the "Programme").
This Base Prospectus is to be read together with the information provided in (a) the registration
document of UniCredit Bank AG dated 17 April 2019 (the "Registration Document"), whose
information is incorporated herein by reference, (b) the supplements to this Base Prospectus in
accordance with § 16 WpPG, if any (the "Supplements") (c) all other documents whose
information is incorporated herein by reference (see "General Information– Information
incorporated by reference in this Base Prospectus" below) as well as (d) the respective Final
Terms (the "Final Terms").
No person has been authorised to give any information or to make any representation not
contained in or not consistent with this Base Prospectus or any other information supplied in
connection with the Programme and, if given or made, such information or representation must not
be relied upon as having been authorised by the Issuer.
Neither this Base Prospectus nor any other information supplied in connection with the
Programme constitutes a recommendation, an offer or invitation by or on behalf of the Issuer to
any person to subscribe for or to purchase any Securities. The delivery of this Base Prospectus
does not imply that the information contained herein concerning the Issuer is correct at any time
subsequent to the date of this Base Prospectus or that any other information supplied in connection
with the Programme is correct as of any time subsequent to the date indicated in the document
containing the same. The Issuer will be obliged to supplement this Base Prospectus pursuant to §
16 WpPG. Investors should read inter alia the most recent non-consolidated or consolidated
financial statements and interim reports, if any, of the Issuer when deciding whether or not to
purchase any Securities.
The distribution of this Base Prospectus and the offer or sale of Securities may be restricted by law
in certain jurisdictions. Persons into whose possession this Base Prospectus or any Securities come
must inform themselves about any such restrictions. In particular, there are restrictions on the
distribution of this Base Prospectus and the offer or sale of Securities in the United States of
America and on the offer or sale of the Securities in the European Economic Area (see "General
Information – Selling Restrictions" below). The Securities have not been and will not be registered
under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act") and are subject to U.S.
tax law requirements. Subject to certain exceptions, Securities may not be offered, sold or
delivered within the United States of America or to U.S. persons (see "General Information –
Selling Restrictions" below).
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RESPONSIBILITY STATEMENT
UniCredit Bank AG having its registered office at Arabellastraße 12, 81925 Munich, Germany
accepts responsibility for the information contained in this Base Prospectus. UniCredit Bank AG
declares that the information contained in this Base Prospectus is, to the best of its knowledge, in
accordance with the facts and that no material information has been omitted.
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CONSENT TO THE USE OF THE BASE PROSPECTUS
The Issuer may consent to the use of the Base Prospectus to all financial intermediaries (general
consent) or to only one or several specified financial intermediaries (individual consent) or to no
financial intermediary (no consent) and will designate its decision in the Final Terms.
In case of a consent, the following applies:
The Issuer consents to the use of the Base Prospectus, any supplement thereto as well as the
relevant Final Terms by financial intermediaries in the member states, in which the Base
Prospectus has been notified, to the extent such member states have been specified as offering
countries during the offer period specified in the Final Terms and the Issuer assumes the liability
for the content of this Base Prospectus also with regard to any subsequent resale or final placement
of the Securities.
The Issuer’s consent to the use of the Base Prospectus may be given under the condition that
(i) each financial intermediary complies with the applicable selling restrictions and the terms and
conditions of the offer and
(ii) the consent to the use of the Base Prospectus is not revoked
In addition, the Issuer’s content to the use of the Base Prospectus may be given under the
condition that the financial intermediary using the Base Prospectus commits itself to comply any
information and notification requirements under investment laws and regulations with regard to
the Underlying or its Components. This commitment is made by the publication of the financial
intermediary on its website stating that the prospectus is used with the consent of the Issuer and
subject to the conditions set forth with the consent.
Furthermore, in connection with the consent to the use of the Base Prospectus the Issuer may
impose the condition that the financial intermediary using the Base Prospectus commits itself
towards its customers to a responsible distribution of the Securities. This commitment is made by
the publication of the financial intermediary on its website stating that the prospectus is used with
the consent of the Issuer and subject to the conditions set forth with the consent.
Apart from that, the consent is not subject to further conditions.
Information on the terms and conditions of the offer by any financial intermediary is to be
provided at the time of the offer by the financial intermediary.
Any further financial intermediary using the Base Prospectus shall state on its website that it
uses the Base Prospectus in accordance with this consent and the conditions attached to this
consent.
New information with respect to financial intermediaries unknown at the time of the
approval of the Base Prospectus or the filing of the Final Terms, as the case may, will be
published and will be found on the website of the Issuer (www.onemarkets.de) under
"Rechtliches", "Zustimmung zur Prospektnutzung" (or any successor website which the
Issuer will publish in accordance with § 6 of the General Conditions).
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DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUER
The following information regarding the Issuer are hereby incorporated by reference into this Base
Prospectus:
(i) The description of the Issuer included in the Registration Document of UniCredit Bank AG
dated 17 April 2019,
(ii) the audited consolidated financial statements, comprising the consolidated income state-ment,
the consolidated balance sheet, the statement of changes in consolidated shareholders' equity,
the consolidated cash flow statement, the notes to the consolidated financial statements and
the independent auditors' report of HVB Group as of 31 December 2017, contained in the
Annual Report HVB Group 2017,
(iii) the audited consolidated financial statements, comprising the consolidated income state-ment,
the consolidated balance sheet, statement of changes in consolidated shareholders' equity, the
statement of cash flows and the notes to the consolidated financial statements and the auditors' report of HVB Group as of 31 December 2018 contained in the Annual Report HVB
Group 2018, and
(iv) the audited unconsolidated financial statements, comprising the income statement of
UniCredit Bank AG, the balance sheet of UniCredit Bank AG and the notes to the unconsolidated financial statements, and the auditors' report as of 31 December 2018, contained in the
Annual Report UniCredit Bank AG (HVB) 2018.
A list setting out the information incorporated by reference is provided on page 273 et seq.
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GENERAL INFORMATION ON THE SECURITIES
Features of the Securities
General
The Securities will be issued as non-par value warrants/certificates. Except for Inline and Stay
High/Stay Low Securities, the method of calculating the Differential Amount of the Securities is
linked to the value of the Underlying at one or more certain dates, times or periods.
Under this Base Prospectus Securities of the product types mentioned below in section "Product
types" may be issued for the first time, a public offer of Securities which has already started may
be continued, the issue volume of Securities the offer of which has already started may be
increased and an application for admission of Securities to trading on a regulated or other
equivalent market may be made.
Continuance of public offer or increase
In case of Securities, which have been publicly offered or admitted to trading for the first time
before the date of this Base Prospectus (the "Previous Products"), the Final Terms may specify
that they are to be read in conjunction with this Base Prospectus as well as along with another base
prospectus which is specified in the Final Terms (a "Previous Prospectus"), of which the
description of the Securities (if so specified in the Final Terms) and the conditions of the
Securities are incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus. In this respect, the description
of the Securities (if so specified in the Final Terms) and the conditions of the Securities of the
relevant product type are not printed in this Base Prospectus, but have to be read in the respective
Previous Prospectus (see sections "Description of the Securities incorporated by reference in the
Base Prospectus" and "Conditions of the Securities incorporated by reference in the Base
Prospectus").
In addition, all Securities, which have been issued or continued under the Base Prospectus of
UniCredit Bank AG dated 22 March 2018, the Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 21
February 2017, the Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 18 December 2017 and the Base
Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 7 February 2018 for the issuance of Knock-out Securities
and Warrants, or Securities, the public offer of which has been continued under the Base
Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 22 March 2018, the Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank
AG dated 21 February 2017, the Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 18 December 2017
and the Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 7 February 2018 for the issuance of Knockout Securities and Warrants, and the public offer of which shall be continued under this Base
Prospectus, are identified by their ISIN in the section "Continued Offerings" of this Base
Prospectus. The Final Terms of the specified Securities are published on the website of the Issuer
under www.onemarkets.de and may be inspected by searching for the relevant ISIN.
Product types:
The name of the relevant product type is specified in the Final Terms. The following product types
may be issued under this Base Prospectus:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Call Warrants with European exercise
Call Warrants with American exercise
Put Warrants with European exercise
Put Warrants with American exercise
Call Discount Warrants
Put Discount Warrants
Call Turbo Securities
Put Turbo Securities
Call Turbo Open End Securities
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Put Turbo Open End Securities
Call X-Turbo Securities
Put X-Turbo Securities
Call X-Turbo Open End Securities
Put X-Turbo Open End Securities
Call Mini Future Securities
Put Mini Future Securities

•

Call COOL Securities

•

Put COOL Securities

•

Inline Securities

•

Stay High Securities

•

Stay Low Securities

Form of the Securities
Securities governed by German law:
The Securities are bearer debt instruments (Inhaberschuldverschreibungen) pursuant to § 793 of
the German Civil Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, "BGB").
The Securities will be represented by a global note without interest coupons.
The Security Holders are not entitled to receive definitive Securities.
Securities governed by Italian law:
The Securities are debt instruments in dematerialized registered form pursuant to the Italian
Consolidated Law on Financial Intermediation (Testo Unico della Finanza).
The Securities will be represented by book entry.
The Security Holders are not entitled to receive definitive Securities.
Securities governed by French law:
The Securities will be issued in bearer dematerialised form (au porteur).
Title to Securities will be evidenced in accordance with articles L.211-3 et seq. and R.211-1 of the
Code monétaire et financier by book entries (inscriptions en compte).
No physical document of title (including certificats représentatifs pursuant to article R. 211-7 of
the Code monétaire et financier) will be issued in respect of Securities.
Underlying
The Underlying of the Securities may either be a Share, an Index, a commodity, a Futures
Contract or a currency exchange rate (each as indicated below).
The term "Share" also comprises shares of UniCredit S.p.A. or shares of other entities belonging
to the same Group as the Issuer (the "Group Shares"), provided that such shares are admitted to
trading on a regulated market, and securities with the form of depository receipts (e.g. American
Depository Receipts (ADRs) or Regional Depository Receipts (RDRs) (respectively "Depository
Receipts")). "Group" means the UniCredit Group, to which UniCredit S.p.A. is the holding
company (the "Holding Company"). The Group and the Holding Company are further described
in the Section "Description of the Issuer" of this Base Prospectus.
An "Index" may refer to assets or financial instruments of another asset category (e.g. Shares,
Indices, commodities and/or Futures Contracts).
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Index may be the Index described in the section "Description of indices composed by the Issuer or
by any legal entity belonging to the same group" or another Index which is not composed by the
Issuer or any legal entity belonging to the same group. Further Indices which are composed by the
Issuer or any legal entity belonging to the same group of the Issuer may be included in the Base
Prospectus by way of a supplement pursuant to § 16 WpPG.
"Italian Underlying" refers to an Index sponsored by Borsa Italiana (if it is specified as "Italian
Underlying" in the Final Terms).
If the Underlying is a "Futures Contract", the Final Terms may specify that it is to be replaced
before its expiration by the futures contract at the reference market with the next following expiry
date, with the same reference asset and, if applicable, with a specific residual term.
The Underlying will be specified in the Final Terms.
The Underlying is the main influencing factor on the value of the Securities. In general, the
Security Holders participate in any positive as well as in any negative performance of the
Underlying during the term of the Securities.
Security Holders of Warrants, Discount Warrants, Turbo Securities, Turbo Open End Securities,
X-Turbo Securities, X-Turbo Open End Securities, Mini Future Securities and COOL Securities
with the description "Call" ("Call Securities") and of Stay High Securities generally benefit from
a positive development of the price of the Underlying. Security Holders of Warrants, Discount
Warrants, Turbo Securities, Turbo Open End Securities, X-Turbo Securities, X-Turbo Open End
Securities, Mini Future Securities and COOL Securities with the description "Put" ("Put
Securities") and of Stay Low Securities generally benefit from a negative development of the
price of the Underlying. Security Holders of Inline Securities generally benefit from a positive as
well as from a negative development of the price of the Underlying, provided that the price of the
Underlying moves towards the middle of the Upper and the Lower Knock-out Barrier. Details on
the influence of the Underlying to the respective Securities are described in the section
"Description of the Securities".
The deduction of any fees or other price-influencing factors may also influence the actual
performance of the Securities.
Neither the Issuer nor any affiliated entity is in any way obliged to buy or hold the Underlying or
its components. The issuance of the Securities does neither limit the Issuer nor its affiliated entities
to dispose of, encumber or transfer any rights, claims or assets with regard to the Underlying or its
components or with regard to derivative contracts linked thereto.
Information according to Article 29 of the Benchmark Regulation
The Underlying may be an index or certain financing costs relevant for the adjustment of the
Strike and/or the Knock-out Barrier may be linked to a reference rate, both of which is used as a
benchmark (the "Benchmark") to determine the payments under the Securities or the value of the
Securities, to which Regulation (EU) 2016/1011 of the European Parliament and of the Council of
8 June 2016 on indices used as benchmarks in financial instruments and financial contracts or to
measure the performance of investment funds and amending Directives 2008/48/EC and
2014/17/EU and Regulation (EU) No 596/2014 ("Benchmark Regulation") is applicable. In this
case, the Issuer is subject to certain requirements regarding the use of the respective Benchmark
and corresponding disclosure obligation in relation to this Base Prospectus, inter alia, regarding
the specification whether an administrator of the Benchmark (the "Benchmark Administrator")
is authorized or registered in accordance with the Benchmark Regulation (the "Registered
Benchmark Administrator"). However, during a transitional period (not ending before 1 January
2020), in the course of which authorization or registration of the respective Benchmark
Administrator shall occur, certain Benchmarks, in particular such Benchmarks already in existence
before 1 January 2018, may be used without authorization or registration of the respective
Benchmark Administrator unless the competent authority has rejected an application of the
Benchmark Administrator for authorisation or registration. During the transitional period the
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Issuer expects to receive no or only limited relevant information, inter alia, in relation to the
Benchmark Administrator’s authorization or registration status. Investors should note that during
the transitional period relevant information may not be included in the Base Prospectus in whole
or in part, although the Issuer acts in line with any requirements set out in the Benchmark
Regulation and the WpPG. If available, the Final Terms will specify with respect to a Benchmark
whether or not a Registered Benchmark Administrator exists.
Term
The Securities (other than Call/Put Turbo Open End Securities, Call/Put X-Turbo Open End
Securities and Call/Put Mini Futures Securities) have a fixed term, which may be reduced in
certain circumstances. Call/Put Turbo Open End Securities, Call/Put X-Turbo Open End Securities
and Call/Put Mini Futures Securities are issued without a fixed maturity. Instead, they will be
valid for an indefinite period of time until the call right of the Issuer or the exercise right of the
Security Holder is exercised, provided that no Knock-out Event occurs. Following such exercise,
the Securities have a fixed term.
Limitation of the rights
Upon the occurrence of one or more Adjustment Events, as specified in the relevant Final Terms,
the Calculation Agent will in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 BGB) (if the Securities are governed
by German law) or, respectively, by acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in
good faith (if the Securities are governed by Italian law) or, respectively, by using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith (if the Securities are governed by French law) adjust the Terms
and Conditions of these Securities and/or all prices of the Underlying or its components
determined by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the Terms and Conditions of the Securities,
pursuant to the relevant Final Terms, in such a way that the economic position of the Security
Holders remains unchanged to the greatest extent possible.
Upon the occurrence of one or more Call Events (the "Call Events"), as specified in the relevant
Final Terms, the Issuer may call the Securities extraordinarily pursuant to the Final Terms and
redeem the Securities at their Cancellation Amount. The "Cancellation Amount" is the fair
market value of the Securities on the day specified in the relevant Final Terms, determined, by the
Calculation Agent in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 BGB) (if the Securities are governed by
German law) or, respectively, by acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith (if the Securities are governed by Italian law) or, respectively, by using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith (if the Securities are governed by French law) under then
prevailing circumstances.
Obvious typing and calculation errors or similar obvious errors in the Terms and Conditions entitle
the Issuer to rescission vis-à-vis the Security Holders. The Issuer may combine the declaration of
rescission with an offer to continue the Securities under amended Terms and Conditions.
Furthermore, the Issuer is entitled to correct or amend incomplete or inconsistent provisions in the
Terms and Conditions in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 BGB) (if the Securities are governed by
German law) or, respectively, by acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith (if the Securities are governed by Italian law) or, respectively, by using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith (if the Securities are governed by French law). If in such case a
public offer has not yet been closed or admittance of the Securities for trading on a regulated or
other equivalent market is planned, the Issuer will publish a corrected version of the Final Terms
of the respective Securities and, if the legal requirements are fulfilled (in particular, a material
inaccuracy of the Base Prospectus), publish in advance a supplement to this Base Prospectus
pursuant to § 16 WpPG.
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Waiver Right
If specified in the relevant Final Terms, each Security Holder has the right to waive the automatic
exercise of the exercise right of the Securities held by it by submission of a duly completed waiver
notice.
Governing law of the Securities
The Securities, as to form and content, and all rights and obligations of the Issuer and the Security
Holder may either be governed by the laws of the Federal Republic of Germany or by the laws of
the Republic of Italy, as specified in the relevant Final Terms.
Status of the Securities
The obligations under the Securities constitute direct, unconditional and unsecured obligations of
the Issuer and rank, unless provided otherwise by law, pari passu with all other unsecured
unsubordinated present and future obligations of the Issuer.
Publications
The Base Prospectus, potential supplements and the respective Final Terms are available on the
website(s) as specified in the respective Final Terms or on any successor website(s) (see below) in
accordance with § 14 WpPG.
The Issuer does not intend to provide information following an issuance of Securities, unless the
Terms and Conditions provide for an obligation to publish notices in certain cases. In such cases, a
publication will be made on the Website(s) as specified in the Final Terms in accordance with § 6
of the General Conditions. The Issuer may replace these website(s) by any successor website(s)
which again will be published by notice in accordance with § 6 of the General Conditions.
Issue Price
If the Issue Price per Security is specified prior to the start of the public offering, it will be set out
in the Final Terms.
If the Issue Price per Security is determined after the start of the public offering, the Final Terms
will specify the criteria or conditions, on the basis of which the Issue Price may be determined. In
this case the Issue Price will be published after its specification on the website(s) as specified in
the relevant Final Terms.
Pricing
The Issue Price as well as the bid and offer prices quoted by the Issuer during the term of the
Securities are based on internal pricing models of the Issuer. They may contain, beside upfront and
distribution fees, an expected margin for the Issuer. Generally, the margin may contain costs,
which, i.e., cover the Issuer's costs for structuring the Securities, risk hedging of the Issuer and the
distribution.
Selling concession or other concessions
Selling concessions or other concessions may be charged as set out in the Final Terms.
Placing and Distribution
The Securities may be distributed by way of public or private placements and either by the Issuer
or through financial intermediaries as agreed between the Issuer and the relevant financial
intermediary and as stated in the applicable Final Terms.
Admission to trading and listing of the Securities
The Issuer may make an application to admit the Securities to trading on a regulated market
(Euronext Paris or any other regulated market in the Czech Republic, France, Italy or the
Netherlands) or other equivalent market. In such a case the relevant Final Terms set out the
regulated or other equivalent markets and the earliest date (if known) on which the Securities are
or will likely be admitted to trading.
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In addition, the relevant Final Terms will specify all the regulated or other equivalent markets, on
which, to the knowledge of the Issuer, securities of the same class of securities are already
admitted to trading.
The Issuer may also make an application to listing or trading of the Securities on another stock
exchange, another market and/or trading system (including a multilateral trading facility (MTF)),
which is not a regulated or other equivalent market. In this case the Final Terms may indicate the
respective other stock exchange, other market and/or other trading system and the earliest date (if
known) on which the Securities are or will likely be listed or traded on.
The Securities may also be issued without being admitted to trading, listed or traded on any
regulated or other equivalent market, any other stock exchange, any other market and/or trading
system.
Even if the Issuer makes such application there is no guarantee that this application will be granted
or that an active trading will occur or develop. Furthermore, in case of an admission trading may
only be single-sided (bid or ask prices).
Potential investors
The Securities may be offered to qualified investors and/or retail investors and/or institutional
investors as stated in the Final Terms.
Terms and conditions of the offer
If applicable, the following details regarding the terms and conditions of the offer will be indicated
in the Final Terms:
(i)

day of the first public offer;

(ii)

start of the new public offer;

(iii)

information about the continuance of a public offer of Securities which have already been
issued;

(iv)

information about the increase of Securities which have already been issued;

(v)

the countr(y)(ies) where the offer(s) to the public takes place: the Czech Republic, France,
Italy and/or the Netherlands;

(vi)

smallest transferable and/or tradable unit;

(vii)

the conditions for the offer of the Securities;

(viii)

possibility of an early termination of the public offer;

(ix)

the condition for the offer in relation to an admission for trading prior to the Issue Date;

(x)

information on a consumer withdrawal right.

Method and time limits for delivery of the Securities
The Securities are delivered in terms of co-ownership of the Global Note which will be kept in
custody in case of Securities governed by German law.
The Securities are delivered in terms of ownership of an account held with an account holder
which is an intermediary opening an account with and adhering to the Clearing System in case of
Securities governed by Italian law or French law.
Delivery is provided for against payment or free of payment or any other delivery method as
specified in the Final Terms.
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DESCRIPTION OF THE SECURITIES
The Securities
Classical Warrants and Discount Warrants are issued as warrants (the "Warrants"). Turbo
Securities, Turbo Open End Securities, X-Turbo Securities, X-Turbo Open End Securities and
Mini Future Securities, COOL Securities, Inline Securities and Stay High/Stay Low Securities (the
"Knock-out Securities") are issued as Certificates or Warrants. Warrants and Knock-out
securities are described as "Securities".
The Securities are non-interest bearing.
1. Warrants
Classical Warrants
Call Warrants - General information
Call Warrants are Securities where Security Holders can participate disproportionately (leveraged)
in the positive price development of the Underlying (the Security Holder expects rising prices of
the Underlying). However, Security Holders also suffer disproportionate (leveraged) losses if the
price of the Underlying falls. If the Relevant Reference Price is on or below the Strike, the
Security Holders shall only be entitled to demand payment of the Minimum Amount which may
also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the respective Valuation Date or Final
Valuation Date. The Strike and the Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final
Terms.
Call Warrants are Securities, where the payment depends on the Relevant Reference Price and is
made at the level of the Differential Amount. In the case of European exercise the payment is
made on the Final Payment Date after the Final Valuation Date. In the case of American exercise
the payment is made on the Payment Date after the relevant Valuation Date.
Call Warrants - Differential Amount
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Relevant Reference Price and (ii)
the Strike, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms. In the case of Compo Call Warrants a
FX Exchange Rate, as specified in the Final Terms, will be applied when specifying the
Differential Amount.
Put Warrants - General information
Put Warrants are Securities, where Security Holders can participate disproportionately (leveraged)
in the reverse price development of the Underlying (the Security Holder expects falling prices of
the Underlying). However, Security Holders also suffer disproportionate (leveraged) losses if the
price of the Underlying rises. If the Relevant Reference Price is on or above the Strike, the
Security Holders shall only be entitled to demand payment of the Minimum Amount which may
also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the respective Valuation Date or Final
Valuation Date. The Strike and the Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final
Terms.
Put Warrants are Securities, where the payment depends on the Relevant Reference Price and is
made at the level of the Differential Amount. In the case of the European exercise the payment is
made on the Final Payment Date after the Final Valuation Date. In the case of the American
exercise the payment is made on the Payment Date after the relevant Valuation Date.
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Put Warrants - Differential Amount
The following applies with respect to the Differential Amount:
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Strike and (ii) the Relevant
Reference Price, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms. In the case of Compo Put Warrants a FX
Exchange Rate, as specified in the Final Terms, will be applied when specifying the Differential
Amount.
Call/Put Warrants - Minimum Amount
The Differential Amount is in no case lower than the Minimum Amount.
Call/Put Warrants - Exercise
Warrants with European exercise are Warrants which are automatically exercised on the Final
Valuation Date. Warrants with European exercise cannot be exercised by the Security Holders
before the Final Valuation Date.
Warrants with American exercise are Warrants which may be exercised on each Trading Day
within the Exercise Period. If Warrants with American exercise are not exercised during the
Exercise Period, then the Warrants will be automatically exercised on the Final Valuation Date.
Upon the occurrence of a Call Event the Issuer may call and redeem the Securities early at their
Cancellation Amount.
Discount Warrants
General information
Discount Warrants are Securities whose price upon issue is lower than the price for a Classical
Warrant with the same term, Underlying, Strike and Ratio. In return for this discount, the Security
Holder will benefit during the term of the Securities from the price development of the Underlying
only up to the Maximum Amount. The Strike, the Ratio and the Maximum Amount will be
specified in the respective Final Terms.
Call Discount Warrants - General information
Call Discount Warrants are Securities, where Security Holders can participate disproportionately
(leveraged) in the positive price development of the Underlying (the Security Holder expects
rising prices of the Underlying). However, Security Holders also suffer disproportionate
(leveraged) losses if the price of the Underlying falls. If the Relevant Reference Price is on or
below the Strike, the Security Holders shall only be entitled to demand payment of the Minimum
Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date. The Strike
and the Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
Call Discount Warrants are Securities, where the payment on the Final Payment Date depends on
the Relevant Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date and is made at the level of the
Differential Amount. The Differential Amount is not greater than the Maximum Amount.
Call Discount Warrants - Differential Amount
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Relevant Reference Price and (ii)
the Strike, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms. In the case of Compo Call Discount
Warrants a FX Exchange Rate, as specified in the Final Terms, will be applied when specifying
the Differential Amount.
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The Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount and not greater than the
Maximum Amount.
Put Discount Warrants - General information
Put Discount Warrants are Securities, where Security Holders can participate disproportionately
(leveraged) in the reverse price development of the Underlying (the Security Holder expects
falling prices of the Underlying). However, Security Holders also suffer disproportionate
(leveraged) losses if the price of the Underlying rises. If the Relevant Reference Price is on or
above the Strike, the Security Holders shall only be entitled to demand payment of the Minimum
Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date. The Strike
and the Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
Put Discount Warrants are Securities, where the payment on the Final Payment Date depends on
the Relevant Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date and is made at the level of the
Differential Amount. The Differential Amount is not greater than the Maximum Amount.
Put Discount Warrants - Differential Amount
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Strike and (ii) the Relevant
Reference Price, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms. In the case of Compo Put Discount
Warrants a FX Exchange Rate, as specified in the Final Terms, will be applied when specifying
the Differential Amount.
The Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount and not greater than the
Maximum Amount.
Call Discount/Put Discount Warrants - Minimum Amount
The Differential Amount is in no case lower than the Minimum Amount.
Call Discount/Put Discount Warrants - Maximum Amount
The Differential Amount is in no case greater than the Maximum Amount.
Call Discount/Put Discount Warrants - Exercise
Discount Warrants are Warrants which are automatically exercised on the Final Valuation Date.
Call or Put Discount Warrants cannot be exercised by the Security Holders before the Final
Valuation Date.
Upon the occurrence of a Call Event the Issuer may call and redeem the Securities early at their
Cancellation Amount.
2. Knock-out Securities
Turbo Securities
Call Turbo Securities - General information
Call Turbo Securities are Securities, where Security Holders can participate disproportionately
(leveraged) in the positive price development of the Underlying (the Security Holder expects
rising prices of the Underlying). However, Security Holders also suffer disproportionate
(leveraged) losses if the price of the Underlying falls. If the price of the Underlying is on or below
the Knock-out Barrier at any time during the Knock-out Period or the Relevant Period, as
specified in the Final Terms ("Knock-out Event"), the term of the Security will end immediately
and Security Holders will only receive the Knock-out Amount which may also be close to zero or
respectively zero. A total loss may occur. The observation, if a Knock-out Event has occurred,
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may be limited to a Relevant Period. If applicable, the Relevant Period will be specified in the
relevant Final Terms.
The Knock-out Period, the Knock-out Barrier and the Knock-out Amount will be specified in the
respective Final Terms.
Call Turbo Securities are Securities, where the payment on the Final Payment Date depends on the
Relevant Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date and is made at the level of the Differential
Amount, unless a Knock-out Event has occurred. If the Relevant Reference Price is on or below
the Strike, the Security Holders shall only be entitled to demand payment of the Minimum
Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date. The Strike
and the Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
Call Turbo Securities - Differential Amount
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the following applies with respect to the Differential
Amount:
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Relevant Reference Price and (ii)
the Strike, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms. In the case of Compo Call Turbo
Securities a FX Exchange Rate, as specified in the Final Terms, will be applied when specifying
the Differential Amount.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, payment shall occur prematurely at the Knock-out Amount.
Put Turbo Securities - General information
Put Turbo Securities are Securities, where Security Holders can participate disproportionately
(leveraged) in the reverse price development of the Underlying (the Security Holder expects
falling prices of the Underlying). However, Security Holders also suffer disproportionate
(leveraged) losses if the price of the Underlying rises. If the price of the Underlying is on or above
the Knock-out Barrier at any time during the Knock-out Period or the Relevant Period, as
specified in the Final Terms (“Knock-out Event”), the term of the Security will end immediately
and Security Holders will only receive the Knock-out Amount which may also be close to zero or
respectively zero. A total loss may occur. The observation, if a Knock-out Event has occurred,
may be limited to a Relevant Period. If applicable, the Relevant Period will be specified in the
relevant Final Terms.
The Knock-out Period, the Knock-out Barrier and the Knock-out Amount will be specified in the
respective Final Terms.
Put Turbo Securities are Securities, where the payment on the Final Payment Date depends on the
Relevant Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date and is made at the level of the Differential
Amount, unless a Knock-out Event has occurred. If the Relevant Reference Price is on or above
the Strike, the Security Holders shall only be entitled to demand payment of the Minimum
Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date. The Strike
and the Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
Put Turbo Securities - Differential Amount
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the following applies with respect to the Differential
Amount:
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Strike and (ii) the Relevant
Reference Price, multiplied by the Ratio.
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The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms. In the case of Compo Put Turbo
Securities a FX Exchange Rate, as specified in the Final Terms, will be applied when specifying
the Differential Amount.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, payment shall occur prematurely at the Knock-out Amount.
Call/Put Turbo Securities - Exercise
Call/Put Turbo Securities are Securities that are automatically exercised on the Final Valuation
Date. These Securities cannot be exercised by Security Holders prior to the Final Valuation Date.
Call/Put Turbo Securities - Minimum Amount
The Differential Amount is in no case lower than the Minimum Amount.
Upon the occurrence of a Call Event the Issuer may call and redeem the Securities early at their
Cancellation Amount.
Turbo Open End Securities
Call Turbo Open End Securities - General information
Call Turbo Open End Securities are Securities where Security Holders can participate
disproportionately (leveraged) in the positive price development of the Underlying (the Security
Holder expects rising prices of the Underlying). However, Security Holders also suffer
disproportionate (leveraged) losses if the price of the Underlying falls. Security Holders can
realise profits (with the consequence that a subsequent, from their point of view, adverse
performance in the price of the Underlying no longer affects them), by exercising their Exercise
Right. The Issuer can, by exercising its Regular Call Right, force Security Holders to realise losses
(with the consequence that they do not longer benefit from a subsequent, from their point of view,
advantageous performance in the price of the Underlying). If the price of the Underlying is on or
below the Knock-out Barrier at any time starting at the First Trade Date ("Knock-out Event"), the
term of the Security will end immediately and Security Holders will only receive the Knock-out
Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur. The
observation, if a Knock-out Event has occurred, may be limited to a Relevant Period. If applicable,
the Relevant Period will be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
The Knock-out Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
The Knock-out Barrier corresponds at any time to the Strike. The Strike will be adjusted on a daily
Basis. The method for adjustment of the Strike and the Initial Strike will be specified in the
respective Final Terms.
Call Turbo Open End Securities are Securities where the payment on the respective Payment Date
depends on the Relevant Reference Price on the relevant Valuation Date and is made at the level
of the Differential Amount, unless a Knock-out Event occurs. If the Relevant Reference Price is
on or below the Strike, the Security Holders shall only be entitled to demand payment of the
Minimum Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the respective Valuation Date. The
Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
Call Turbo Open End Securities - Differential Amount
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the following applies with respect to the Differential
Amount:
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Relevant Reference Price and (ii)
the Strike, multiplied by the Ratio.
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The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms. In the case of Compo Call Turbo Open
End Securities a FX Exchange Rate, as specified in the Final Terms, will be applied when
specifying the Differential Amount.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, payment shall occur prematurely at the Knock-out Amount.
Put Turbo Open End Securities – General information
Put Turbo Open End Securities are Securities where Security Holders can participate
disproportionately (leveraged) in the reverse price development of the Underlying (the Security
Holder expects falling prices of the Underlying). However, Security Holders also suffer
disproportionate (leveraged) losses when the price of the Underlying rises. Security Holders can
realise profits (with the consequence that a subsequent, from their point of view, adverse
performance in the price of the Underlying no longer affects them) by exercising their Exercise
Right. The Issuer can, by exercising its Regular Call Right, force Security Holders to realise losses
(with the consequence that they do not longer benefit from a subsequent, from their point of view,
advantageous performance in the price of the Underlying). If the price of the Underlying is on or
above the Knock-out Barrier at any time starting at the First Trade Date ("Knock-out Event"), the
term of the Security will end immediately and Security Holders will only receive the Knock-out
Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur. The
observation, if a Knock-out Event has occurred, may be limited to a Relevant Period. If applicable,
the Relevant Period will be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
The Knock-out Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
The Knock-out Barrier corresponds at any time to the Strike. The Strike will be adjusted on a daily
Basis. The method for adjustment of the Strike and the Initial Strike will be specified in the
respective Final Terms.
Put Turbo Open End Securities are Securities where the payment on the respective Payment Date
depends on the Relevant Reference Price at the Relevant Valuation Date and is made at the level
of the Differential Amount, unless a Knock-out Event has occurred. If the Relevant Reference
Price is on or above the Strike, the Security Holders shall only be entitled to demand payment of
the Minimum Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may
occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the respective Valuation Date. The
Strike and the Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
Put Turbo Open End Securities - Differential Amount
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the following applies with respect to the Differential
Amount:
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Strike and (ii) the Relevant
Reference Price, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms. In the case of Compo Put Turbo Open
End Securities a FX Exchange Rate, as specified in the Final Terms, will be applied when
specifying the Differential Amount.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, payment shall occur prematurely at the Knock-out Amount.
Call/Put Turbo Open End Securities - Minimum Amount
The Differential Amount is in no case lower than the Minimum Amount.
Exercise Right and Regular Call Right
The Securities do not have a fixed period. Instead they run for an indefinite period unless the
Security Holder exercises its Exercise Right or the Issuer exercises its Regular Call Right. Security
Holders can exercise the Securities on any Exercise Date. The Issuer can exercise its Regular Call
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Right on any Exercise Date and call the Securities in whole but not in part. After exercise of the
above-mentioned rights, Security Holders will be entitled to payment of the Differential Amount
five Banking Days after the relevant Valuation Date.
The Issuer may exercise its Regular Call Right without taking into account the economic impact
on the Securities Holders. Following such exercise, the remaining term of the Securities is limited
and the Securities Holders may suffer a partial or full loss of their capital invested.
Upon the occurrence of a Call Event the Issuer may call and redeem the Securities early at their
Cancellation Amount.
X-Turbo Securities
Call X-Turbo Securities - General information
Call X-Turbo Securities are Securities, where Security Holders participate disproportionately
(leveraged) of the positive price development of the Underlyings (the Security Holder expects
rising prices of the Underlyings). However, Security Holders also suffer disproportionate
(leveraged) losses when the price of the Underlyings falls. If the price of the Underlying1 or the
Underlying2 is on or below the Knock-out Barrier at any time during the Knock-out Period or the
Relevant Period, as specified in the Final Terms ("Knock-out Event"), the term of the Security
will end immediately and Security Holders will only receive the Knock-out Amount which may
also be close to zero or respectively zero. In the case of Call X-Turbo Securities, two indices,
which refer to the same market but are calculated and published at different times, will be
observed. The observation, if a Knock-out Event has occurred, may be limited to a Relevant
Period. If applicable, the Relevant Period will be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
A total loss may occur.
The Knock-out Period, the Knock-out Barrier and the Knock-out Amount will be specified in the
respective Final Terms.
Call X-Turbo Securities are Securities where the payment on the Final Payment Date depends on
the Relevant Reference Price of Underlying1 at the Final Valuation Date and is made at the level
of the Differential Amount, unless a Knock-out Event has occurred. If the Relevant Reference
Price is on or below the Strike, the Security Holders shall only be entitled to demand payment of
the Minimum Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may
occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the respective Final Valuation Date.
The Strike and the Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
Call X-Turbo Securities - Differential Amount
If no Knock-out event has occurred, the following applies with respect to the Differential Amount:
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Relevant Reference Price of
Underlying1 and (ii) the Strike, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, payment shall occur prematurely at the Knock-out Amount.
Put-X Turbo Securities - General information
Put X-Turbo Securities are Securities, where Security Holders can participate disproportionately
(leveraged) in the reverse price development of the Underlyings (the Security Holder expects
falling prices of the Underlyings). However, Security Holders also suffer disproportionate
(leveraged) losses if the price of the Underlyings rises. If the price of the Underlying1 or the
Underlying2 rises on or above the Knock-out Barrier at any time during the Knock-out Period or
the Relevant Period, as specified in the Final Terms ("Knock-out Event"), the term of the
Security will end immediately and Security Holders will only receive the Knock-out Amount
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which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. In the case of Put X-Turbo Securities, two
indices, which refer to the same market but are calculated and published at different times, will be
observed. The observation, if a Knock-out Event has occurred, may be limited to a Relevant
Period. If applicable, the Relevant Period will be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
A total loss may occur.
The Knock-out Period, the Knock-out Barrier and the Knock-out Amount will be specified in the
respective Final Terms.
Put X-Turbo Securities are Securities where the payment on the Final Payment Date depends on
the Relevant Reference Price of Underlying1 at the Final Valuation Date and is made at the level
of the Differential Amount, unless a Knock-out Event has occurred. If the Relevant Reference
Price is on or above the Strike, the Security Holders shall only be entitled to demand payment of
the Minimum Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may
occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the respective Final Valuation Date.
The Strike and the Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
Put X-Turbo Securities - Differential Amount
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the following applies with respect to the Differential
Amount:
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Strike and (ii) the Relevant
Reference Price of Underlying1, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, payment shall occur prematurely at the Knock-out Amount.
Call/Put X-Turbo Securities - Minimum Amount
The Differential Amount is in no case lower than the Minimum Amount.
Exercise
X-Call/Put Turbo Securities are Securities which are automatically exercised on the Final
Valuation Date. These Securities cannot be exercised by the Security Holders before the Final
Valuation Date.
Upon the occurrence of a Call Event the Issuer may call and redeem the Securities early at their
Cancellation Amount.
X-Turbo Open End Securities
Call X-Turbo Open End Securities - General information
Call X-Turbo Open End Securities are Securities where the Security Holders can participate
disproportionately (leveraged) in the positive price development of the Underlyings (the Security
Holder expects rising prices of the Underlyings). However, Security Holders also suffer
disproportionate (leveraged) losses if the price of the Underlyings falls. The Security Holder may
realise profits (with the consequence that a subsequent adverse performance in the prices of the
Underlyings no longer affects them) by exercising their Exercise Right. The Issuer can, by
exercising its Regular Call Right, force Security Holders to realise losses (with the consequence
that they do not longer benefit from a subsequent advantageous performance in the prices of the
Underlyings). If the price of the Underlying1 or the Underlying2 is on or below the Knock-out
Barrier at any time starting at the First Trade Date ("Knock-out Event"), the term of the Security
will end immediately and Security Holders will only receive the Knock-out Amount which may
also be close to zero or respectively zero. In the case of Call X-Turbo Open End Securities, two
indices, which refer to the same market but are calculated and published at different times, will be
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observed. The observation, if a Knock-out Event has occurred, may be limited to a Relevant
Period. If applicable, the Relevant Period will be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
A total loss may occur.
The Knock-out Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
The Knock-out Barrier corresponds at any time to the Strike. The Strike will be adjusted on a daily
Basis. The method for adjustment of the Strike and the Initial Strike will be specified in the
respective Final Terms.
Call X-Turbo Open End Securities are Securities where the payment on the respective Payment
Date depends on the Relevant Reference Price of Underlying1 on the relevant Valuation Date and
is made at the level of the Differential Amount, unless a Knock-out Event has occurred. If the
Relevant Reference Price is on or below the Strike, the Security Holders shall only be entitled to
demand payment of the Minimum Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A
total loss may occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the respective Valuation Date. The
Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
Call X-Turbo Open End Securities - Differential Amount
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the following applies with respect to the Differential
Amount:
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Relevant Reference Price of
Underlying1 and (ii) the Strike, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, payment shall occur prematurely at the Knock-out Amount.
Put X-Turbo Open End Securities - General information
Put X-Turbo Open End Securities are Securities where the Security Holders can participate
disproportionately (leveraged) in the reverse price development of the Underlyings (the Security
Holder expects falling prices of the Underlyings). However, Security Holders also suffer
disproportionate (leveraged) losses if the price of the Underlyings rises. The Security Holder may
realise profits (with the consequence that a subsequent, from their point of view, adverse
performance in the prices of the Underlyings no longer affects them) by exercising their Exercise
Right. The Issuer can, by exercising its Regular Call Right, force Security Holder to realise losses
(with the consequence that they do not longer benefit from a subsequent advantageous
performance in the prices of the Underlyings). If the price of the Underlying1 or the Underlying2 is
on or above the Knock-out Barrier at any time starting at the First Trade Date ("Knock-out
Event"), the term of the Security will end immediately and Security Holders will only receive the
Knock-out Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. In the case of Put XTurbo Open End Securities, two indices, which refer to the same market but are calculated and
published at different times, will be observed. The observation, if a Knock-out Event has occurred,
may be limited to a Relevant Period. If applicable, the Relevant Period will be specified in the
relevant Final Terms.
A total loss may occur.
The Knock-out Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
The Knock-out Barrier corresponds at any time to the Strike. The Strike will be adjusted on a daily
Basis. The method for adjustment of the Strike and the Initial Strike will be specified in the
respective Final Terms.
Put X-Turbo Open End Securities are Securities where the payment on the respective Payment
Date depends on the Relevant Reference Price of Underlying1 at the relevant Valuation Date and is
made at the level of the Differential Amount, unless a Knock-out Event has occurred. If the
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Relevant Reference Price is on or above the Strike, the Security Holders shall only be entitled to
demand payment of the Minimum Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A
total loss may occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the respective Valuation Date. The
Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
Put X-Turbo Open End Securities - Differential Amount
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the following applies with respect to the Differential
Amount:
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Strike and (ii) the Relevant
Reference Price of Underlying1, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, payment shall occur prematurely at the Knock-out Amount.
Call/Put X-Turbo Open End Securities - Minimum Amount
The Differential Amount is in no case lower than the Minimum Amount.
Exercise Right and Regular Call Right
The Securities do not have a fixed period. Instead they run for an indefinite period unless the
Security Holder exercises its Exercise Right or the Issuer exercises its Regular Call Right. Security
Holders can exercise their Exercise Right on any Exercise Date. The Issuer can exercise its
Regular Call Right on any Exercise Date and call the Securities in whole but not in part. After
exercise of the aforementioned rights, the Security Holders may demand payment of the
Differential Amount five Banking Days after the relevant Valuation Date.
The Issuer may exercise its Regular Call Right without taking into account the economic impact
on the Securities Holders. Following such exercise, the remaining term of the Securities is limited
and the Securities Holders may suffer a partial or full loss of their capital invested.
Upon the occurrence of a Call Event the Issuer may call and redeem the Securities early at their
Cancellation Amount.
Mini Futures Securities
Call Mini Futures Securities - General information
Call Mini Futures Securities are Securities, where Security Holders can participate
disproportionately (leveraged) in the positive price development of the Underlying (the Security
Holder expects rising prices of the Underlying). However, Security Holders also suffer
disproportionate (leveraged) losses if the price of the Underlying falls. Security Holders can
realise profits (with the consequence that a subsequent, from their point of view, adverse
performance in the price of the Underlying no longer affects them), by exercising their Exercise
Right. The Issuer can, by exercising its Regular Call Right, force Security Holders to realise losses
(with the consequence that they do not longer benefit from a subsequent, from their point of view,
advantageous performance in the price of the Underlying). If the price of the Underlying is on or
below the Knock-out Barrier at any time starting at the First Trade Date ("Knock-out Event"), the
term of the Security will end immediately and Security Holders will only receive the Knock-out
Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur. The
observation regarding the occurrence of a Knock-out Event may be limited to a Relevant Period.
The Relevant Period, as the case may be, will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
The Knock-out Barrier will be adjusted on a regularly Basis. The method for adjustment of the
Knock-out Barrier and the Initial Knock-out Barrier will be specified in the respective Final
Terms.
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Call Mini Futures are Securities where the payment on the Payment Date depends on the Relevant
Reference Price at the Relevant Valuation Date and is made at the level of the Differential
Amount, unless a Knock-out Event has occurred. If the Relevant Reference Price is on or below
the Strike, the Security Holders shall only be entitled to demand payment of the Minimum
Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the respective Valuation Date. The
Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms. The Strike will be adjusted on
the daily basis. The method for adjustment of the Strike and the Initial Strike will be specified in
the respective Final Terms.
Call Mini Futures Securities - Differential Amount
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the following applies with respect to the Differential
Amount:
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Relevant Reference Price and (ii)
the Strike, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms. In the case of Compo Call Mini Futures
Securities a FX Exchange Rate, as specified in the Final Terms, will be applied when specifying
the Differential Amount.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, payment shall occur prematurely at the Knock-out Amount.
Call Mini Future Securities - Knock-out Amount
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the following applies with respect to the Knock-out Amount:
The Knock-out Amount corresponds to the amount by which the Exercise Price exceeds the Strike
multiplied by the Ratio. However, the Knock-out Amount is not lower than the Minimum
Amount. The method for determining the Exercise Price will be specified in the respective Final
Terms. In the case of Compo Call Mini Futures Securities a FX Exchange Rate, as specified in the
Final Terms, will be applied when specifying the Knock-out Amount.
Put Mini Futures Securities - General information
Put Mini Future Securities are Securities where Security Holders can participate
disproportionately (leveraged) in the reverse price development of the Underlying (the Security
Holder expects falling prices of the Underlying). However, Security Holders also suffer
disproportionate (leveraged) losses if the price of the Underlying rises. Security Holder can realise
profits (with the consequence that a subsequent, from their point of view, adverse performance in
the price of the Underlying no longer affects them) by exercising their Call Right. The Issuer can,
by exercising its Regular Call Right force Security Holders to realise losses (with the consequence
that they do not longer benefit from a subsequent, from their point of view, advantageous
performance in the price of the Underlying). If the price of the Underlying is on or above the
Knock-out Barrier at any time starting at the First Trade Date ("Knock-out Event"), the term of
the Security will end immediately and Security Holders will only receive the Knock-out Amount
which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur. The observation
regarding the occurrence of a Knock-out Event may be limited to a Relevant Period. The Relevant
Period, as the case may be, will be specified in the respective Final Terms.
The Knock-out Barrier will be adjusted on a regularly Basis. The method for adjustment of the
Knock-out Barrier and the Initial Knock-out Barrier will be specified in the respective Final
Terms.
Put Mini Futures are Securities where the payment on the Payment Date depends on the Relevant
Reference Price at the Relevant Valuation Date and is made at the level of the Differential
Amount, unless a Knock-out Event has occurred. If the Relevant Reference Price is on or above
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the Strike, the Security Holders shall only be entitled to demand payment of the Minimum
Amount which may also be close to zero or respectively zero. A total loss may occur.
The Relevant Reference Price means the Reference Price on the respective Valuation Date. The
Minimum Amount will be specified in the respective Final Terms. The Strike will be adjusted on
the daily basis. The method for adjustment of the Strike and the Initial Strike will be specified in
the respective Final Terms.
Put Mini Futures Securities - Differential Amount
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, the following applies with respect to the Differential
Amount:
The Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the Strike and (ii) the Relevant
Reference Price, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the respective Final Terms. In the case of Compo Put Mini Futures
Securities a FX Exchange Rate, as specified in the Final Terms, will be applied when specifying
the Differential Amount.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, payment shall occur prematurely at the Knock-out Amount.
Put Mini Future Securities - Knock-out Amount
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, the following applies with respect to the Knock-out Amount:
The Knock-out Amount corresponds to the amount by which the Exercise Price falls short of the
Strike, multiplied by the Ratio. However, the Knock-out Amount is not lower than the Minimum
Amount. The method for determining the Exercise Price will be specified in the respective Final
Terms. In the case of Compo Put Mini Futures Securities a FX Exchange Rate, as specified in the
Final Terms, will be applied when specifying the Knock-out Amount.
Call/Put Mini Futures Securities - Minimum Amount
The Differential Amount and the Knock-out Amount are in no case lower than the Minimum
Amount.
Exercise Right and Regular Call Right
The Securities do not have a fixed period. Instead they run for an indefinite period unless the
Security Holder exercises its Exercise Right or the Issuer exercises its Regular Call Right. Security
Holders can exercise their Exercise Right on any Exercise Date. The Issuer can exercise its
Regular Call Right on any Exercise Date and may call the Securities in whole but not in part. After
exercise of the above-mentioned rights, Security Holders will be entitled to payment of the
Differential Amount five Banking Days after the Relevant Valuation Date.
The Issuer may exercise its Regular Call Right without taking into account the economic impact
on the Securities Holders. Following such exercise, the remaining term of the Securities is limited
and the Securities Holders may suffer a partial or full loss of their capital invested.
Upon the occurrence of a Call Event the Issuer may call and redeem the Securities early at their
Cancellation Amount.
COOL Securities
General
COOL Securities reflect the price development of the Underlying and allow the Security Holders
to participate in a positive or in a negative development of the price of the Underlying during the
term of the Securities. A change in the price of the Underlying may have a disproportionate
(leveraged) effect on the price of the Securities.
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Call COOL Securities are Securities, where Security Holders participate in the price development
of the Underlying (the Security Holder expects rising prices of the Underlying). If the price of the
Underlying rises, subject to the influence of other price influencing factors, the price of the
Security rises. If the price of the Underlying falls, subject to the influence of other price
influencing factors, also the price of the Security falls.
Put COOL Securities are Securities, where Security Holders participate in the inverse price
development of the Underlying (the Security Holder expects falling prices of the Underlying). If
the price of the Underlying falls, subject to the influence of other price influencing factors, the
price of the Security rises. If the price of the Underlying rises, subject to the influence of other
price influencing factors, the price of the Security falls.
Redemption
Redemption will be made on the Final Payment Date in the amount of the Differential Amount.
If, in the case of Call COOL Securities, the Relevant Reference Price is on or below the Strike, the
Differential Amount is equal to the Minimum Amount.
If, in the case of Put COOL Securities, the Relevant Reference Price is on or above the Strike, the
Differential Amount is equal to the Minimum Amount.
The Relevant Reference Price is the Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date. The Strike will
be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
The Minimum Amount will be specified in the relevant Final Terms and may be close to zero or
be zero.
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, on the Final Payment Date Security Holders will also receive
payment of the COOL Amount.
If a Knock-out Event has occurred, a total loss may occur.
Knock-out Event
In the case of Call COOL Securities a Knock-out Event has occurred, if the price of the
Underlying with continuous observation during the Knock-out Period at any time is on or below
the Knock-out Barrier.
In the case of Put COOL Securities a Knock-out Event has occurred, if the price of the Underlying
with continuous observation during the Knock-out Period at any time is on or above the Knockout Barrier.
The Knock-out Period and the Knock-out Barrier will be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
The observation, if a Knock-out Event has occurred, may be limited to a Relevant Period. If
applicable, the Relevant Period will be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
Differential Amount
In the case of Call COOL Securities, the Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the
Relevant Reference Price and (ii) the Strike, multiplied by the Ratio.
In the case of Put COOL Securities, the Differential Amount equals the difference between (i) the
Strike and (ii) the Relevant Reference Price, multiplied by the Ratio.
The Ratio will be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
In the case of Compo Call and Compo Put COOL Securities one or two FX Exchange Rates will
be applied when specifying the Differential Amount.
Call/Put COOL Securities - Minimum Amount
The Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.
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Exercise
COOL Securities are automatically exercised on the Final Valuation Date. They cannot be
exercised by the Security Holders before the Final Valuation Date.
Upon the occurrence of a Call Event the Issuer may call and redeem the Securities early at their
Cancellation Amount.
Inline Securities
General
Inline Securities are Securities which will be redeemed on the Final Payment Date by payment of
the Redemption Amount, provided that no Knock-out Event has occurred during the Knock-out
Period. The Redemption Amount will be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
If no Knock-out Event has occurred, Security Holders may, depending on prevailing market
conditions, participate direct proportionally as well as contrariwise in the price development of the
Underlying. A change in the price of the Underlying may have a disproportionate (leveraged)
effect on the price of the Securities.
If the price of the Underlying is at any time during the Knock-out Period closer to the Lower
Knock-out Barrier than to the Upper Knock-out Barrier, subject to the influence of other price
influencing factors, rising prices of the Underlying lead to rising prices of the Inline Security. If
the price of the Underlying is at any time during the Knock-out Period closer to the Upper Knockout Barrier than to the Lower Knock-out Barrier this effect inverts and, subject to the influence of
other price influencing factors, rising prices of the Underlying lead to falling prices of the Inline
Security. In the case of falling prices of the Underlying, it is contrary to this effect. Thus, generally
spoken, the price of the Security is at its maximum if the price of the Underlying is at the middle
of the Upper and the Lower Knock-out Barrier.
However, the value of Inline Securities is limited to the maximum of the Redemption Amount.
Knock-out Event
If at any time during the Knock-out Period a Knock-out Event has occurred, the term of the
Securities ends and the Security Holders only receive payment of the Knock-out Amount, which
may be close to zero or be zero. A total loss is possible. The Knock-out Period and the Knock-out
Amount will be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
A Knock-out Event (the "Knock-out Event") has occurred if the price of the Underlying during
the Knock-out Period at any time is on or below the Lower Knock-out Barrier or on or above the
Upper Knock-out Barrier. The Lower Knock-out Barrier and the Upper Knock-out Barrier will be
specified in the relevant Final Terms. The observation, if a Knock-out Event has occurred, may be
limited to a Relevant Period. If applicable, the Relevant Period will be specified in the relevant
Final Terms.
Inline Securities - Exercise
Inline Securities are automatically exercised on the Final Valuation Date. They Securities cannot
be exercised by the Security Holders before the Final Valuation Date.
Upon the occurrence of a Call Event the Issuer may call and redeem the Securities early at their
Cancellation Amount.
Stay High/Stay Low Securities
General
Stay High/Stay Low Securities are Securities which will be redeemed on the Final Payment Date
by payment of the Redemption Amount, provided that no Knock-out Event has occurred during
the Knock-out Period. The Redemption Amount will be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
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If no Knock-out Event has occurred, Security Holders may participate in a positive or in a
negative price development of the Underlying. A change in the price of the Underlying may have
a disproportionate (leveraged) effect on the price of the Securities.
In the case of Stay High Securities, subject to the influence of other price influencing factors,
rising prices of the Underlying lead to rising prices of the Stay High Security. If the price of the
Underlying falls, it has the opposite effect.
In the case of Stay Low Securities, subject to the influence of other price influencing factors,
rising prices of the Underlying lead to falling prices of the Stay Low Security. If the price of the
Underlying falls, it has the opposite effect.
However, the value of Stay High/Stay Low Securities is limited to the maximum of the
Redemption Amount.
Knock-out Event
If at any time during the Knock-out Period a Knock-out Event has occurred, the term of the
Securities ends and the Security Holders only receive payment of the Knock-out Amount, which
may be close to zero or be zero. A total loss is possible. The Knock-out Period and the Knock-out
Amount will be specified in the relevant Final Terms.
A Knock-out Event (the "Knock-out Event") has occurred if the price of the Underlying during
the Knock-out Period at any time is on or below the Knock-out Barrier (in the case of Stay High
Securities) or on or above the Knock-out Barrier (in the case of Stay Low Securities). The Knockout Barrier will be specified in the relevant Final Terms. The observation, if a Knock-out Event
has occurred, may be limited to a Relevant Period. If applicable, the Relevant Period will be
specified in the relevant Final Terms.
Exercise
Stay High/Stay Low Securities are automatically exercised on the Final Valuation Date. The
Securities cannot be exercised by the Security Holders before the Final Valuation Date.
Upon the occurrence of a Call Event the Issuer may call and redeem the Securities early at their
Cancellation Amount.
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Description of the Securities incorporated by reference in the Base Prospectus
In connection with Securities which are publicly offered or admitted to trading for the first time
before the date of this Base Prospectus and in connection with an increase of Securities the
descriptions of the Securities as included in:
•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 24 June 2013 for the issuance of Knockout Securities and Warrants;

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 3 June 2014 for the issuance of Knockout Securities and Warrants, as supplemented by the supplement dated 11 November
2014;

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 28 May 2015 for the issuance of Knockout Securities and Warrants;

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 20 May 2016 for the issuance of Knockout Securities and Warrants;

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 21 February 2017 for the issuance of
Knock-out Securities and Warrants, as supplemented by the supplement dated 23 May
2017;

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 18 December 2017 for the issuance of
Knock-out Securities and Warrants;

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 7 February 2018 for the issuance of
Knock-out Securities and Warrants; and

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 22 March 2018 for the issuance of
Knock-out Securities and Warrants;

are hereby incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus. A list setting out the information
incorporated
by
reference
is
provided
on
page 273
et
seq.
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CONDITIONS OF THE SECURITIES
General Information
Under this Base Prospectus, Securities can be newly offered or listed on a stock exchange. In
either case, Part A – General Conditions of the Securities (the "General Conditions") must be
read together with Part B – Product and Underlying Data (the "Product and Underlying Data")
as well as Part C – Special Conditions of the Securities (the "Special Conditions") (together, the
"Conditions").
The Special Conditions are divided into the Special Conditions which apply for particular product
types and Special Conditions which apply for all product types.
A completed version of the Conditions describes the terms and conditions of the respective
Tranche of Securities (the "Terms and Conditions") which are part of the relevant Global Note in
case of Securities governed by German law.
For each Tranche of Securities the Final Terms will be published as a separate document and will
contain:
(a)

either (i) a consolidated version of the General Conditions*) or (ii) information on the
relevant options contained in the General Conditions**),

(b)

a consolidated version of the Product and Underlying Data,

(c)

a consolidated version of the Special Conditions,

reflecting the Terms and Conditions of the Securities.
*)

In case of consolidated General Conditions in the Final Terms, such consolidated General
Conditions will be part of the relevant Final Terms and such consolidated General Conditions will
be filed with or sent to any competent authority.
**)

In case of non-consolidated General Conditions in the Final Terms, upon request, a consolidated
version of the General Conditions may be delivered together with the relevant Final Terms. Such
consolidated General Conditions will not be part of the relevant Final Terms, neither as an annex
nor as an integral part of the Final Terms and such consolidated General Conditions will not be
filed with or sent to any competent authority.
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Structure of the Conditions
Part A – General Conditions of the Securities
[Option 1: In the case of Securities governed by German law, the following applies:
§1

Form, Clearing System, Global Note, Custody

§2

Principal Paying Agent, Paying Agent, Calculation Agent

§3

Taxes

§4

Status

§5

Substitution of the Issuer

§6

Notices

§7

Issuance of additional Securities, Repurchase

§8

Presentation Period

§9

Partial Invalidity, Corrections

§ 10

Applicable Law, Place of Performance, Place of Jurisdiction

[§ 11

Waiver Right]

[Option 2: In the case of Securities governed by Italian law, the following applies:
§1

Form, Book Entry, Clearing System

§2

Principal Paying Agent, Paying Agent, Calculation Agent

§3

Taxes

§4

Status

§5

Substitution of the Issuer

§6

Notices

§7

Issuance of additional Securities, Repurchase

§8

(intentionally omitted)

§9

Partial Invalidity, Corrections

§ 10

Applicable Law, Choice of Forum

[§ 11

Waiver Right]

[Option 3: In the case of Securities governed by French law, the following applies:
§1

Form, Book Entry, Clearing System

§2

Principal Paying Agent, Paying Agent, Calculation Agent

§3

Taxes

§4

Status

§5

Substitution of the Issuer

§6

Notices

§7

Issuance of additional Securities, Repurchase

§8

(intentionally omitted)
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§9

Partial Invalidity, Corrections

§ 10

Applicable Law, Choice of Forum

[§ 11

Waiver Right]

Part B – Product and Underlying Data
Part C – Special Conditions of the Securities
[Special Conditions that apply for particular product types:
[Option 1: In the case of classical Warrants, the following applies:
§1

Definitions

§2

Interest

§3

Exercise Right, Exercise, [Exercise Notice,] [Suspension of the Exercise Right,]
Payment

§4

Differential Amount]

[Option 2: In the case of Discount Warrants, the following applies:
§1

Definitions

§2

Interest

§3

Exercise Right, Exercise, Payment

§4

Differential Amount]

[Option 3: In the case of Turbo Securities, the following applies:
§1

Definitions

§2

Interest

§3

Exercise Right, Exercise, [Knock-out,] Payment

§4

Differential Amount]

[Option 4: In the case of Turbo Open End Securities, the following applies:
§1

Definitions

§2

Interest

§3

Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Exercise Notice[, Suspension of the Exercise
Right], Payment

§4

Differential Amount]

[Option 5: In the case of X-Turbo Securities, the following applies:
§1

Definitions

§2

Interest

§3

Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Payment

§4

Differential Amount]
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[Option 6: In the case of X-Turbo Open End Securities, the following applies:
§1

Definitions

§2

Interest

§3

Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Exercise Notice, Payment

§4

Differential Amount]

[Option 7: In the case of Mini Future Securities, the following applies:
§1

Definitions

§2

Interest

§3

Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Exercise Notice[, Suspension of the Exercise
Right], Payment

§4

Differential Amount, Knock-out Amount]

[Option 8: In the case of COOL Securities, the following applies:
§1

Definitions

§2

Interest

§3

Exercise Right, Exercise, Payment

§4

Differential Amount]

[Option 9: In the case of Inline Securities, the following applies:
§1

Definitions

§2

Interest

§3

Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Payment

§4

Redemption Amount]

[Option 10: In the case of Stay High/Stay Low Securities, the following applies:
§1

Definitions

§2

Interest

§3

Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Payment

§4

Redemption Amount]]

[Special Conditions that apply for all product types:
§5

[Issuer's Regular Call Right,] [Issuer's Extraordinary Call Right]
§6

Payments

§7

Market Disruptions

[In the case of a Share as Underlying, the following applies:
§8

Adjustments, Replacement Specification]
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[In the case of an Index as Underlying, the following applies:
§8

Index Concept, Adjustments, Replacement Underlying, New Index Sponsor and
New Index Calculation Agent, Replacement Specification]
[In the case of a commodity as Underlying, the following applies:

§8

Relevant Trading Conditions, Adjustments, Replacement Reference Market]
[In the case of currency exchange rates as Underlying, the following applies:

§8

Adjustments]
[In the case of futures contracts as Underlying, the following applies:

§8

Contract Specifications, Adjustments, Replacement Futures Contract,
Replacement Reference Market]
[In the case of Securities, where the Specified Currency is not the same as the
Underlying Currency, the following applies:

§9

New Fixing Sponsor, Replacement Exchange Rate]]
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Part A – General Conditions of the Securities
PART A - GENERAL CONDITIONS OF THE SECURITIES
(the "General Conditions")
[Option 1: In the case of Securities governed by German law, the following applies:
§1
Form, Clearing System[, Global Note, Custody]
(1)

Form: This tranche (the "Tranche") of securities (the "Securities") of UniCredit Bank
AG (the "Issuer") will be issued as non-par value [warrants] [certificates] in bearer form
pursuant to these Terms and Conditions in the Specified Currency.

(2)

Global Note: The Securities are represented by a global note (the "Global Note") without
interest coupons, which bears the manual or facsimile signatures of two authorised
signatories of the Issuer [In the case of an Issuing Agent, the following applies: as well as
the manual signature of a control officer of the Issuing Agent]. The Security Holders are
not entitled to receive definitive Securities. The Securities as co-ownership interests in the
Global Note may be transferred pursuant to the relevant regulations of the Clearing
System.

[In the case of Securities where CBF is specified in the Final Terms as Clearing System, the
following applies:
(3)

Custody: The Global Note will be kept in custody by Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt
am Main ("CBF").]

[In the case of Securities where CBL and Euroclear Bank is specified in the Final Terms as
Clearing System, the following applies:
(3)

Custody: The Global Notes will be issued in classical global note form and will be kept in
custody by a common depository on behalf of both ICSDs.]

[In the case of Securities where Euroclear France is specified in the Final Terms as Clearing
System, the following applies:
(3)

Custody: The Global Note will be kept in custody by or on behalf of the Clearing System.]

[In the case of Securities where Euroclear Bank or another Clearing System is specified in the
Final Terms, the following applies:
(3)

Custody: The Global Note will be kept in custody by or on behalf of the Clearing System.]
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§2
Principal Paying Agent, Paying Agent, Calculation Agent
(1)

Paying Agents: The "Principal Paying Agent" is [UniCredit Bank AG, Arabellastraße 12,
81925 Munich, Germany] [Citibank, N.A., London Branch, Citigroup Centre, Canada
Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5LB, United Kingdom] [Insert name and address of
other paying agent]. [The French Paying Agent for Euroclear France S.A. is CACEIS
Bank S.A., 1-3 rue place Valhubert, 75206 Paris Cedex 13, France (the "French Paying
Agent").] The Issuer may appoint additional paying agents (the "Paying Agents") and
revoke such appointment. The appointment and revocation shall be published pursuant to
§ 6 of the General Conditions.

(2)

Calculation Agent: The "Calculation Agent" is [UniCredit Bank AG, Arabellastraße 12,
81925 Munich] [Insert name and address of other calculation agent].

(3)

Transfer of functions: Should any event occur which results in the Principal Paying
Agent[, French Paying Agent] or Calculation Agent being unable to continue in its
function as Principal Paying Agent[, French Paying Agent] or Calculation Agent, the
Issuer is obliged to appoint another bank of international standing as Principal Paying
Agent[, French Paying Agent] or another person or institution with the relevant expertise
as Calculation Agent. Any such transfer of the functions of the Principal Paying Agent[,
French Paying Agent] or Calculation Agent shall be notified by the Issuer without undue
delay pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.

(4)

Agents of the Issuer: In connection with the Securities, the Principal Paying Agent[, the
French Paying Agent], the Paying Agents and the Calculation Agent act solely as agents of
the Issuer and do not assume any obligations towards or relationship of agency or trust for
or with any of the Security Holders. The Principal Paying Agent[, the French Paying
Agent] and the Paying Agents shall be exempt from the restrictions of § 181 German Civil
Code (Bürgerliches Gesetzbuch, "BGB").
§3
Taxes
No gross up: Payments in respect of the Securities shall only be made after deduction and
withholding of current or future taxes, to the extent that such deduction or withholding is
required by law. In this regard the term "Taxes" includes taxes, levies or governmental
charges, regardless of their nature, which are imposed, levied or collected under any
applicable system of law or in any country which claims fiscal jurisdiction by or for the
account of any political subdivision thereof or government agency therein authorised to
levy Taxes, including a withholding tax pursuant to Section 871(m) of the United States
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 ("871(m) Withholding Tax").
The Issuer shall in any case be entitled to take into consideration the 871(m) Withholding
Tax by applying the maximum tax rate as a flat rate (plus value added tax, if applicable).
In no case the Issuer is obliged to compensate with respect to any Taxes deducted or
withheld.
The Issuer shall report on the deducted and withheld Taxes to the competent government
agencies, except, these obligations are imposed upon any other person involved, subject to
the legal and contractual requirements of the respective applicable tax rules.
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§4
Status
The obligations under the Securities constitute direct, unconditional and unsecured
obligations of the Issuer and rank, unless provided otherwise by law, pari passu with all
other unsecured unsubordinated present and future obligations of the Issuer.
§5
Substitution of the Issuer
(1)

The Issuer may without the consent of the Security Holders, if no payment of principal or
interest on any of the Securities is in default, at any time substitute the Issuer for any
Affiliate of the Issuer as principal debtor in respect of all obligations of the Issuer under
the Securities (the "New Issuer"), provided that
(a)

the New Issuer assumes all obligations of the Issuer in respect of the Securities,

(b)

the Issuer and the New Issuer have obtained all necessary authorizations and may
transfer to the Principal Paying Agent in the currency required hereunder and
without being obligated to deduct or withhold taxes or other duties of whatever
nature levied by the country, in which the New Issuer or the Issuer has its
domicile or tax residence, all amounts required for the fulfilment of the payment
obligations arising under the Securities,

(c)

the New Issuer has agreed to indemnify and hold harmless each Security Holder
against any tax, duty or other governmental charge imposed on such Security
Holder in respect of such substitution and

(d)

the Issuer guarantees proper payment of the amounts due under these Terms and
Conditions.

For purposes of this § 5 (1) "Affiliate" means an affiliated company (verbundenes
Unternehmen) within the meaning of Section 15 of the German Stock Corporation Act
(Aktiengesetz).
(2)

Notice: Any such substitution shall be notified in accordance with § 6 of the General
Conditions.

(3)

References: In the event of any such substitution, any reference in these Terms and
Conditions to the Issuer shall be deemed to refer to the New Issuer. Furthermore, any
reference to the country, in which the Issuer is domiciled or resident for taxation purposes
shall be deemed to refer to the country of domicile or residence for taxation purposes of
the New Issuer.
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§6
Notices
(1)

To the extent these Terms and Conditions provide for a notice pursuant to this § 6, these
will be published on the Website for Notices (or another website communicated by the
Issuer with at least six weeks advance notice in accordance with these provisions) and
become effective vis-à-vis the Security Holders through such publication unless the notice
provides for a later effective date. If and to the extent that binding provisions of effective
law or stock exchange provisions provide for other forms of publication, such publications
must be made in addition and as provided for.
Other publications with regard to the Securities are published on the Website of the Issuer
(or any successor website, which is notified by the Issuer in accordance with the above
paragraph).

(2)

In addition, the Issuer may deliver all notices concerning the Securities to the Clearing
System for communication by the Clearing System to the Security Holders. Any such
notice shall be deemed to have been given to the Security Holders on the [seventh] [●]
dayafter the day on which the said notice was given to the Clearing System.
For the avoidance of doubt, any notice published on the Website for Notices which has
become effective shall prevail the notice via the Clearing System.
§7
Issuance of additional Securities, Repurchase

(1)

Issuance of additional Securities: The Issuer reserves the right from time to time without
the consent of the Security Holders to issue additional Securities with identical terms and
conditions (except for the issue date and the issue price), so that the same shall be
consolidated and form a single series (the "Series") with this Tranche. The term
"Securities" shall, in the event of such increase, also comprise all additionally issued
Securities.

(2)

Repurchase: The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to purchase Securities in the market or
otherwise and at any price. Securities repurchased by the Issuer may, at the Issuer's
discretion, be held, resold or forwarded to the Principal Paying Agent for cancellation.
§8
Presentation Period
The presentation period provided in § 801 paragraph 1 sentence 1 BGB is reduced to ten
years for the Securities.
§9
Partial Invalidity, Corrections

(1)

Invalidity: Should any provision of these Terms and Conditions be or become invalid or
unenforceable in whole or in part, the remaining provisions are not affected thereby. Any
gap arising as a result of invalidity or unenforceability of these Terms and Conditions is to
be filled with a provision that corresponds to the meaning and intent of these Terms and
Conditions and is in the interest of the parties.

(2)

Typing and calculation errors: Obvious typing and calculation errors or similar obvious
errors in these Terms and Conditions entitle the Issuer to rescission vis-à-vis the Security
Holders. The rescission must be declared without undue delay upon obtaining knowledge
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of such cause for rescission in accordance with § 6 of the General Conditions. Following
such rescission by the Issuer, the Security Holder can instruct his depository bank to
submit a duly completed redemption declaration to the Principal Paying Agent on a form
available there and by giving all information and declarations required by the form (the
"Redemption Declaration") and demand the refunding of the Acquisition Price against
transfer of the Securities to the account of the Principal Paying Agent with the Clearing
System. The Issuer will until at the latest 30 calendar days after receipt of the Redemption
Declaration or the Securities by the Principal Paying Agent (whatever is the later date)
make the Acquisition Price available to the Principal Paying Agent, which will transfer it
to the account listed in the Redemption Declaration. With the payment of the Acquisition
Price all rights deriving from the submitted Securities cease to exist.
(3)

Offer to continue: The Issuer may combine the declaration of rescission pursuant to
paragraph (2) above with an offer to continue the Securities under amended terms and
conditions. The Security Holders will be informed of such an offer as well as the amended
provisions together with the declaration of rescission in accordance with § 6 of the
General Conditions. Such an offer is deemed to be accepted by the Security Holder (with
the effect that the consequences of the rescission do not become effective) if the Security
Holder does not within four weeks after the offer becoming effective pursuant to § 6 of the
General Conditions demand the repayment of the Acquisition Price by submitting a duly
completed Redemption Declaration via his depository bank to the Principal Paying Agent
and the transfer of the Securities to the account of Principal Paying Agent with the
Clearing System in accordance with paragraph (2) above. The Issuer will refer to this
effect in the notice.

(4)

Acquisition Price: As used in paragraphs (2) and (3) above, the "Acquisition Price" is the
actual acquisition price paid by each Security Holder (as stated and confirmed in the
Redemption Declaration) or the weighted arithmetic mean of the trading prices of the
Securities, as determined by the Issuer in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB), on
the Banking Day preceding the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph (2) above,
respectively, depending on which of these amounts is the higher one. If a market
disruption pursuant to § 7 of the Special Conditions exists on the Banking Day preceding
the declaration of rescission pursuant to paragraph (2) above, the last Banking Day
preceding the rescission pursuant to paragraph (2) above on which no market disruption
existed shall be decisive for the determination of the Acquisition Price in accordance with
the preceding sentence.

(5)

Incomplete or inconsistent provisions: The Issuer is entitled to correct or amend
incomplete or inconsistent provisions in these Terms and Conditions in its reasonable
discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB). Only corrections and amendments that are reasonable for
the Security Holders taking into account the interests of the Issuer and that in particular do
not materially impair the legal and financial situation of the Security Holders will be
permitted. The Security Holders will be informed of such corrections and
supplementations pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.

(6)

Adherence to corrected Terms and Conditions: If the Security Holder was aware of typing
or calculation errors or similar errors in these Terms and Conditions when purchasing the
Securities, the Issuer is entitled to adhere to the Terms and Conditions amended
accordingly irrespective of paragraphs (2) to (5) above.
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§ 10
Applicable Law, Place of Performance, Place of Jurisdiction
(1)

Applicable law: The Securities, as to form and content, and all rights and obligations of
the Issuer and the Security Holder shall be governed by the laws of the Federal Republic
of Germany.

(2)

Place of performance: Place of performance is Munich.

(3)

Place of jurisdiction: To the extent permitted by law, all legal disputes arising from or in
connection with the matters governed by these Terms and Conditions shall be brought
before the court in Munich.

[§ 11
Waiver Right
Waiver Right: Each Security Holder has the right to waive to the automatic exercise of the
exercise right of the Securities held by it (subject as set out below). In this case, a duly
completed waiver notice (a "Waiver Notice") must be delivered by facsimile to the Issuer
prior to 10.00 a.m., Munich local time, on the Final Valuation Date at the facsimile
number set out in the section of the Base Prospectus titled Conditions of the Securities
under "Form of Waiver Notice". The Security Holder must deliver the completed Waiver
Notice to its depository bank which will be in charge of sending it by facsimile to the
Issuer.
In the event that a Security Holder does not perform its obligations and so deliver, where
applicable, a duly completed Waiver Notice in accordance with the provisions hereof, such
Securities shall be exercised automatically and shall be repaid in the manner set out in the
Terms and Conditions of these Securities, and the Issuer's obligations in respect of such
Securities shall be discharged and no further liability in respect thereof shall attach to the
Issuer.
The number of Securities specified in the Waiver Notice must be a multiple of the
minimum exercise amount, otherwise such number of Securities so specified shall be
rounded down to the preceding multiple of the minimum exercise amount and the Waiver
Notice shall not be valid in respect of the Securities exceeding such rounded number of
Securities.
The Issuer will, in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB), determine whether the
above conditions are satisfied and its determination will be final, conclusive and binding
on the Issuer and on the Security Holder.
The Waiver Notice is irrevocable.
Neither the Principal Paying Agent nor the Issuer shall apply any charge for the
renouncement to the exercise of the Securities. Any other taxes, duties and/or expenses,
including any applicable depository charges, transaction or exercise charges, stamp duty,
stamp duty reserve tax, issue, registration, securities transfer and/or other taxes or duties
which may arise in connection with the renouncement of any Securities are payable by the
Security Holders.]]
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[Option 2: In the case of Securities governed by Italian law, the following applies:
§1
Form, Book Entry, Clearing System
(1)

Form: This tranche (the "Tranche") of securities (the "Securities") of UniCredit Bank
AG (the "Issuer") will be issued as non-par value [warrants] [certificates] in
dematerialized registered form pursuant to these Terms and Conditions in the Specified
Currency.

(2)

Book Entry: The Securities are registered in the books of the Clearing System, in
accordance with the Legislative Decree no. 58 of 24 February 1998, as amended (Testo
Unico della Finanza, "Consolidated Law on Financial Intermediation") and with the
rules governing central depositories, settlement services, guarantee systems and related
management companies, issued by the Bank of Italy and by the Italian securities regulator
'Commissione Nazionale per le Società e la Borsa' (CONSOB) on 22 February 2008, as
amended. No physical document of title will be issued to represent the Securities, without
prejudice to the right of the Security Holder to obtain the issuance of the certification as
per Sections 83-quinquies and 83-novies, paragraph 1, lett. b) of the Consolidated Law on
Financial Intermediation. The transfer of the Securities operates by way of registration on
the relevant accounts opened with the Clearing System by any intermediary adhering,
directly or indirectly, to the Clearing System ("Account Holders"). As a consequence, the
respective Security Holder who from time to time is the owner of the account held with an
Account Holder will be considered as the legitimate owner of the Securities and will be
authorised to exercise all rights related to them, in accordance with the Terms and
Conditions of the Securities and applicable provisions of law.
§2
Principal Paying Agent, Paying Agent, Calculation Agent

(1)

Paying Agents: The "Principal Paying Agent" is [UniCredit Bank AG, Arabellastraße 12,
81925 Munich, Germany] [Citibank, N.A., London Branch, Citigroup Centre, Canada
Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5LB, United Kingdom] [Insert name and address of
other paying agent]. [The French Paying Agent for Euroclear France S.A. is CACEIS
Bank S.A., 1-3 rue place Valhubert, 75206 Paris Cedex 13, France (the "French Paying
Agent").] The Issuer may appoint additional paying agents (the "Paying Agents") and
revoke such appointment. The appointment and revocation shall be published pursuant to
§ 6 of the General Conditions.

(2)

Calculation Agent: The "Calculation Agent" is [UniCredit Bank AG, Arabellastraße 12,
81925 Munich] [Insert name and address of other calculation agent].

(3)

Transfer of functions: Should any event occur which results in the Principal Paying
Agent[, French Paying Agent] or Calculation Agent being unable to continue in its
function as Principal Paying Agent[, French Paying Agent] or Calculation Agent, the
Issuer is obliged to appoint another bank of international standing as Principal Paying
Agent[, French Paying Agent] or another person or institution with the relevant expertise
as Calculation Agent. Any such transfer of the functions of the Principal Paying Agent[,
French Paying Agent] or Calculation Agent shall be notified by the Issuer without undue
delay pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.

(4)

Agents of the Issuer: In connection with the Securities, the Principal Paying Agent, the
Paying Agents and the Calculation Agent act solely on behalf of the Issuer and do not
assume any obligations towards or relationship of mandate or trust for or with any of the
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Security Holders. For the avoidance of doubt, Section 1395 of the Italian Civil Code
(Codice Civile, "CC") shall not apply in respect of any acts of the Principal Paying Agent.
§3
Taxes
No gross up: Payments in respect of the Securities shall only be made after deduction and
withholding of current or future taxes, to the extent that such deduction or withholding is
required by law. In this regard the term "Taxes" includes taxes, levies or governmental
charges, regardless of their nature, which are imposed, levied or collected under any
applicable system of law or in any country which claims fiscal jurisdiction by or for the
account of any political subdivision thereof or government agency therein authorised to
levy Taxes, including a withholding tax pursuant to Section 871(m) of the United States
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 ("871(m) Withholding Tax").
The Issuer shall in any case be entitled to take into consideration the 871(m) Withholding
Tax by applying the maximum tax rate as a flat rate (plus value added tax, if applicable).
In no case the Issuer is obliged to compensate with respect to any Taxes deducted or
withheld.
The Issuer shall report on the deducted and withheld Taxes to the competent government
agencies, except, these obligations are imposed upon any other person involved, subject to
the legal and contractual requirements of the respective applicable tax rules.
§4
Status
The obligations under the Securities constitute direct, unconditional and unsecured
obligations of the Issuer and rank, unless provided otherwise by law, pari passu with all
other unsecured unsubordinated present and future obligations of the Issuer.
§5
Substitution of the Issuer
(1)

The Issuer may without the consent of the Security Holders, if no payment of principal or
interest on any of the Securities is in default, at any time substitute the Issuer for any
Affiliate of the Issuer as principal debtor in respect of all obligations of the Issuer under
the Securities (the "New Issuer"), provided that
(a)

the New Issuer assumes all obligations of the Issuer in respect of the Securities,

(b)

the Issuer and the New Issuer have obtained all authorizations and have satisfied
all other conditions as necessary to ensure that the Securities are legal, valid and
enforceable obligations of the New Issuer;

(c)

the Issuer and the New Issuer may transfer to the Principal Paying Agent in the
currency required hereunder and without being obligated to deduct or withhold
taxes or other duties of whatever nature levied by the country, in which the New
Issuer or the Issuer has its domicile or tax residence, all amounts required for the
fulfilment of the payment obligations arising under the Securities,

(c)

the New Issuer has agreed to indemnify and hold harmless each Security Holder
against any tax, duty or other governmental charge imposed on such Security
Holder in respect of such substitution and
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(d)

the Issuer irrevocably and unconditionally guarantees proper payment of the
amounts due under these Terms and Conditions.

For purposes of this § 5 (1) "Affiliate" means an affiliated company (verbundenes
Unternehmen) within the meaning of Section 15 of the German Stock Corporation Act
(Aktiengesetz).
(2)

Notice: Any such substitution shall be notified in accordance with § 6 of the General
Conditions.

(3)

References: In the event of any such substitution, any reference in these Terms and
Conditions to the Issuer shall be deemed to refer to the New Issuer. Furthermore, any
reference to the country, in which the Issuer is domiciled or resident for taxation purposes
shall be deemed to refer to the country of domicile or residence for taxation purposes of
the New Issuer.
§6
Notices

(1)

To the extent these Terms and Conditions provide for a notice pursuant to this § 6, these
will be published on the Website for Notices (or another website communicated by the
Issuer with at least six weeks advance notice in accordance with these provisions) and
become effective vis-à-vis the Security Holders through such publication unless the notice
provides for a later effective date or such later effective date is otherwise required under
applicable law. If and to the extent that binding provisions of effective law or stock
exchange provisions provide for other forms of publication, such publications must be
made in addition and as provided for.
Other publications with regard to the Securities are published on the Website of the Issuer
(or any successor website, which is notified by the Issuer in accordance with the above
paragraph).

(2)

In addition, the Issuer may deliver all notices concerning the Securities to the Clearing
System for communication by the Clearing System to the Security Holders. Any such
notice shall be deemed to have been given to the Security Holders on the [seventh] [●]
[day] [Banking Day] after the day on which the said notice was given to the Clearing
System.
Any notice published on the Website for Notices which has become effective shall prevail
the notice via the Clearing System.
§7
Issuance of additional Securities, Repurchase

(1)

Issuance of additional Securities: The Issuer reserves the right from time to time without
the consent of the Security Holders to issue additional Securities with identical terms and
conditions (except for the issue date and the issue price), so that the same shall be
consolidated and form a single series (the "Series") with this Tranche. The term
"Securities" shall, in the event of such increase, also comprise all additionally issued
Securities.

(2)

Repurchase: The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to purchase Securities in the market or
otherwise and at any price. Securities repurchased by the Issuer may, at the Issuer's
discretion, be held, resold or forwarded to the Principal Paying Agent for cancellation.
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§8
(intentionally omitted)
§9
Partial Invalidity, Corrections
(1)

Invalidity: Should any provision of these Terms and Conditions be or become invalid or
unenforceable in whole or in part, the remaining provisions are not affected thereby. Any
gap arising as a result of invalidity or unenforceability of these Terms and Conditions is to
be filled with a provision that corresponds to the meaning and intent of these Terms and
Conditions and is in the interest of the parties.

(2)

Typing and calculation errors, inaccuracies and inconsistencies: The Issuer may amend
these Terms and Conditions without having to obtain the prior consent of the Security
Holders, provided that such amendments (i) do not prejudice the rights or interests of the
Security Holders and (ii) are aimed at correcting a manifest or obvious error, or at
removing inaccuracies or inconsistencies from the text. Any notices to the Security
Holders relating to the amendments referred to in the previous sentence shall be made in
accordance with Section 6 of these Terms and Conditions.
§ 10
Applicable Law, Choice of Forum

(1)

Applicable law: The Securities, as to form and content, and all rights and obligations
thereunder shall be governed by the laws of the Republic of Italy.

(2)

Choice of Forum: To the extent permitted by law, all disputes arising from or in
connection with the matters governed by these Terms and Conditions shall be brought
before the Tribunal of Milan, Italy.

[§ 11
Waiver Right
Waiver Right: Each Security Holder has the right to waive to the automatic exercise of the
exercise right of the Securities held by it (subject as set out below). In this case, a duly
completed waiver notice (a "Waiver Notice") must be delivered by facsimile to the Issuer
prior to 10.00 a.m., Munich local time, on the Final Valuation Date at the facsimile
number set out in the section of the Base Prospectus titled Conditions of the Securities
under "Form of Waiver Notice". The Security Holder must deliver the completed Waiver
Notice to its depository bank which will be in charge of sending it by facsimile to the
Issuer.
In the event that a Security Holder does not perform its obligations and so deliver, where
applicable, a duly completed Waiver Notice in accordance with the provisions hereof, such
Securities shall be exercised automatically and shall be repaid in the manner set out in the
Terms and Conditions of these Securities, and the Issuer's obligations in respect of such
Securities shall be discharged and no further liability in respect thereof shall attach to the
Issuer.
The number of Securities specified in the Waiver Notice must be a multiple of the
minimum exercise amount, otherwise such number of Securities so specified shall be
rounded down to the preceding multiple of the minimum exercise amount and the Waiver
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Notice shall not be valid in respect of the Securities exceeding such rounded number of
Securities.
The Issuer will determine whether the above conditions are satisfied in compliance with
the provisions of this Section 11, and in any case in good faith and in accordance with the
relevant market practices. The Issuer’s determination made pursuant to the above will be
final, conclusive and binding on both the Issuer and on the Security Holder.
The Waiver Notice is irrevocable.
Neither the Principal Paying Agent nor the Issuer shall apply any charge for the
renouncement to the exercise of the Securities. Any other taxes, duties and/or expenses,
including any applicable depository charges, transaction or exercise charges, stamp duty,
stamp duty reserve tax, issue, registration, securities transfer and/or other taxes or duties
which may arise in connection with the renouncement of any Securities are payable by the
Security Holders.]]
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[Option 3: In the case of Securities governed by French law, the following applies:
§1
Form, Book Entry, Clearing System
(1)

Form: This tranche (the "Tranche") of securities (the "Securities") of UniCredit Bank
AG (the "Issuer") will be issued as non-par value [warrants] [certificates] in
dematerialized registered form pursuant to these Terms and Conditions in the Specified
Currency. Securities in dematerialised form ("Securities") will be issued in bearer
dematerialised form (au porteur). The text of the Terms and Conditions will not be
endorsed on physical documents of title, but will be constituted by the following text,
together with the relevant Product and Underlying Data and the Special Conditions.. The
Securities will not constitute obligations within the meaning of articles L.211-5 of the
Code monétaire et financier.

(2)

Book Entry: Title to Securities will be evidenced in accordance with articles L.211-3 et
seq. and R.211-1 of the Code monétaire et financier by book entries (inscriptions en
compte). No physical document of title (including certificats représentatifs pursuant to
article R. 211-7 of the Code monétaire et financier) will be issued in respect of Securities.
Securities are issued in bearer dematerialised form (au porteur), which will be inscribed in
the books of Euroclear France, a subsidiary of Euroclear Bank S.A./N.V. ("Euroclear
France") which shall credit the accounts of Euroclear France Account Holders (as defined
below).
To the extent permitted by applicable law, the Issuer may at any time request from
Euroclear France identification information of the Security Holder such as the name or the
company name, nationality, date of birth or year of incorporation and mail address or, as
the case may be, e-mail address.
The transfer of the Securities operates by way of registration on the relevant accounts
opened with the Clearing System by any intermediary adhering, directly or indirectly, to
the Clearing System ("Account Holders"). As a consequence, the respective Security
Holder who from time to time is the owner of the account held with an Account Holder
will be considered as the legitimate owner of the Securities and will be authorised to
exercise all rights related to them, in accordance with the Terms and Conditions of the
Securities and applicable provisions of law.
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§2
Principal Paying Agent, Paying Agent, Calculation Agent
(1)

Paying Agents: [The Securities have the benefit of an agency agreement dated on or about
[●] (the "French Agency Agreement", which expression shall be construed as a reference
to any such agreement as the same may be amended, supplemented or restated from time
to time) and made between, amongst others, [●], [●] as fiscal agent (the "Fiscal Agent",
which expression shall include any additional or successor agent appointed from time to
time) and the other paying agents named therein (such paying agents, together with the
Fiscal Agent, the Paying Agents, which expression shall include any additional or
successor paying agents appointed from time to time).] The "Principal Paying Agent" is
[UniCredit Bank AG, Arabellastraße 12, 81925 Munich, Germany] [Citibank, N.A.,
London Branch, Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5LB,
United Kingdom] [Insert name and address of other paying agent]. [The French Paying
Agent for Euroclear France S.A. is CACEIS Bank S.A., 1-3 rue place Valhubert, 75206
Paris Cedex 13, France (the "French Paying Agent").] The Issuer may appoint additional
paying agents (the "Paying Agents") and revoke such appointment. The appointment and
revocation shall be published pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.

(2)

Calculation Agent: The "Calculation Agent" is [UniCredit Bank AG, Arabellastraße 12,
81925 Munich] [Insert name and address of other calculation agent].

(3)

Transfer of functions: Should any event occur which results in the Principal Paying
Agent[, French Paying Agent] or Calculation Agent being unable to continue in its
function as Principal Paying Agent[, French Paying Agent] or Calculation Agent, the
Issuer is obliged to appoint another bank of international standing as Principal Paying
Agent[, French Paying Agent] or another person or institution with the relevant expertise
as Calculation Agent. Any such transfer of the functions of the Principal Paying Agent[,
French Paying Agent] or Calculation Agent shall be notified by the Issuer without undue
delay pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.

(4)

Agents of the Issuer: In connection with the Securities, the Principal Paying Agent[, the
French Paying Agent], the Paying Agents and the Calculation Agent act solely as agents of
the Issuer and do not assume any obligations towards or relationship of mandate or trust
for or with any of the Security Holders.
§3
Taxes
No gross up: Payments in respect of the Securities shall only be made after deduction and
withholding of current or future taxes, to the extent that such deduction or withholding is
required by law. In this regard the term "Taxes" includes taxes, levies or governmental
charges, regardless of their nature, which are imposed, levied or collected under any
applicable system of law or in any country which claims fiscal jurisdiction by or for the
account of any political subdivision thereof or government agency therein authorised to
levy Taxes, including a withholding tax pursuant to Section 871(m) of the United States
Internal Revenue Code of 1986 ("871(m) Withholding Tax").
The Issuer shall in any case be entitled to take into consideration the 871(m) Withholding
Tax by applying the maximum tax rate as a flat rate (plus value added tax, if applicable).
In no case the Issuer is obliged to compensate with respect to any Taxes deducted or
withheld.
The Issuer shall report on the deducted and withheld Taxes to the competent government
agencies, except, these obligations are imposed upon any other person involved, subject to
the legal and contractual requirements of the respective applicable tax rules.
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§4
Status
The obligations under the Securities constitute direct, unconditional and unsecured
obligations of the Issuer and rank, unless provided otherwise by law, pari passu with all
other unsecured unsubordinated present and future obligations of the Issuer.
§5
Substitution of the Issuer
(1)

The Issuer may without the consent of the Security Holders, if no payment of principal or
interest on any of the Securities is in default, at any time substitute the Issuer for any
Affiliate of the Issuer as principal debtor in respect of all obligations of the Issuer under
the Securities (the "New Issuer"), provided that
(a)

the New Issuer assumes all obligations of the Issuer in respect of the Securities,

(b)

the Issuer and the New Issuer have obtained all authorizations and have satisfied
all other conditions as necessary to ensure that the Securities are legal, valid and
enforceable obligations of the New Issuer;

(c)

the Issuer and the New Issuer may transfer to the Principal Paying Agent in the
currency required hereunder and without being obligated to deduct or withhold
taxes or other duties of whatever nature levied by the country, in which the New
Issuer or the Issuer has its domicile or tax residence, all amounts required for the
fulfilment of the payment obligations arising under the Securities,

(c)

the New Issuer has agreed to indemnify and hold harmless each Security Holder
against any tax, duty or other governmental charge imposed on such Security
Holder in respect of such substitution and

(d)

the Issuer irrevocably and unconditionally guarantees proper payment of the
amounts due under these Terms and Conditions.

For purposes of this § 5 (1) "Affiliate" means an affiliated company (verbundenes
Unternehmen) within the meaning of Section 15 of the German Stock Corporation Act
(Aktiengesetz).
(2)

Notice: Any such substitution shall be notified in accordance with § 6 of the General
Conditions.

(3)

References: In the event of any such substitution, any reference in these Terms and
Conditions to the Issuer shall be deemed to refer to the New Issuer. Furthermore, any
reference to the country, in which the Issuer is domiciled or resident for taxation purposes
shall be deemed to refer to the country of domicile or residence for taxation purposes of
the New Issuer.
§6
Notices

(1)

To the extent these Terms and Conditions provide for a notice pursuant to this § 6, these
will be published on the Website for Notices (or another website communicated by the
Issuer with at least six weeks advance notice in accordance with these provisions) and
become effective vis-à-vis the Security Holders through such publication unless the notice
provides for a later effective date. If and to the extent that binding provisions of effective
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law or stock exchange provisions provide for other forms of publication, such publications
must be made in addition and as provided for.
Other publications with regard to the Securities are published on the Website of the Issuer
(or any successor website, which is notified by the Issuer in accordance with the above
paragraph).
(2)

In addition, the Issuer may deliver all notices concerning the Securities to the Clearing
System for communication by the Clearing System to the Security Holders. Any such
notice shall be deemed to have been given to the Security Holders on the [seventh] [●]
[day] [Banking Day] after the day on which the said notice was given to the Clearing
System.
For the avoidance of doubt, any notice published on the Website for Notices which has
become effective shall prevail over the notice via the Clearing System.
§7
Issuance of additional Securities, Repurchase

(1)

Issuance of additional Securities: The Issuer reserves the right from time to time without
the consent of the Security Holders to issue additional Securities with identical terms and
conditions (except for the issue date and the issue price), so that the same shall be
consolidated and form a single series (the "Series") with this Tranche. The term
"Securities" shall, in the event of such increase, also comprise all additionally issued
Securities.

(2)

Repurchase: The Issuer shall be entitled at any time to purchase Securities in the market or
otherwise and at any price. Securities repurchased by the Issuer may, at the Issuer's
discretion, be held, resold or forwarded to the [Principal Paying] Agent for cancellation.
§8
(intentionally omitted)
§9
Partial Invalidity, Modifications

(1)

Invalidity: Should any provision of these Terms and Conditions be or become invalid or
unenforceable in whole or in part, the remaining provisions are not affected thereby. Any
gap arising as a result of invalidity or unenforceability of these Terms and Conditions is to
be filled with a provision that corresponds to the meaning and intent of these Terms and
Conditions and is in the interest of the parties.

(2)

Modifications: The Issuer may amend these Terms and Conditions[, and the Fiscal Agent
and the Issuer may agree to any modification of the French Agency Agreement, in each
case] without having to obtain the prior consent of the Security Holders, for the purposes
of (a) curing any ambiguity or correcting or supplementing any provision contained herein
in any manner which the Issuer may deem necessary or desirable provided that such
modification is not materially prejudicial to the of the Security Holders or (b) to cure,
correct or supplement a manifest or proven error or defective provision or (c) complying
with mandatory provisions of law. Any notices to the Security Holders relating to the
amendments referred to in the previous sentence shall be made in accordance with Section
6 of these Terms and Conditions.
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§ 10
Applicable Law, Choice of Forum
(1)

Applicable law: The Securities, as to form and content, and all rights and obligations
thereunder shall be governed by French law.
For the avoidance of doubt, the Issuer and each Security Holder acknowledges and agrees
that the provisions of Article 1195 of the French Code civil shall not apply to these Terms
and Conditions.

(2)

Choice of Forum: To the extent permitted by law, all disputes arising from or in
connection with the matters governed by these Terms and Conditions shall be brought
before the competent courts of Paris (tribunaux de Paris, France) exclusively.

[§ 11
Waiver Right
Waiver Right: Each Security Holder has the right to waive to the automatic exercise of the
exercise right of the Securities held by it (subject as set out below). In this case, a duly
completed waiver notice (a "Waiver Notice") must be delivered by facsimile to the Issuer
prior to 10.00 a.m., Munich local time, on the Final Valuation Date at the facsimile
number set out in the section of the Base Prospectus titled Conditions of the Securities
under "Form of Waiver Notice". The Security Holder must deliver the completed Waiver
Notice to its depository bank which will be in charge of sending it by facsimile to the
Issuer.
In the event that a Security Holder does not perform its obligations and so deliver, where
applicable, a duly completed Waiver Notice in accordance with the provisions hereof, such
Securities shall be exercised automatically and shall be repaid in the manner set out in the
Terms and Conditions of these Securities, and the Issuer's obligations in respect of such
Securities shall be discharged and no further liability in respect thereof shall attach to the
Issuer.
The number of Securities specified in the Waiver Notice must be a multiple of the
minimum exercise amount, otherwise such number of Securities so specified shall be
rounded down to the preceding multiple of the minimum exercise amount and the Waiver
Notice shall not be valid in respect of the Securities exceeding such rounded number of
Securities.
The Issuer will determine whether the above conditions are satisfied in compliance with
the provisions of this Section 11, and in any case in good faith and in accordance with the
relevant market practices. The Issuer’s determination made pursuant to the above will be
final, conclusive and binding on both the Issuer and on the Security Holder.
The Waiver Notice is irrevocable.
Neither the Principal Paying Agent nor the Issuer shall apply any charge for the
renouncement to the exercise of the Securities. Any other taxes, duties and/or expenses,
including any applicable depository charges, transaction or exercise charges, stamp duty,
stamp duty reserve tax, issue, registration, securities transfer and/or other taxes or duties
which may arise in connection with the renouncement of any Securities are payable by the
Security Holders.]]
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Part B – Product and Underlying Data
PART B – PRODUCT AND UNDERLYING DATA
(the "Product and Underlying Data")
§1
Product Data
[Insert following Product Data in alphabetical or other order and/or in the form of a table1 (in
particular by Multi-Series-Issuances):]
[Banking Day Financial Centre[s]: [Insert]]
[Base Currency: [Insert]]
[Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Day of the Knock-out Period:
[Insert]]
[Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date: [Insert]]
[Call/Put: [Insert]]
[Cap: [Insert]]
[COOL Amount: [Insert]]
[Expiry Date [(Data di Scadenza)]: [Insert]]
[Final Payment Date: [Insert]]
[Final Valuation Date: [Insert]]
[First Day of the Exercise Period: [Insert]]
[First Day of the Knock-out Period: [Insert]]
[First Trade Date: [Insert First Trade Date and, if applicable, a relevant time]]
[Fixing Sponsor: [Insert]]
[FX Exchange Rate: [insert]]2
[FX Exchange Rate (1): [insert]]
[FX Exchange Rate (2): [insert]]
[FX Screen Page: [Insert]]
[FX Screen Page (Knock-out): [Insert]]3
[Initial Knock-out Barrier: [Insert]]
[Initial Risk Management Fee: [Insert]]
[Initial Stop Loss-Spread: [Insert]]
[Initial Strike: [Insert]]
ISIN: [Insert]
[Issuing Agent: [Insert name and address]]
[Issue Date: [Insert]]
1

Several tables may be provided in the Final Terms depending on the product type.
This definition may be repeated for each Underlying Currency.
3 This definition may be repeated for each Underlying Currency.
2
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[[Expected] Issue Price: [Insert]]4
Issue Volume of Series in units: [Insert]
Issue Volume of Tranche in units: [Insert]
[Knock-out Amount: [Insert]]
[Knock-out Barrier: [Insert]]
[Lower Knock-out Barrier: [Insert]]
[Maximum Amount: [Insert]]
[Minimum Amount: [Insert]]
[Minimum Exercise Amount: [Insert]]
[Mnémonic Code]: [Insert]]
[Ratio: [Insert]]
[Redemption Amount: [insert]]
[Reference Price: [Insert]]
[Reference Rate Screen Page [(1)]: [insert]]5
[Reference Rate Screen Page (2): [insert]]6
[Reference Rate Financial Centre: [insert]]7
[Reference Rate Time [(1)]: [insert]]8
[Reference Rate Time (2): [insert]]9
[Registered Benchmark Administrator: [yes][no]]
[Registered Benchmark Administrator for Reference Rate: [yes][no]]
[Relevant Period: [insert]]
[Reuters: [Insert]]
[Screen Page for the Continuous Observation: [Insert]]
Series Number: [Insert]
Specified Currency: [Insert]
[Strike: [Insert]]
[Trading Code: [Insert]]
Tranche Number: [Insert]
[Underlying: [insert, in the case of a Futures Contract as Underlying specification of the
Underlying and of the contract date]]
[Underlying1: [Insert]]
[Underlying2: [Insert]]

4 If the Issue Price was not specified at the time of the creation of the Final Terms, the criteria for the price specification
and the procedure for its publication shall be defined in Part A – General Information of the Final Terms.
5 This definition may be repeated for each Underlying Currency or Numerator Currency.
6
This definition may be repeated for each Numerator Currency or Underlying Currency.
7
This definition may be repeated for each Underlying Currency.
8 This definition may be repeated for each Underlying Currency or Numerator Currency.
9 This definition may be repeated for each Numerator Currency or Underlying Currency.
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[Upper Knock-out Barrier: [Insert]]
Website[s] of the Issuer: [Insert]
Website[s] for Notices: [Insert]
[Warrant Type: [insert]]
[WKN: [Insert]]
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§2
Underlying Data
[In the case of Securities with an Index as Underlying, the following applies:

Underly [Italian Underly
ing
Underly
ing
ing
Curren
cy

[WKN]

[ISIN]

[Reuter
s]

[Bloom
berg]

Index
Sponsor
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red
Benchm
ark
Admini
strator]

Index
Calcula
tion
Agent

[Websit
e]

[FX
Exchan
ge
Rate]

[Screen
Page
for the
Continu
ous
Observ
ation]

[Refere
nce
Rate
Screen
Page]

[Refere
nce
Rate
Financi
al
Centre]

[Refere
nce
Rate
Time]

[Insert
name of
Underly
ing]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert
RIC]

[Insert
Bloomb
erg
ticker]

[Insert]

[yes]
[no]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert
“Yes”
or
“No”]]

[Insert]

For further information about the Underlying and the past and future performance of the Underlying and its volatility, please refer to the Website as
specified in the table.]
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[In the case of Securities with a Share as Underlying the following applies:

Underlyin Underlyin
g
g
Currency

[WKN]

[ISIN]

[Insert
[Insert]
name of
Underlying
]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Reuters] [Bloomber Relevant [Website]
[FX
[Screen [Reference [Reference [Reference
g]
Exchange
Exchange Page for
Rate
Rate
Rate
Rate]
the
Screen Financial Time]
Page]
Centre]
Continuous
Observatio
n]
[Insert
[Insert
[Insert]
[Insert]
[Insert]
[Insert]
[Insert]
[Insert]
[Insert]
RIC]
Bloomberg
ticker]

For further information about the past and future performance of the Underlying and its volatility, please refer to the Website as specified in the table.]
[In the case of Securities with a commodity as Underlying, the following applies:

Underlyi Underlyi [WKN] [ISIN]
ng
ng
Currenc
y

[Reuters] [Bloomberg] Reference [Registered [Website]
[FX
[Screen [Reference [Referenc [Referenc [Registered
Rate
e Rate
Market Benchmark
Exchange Page for
e Rate Benchmark
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Rate]
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Screen Financial Time] Administra
tor]
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Page]
tor for
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us
Reference
Observati
Rate]
on]
[Insert [Insert] [Insert] [Insert] [Insert RIC]
[Insert
[Insert]
[yes] [no] [Insert] [Insert]
[Insert]
[Insert]
[Insert] [Insert] [yes] [no]
name of
Bloomberg
Underlyi
ticker]
ng]

For further information regarding the past and future performance of the Underlying and its volatility, please refer to the Website as specified in the table.]
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[In the case of X-Turbo and X-Turbo Open End Securities, the following applies:

Underlying1

Underlying
Currency

[WKN]

[ISIN]

[Reuters]

[Bloomberg]

Index Sponsor

[Registered
Benchmark
Administrator]

Index
Calculation
Agent

[Website]

[Insert name of
Underlying1]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert RIC]

[Insert
Bloomberg
ticker]

[Insert ]

[yes] [no]

[Insert ]

[Insert]

Underlying2

Underlying
Currency

[WKN]

[ISIN]

[Reuters]

[Bloomberg]

Index Sponsor

[Registered
Benchmark
Administrator]

Index
Calculation
Agent

[Website]

[Insert name of
Underlying2]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert RIC]

[Insert
Bloomberg
ticker]

[Insert]

[yes] [no]

[Insert]

[Insert]

For further information about the Underlyings and the past and future performance of the respective Underlying and its volatility, please refer to the
Website as specified in the table.]
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[In the case of Securities with a currency exchange rate as Underlying, the following applies:
Underl [Underl [Register [FX
[FX
[FX
[Numer
[FX
ying
ying
ed
Exchan Exchan Exchange ator
Screen
Currenc Benchma ge Rate] ge Rate Rate (2)] Currenc Page]
y]
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[Insert] [Insert] [Insert]

[yes]
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[yes]
[no]

For further information regarding the past and future performance of the Underlying and its volatility, please refer to the Website as specified in the table.]
[In the case of Securities with a futures contract as Underlying, the following applies:
Underlying [Reference [Underlyin
[FX
Asset]
g
Exchange
Currency]
Rate]

[ISIN]

[WKN]

[Insert
specificatio
n of the
Underlying
and the
contract
date]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Reuters] [Bloomber [Roll Over Reference [Maximum [Website]
g]
Date[s]]
Market Roll Over
Costs]
[Insert RIC]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

[Insert]

For further information regarding the past and future performance of the Underlying and its volatility, please refer to the Website as specified in the table.]
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Part C – Special Conditions of the Securities
PART C – SPECIAL CONDITIONS OF THE SECURITIES
(the "Special Conditions")
[Special Conditions that apply for particular product types:
Classical Warrants
[Option 1: In the case of classical Warrants, the following applies:
§1
Definitions
"Adjustment Event" means [each of the following events:]
[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

each measure taken by the company that has issued the Underlying or by a third party,
which would – due to a change in the legal and economic position, in particular a
change in the company's fixed assets and capital –affect the Underlying not only
immaterially (in particular capital increase against cash contribution, issuance of
securities with options or conversion rights into shares, capital increase with company
funds, distribution of special dividends, share splits, merger, liquidation,
nationalisation); whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent
[in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion
(§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting
in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in
good faith];

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded Derivatives of the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying;[ or]

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs; or

(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying;whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of Indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

changes in the relevant Index Concept or the calculation of the Underlying, that result
in a new relevant Index Concept or calculation of the Underlying being no longer
economically equivalent to the original relevant Index Concept or the original
calculation of the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the calculation or publication of the Underlying is finally discontinued, or replaced by
another index (the "Index Replacement Event");
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(c)

due to circumstances for which the Issuer is not responsible, the Issuer is no longer
entitled to use the Underlying as basis for the calculations or, respectively,
specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities (an "Index
Usage Event"); an Index Usage Event is also the termination of the license to use the
Underlying due to an unacceptable increase in license fees;

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs;

(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying;

whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in
the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]
[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
[(a)]
any changes in the Relevant Trading Conditions of the Underlying that lead to a
situation where, as a result of the change, the changed trading conditions are no longer
economically equivalent to the Relevant Trading Conditions prior to the change; whether this
is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith];
(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying[;

(d)

a Hedging Disruption occurs][;

([●])

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of currency exchange rates as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

a not only immaterial modification in the method of determination and/or publication
[of the Reference Price] [the [official] fixing] [of the Underlying] [or its components]
by the Fixing Sponsor (including the time of the determination and/or publication);
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];]

(b)

any other change with respect to the Underlying [or its components] (due to, including
but not limited to, any kind of monetary reform or changeover), which affects the
Securities not only immaterially; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];]
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(c)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying [or its components];

(d)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying [or its components][;][or]

(e)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs or

(f)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying [or its components];whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of a futures contract as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

any changes in the Contract Specifications of the Underlying that lead to a situation
whereas a result of the change, the changed Contract Specifications are no longer
economically equivalent to the Contract Specifications prior to the change; whether
this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in
the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. [;

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying;][

([●])

a Hedging Disruption occurs;][

([●])

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying]; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

"Banking Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearing
System [and the Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross settlement Express TransferSystem (TARGET2) ("TARGET2")] [is][are] open for business [and commercial banks and
foreign exchange markets settle payments in the Banking Day Financial Centre].
["Banking Day Financial Centre" means the Banking Day Financial Centre as specified in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Base Currency" means the Base Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
"Calculation Agent" means the Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 (2) of the General
Conditions.
["Calculation Date" means each day on which the [Underlying is traded on the Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Price is published by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent,
as the case may be] [Reference Price is published by the Reference Market] [the Underlying]
[FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are] customarily published [by the Fixing Sponsor]].]
["Calculation Date" means each day on which the Reference Market is open for business
during its regular trading hours.]
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["Call Event" means [Share Call Event] [Index Call Event] [Commodity Call Event] [Futures
Call Event] [or] [FX Call Event].]
["Change in Law" means that due to
(a)

the coming into effect of changes in laws or regulations (including but not limited to
tax laws or capital market provisions) or

(b)

a change in relevant case law or administrative practice (including the administrative
practice of the tax or financial supervisory authorities),

if such changes become effective on or after the First Trade Date,
[(a)]

the holding, acquisition or sale of the Underlying or assets that are needed in order to
hedge price risks or other risks with respect to its obligations under the Securities is or
becomes wholly or partially illegal for the Issuer [or

(b)

the costs associated with the obligations under the Securities have increased
substantially (including but not limited to an increase in tax obligations, the reduction
of tax benefits or other negative consequences with regard to tax treatment)].

The Issuer determines [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] whether this is the case.]
["Clearance System" means the principal domestic clearance system customarily used for
settling trades [with respect to the Underlying] [in the securities that form the basis of the
Underlying] as determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith].]
["Clearance System Business Day" means, with respect to the Clearance System, any day
(other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearance System is open for the acceptance
and execution of settlement instructions.]
"Clearing System" means [Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main ("CBF")]
[Clearstream Banking S.A., Luxembourg ("CBL") and Euroclear Bank SA/NV ("Euroclear
Bank") (CBL and Euroclear are individually referred to as an "ICSD" (International Central
Securities Depository) and, collectively, the "ICSDs")] [Euroclear France SA ("Euroclear
France")] [Monte Titoli S.p.A., with offices in Piazza degli Affari no. 6, Milan, Italy ("Monte
Titoli")] [Insert other Clearing System(s)].
["Commodity Call Event" means each of the following:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Reference Market is available or could be determined;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency[;

(d)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (2) or (3) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
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practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]
["Determining Futures Exchange" means the [options and/or] futures exchange, on which
respective derivatives of the Underlying [or [– if derivatives on the Underlying are not traded
–] its components] (the "Derivatives") are mostly liquidly traded, such [options and/or] futures
exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions. In the
case of a material change in the market conditions at the Determining Futures Exchange, such
as a final discontinuation of derivatives' quotation linked to the Underlying [or to its
components] at the Determining Futures Exchange or a considerably restricted number or
liquidity, it shall be substituted as the Determining Futures Exchange by another [options
and/or] futures exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Derivatives (the
"Substitute Futures Exchange"); such [options and/or] futures exchange shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith]. In the event of such substitution, any reference to the Determining Futures Exchange in
the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to the Substitute Futures
Exchange.]
"Differential Amount" means the Differential Amount as calculated or, respectively,
specified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 4 of the Special Conditions.
[In the case of classical Warrants with American exercise, the following applies:
"Exercise Period" means each day from the First Day of the Exercise Period (including) to the
[insert number of days] [Banking Day immediately preceding the] Final Valuation Date
[(including)][(excluding)].]
"Exercise Right" means the Exercise Right as specified in § 3 (1) of the Special Conditions.
["Expiry Date [(Data di Scadenza)]" means the "Expiry Date" as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
"Final Payment Date" means the "Final Payment Date" as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Final Valuation Date" means the Final Valuation Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data. If the Final Valuation Date is not a Calculation Date the immediately
following Banking Day which is a Calculation Date shall be the Final Valuation Date.
[In the case of classical Warrants with American exercise, the following applies:
"First Day of the Exercise Period" means the First Day of the Exercise Period as specified in
§ 1 of the Product und Underlying Data.]
"First Trade Date" means the First Trade Date [from the specified time] [as specified in § 1
of the Product and Underlying Data.] [as specified in the admission notice published by [insert
relevant market(s)].]
["Futures Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available or could have been determined;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];
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(b)

no suitable substitute for the Reference Market is available or could have been
determined; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in
the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§
315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith].]

(c)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(d)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency[;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (2) or (3) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

["Fixing Sponsor" means the Fixing Sponsor as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate as published [[Insert] [p.m.] [a.m.]
[Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX (1)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (1) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX (2)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (2) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX Calculation Date" means each day on which [FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are]
published by the Fixing Sponsor.]
["FX Call Event" means each of the following events:
[(a)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders,]

[([●])no suitable New Fixing Sponsor (as specified in § 9 (1) of the Special Conditions) or
Replacement Exchange Rate (as specified in § 9 (2) of the Special Conditions) is
available; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith],]
[([●])] due to the occurrence of special circumstances or force majeure (such as catastrophes,
war, terror, insurgency, restrictions on payment transactions, entering of the currency
used for the calculation into the European Economic Monetary Union, withdrawing of
the relevant country from the European Economic Monetary Union and other
circumstances having a comparable impact on the [Underlying [or its components]]
[FX Exchange Rate] [FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX Exchange Rate (2)]) the
reliable determination of [the Reference Price] [or] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)] is
impossible or impracticable [for the Calculation Agent][, or
([●])

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s]].]

["FX (final)" means FX on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX (1) (final)" means FX (1) on the FX Valuation Date.]
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["FX (2) (final)" means FX (2) on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX Market Disruption Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the failure of the Fixing Sponsor to publish [the Reference Price] [the [official] fixing
of at least one of the components of the Underlying] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)];

(b)

the suspension or restriction in foreign exchange trading for at least one of the [two]
currencies quoted [for the Calculation Agent] as a part of [the Underlying] [or] [the FX
Exchange Rate] [the FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX Exchange Rate (2)]
(including options or futures contracts) or the restriction of the convertibility of [at
least one of these currencies] [the currencies quoted as a component of [this] [these]
exchange rate[s]] or the effective impossibility [for the Calculation Agent] of
obtaining a quotation of such exchange rate[s];

(c)

any other events with commercial effects which are similar to the events listed above;

to the extent that the above-mentioned events are material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith].]
["FX Screen Page" means the FX Screen Page as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX Valuation Date" means the [Final Valuation Date] [FX Calculation Date] [immediately
following the] [respective Valuation Date]. [If the FX Valuation Date is not a FX Calculation
Date the immediately following Banking Day which is a FX Calculation Date shall be the FX
Valuation Date.]]
["FX Exchange Rate" means the FX Exchange Rate as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (1)" means the FX Exchange Rate (1) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (2)" means the FX Exchange Rate (2) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer is not able to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith]; or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

under conditions which are economically substantially equivalent to those on the First Trade
Date.]
["Increased Costs of Hedging" means that the Issuer has to pay a substantially higher amount
of taxes, duties, expenditures and fees (with the exception of broker fees) compared to the
First Trade Date in order to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
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reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith] or
(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

whereas cost increases due to a deterioration of the credit-worthiness of the Issuer are not
considered as Increased Costs of Hedging.]
["Index Calculation Agent" means the Index Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Index Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency;

(d)

no suitable substitute for the Index Sponsor and/or the Index Calculation Agent is
available; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] [;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 [(2)] [or] [(3)] [(e.g. no suitable Replacement
Underlying is available)] of the Special Conditions is not possible or not reasonable
with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

["Index Sponsor" means the Index Sponsor as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
["Issuing Agent" means the Issuing Agent as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
"Issue Date" means the Issue Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Market Disruption Event" means [FX Market Disruption Event.] [each of the following
events:
[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the failure of the Relevant Exchange to open for trading during its regular trading
sessions;

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in the Underlying on the Relevant Exchange;

(c)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on
the Determining Futures Exchange;]
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[In the case of Indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading on the exchanges or the markets on
which the [securities that form the basis of the Underlying][components of the
Underlying] are listed or traded, or on the respective futures exchanges or on the
markets on which Derivatives of the Underlying are listed or traded;

(b)

in relation to [individual securities which form the basis of the Underlying][the
components of the Underlying], the suspension or restriction of trading on the
exchanges or on the markets on which such [securities][components] are traded or on
the respective futures exchange or the markets on which derivatives of such
[securities][components] are traded;

(c)

in relation to individual Derivatives of the Underlying, the suspension or restriction of
trading on the futures exchanges or the markets on which such derivatives are traded;

(d)

the suspension of or failure or the non-publication of the calculation of the Underlying
as a result of a decision by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent;]

[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the suspension or the restriction of trading or the price determination of the Underlying
on the Reference Market[,] [or]

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on the
Determining Futures Exchange[,] [or

(c)

the non-availability or the non-publication of a Reference Price, which is required for
the calculations or, as the case may be, specifications described in these Terms and
Conditions,]

to the extent that such Market Disruption Event [occurs in the last hour prior to the normal
calculation of the Reference Price, which is relevant for the Securities and continues at the
point of time of the normal calculation and] is material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the [Relevant Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the
Determining Futures Exchange, shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that
the restriction occurs due to a previously announced change in the rules of the [Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures Exchange.]
[In the case of futures contracts as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the termination, suspension or restriction of trading or the price determination of the
Underlying on the Reference Market[,] [or]

[(b)

the termination, suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying
on the Determining Futures Exchange[,] [or]]

[([●]) the non-availability or the non-publication of a Reference Price, which is required for
the calculations or, as the case may be, specifications described in these Terms and
Conditions,]
to the extent that such Market Disruption Event is material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the Reference Market [or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures
Exchange], shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that the restriction occurs
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due to a previously announced change in the rules of the Reference Market [or, as the case
may be, the Determining Futures Exchange].]
"Minimum Amount" means the Minimum Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
[In the case of classical Warrants with American exercise, the following applies:
"Minimum Exercise Amount" means the Minimum Exercise Amount as specified in § 1 of
the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Principal Paying Agent" means the Principal Paying Agent as specified in § 2 (1) of the
General Conditions.
"Ratio" means the Ratio as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
["Reference Asset" means the Reference Asset to which the Underlying is linked. The
Reference Asset is specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]]
["Reference Market" means the Reference Market as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Reference Price" means [FX] [the Reference Price of the Underlying [expressed in the
Underlying Currency and] as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data [and as
published by the Reference Market] [and as published by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen
Page]. [the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same
expiry as [the respective] Valuation Date of the Securities, as published by Determining
Futures Exchange, or if unaivalable the opening price of the Underlying calculated by the
Index Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the [respective] Valuation Date (the
"Settlement Price").]
[In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "Yes" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same expiry as
the [respective] Valuation Date of the Securities or if unaivalable the opening price of the
Underlying calculated by the Index Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the
[respective] Valuation Date (the "Settlement Price").
In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "No" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
[the Opening Price] [the Closing Price]]]
["Reference Price" means the quotient of (i) FX (1) divided by FX (2), as calculated by the
Calculation Agent.]
["Registered Benchmark Administrator" means that the Underlying is administered by an
administrator who is registered in a register pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark
Regulationas specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Relevant Exchange" means [the [Relevant Exchange as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data].] [the exchange, on which the components of the Underlying are traded,
such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions in accordance with such components' liquidity.]
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Relevant Exchange, such as a
final discontinuation of the quotation of the Underlying [or, respectively its components] at the
Relevant Exchange and the quotation at a different stock exchange or a considerably restricted
number or liquidity,the Relevant Exchange shall be substituted as the Relevant Exchange by
another exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Underlying (the "Substitute
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Exchange"); such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. In this case, any reference to the
Relevant Exchange in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to
the Substitute Exchange. ]
[In the case of classical Warrants with European exercise, the following applies:
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date.]
[In the case of classical Warrants with American exercise, the following applies:
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price on the respective Valuation Date.]
"Security Holder" means the holder of a Security.
["Settlement Cycle" means the period of Clearance System Business Days following a
transaction on the Relevant Exchange [in the Underlying] [of the securities that form the basis
of the Underlying], during which period settlement will customarily occur according to the
rules of such Relevant Exchange.]
["Share Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange is finally ceased and no
Substitute Exchange could be determined; whether this is the case shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in
its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange no longer occurs in the
Underlying Currency;

(c)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s][;

(d)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (1) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

"Specified Currency" means the Specified Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Strike" means the Strike as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Terms and Conditions" means the terms and conditions of these Securities as set out in the
General Conditions (Part A), the Product and Underlying Data (Part B) and the Special
Conditions (Part C).
[In the case of classical Warrants with American exercise, the following applies:
"Trading Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the trading
system [XETRA®] [or] [Borsa Italiana (SeDeX MTF) market] [or] [EuroTLX market] is open
for business.]
"Underlying" means the [[FX] Exchange Rate][Underlying] as specified [in the "Underlying"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data. [The Underlying is specified
by the Index Sponsor and is calculated by the Index Calculation Agent.]
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"Underlying Currency" means the Underlying Currency as specified in § 2 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
[In the case of classical Warrants with European exercise, the following applies:
"Valuation Date" means the Final Valuation Date.]
[In the case of classical Warrants with American exercise, the following applies:
"Valuation Date" means
[[In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "Yes" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data: the Calculation
Date immediately following the day at which the Exercise Right has been effectively
exercised, however, not later than on the Final Valuation Date.
In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "No" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:]
the day at which the Exercise Right has been effectively exercised, however, not later than the
Final Valuation Date.]
[the Calculation Date immediately following the day at which the Exercise Right has been
effectively exercised, however, not later than on the Final Valuation Date.]
If this day is not a Calculation Date, the immediately next following Banking Day which is a
Calculation Date shall be the Valuation Date.]
"Website[s] for Notices" means the Website(s) for Notices as specified in § 1 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Website[s] of the Issuer" means the Website(s) of the Issuer as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
§2
Interest
The Securities do not bear interest.
§3
Exercise Right, Exercise, [Exercise Notice,] [Suspension of the Exercise Right,] Payment
(1)

Exercise Right: The Security Holder shall be entitled, according to the Terms and Conditions
of these Securities, to demand for each Security the payment of the Differential Amount from
the Issuer.

[In the case of classical Warrants with European exercise, the following applies:
(2)

Exercise: The Exercise Right will be automatically exercised on the Final Valuation Date.

(3)

Payment: The Differential Amount will be paid on the Final Payment Date pursuant to the
provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.]

[In the case of classical Warrants with American exercise, the following applies:
(2)

Exercise: The Exercise Right can be exercised by the Security Holder on each Trading Day
during the Exercise Period prior to [●] [10:00 a.m.] (Munich local time) pursuant to the
provisions of paragraph (3) of this § 3. The Exercise Right will be automatically exercised on
the Final Valuation Date, unless not already effectively exercised by the Security Holder.

(3)

Exercise Notice: The Exercise Right shall be exercised by the Security Holder by transmission
of a duly completed written Exercise Notice (the "Exercise Notice") to the Principal Paying
Agent possibly per facsimile, using the form of notice which may be obtained from the
Website of the Issuer or, respectively by specifying all information and declarations to the
facsimile number set out in such form of notice and by transferring the Securities stated in the
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Exercise Notice to the account of the Issuer, which is set out in the respective form of the
Exercise Notice. For this purpose the Security Holder must instruct its depositary bank, which
is responsible for the order of the transfer of the specified Securities.
The Exercise Right is deemed to be effectively exercised on that day on which (i) the Principal
Paying Agent receives the duly completed Exercise Notice prior to [●] [10:00 a.m.] (Munich
local time) and (ii) the Securities specified in the Exercise Notice will be credited to the
account of the Issuer prior to [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local time).
For Securities, for which a duly completed Exercise Notice has been transmitted in time, but
which has been credited to the Issuer's account after [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local time), the
Exercise Right is deemed to be effectively exercised on that Trading Day, on which the
Securities will be credited to the account of the Issuer prior to [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local
time).
For Securities, for which a Security Holder transmits an Exercise Notice, which does not
comply with the aforementioned provisions, or, if the Securities specified in the Exercise
Notice have been credited to the Issuer's Account after [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local time) of
the [fifth] [insert number of days] Banking Day following the transmission of the Exercise
Notice, the Exercise Right is deemed to be not effectively exercised.
The amount of the Securities for which the Exercise Right shall be exercised, must comply
with the Minimum Exercise Amount or an integral multiple thereof. Otherwise the amount of
the Securities specified in the Exercise Notice will be rounded down to the nearest multiple of
the Minimum Exercise Amount and the Exercise Right is deemed to be not effectively
exercised with regard to the amount of Securities exceeding such amount. An Exercise Notice
on fewer Securities than the Minimum Exercise Amount is invalid and has no effect.
Securities received by the Issuer and for which no effective Exercise Notice exists or the
Exercise Right deems to be not effectively exercised, will be immediately retransferred by the
Issuer without undue delay at the expense of the relevant Security Holder.
Subject to the aforementioned provisions, the transmission of an Exercise Notice constitutes
an irrevocable declaration of intent of the relevant Security Holder to exercise the respective
Securities.
[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(4)

Suspension of the Exercise Right: The Exercise Right cannot be exercised:
(a)

during the period between the day, on which the company specified [in the
"Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data (the
"Company") publishes an offer to its shareholders to acquire (a) new shares or (b)
warrants or other securities with conversion or option rights on shares of the Company,
and the first day after the expiration of the period determined for the exercise of the
purchase right;

(b)

prior and after the shareholders' meeting of the Company, in the period from (and
including) the last depositary day for shares and to (and including) the third Banking
Day after the shareholders' meeting.

If the exercise of the Exercise Right by the Security Holder is suspended on an Exercise Day
according to the previous sentence, the Exercise Right will however be automatically
exercised on the Final Valuation Date pursuant to paragraph (1) of this § 3.]
([●])

Payment: The Differential Amount will be paid five Banking Days after the respective
Valuation Date, but not later than on the Final Payment Date, pursuant to the provisions of § 6
of the Special Conditions.]
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§4
Differential Amount
(1)

Differential Amount: The Differential Amount per Security equals an amount in the Specified
Currency, which will be calculated or, respectively, specified by the Calculation Agent as
follows:
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Relevant Reference Price - Strike) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x]
FX (1) (final)] [/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Strike - Relevant Reference Price) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x]
FX (1) (final)] [/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.]

(2)

When calculating or, respectively, determining the Differential Amount, no fees, commissions
or other costs charged by the Issuer or a third party authorised by the Issuer, will be taken into
account.]
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Discount Warrants
[Option 2: In the case of Discount Warrants, the following applies:
§1
Definitions
"Adjustment Event" means [each of the following events:]
[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

each measure taken by the company that has issued the Underlying or by a third party,
which would – due to a change in the legal and economic position, in particular a
change in the company's fixed assets and capital –affect the Underlying not only
immaterially (in particular capital increase against cash contribution, issuance of
securities with options or conversion rights into shares, capital increase with company
funds, distribution of special dividends, share splits, merger, liquidation,
nationalisation); whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent
[in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion
(§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting
in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in
good faith];

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded Derivatives of the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying;[ or]

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs; or

(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of Indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

changes in the relevant Index Concept or the calculation of the Underlying, that result
in a new relevant Index Concept or calculation of the Underlying being no longer
economically equivalent to the original relevant Index Concept or the original
calculation of the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the calculation or publication of the Underlying is finally discontinued, or replaced by
another index (the "Index Replacement Event");

(c)

due to circumstances for which the Issuer is not responsible, the Issuer is no longer
entitled to use the Underlying as basis for the calculations or, respectively,
specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities (an "Index
Usage Event"); an Index Usage Event is also the termination of the license to use the
Underlying due to an unacceptable increase in license fees;

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs;

(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
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regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]
[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
[(a)]

any changes in the Relevant Trading Conditions of the Underlying that lead to a
situation where, , as a result of the change, the changed Relevant Trading Conditions
are no longer economically equivalent to the Relevant Trading Conditions prior to the
change; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] [.][;]

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying[;

(d)

a Hedging Disruption occurs

([●])

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of currency exchange rates as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

a not only immaterial modification in the method of determination and/or publication
[of the Reference Price] [the [official] fixing] [of the Underlying] [or its components]
by the Fixing Sponsor (including the time of the determination and/or publication);
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];]

(b)

any other change with respect to the Underlying [or its components] (due to, including
but not limited to, any kind of monetary reform or changeover), which affects the
Securities not only immaterially; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];]

(c)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying [or its components];

(d)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying [or its components][;][or]

(e)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs or
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(f)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying [or its components]; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

"Banking Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearing
System [and the Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross settlement Express TransferSystem (TARGET2) ("TARGET2")] [is][are] open for business [and commercial banks and
foreign exchange markets settle payments in the Banking Day Financial Centre].
["Banking Day Financial Centre" means the Banking Day Financial Centre as specified in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Base Currency" means the Base Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
"Calculation Agent" means the Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 (2) of the General
Conditions.
"Calculation Date" means each day on which the [Underlying is traded on the Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Price is published by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent,
as the case may be] [Reference Price is published by the Reference Market] [the Underlying]
[FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are] customarily published [by the Fixing Sponsor]].
["Call Event" means [Share Call Event] [Index Call Event] [Commodity Call Event] [or] [FX
Call Event].]
"Cap" means the Cap as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
["Change in Law" means that due to
(a)

the coming into effect of changes in laws or regulations (including but not limited to
tax laws or capital market provisions) or

(b)

a change in relevant case law or administrative practice (including the administrative
practice of the tax or financial supervisory authorities),

if such changes become effective on or after the First Trade Date,
[(a)]

the holding, acquisition or sale of the Underlying or assets that are needed in order to
hedge price risks or other risks with respect to its obligations under the Securities is or
becomes wholly or partially illegal for the Issuer [or

(b)

the costs associated with the obligations under the Securities have increased
substantially (including but not limited to an increase in tax obligations, the reduction
of tax benefits or other negative consequences with regard to tax treatment)].

The Issuer determines [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] whether this is the case.]
["Clearance System" means the principal domestic clearance system customarily used for
settling trades [with respect to the Underlying] [in the securities that form the basis of the
Underlying] as determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith].]
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["Clearance System Business Day" means, with respect to the Clearance System, any day
(other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearance System is open for the acceptance
and execution of settlement instructions.]
"Clearing System" means [Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main ("CBF")]
[Clearstream Banking S.A., Luxembourg ("CBL") and Euroclear Bank SA/NV ("Euroclear
Bank") (CBL and Euroclear are individually referred to as an "ICSD" (International Central
Securities Depository) and, collectively, the "ICSDs")] [Euroclear France SA ("Euroclear
France")] [Monte Titoli S.p.A., with offices in Piazza degli Affari no. 6, Milan, Italy ("Monte
Titoli")] [Insert other Clearing System(s)].
["Commodity Call Event" means each of the following:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Reference Market is available or could be determined;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency[;

(d)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (2) or (3) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders: whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

["Determining Futures Exchange" means the [options and/or] futures exchange, on which
respective derivatives of the Underlying [or [– if derivatives on the Underlying are not traded
–] its components] (the "Derivatives") are mostly liquidly traded, such [options and/or] futures
exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Determining Futures Exchange,
such as a final discontinuation of derivatives' quotation linked to the Underlying [or to its
components] at the Determining Futures Exchange or a considerably restricted number or
liquidity, it shall be substituted as the Determining Futures Exchange by another [options
and/or] futures exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Derivatives (the
"Substitute Futures Exchange"); such [options and/or] futures exchange shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith]. In the event of such substitution, any reference to the Determining Futures Exchange in
the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to the Substitute Futures
Exchange.]
"Differential Amount" means the Differential Amount as calculated or, respectively,
specified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 4 of the Special Conditions.
"Exercise Right" means the Exercise Right as specified in § 3 (1) of the Special Conditions.
["Expiry Date [(Data di Scadenza)]" means the "Expiry Date" as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
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"Final Payment Date" means the "Final Payment Date" as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Final Valuation Date" means the Final Valuation Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data. If the Final Valuation Date is not a Calculation Date the immediately
following Banking Day which is a Calculation Date shall be the Final Valuation Date.
"First Trade Date" means the First Trade Date [as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.] [as specified in the admission notice published by [insert relevant
market(s)].]
["Fixing Sponsor" means the Fixing Sponsor as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate as published [[Insert] [p.m.] [a.m.]
[Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX (1)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (1) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX (2)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (2) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX Calculation Date" means each day on which [FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are]
published by the Fixing Sponsor.]
["FX Call Event" means each of the following events:
[(a)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders,]

[([●]) no suitable New Fixing Sponsor (as specified in § 9 (1) of the Special Conditions) or
Replacement Exchange Rate (as specified in § 9 (2) of the Special Conditions) is
available; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith];]
[([●]) due to the occurrence of special circumstances or force majeure (such as catastrophes,
war, terror, insurgency, restrictions on payment transactions, entering of the currency
used for the calculation into the European Economic Monetary Union, withdrawing of
the relevant country from the European Economic Monetary Union and other
circumstances having a comparable impact on the [Underlying [or its components]]
[FX Exchange Rate] [FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX Exchange Rate (2)]) the
reliable determination of [the Reference Price] [or] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)] is
impossible or impracticable [for the Calculation Agent][, or
([●])

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s]].]

["FX (final)" means FX on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX (1) (final)" means FX (1) on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX (2) (final)" means FX (2) on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX Market Disruption Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the failure of the Fixing Sponsor to publish [the Reference Price] [the [official] fixing
of at least one of the components of the Underlying] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)];

(b)

the suspension or restriction in foreign exchange trading for at least one of the [two]
currencies quoted [against the [Underlying] [Base] Currency] as a part of [the
Underlying] [or] [the FX Exchange Rate] [the FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX
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Exchange Rate (2)] (including options or futures contracts) or the restriction of the
convertibility of [at least one of these currencies] [the currencies quoted as a
component of [this] [these] exchange rate[s]] or the effective impossibility [for the
Calculation Agent] of obtaining a quotation of such exchange rate[s];
(c)

any other events with commercial effects which are similar to the events listed above;

to the extent that the above-mentioned events are material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. ]
["FX Screen Page" means the FX Screen Page as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX Valuation Date" means the [Final Valuation Date] [FX Calculation Date] [immediately
following the] [respective Valuation Date]. [If the FX Valuation Date is not a FX Calculation
Date the immediately following Banking Day which is a FX Calculation Date shall be the FX
Valuation Date.]]
["FX Exchange Rate" means the FX Exchange Rate as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (1)" means the FX Exchange Rate (1) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (2)" means the FX Exchange Rate (2) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer is not able to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent[in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith]; or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

under conditions which are economically substantially equivalent to those on the First Trade
Date.]
["Increased Costs of Hedging" means that the Issuer has to pay a substantially higher amount
of taxes, duties, expenditures and fees (with the exception of broker fees) compared to the
First Trade Date in order to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith] or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

whereas cost increases due to a deterioration of the credit-worthiness of the Issuer are not
considered as Increased Costs of Hedging.]
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["Index Calculation Agent" means the Index Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Index Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency;

(d)

no suitable substitute for the Index Sponsor and/or the Index Calculation Agent is
available; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] [;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 [(2)] [or] [(3)] [(e.g. no suitable Replacement
Underlying is available)] of the Special Conditions is not possible or not reasonable
with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

["Index Sponsor" means the Index Sponsor as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
["Issuing Agent" means the Issuing Agent as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
"Issue Date" means the Issue Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Market Disruption Event" means [FX Market Disruption Event.] [each of the following
events:
[In the case of shares (including Depository Receipts) as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the failure of the Relevant Exchange to open for trading during its regular trading
sessions;

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in the Underlying on the Relevant Exchange;

(c)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on
the Determining Futures Exchange;]

[In the case of indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading on the exchanges or the markets on
which the [securities that form the basis of the Underlying][components of the
Underlying] are listed or traded, or on the respective futures exchanges or on the
markets on which Derivatives of the Underlying are listed or traded;

(b)

in relation to [individual securities which form the basis of the Underlying][the
components of the Underlying], the suspension or restriction of trading on the
exchanges or on the markets on which such [securities][components] are traded or on
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the respective futures exchange or the markets on which derivatives of such
[securities][components] are traded;
(c)

in relation to individual Derivatives of the Underlying, the suspension or restriction of
trading on the futures exchanges or the markets on which such derivatives are traded;

(d)

the suspension of or failure or the non-publication of the calculation of the Underlying
as a result of a decision by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent;]

[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the suspension or the restriction of trading or the price determination of the Underlying
on the Reference Market

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on the
Determining Futures Exchange]

to the extent that such Market Disruption Event [occurs in the last hour prior to the normal
calculation of the Reference Price, which is relevant for the Securities and continues at the
point of time of the normal calculation and] is material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the [Relevant Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the
Determining Futures Exchange, shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that
the restriction occurs due to a previously announced change in the rules of the [Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures Exchange.]
["Maximum Amount" means the Maximum Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Maximum Amount" means Cap x Ratio [/ FX (final)] [x FX (final)] [[/ (FX (1) (final)].]
"Minimum Amount" means the Minimum Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Principal Paying Agent" means the Principal Paying Agent as specified in § 2 (1) of the
General Conditions.
"Ratio" means the Ratio as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
["Reference Market" means the Reference Market as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Reference Price" means [FX.] [the Reference Price of the Underlying [expressed in the
Underlying Currency and] as specified n § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data [and as
published by the Reference Market] [and as published by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen
Page]. [the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same
expiry as [the respective] Valuation Date of the Securities, as published by Determining
Futures Exchange, or if unaivalable the opening price of the Underlying calculated by the
Index Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the [respective] Valuation Date (the
"Settlement Price").]
[In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "Yes" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same expiry as
the [respective] Valuation Date of the Securities or if unaivalable the opening price of the
Underlying calculated by the Index Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the
[respective] Valuation Date (the "Settlement Price").
In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "No" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
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[the Opening Price] [the Closing Price]]]
["Reference Price" means the quotient of (i) FX (1) divided by FX (2), as calculated by the
Calculation Agent.]
["Registered Benchmark Administrator" means that the Underlying is administered by an
administrator who is registered in a register pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark
Regulation as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Relevant Exchange" means [the [Relevant Exchange as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data].] [the exchange, on which the components of the Underlying are traded,
such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions in accordance with such components' liquidity.]
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Relevant Exchange, such as a
final discontinuation of the quotation of the Underlying [or, respectively its components] at the
Relevant Exchange and the quotation at a different stock exchange or a considerably restricted
number or liquidity, ,the Relevant Exchange shall be substituted as the Relevant Exchange by
another exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Underlying (the "Substitute
Exchange"); such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. In this case, any reference to the
Relevant Exchange in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to
the Substitute Exchange.]
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date.
"Security Holder" means the holder of a Security.
["Settlement Cycle" means the period of Clearance System Business Days following a
transaction on the Relevant Exchange [in the Underlying] [of the securities that form the basis
of the Underlying], during which period settlement will customarily occur according to the
rules of such Relevant Exchange.]
["Share Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange is finally ceased and no
Substitute Exchange could be determined; whether this is the case shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in
its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange no longer occurs in the
Underlying Currency;

(c)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s][;

(d)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (1) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]
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"Specified Currency" means the Specified Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Strike" means the Strike as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Terms and Conditions" means the terms and conditions of these Securities as set out in the
General Conditions (Part A), the Product and Underlying Data (Part B) and the Special
Conditions (Part C).
"Underlying" means the [[FX] Exchange Rate][Underlying] as specified [in the "Underlying"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data. [The Underlying is specified
by the Index Sponsor and is calculated by the Index Calculation Agent.]
"Underlying Currency" means the Underlying Currency as specified in § 2 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Valuation Date" means the Final Valuation Date.
"Website[s] for Notices" means the Website(s) for Notices as specified in § 1 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Website[s] of the Issuer" means the Website(s) of the Issuer as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
§2
Interest
The Securities do not bear interest.
§3
Exercise Right, Exercise, Payment
(1)

Exercise Right: The Security Holder shall be entitled, according to the Terms and Conditions
of these Securities, to demand for each Security the payment of the Differential Amount from
the Issuer.

(2)

Exercise: The Exercise Right will be automatically exercised on the Final Valuation Date.

(3)

Payment: The Differential Amount will be paid on the Final Payment Date pursuant to the
provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
§4
Differential Amount

(1)

Differential Amount: The Differential Amount per Security equals an amount in the Specified
Currency, which will be calculated or, respectively, specified by the Calculation Agent as
follows:
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Relevant Reference Price - Strike) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x]
FX (1) (final)] [/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount and not higher than
the Maximum Amount.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Strike - Relevant Reference Price) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x]
FX (1) (final)] [/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
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However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount and not higher than
the Maximum Amount.]
(2)

When calculating or, respectively, determining the Differential Amount, no fees, commissions
or other costs charged by the Issuer or a third party authorised by the Issuer, will be taken into
account.]
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Turbo Securities
[Option 3: In the case of Turbo Securities, the following applies:
§1
Definitions
"Adjustment Event" means [each of the following events:]
[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

each measure taken by the company that has issued the Underlying or by a third party,
which would – due to a change in the legal and economic position, in particular a
change in the company's fixed assets and capital –affect the Underlying not only
immaterially (in particular capital increase against cash contribution, issuance of
securities with options or conversion rights into shares, capital increase with company
funds, distribution of special dividends, share splits, merger, liquidation,
nationalisation); whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent
[in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion
(§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting
in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in
good faith];

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded Derivatives of the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying;[ or]

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs; or

(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];]

[In the case of Indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

changes in the relevant Index Concept or the calculation of the Underlying, that result
in a new relevant Index Concept or calculation of the Underlying being no longer
economically equivalent to the original relevant Index Concept or the original
calculation of the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the calculation or publication of the Underlying is finally discontinued, or replaced by
another index (the "Index Replacement Event");

(c)

due to circumstances for which the Issuer is not responsible, the Issuer is no longer
entitled to use the Underlying as basis for the calculations or, respectively,
specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities (an "Index
Usage Event"); an Index Usage Event is also the termination of the license to use the
Underlying due to an unacceptable increase in license fees;

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs;
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(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
[(a)]

any changes in the Relevant Trading Conditions of the Underlying that lead to a
situation where, as a result of the change, the changed trading conditions are no longer
economically equivalent to the Relevant Trading Conditions prior to the change;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying[;

(d)

a Hedging Disruption occurs][;

([●])

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];].]

[In the case of currency exchange rates as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

a not only immaterial modification in the method of determination and/or publication
[of the Reference Price] [the [official] fixing] [of the Underlying] [or its components]
by the Fixing Sponsor [and/or of its Relevant Price] (including the time of the
determination and/or publication); whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

any other change with respect to the Underlying [or its components] (due to, including
but not limited to, any kind of monetary reform or changeover), which affects the
Securities not only immaterially; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(c)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying [or its components];

(d)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying [or its components][;][or]

(e)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs or
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(f)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying [or its components]; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of a futures contract as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

any changes in the Contract Specifications of the Underlying that lead to a situation
where, as a result of the change, the changed Contract Specifications are no longer
economically equivalent to the Contract Specifications prior to the change; whether
this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in
the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] [;

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying;][

([●])

a Hedging Disruption occurs;][

([●])

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

"Banking Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearing
System [and the Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross settlement Express TransferSystem (TARGET2) ("TARGET2")] [is][are] open for business [and commercial banks and
foreign exchange markets settle payments in the Banking Day Financial Centre].
["Banking Day Financial Centre" means the Banking Day Financial Centre as specified in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Base Currency" means the Base Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
["Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Day of the Knock-out Period"
means the time specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date" means the time
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Calculation Agent" means the Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 (2) of the General
Conditions.
["Calculation Date" means each day on which the [Underlying is traded on the Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Price is published by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent,
as the case may be] [Reference Price is published by the Reference Market] [the Underlying]
[FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are] customarily published [by the Fixing Sponsor]].]
["Calculation Date" means each day on which the Reference Market is open for business
during its regular trading hours.]
["Call Event" means [Share Call Event] [Index Call Event] [Commodity Call Event] [Futures
Call Event] [or] [FX Call Event].]
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["Change in Law" means that due to
(a)

the coming into effect of changes in laws or regulations (including but not limited to
tax laws or capital market provisions) or

(b)

a change in relevant case law or administrative practice (including the administrative
practice of the tax or financial supervisory authorities),

if such changes become effective on or after the First Trade Date,
[(a)]

the holding, acquisition or sale of the Underlying or assets that are needed in order to
hedge price risks or other risks with respect to its obligations under the Securities is or
becomes wholly or partially illegal for the Issuer [or

(b)

the costs associated with the obligations under the Securities have increased
substantially (including but not limited to an increase in tax obligations, the reduction
of tax benefits or other negative consequences with regard to tax treatment)],

The Issuer determines [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] whether this is the case.]
["Clearance System" means the principal domestic clearance system customarily used for
settling trades [with respect to the Underlying] [in the securities that form the basis of the
Underlying] as determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith].]
["Clearance System Business Day" means, with respect to the Clearance System, any day
(other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearance System is open for the acceptance
and execution of settlement instructions.]
"Clearing System" means [Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main ("CBF")]
[Clearstream Banking S.A., Luxembourg ("CBL") and Euroclear Bank SA/NV ("Euroclear
Bank") (CBL and Euroclear are individually referred to as an "ICSD" (International Central
Securities Depository) and, collectively, the "ICSDs")] [Euroclear France SA ("Euroclear
France")] [Monte Titoli S.p.A., with offices in Piazza degli Affari no. 6, Milan, Italy ("Monte
Titoli")] [Insert other Clearing System(s)].
["Commodity Call Event" means each of the following:
(a) no suitable Replacement Reference Market is available or could be determined; whether
this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in
the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]
(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption][ and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency[;

(d)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (2) or (3) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]
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["Determining Futures Exchange" means the [options and/or] futures exchange, on which
respective derivatives of the Underlying [or [– if derivatives on the Underlying are not traded
–] its components] (the "Derivatives") are mostly liquidly traded, such [options and/or] futures
exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith]by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.In the case
of a material change in the market conditions at the Determining Futures Exchange, such as a
final discontinuation of derivatives' quotation linked to the Underlying [or to its components]
at the Determining Futures Exchange or a considerably restricted number or liquidity, it shall
be substituted as the Determining Futures Exchange by another [options and/or] futures
exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Derivatives (the "Substitute Futures
Exchange"); such [options and/or] futures exchange shall be determined by the Calculation
Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§
315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed
by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. In the event of
such substitution, any reference to the Determining Futures Exchange in the Terms and
Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to the Substitute Futures Exchange.]
"Differential Amount" means the Differential Amount as calculated or, respectively,
specified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 4 of the Special Conditions.
"Exercise Right" means the Exercise Right as specified in § 3 (1) of the Special Conditions.
["Expiry Date [(Data di Scadenza)]" means the "Expiry Date" as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
"Final Payment Date" means the "Final Payment Date" as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Final Valuation Date" means the Final Valuation Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data. If the Final Valuation Date is not a Calculation Date the immediately
following Banking Day which is a Calculation Date shall be the Final Valuation Date.
"First Day of the Knock-out Period" means the First Day of the Knock-out Period as
specified in § 1 of the Product und Underlying Data.
"First Trade Date" means the First Trade Date [from the specified time] [as specified in § 1
of the Product and Underlying Data.] [as specified in the admission notice published by [insert
relevant market(s)].]
["Futures Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available or could have been determined;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

no suitable substitute for the Reference Market is available or could have been
determined; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in
the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§
315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith];

(c)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];
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(d)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency[;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (2) or (3) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

["Fixing Sponsor" means the Fixing Sponsor as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate as published [[Insert] [p.m.] [a.m.]
[Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX (1)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (1) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX (2)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (2) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX Calculation Date" means each day on which [FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are]
published by the Fixing Sponsor.]
["FX Call Event" means each of the following events:
[(a)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders,]

[([●]) no suitable New Fixing Sponsor (as specified in § 9 (1) of the Special Conditions) or
Replacement Exchange Rate (as specified in § 9 (2) of the Special Conditions) is
available ; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith];]
[([●])] due to the occurrence of special circumstances or force majeure (such as catastrophes,
war, terror, insurgency, restrictions on payment transactions, entering of the currency
used for the calculation into the European Economic Monetary Union, withdrawing of
the relevant country from the European Economic Monetary Union and other
circumstances having a comparable impact on the [Underlying [or its components]]
[FX Exchange Rate] [FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX Exchange Rate (2)]) the
reliable determination of [the Reference Price] [or] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)] [or]
[the Relevant Price] is impossible or impracticable[for the Calculation Agent] [, or
([●])

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s]].]

["FX (final)" means FX on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX (1) (final)" means FX (1) on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX (2) (final)" means FX (2) on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX Market Disruption Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the failure of the Fixing Sponsor to publish [the Reference Price] [the [official] fixing
of at least one of the components of the Underlying] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)];

(b)

the suspension or restriction in foreign exchange trading for at least one of the [two]
currencies quoted [against the [Underlying] [Base] Currency] as a part of [the
Underlying] [or] [the FX Exchange Rate] [the FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX
Exchange Rate (2)] (including options or futures contracts) or the restriction of the
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convertibility of [against the [Underlying] [Base] Currency] [the currencies quoted as
a component of [this] [these] exchange rate[s]] or the effective impossibility [for the
Calculation Agent] of obtaining a quotation of such exchange rate[s];
(c)

any other events with commercial effects which are similar to the events listed above;

to the extent that the above-mentioned events are material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith].]
["FX Screen Page" means the FX Screen Page as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX Valuation Date" means the [Final Valuation Date] [FX Calculation Date] [immediately
following the] [respective Valuation Date]. [If the FX Valuation Date is not a FX Calculation
Date the immediately following Banking Day which is a FX Calculation Date shall be the FX
Valuation Date.]]
["FX Exchange Rate" means the FX Exchange Rate as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (1)" means the FX Exchange Rate (1) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (2)" means the FX Exchange Rate (2) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer is not able to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith]; or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

under conditions which are economically substantially equivalent to those on the First Trade
Date.]
["Increased Costs of Hedging" means that the Issuer has to pay a substantially higher amount
of taxes, duties, expenditures and fees (with the exception of broker fees) compared to the
First Trade Date in order to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith] or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

whereas cost increases due to a deterioration of the credit-worthiness of the Issuer are not
considered as Increased Costs of Hedging.]
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["Index Calculation Agent" means the Index Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Index Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency;

(d)

no suitable substitute for the Index Sponsor and/or the Index Calculation Agent is
available; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] [;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 [(2)] [or] [(3)] [(e.g. no suitable Replacement
Underlying is available)] of the Special Conditions is not possible or not reasonable
with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

["Index Sponsor" means the Index Sponsor as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
["Issuing Agent" means the Issuing Agent as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
"Issue Date" means the Issue Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Knock-out Amount" is the Knock-out Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Knock-out Barrier" means the Knock-out Barrier as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred if [the price of the Underlying, as published by the
Relevant Exchange] [the price of the Underlying, as published by the Reference Market] [the
price of the Underlying, as published by the Index Sponsor or, respectively, the Index
Calculation Agent] [the Relevant Price of [the Underlying]] [the price [of the Underlying], as
published on the Screen Page for the Continuous Observation (or any successor page, which
the Calculation Agent notifies pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions) (the "Relevant
Price"),] with continuous observation during the Knock-out Period at any time [during the
Relevant Period][from the Beginning of the Knock-out Observation [on the First Trade Date]
[on the First Day of the Knock-out Period]]
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
is on or below the Knock-out Barrier.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
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is on or above the Knock-out Barrier.
"Knock-out Period" means each [day] [Calculation Date] from the First Day of the Knockout Period [(including)] [from the Beginning of the Knock-out Observation [on the First Trade
Date] [on the First Day of the Knock-out Period]] to the Final Valuation Date [until the
relevant time of publication of [all components] of the Relevant Reference Price [(including)].
"Market Disruption Event" means [FX Market Disruption Event.] [each of the following
events:
[In the case of shares (including Depository Receipts) as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the failure of the Relevant Exchange to open for trading during its regular trading
sessions;

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in the Underlying on the Relevant Exchange;

(c)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on
the Determining Futures Exchange;]

[In the case of indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading on the exchanges or the markets on
which the [securities that form the basis of the Underlying][components of the
Underlying] are listed or traded, or on the respective futures exchanges or on the
markets on which Derivatives of the Underlying are listed or traded;

(b)

in relation to [individual securities which form the basis of the Underlying][the
components of the Underlying], the suspension or restriction of trading on the
exchanges or on the markets on which such [securities][components] are traded or on
the respective futures exchange or the markets on which derivatives of such
[securities][components] are traded;

(c)

in relation to individual Derivatives of the Underlying, the suspension or restriction of
trading on the futures exchanges or the markets on which such derivatives are traded;

(d)

the suspension of or failure or the non-publication of the calculation of the Underlying
as a result of a decision by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent;]

[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the suspension or the restriction of trading or the price determination of the Underlying
on the Reference Market[,] [or]

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on the
Determining Futures Exchange[,] [or

(c)

the non-availability or the non-publication of a Reference Price, which is required for
the calculations or, as the case may be, specifications described in these Terms and
Conditions,]

to the extent that such Market Disruption Event [occurs in the last hour prior to the normal
calculation of the Reference Price, which is relevant for the Securities and continues at the
point of time of the normal calculation and] is material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the [Relevant Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the
Determining Futures Exchange, shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that
the restriction occurs due to a previously announced change in the rules of the [Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures Exchange.]
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[In the case of futures contracts as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the termination, suspension or restriction of trading or the price determination of the
Underlying on the Reference Market[,] [or]

[(b)

the termination, suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying
on the Determining Futures Exchange[,] [or]]

[([●]) the non-availability or the non-publication of a Reference Price, which is required for
the calculations or, as the case may be, specifications described in these Terms and
Conditions,]
to the extent that such Market Disruption Event is material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the Reference Market [or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures
Exchange], shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that the restriction occurs
due to a previously announced change in the rules of the Reference Market [or, as the case
may be, the Determining Futures Exchange].]
"Minimum Amount" means the Minimum Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Principal Paying Agent" means the Principal Paying Agent as specified in § 2 (1) of the
General Conditions.
"Ratio" means the Ratio as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
["Reference Asset" means the Reference Asset to which the Underlying is linked. The
Reference Asset is specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]]
["Reference Market" means the Reference Market as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Reference Price" means [FX.] [the Reference Price of the Underlying [expressed in the
Underlying Currency and] as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data [and as
published by the Reference Market] [and as published by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen
Page]. [the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same
expiry as [the respective] Valuation Date of the Securities, as published by Determining
Futures Exchange, or if unaivalable the opening price of the Underlying calculated by the
Index Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the [respective] Valuation Date (the
“Settlement Price”).]
[In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "Yes" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same expiry as
the [respective] Valuation Date of the Securities or if unaivalable the opening price of the
Underlying calculated by the Index Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the
[respective] Valuation Date (the "Settlement Price").
In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "No" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
[the Opening Price] [the Closing Price]]]
["Reference Price" means the quotient of (i) FX (1) divided by FX (2), as calculated by the
Calculation Agent.]
["Registered Benchmark Administrator" means that the Underlying is administered by an
administrator who is registered in a register pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark
Regulation as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
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["Relevant Exchange" means [the [Relevant Exchange as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data].] [the exchange, on which the components of the Underlying are traded,
such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions in accordance with such components' liquidity.]
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Relevant Exchange, such as a
final discontinuation of the quotation of the Underlying [or, respectively its components] at the
Relevant Exchange and the quotation at a different stock exchange or a considerably restricted
number or liquidity, the Relevant Exchange shall be substituted as the Relevant Exchange by
another exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Underlying (the "Substitute
Exchange"); such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. In this case, any reference to the
Relevant Exchange in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to
the Substitute Exchange. In the event of a substitution, any reference in the Terms and
Conditions of these Securities to the Relevant Exchange shall be deemed to refer to the
Substitute Exchange.]
["Relevant Period" means the Relevant Period as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Relevant Price" means any
[In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [bid] price [(to be found under [insert details])]
[In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [ask] price [(to be found under [insert details])]
for the Underlying, as published on the Screen Page for the Continuous Observation (or on any
successor page, which will be notified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions) and as determined by the Calculation Agent.]
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date.
["Screen Page for the Continuous Observation" means the Screen Page for the Continuous
Observation as specified in § [●] of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Security Holder" means the holder of a Security.
["Settlement Cycle" means the period of Clearance System Business Days following a
transaction on the Relevant Exchange [in the Underlying] [of the securities that form the basis
of the Underlying], during which period settlement will customarily occur according to the
rules of such Relevant Exchange.]
["Share Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange is finally ceased and no
Substitute Relevant Exchange could be determined; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange no longer occurs in the
Underlying Currency;
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(c)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s][;

(d)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (1) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

"Specified Currency" means the Specified Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Strike" means the Strike as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Terms and Conditions" means the terms and conditions of these Securities as set out in the
General Conditions (Part A), the Product and Underlying Data (Part B) and the Special
Conditions (Part C).
"Underlying" means the [[FX] Exchange Rate][Underlying] as specified [in the "Underlying"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data. [The Underlying is specified
by the Index Sponsor and is calculated by the Index Calculation Agent.]
"Underlying Currency" means the Underlying Currency as specified in § 2 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Valuation Date" means the Final Valuation Date.
"Website[s] for Notices" means the Website(s) for Notices as specified in § 1 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Website[s] of the Issuer" means the Website(s) of the Issuer as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
§2
Interest
The Securities do not bear interest.
§3
Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Payment
(1)

Exercise Right: Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Security Holder shall be
entitled, according to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities, to demand for each
Security the payment of the Differential Amount from the Issuer.

(2)

Exercise: Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Exercise Right will be
automatically exercised on the Final Valuation Date.

(3)

Knock-out: Upon the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Exercise Right forfeits and the
Knock-out Amount will be paid for each Security.

(4)

Payment: The Differential Amount will be paid on the Final Payment Date pursuant to the
provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
The Knock-out Amount will be paid five Banking Days after the day, on which the Knock-out
Event has occurred, pursuant to the provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
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§4
Differential Amount
(1)

Differential Amount: The Differential Amount per Security equals an amount in the Specified
Currency, which will be calculated or, respectively, specified by the Calculation Agent as
follows:
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Relevant Reference Price - Strike) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x]
FX (1) (final)] [/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Strike - Relevant Reference Price) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x]
FX (1) (final)] [/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.]

(2)

When calculating or, respectively, determining the Differential Amount, no fees, commissions
or other costs charged by the Issuer or a third party authorised by the Issuer, will be taken into
account.]
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Turbo Open End Securities
[Option 4: In the case of Turbo Open End Securities, the following applies:
§1
Definitions
"Adjustment Event" means [each of the following events:]
[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

each measure taken by the company that has issued the Underlying or by a third party,
which would – due to a change in the legal and economic position, in particular a
change in the company's fixed assets and capital –affect the Underlying not only
immaterially (in particular capital increase against cash contribution, issuance of
securities with options or conversion rights into shares, capital increase with company
funds, distribution of special dividends, share splits, merger, liquidation,
nationalisation); whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent
[in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion
(§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting
in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in
good faith];

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded Derivatives of the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying;[ or]

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs; or

(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of Indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

changes in the relevant Index Concept or the calculation of the Underlying, that result
in a new relevant Index Concept or calculation of the Underlying being no longer
economically equivalent to the original relevant Index Concept or the original
calculation of the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the calculation or publication of the Underlying is finally discontinued, or replaced by
another index (the "Index Replacement Event");

(c)

due to circumstances for which the Issuer is not responsible, the Issuer is no longer
entitled to use the Underlying as basis for the calculations or, respectively,
specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities (an "Index
Usage Event"); an Index Usage Event is also the termination of the license to use the
Underlying due to an unacceptable increase in license fees;

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs;
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(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
[(a)]

any changes in the Relevant Trading Conditions of the Underlying that lead to a
situation where, as a result of the change, the changed trading conditions are no longer
economically equivalent to the Relevant Trading Conditions prior to the change;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying[;

(d)

a Hedging Disruption occurs][;

([●])

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

[In the case of currency exchange rates as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

a not only immaterial modification in the method of determination and/or publication
[of the Reference Price] [the [official] fixing] [of the Underlying] [or its components]
by the Fixing Sponsor [and/or of its Relevant Price] (including the time of the
determination and/or publication); whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

any other change with respect to the Underlying [or its components] (due to, including
but not limited to, any kind of monetary reform or changeover), which affects the
Securities not only immaterially; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(c)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying [or its components];

(d)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying [or its components][;][or]

(e)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs or
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(f)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying [or its components]; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of a futures contract as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

any changes in the Contract Specifications of the Underlying that lead to a situation
where, as a result of the change, the changed Contract Specifications are no longer
economically equivalent to the Contract Specifications prior to the change; whether
this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in
the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] [;

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying;][

([●])

a Hedging Disruption occurs;][

([●])

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

"Banking Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearing
System [and the Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross settlement Express TransferSystem (TARGET2) ("TARGET2")] [is][are] open for business [and commercial banks and
foreign exchange markets settle payments in the Banking Day Financial Centre].
["Banking Day Financial Centre" means the Banking Day Financial Centre as specified in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Base Currency" means the Base Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
["Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date" means the time
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Calculation Agent" means the Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 (2) of the General
Conditions.
["Calculation Date" means each day on which the [Underlying is traded on the Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Price is published by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent,
as the case may be] [Reference Price is published by the Reference Market] [[the Underlying]
[FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are] customarily published [by the Fixing Sponsor]].]
["Calculation Date" means each day on which the Reference Market is open for trading [in
the Relevant Futures Contract] during its regular trading hours.]
["Call Event" means [Share Call Event] [Index Call Event] [Commodity Call Event] [Futures
Call Event] [or] [FX Call Event].]
["Change in Law" means that due to
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(a)

the coming into effect of changes in laws or regulations (including but not limited to
tax laws or capital market provisions) or

(b)

a change in relevant case law or administrative practice (including the administrative
practice of the tax or financial supervisory authorities),

if such changes become effective on or after the First Trade Date,
[(a)]

the holding, acquisition or sale of the Underlying or assets that are needed in order to
hedge price risks or other risks with respect to its obligations under the Securities is or
becomes wholly or partially illegal for the Issuer [or

(b)

the costs associated with the obligations under the Securities have increased
substantially (including but not limited to an increase in tax obligations, the reduction
of tax benefits or other negative consequences with regard to tax treatment)],

The Issuer determines [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] whether this is the case.]
["Clearance System" means the principal domestic clearance system customarily used for
settling trades [with respect to the Underlying] [in the securities that form the basis of the
Underlying] as determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith].]
["Clearance System Business Day" means, with respect to the Clearance System, any day
(other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearance System is open for the acceptance
and execution of settlement instructions.]
"Clearing System" means [Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main ("CBF")]
[Clearstream Banking S.A., Luxembourg ("CBL") and Euroclear Bank SA/NV ("Euroclear
Bank") (CBL and Euroclear are individually referred to as an "ICSD" (International Central
Securities Depository) and, collectively, the "ICSDs")] [Euroclear France SA ("Euroclear
France")] [Monte Titoli S.p.A., with offices in Piazza degli Affari no. 6, Milan, Italy ("Monte
Titoli")] [Insert other Clearing System(s)].
["Commodity Call Event" means each of the following:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Reference Market is available or could be determined;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency;

(d)

the specification of the Reference Rate is finally ceased[;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (2) or (3) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]
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["Current Reference Price" means the Reference Price of the Current Relevant Futures
Contract [on the [Calculation Date prior to the] Roll Over Date].]
["Current Relevant Futures Contract" means the Relevant Futures Contract which is
applicable immediately prior to the respective Roll Over.]
["Determining Futures Exchange" means the [options and/or] futures exchange, on which
respective derivatives of the Underlying [or [– if derivatives on the Underlying are not traded
–] its components] (the "Derivatives") are mostly liquidly traded, such [options and/or] futures
exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Determining Futures Exchange,
such as a final discontinuation of derivatives' quotation linked to the Underlying [or to its
components] at the Determining Futures Exchange or a considerably restricted number or
liquidity, it shall be substituted as the Determining Futures Exchange by another [options
and/or] futures exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Derivatives (the
"Substitute Futures Exchange"); such [options and/or] futures exchange shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith]. In the event of such substitution, any reference to the Determining Futures Exchange in
the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to the Substitute Futures
Exchange.]
"Differential Amount" means the Differential Amount as calculated or, respectively,
specified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 4 of the Special Conditions.
[The "Dividend Deduction" reflects the rate deduction, which affects [a component of] the
Underlying due to a Dividend Payment. It is with respect to a Dividend Adjustment Date an
amount in the Underlying Currency determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] on the basis of the dividend resolution
of the Issuer of the [relevant component of the] Underlying which height depends on the
Dividend Payment taking in consideration Taxes pursuant to § 3 of the General Conditions or
other levies and costs.]
["Eurozone" means the countries and territories listed in the Annex of Council Regulation
(EC) No. 974/98 of 3 May 1998 on the introduction of the Euro, in its current version.]
"Exercise Date" means [each Trading Day][the last Trading Day of the month of
[January][Insert Month] of each year].
"Exercise Right" means the Exercise Right as specified in § 3 (1) of the Special Conditions.
["Expiry Date [(Data di Scadenza)]" means the "Expiry Date" as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
"Financing Costs" means for each calendar day the product of:
(a)

the Strike on the First Trade Date (up to the first Financing Costs Adjustment Date
after the [First Trade Date][Issue Date] (including)) or, the Strike on the last Financing
Costs Adjustment Date immediately preceding the respective calendar day
(excluding), as the case may be, and

(b)

[the sum (in the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data) or, respectively, the
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difference (in the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data) of the respective
Reference Rate, applicable to the respective calendar day,] and the respective Risk
Management Fee, applicable to the respective calendar day, in per cent. per annum,
divided by 365.
"Financing Costs Adjustment Date" means every of the following days:
(a)

the first Trading Day of each month (each such day a "Adjustment Date"), [and] [or]

[(b)

the day, on which [a component of] the Underlying is traded on the Relevant
Exchange for the first time ex dividend (in the following also referred to as "Dividend
Adjustment Date"), [and] [or] ]

[(b)

[each] [the day after each] [the Calculation Date after each] Roll Over Date [and] [or]]

([●])

the day, on which an adjustment pursuant to § 8 of the Special Conditions becomes
effective.

"First Trade Date" means the First Trade Date [from the specified time] [as specified in § 1
of the Product and Underlying Data.] [as specified in the admission notice published by [insert
relevant market(s)].]
["Futures Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available or could have been determined;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

no suitable substitute for the Reference Market is available or could have been
determined; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in
the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§
315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith];

(c)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(d)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency[;

(e)

the specification of the Reference Rate is finally ceased][;

([●])

on [a] [or] [the [calendar day] [Calculation Date] [prior to] [after] [a]] Roll Over Date
a Market Disruption Event occurs or prevails and continues until the [[●] Calculation
Date prior to the] [last Trading Day] [●] of the Relevant Futures Contract at the
Reference Market] [insert other relevant date][;

([●])

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (2) or (3) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

["Fixing Sponsor" means the Fixing Sponsor as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate as published [[Insert] [p.m.] [a.m.]
[Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
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["FX (1)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (1) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX (2)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (2) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX Calculation Date" means each day on which [FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are]
published by the Fixing Sponsor.]
["FX Call Event" means each of the following events:
[(a)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders,]

[([●]) no suitable New Fixing Sponsor (as specified in § 9 (1) of the Special Conditions) or
Replacement Exchange Rate (as specified in § 9 (2) of the Special Conditions) is
available, whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith];]
[([●])] due to the occurrence of special circumstances or force majeure (such as catastrophes,
war, terror, insurgency, restrictions on payment transactions, entering of the currency
used for the calculation into the European Economic Monetary Union, withdrawing of
the relevant country from the European Economic Monetary Union and other
circumstances having a comparable impact on the [Underlying [or its components]]
[FX Exchange Rate] [FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX Exchange Rate (2)]) the
reliable determination of [the Reference Price] [or] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)] [or]
[the Relevant Price] is impossible or impracticable [for the Calculation Agent][[,][or]
([●])

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s]] [, or

([●])

the specification of the Reference Rate is finally ceased].]

["FX (final)" means FX on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX (1) (final)" means FX (1) on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX (2) (final)" means FX (2) on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX Market Disruption Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the failure of the Fixing Sponsor to publish [the Reference Price] [the [official] fixing
of at least one of the components of the Underlying] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)];

(b)

the suspension or restriction in foreign exchange trading for at least one of the [two]
currencies quoted [against the [Underlying] [Base] Currency] as a part of [the
Underlying] [or] [the FX Exchange Rate] [the FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX
Exchange Rate (2)] (including options or futures contracts) or the restriction of the
convertibility of [at least one of these currencies] [the currencies quoted as a
component of [this] [these] exchange rate[s]] or the effective impossibility [for the
Calculation Agent] of obtaining a quotation of such exchange rate[s];

(c)

any other events with commercial effects which are similar to the events listed above;

to the extent that the above-mentioned events are material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith].]
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["FX Screen Page" means the FX Screen Page as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX Valuation Date" means the [Final Valuation Date] [FX Calculation Date] [immediately
following the] [respective Valuation Date]. [If the FX Valuation Date is not a FX Calculation
Date the immediately following Banking Day which is a FX Calculation Date shall be the FX
Valuation Date.]]
["FX Exchange Rate" means the FX Exchange Rate as specified [for the respective
Underlying Currency] in § [●] of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (1)" means the FX Exchange Rate (1) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (2)" means the FX Exchange Rate (2) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer is not able to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith]; or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

under conditions which are economically substantially equivalent to those on the First Trade
Date.]
["Increased Costs of Hedging" means that the Issuer has to pay a substantially higher amount
of taxes, duties, expenditures and fees (with the exception of broker fees) compared to the
First Trade Date in order to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith] or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

whereas cost increases due to a deterioration of the credit-worthiness of the Issuer are not
considered as Increased Costs of Hedging.]
["Index Calculation Agent" means the Index Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Index Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available; whether this is the case shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith];

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency;
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(d)

the specification of the Reference Rate is finally ceased[;

(e)

no suitable substitute for the Index Sponsor and/or the Index Calculation Agent is available;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [;

(f)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 [(2)] [or] [(3)] [(e.g. no suitable Replacement Underlying is
available)] of the Special Conditions is not possible or not reasonable with regard to the Issuer
and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation
Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion
(§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith]].]
["Index Sponsor" means the Index Sponsor as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
["Issuing Agent" means the Issuing Agent as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
"Issue Date" means the Issue Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Knock-out Amount" is the Knock-out Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
The "Knock-out Barrier" is always equal to the Strike. The initial Knock-out Barrier is
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred if [the price of the Underlying, as published by the
Relevant Exchange] [the price of the Underlying, as published by the Reference Market] [the
price of the Underlying, as published by the Index Sponsor or, respectively, the Index
Calculation Agent] [the Relevant Price of the Underlying] [the price [of the Underlying], as
published on the Screen Page for the Continuous Observation (or any successor page, which
the Calculation Agent notifies pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions) (the "Relevant
Price"),] with continuous observation starting on the First Trade Date (including) at any time
[during the Relevant Period][on a Calculation Date][on a Trading Day][from the Beginning of
the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date]
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
is on or below the Knock-out Barrier.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
is on or above the Knock-out Barrier.
"Market Disruption Event" means [FX Market Disruption Event.] [each of the following
events:

[In the case of shares (including Depository Receipts) as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the failure of the Relevant Exchange to open for trading during its regular trading
sessions;

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in the Underlying on the Relevant Exchange;

(c)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on
the Determining Futures Exchange;]
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[In the case of indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading on the exchanges or the markets on
which the [securities that form the basis of the Underlying][components of the
Underlying] are listed or traded, or on the respective futures exchanges or on the
markets on which Derivatives of the Underlying are listed or traded;

(b)

in relation to [individual securities which form the basis of the Underlying][the
components of the Underlying], the suspension or restriction of trading on the
exchanges or on the markets on which such [securities][components] are traded or on
the respective futures exchange or the markets on which derivatives of such
[securities][components] are traded;

(c)

in relation to individual Derivatives of the Underlying, the suspension or restriction of
trading on the futures exchanges or the markets on which such derivatives are traded;

(d)

the suspension of or failure or the non-publication of the calculation of the Underlying
as a result of a decision by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent;]

[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the suspension or the restriction of trading or the price determination of the Underlying
on the Reference Market

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on the
Determining Futures Exchange][,] [or

(c)

the non-availability or the non-publication of a Reference Price, which is required for
the calculations or, as the case may be, specifications described in these Terms and
Conditions,]

to the extent that such Market Disruption Event is material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the [Relevant Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the
Determining Futures Exchange, shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that
the restriction occurs due to a previously announced change in the rules of the [Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures Exchange.]
[In the case of futures contracts as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the termination, suspension or restriction of trading or the price determination of the
Underlying on the Reference Market[,] [or]

[(b)

the termination, suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying
on the Determining Futures Exchange[,] [or]]

[([●]) the non-availability or the non-publication of a Reference Price, which is required for
the calculations or, as the case may be, specifications described in these Terms and
Conditions,]
to the extent that such Market Disruption Event is material whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the Reference Market [or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures
Exchange], shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that the restriction occurs
due to a previously announced change in the rules of the Reference Market [or, as the case
may be, the Determining Futures Exchange].]
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["Maximum Roll Over Costs" means the Maximum Roll Over Costs as specified in § 2 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
"Minimum Amount" means the Minimum Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Minimum Exercise Amount" means the Minimum Exercise Amount as specified in § 1 of
the Product and Underlying Data.
["New Reference Price" means the Reference Price of the New Relevant Futures Contract [on
the [Calculation Date prior to the] Roll Over Date].]
["New Relevant Futures Contract" means the Relevant Futures Contract which is applicable
immediately prior to the respective Roll Over.]
["Numerator Currency" means the Numerator Currency as specified in § 2 of the Product
and Underlying Data.]
"Principal Paying Agent" means the Principal Paying Agent as specified in § 2 (1) of the
General Conditions.
"Ratio" means the Ratio as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
["Reference Asset" means the Reference Asset to which the Underlying is linked. The
Reference Asset is specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]]
["Reference Banks" means [four] [five] [●] major banks in the interbank market at the
Reference Rate Financial Canter, which will be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law,
insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]
["Reference Market" means the Reference Market as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Reference Price" means [FX.] [the Reference Price of the Underlying [expressed in the
Underlying Currency and] as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data [and as
published by the Reference Market] [and as published by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen
Page]. [the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same
expiry as [the respective] Valuation Date of the Securities or if unaivalable the opening price
of the Underlying calculated by the Index Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the
[respective] Valuation Date (the "Settlement Price").]
[In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "Yes" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same expiry as
the [respective] Valuation Date of the Securities, as published by Determining Futures
Exchange, or if unaivalable the opening price of the Underlying calculated by the Index
Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the [respective] Valuation Date (the
"Settlement Price").
In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "No" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
[the Opening Price] [the Closing Price]]]
["Reference Price" means the quotient of (i) FX (1) divided by FX (2), as calculated by the
Calculation Agent.]
[In the case of Securities, with currency exchange rates as Underlying, the following applies:
The "Reference Rate" will be newly specified by the Calculation Agent on each Adjustment
Date and is for each period starting with the respective Adjustment Date (excluding) up to the
immediately following Adjustment Date (including) the difference between:
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(i)

the offer rate (expressed as per cent. per annum) for deposits in [the Underlying
Currency] [the Numerator Currency] for the maturity of one month, which appears on
the Reference Rate Screen Page [(1)] as of the Reference Rate Time [(1)], on the last
Trade Day of the immediately preceding calendar month (each such date an "Interest
Determination Date"), and

(ii)

the offer rate (expressed as per cent. per annum) for deposits in [the Numerator
Currency] [Underlying Currency] for the maturity of one month, which appears on the
Reference Rate Screen Page [(2)] as of the Reference Rate Time [(2)], on the Interest
Determination Date.

If at the time specified [the] [one or both] Reference Rate Screen Page[s] [is] [are] not
available or do not display such offer rate(s), the Calculation Agent will determine the
respective offer rate(s) [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith].]
[In the case of Securities, where the Underlying is a Share, an Index, a commodity or, if applicable, a
futures contract, the following applies:
The "Reference Rate" will be newly specified by the Calculation Agent on each Adjustment
Date and is for each period starting with the respective Adjustment Date (excluding) up to the
immediately following Adjustment Date (including) the offer rate (expressed as per cent. per
annum) for deposits in the Underlying Currency for the maturity of one month, which appears
on the Reference Rate Screen Page as of the Reference Rate Time, on the last Trade Day of
the immediately preceding calendar month (each such date an "Interest Determination
Date").
If the Reference Rate Screen Page is not available at the Reference Rate Time, or if such offer
rate does not appear on the Reference Rate Screen Page, the Calculation Agent will request
[each of the Reference Banks] [the principal offices of the Reference Banks in the Reference
Rate Financial Centre] to provide its rates, offered to prime banks in the interbank market at
the Reference Rate Financial Centre at approximately the Reference Rate Time, on the
respective Interest Determination Date for deposits in the Underlying Currency for the
maturity of one month in a representative amount.
If at least two of the Reference Banks provide the Calculation Agent with such quotations, the
respective Reference Rate will be the arithmetic mean (rounded if necessary to the nearest one
[thousandth] [●] of a percentage point, with [0.0005] [●] being rounded upwards) of such
quotations.
If on any Interest Determination Date only one or none of the Reference Banks provides the
Calculation Agent with such quotations, the Calculation Agent will determine the Reference
Rate [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§
315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed
by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]
["Reference Rate Financial Centre" means the Reference Rate Financial Centre, as specified
[for the relevant Underlying Currency] in § [●] of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Reference Rate Screen Page [(1)]" means the Reference Rate Screen Page [(1)], as
specified [for the relevant [Underlying Currency] [Numerator Currency]] in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data (or on any successor page, which will be notified by the
Calculation Agent pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions).]
["Reference Rate Screen Page (2)" means the Reference Rate Screen Page (2), as specified
[for the relevant [Underlying Currency] [Numerator Currency]] in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data (or on any successor page, which will be notified by the Calculation Agent
pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions).]
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["Reference Rate Time [(1)]" means the Reference Rate Time [(1)], as specified [for the
relevant [Underlying Currency] [Numerator Currency]] in § [●] of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
["Reference Rate Time (2)" means the Reference Rate Time (2), as specified [for the relevant
[Underlying Currency] [Numerator Currency]] in § [●] of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Registered Benchmark Administrator" means that the Underlying is administered by an
administrator who is registered in a register pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark
Regulation as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Registered Benchmark Administrator for Reference Rate [(1)]" means that the
Reference Rate [(1)] is administered by an administrator who is registered in a register
pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark Regulation as specified in § [1][2] of the Product
Data.]
["Registered Benchmark Administrator for Reference Rate (2)" means that the Reference
Rate (2) is administered by an administrator who is registered in a register pursuant to Article
36 of the Benchmark Regulation as specified in § 2 of the Product Data.]
["Relevant Exchange" means [the [Relevant Exchange as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data].] [the exchange, on which the components of the Underlying are traded,
such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions in accordance with such components' liquidity.]
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Relevant Exchange, such as a
final discontinuation of the quotation of the Underlying [or, respectively its components] at the
Relevant Exchange and the quotation at a different stock exchange or a considerably restricted
number or liquidity, the Relevant Exchange shall be substituted as the Relevant Exchange by
another exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Underlying (the "Substitute
Exchange"); such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. In this case, any reference to the
Relevant Exchange in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to
the Substitute Exchange.]
["Relevant Futures Contract" means [as of the First Trade Date] [as of the Issue Date] the
Futures Contract as specified in the "Underlying" column in § 2 of the Product and Underlying
Data. At [the [calendar day] [Calculation Date] after] each Roll Over Date [at the Roll Over
Time] the Relevant Futures Contract will be replaced by [the] [another] futures contract [as
specified in the "Underlying" column in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data] [at the
Reference Market] [with the next following expiry date] [[,] [and] which is linked to the same
Reference Asset] [and] [having a remaining term of at least [one month] [●]] (the "New
Relevant Futures Contract"), which, as of this point in time, shall be deemed to be the
Relevant Futures Contracts and as such the Underlying ("Roll Over"). [The New Relevant
Futures Contract will be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] and published pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions.]]]
["Relevant Period" means the Relevant Period as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
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["Relevant Price" means any
[In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [bid] price [(to be found under [insert details])]
[In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [ask] price [(to be found under [insert details])]
for the Underlying, as published on the Screen Page for the Continuous Observation (or on
any successor page, which will be notified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 6 of the
General Conditions) and as determined by the Calculation Agent.]
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price on the respective Valuation Date.
"Risk Management Fee" means a value expressed in percentage per year, which forms the
risk premium for the Issuer. The Initial Risk Management Fee for the First Trade Date is
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data. The Calculation Agent adjusts the Risk
Management Fee on each Adjustment Date [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: within its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed
by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith] to the current market circumstances so that the ratio of the Risk
Management Fee to the relevant market parameters (especially volatility of the Underlying,
liquidity of the Underlying, hedging costs and lending costs (if any)) remains substantially
unchanged. The adjusted Risk Management Fee is valid during the period of the respective
Adjustment Date (excluding) to the immediately following Adjustment Date (including). The
Calculation Agent shall after its specification notify the valid Risk Management Fee in each
case pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.
["Roll Over Costs" means an amount expressed in the Underlying Currency, as determined by
the Calculation Agent at each Roll Over Adjustment in a range of 0% (including) and a
maximum of the Maximum Roll Over Costs (including).
The Roll Over Costs will be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] and reflect the expenses incurred by the Issuer
in connection with a corresponding adjustment of its transactions, which it deems necessary in
order to hedge its price and other risks under the Securities.]
["Roll Over Date" means [the [[fifth] [tenth] [●] Calculation Date prior to the last] [last]
[Trading Day] [●] of the Relevant Futures Contract on the Reference Market] [insert other
date]] [each Roll Over Date as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data].]
["Roll Over Time" means [[●] (Munich local time)] [insert other time] on the respective Roll
Over Date.]
["Screen Page for the Continuous Observation" means the Screen Page for the Continuous
Observation as specified in § [●] of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Security Holder" means the holder of a Security.
["Settlement Cycle" means the period of Clearance System Business Days following a
transaction on the Relevant Exchange [in the Underlying] [of the securities that form the basis
of the Underlying], during which period settlement will customarily occur according to the
rules of such Relevant Exchange.]
["Share Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange is finally ceased and no
Substitute Exchange could be determined; whether this is the case shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in
its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
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Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];
(b)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange no longer occurs in the
Underlying Currency;

(c)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(d)

the specification of the Reference Rate is finally ceased[;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (1) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders;whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

"Specified Currency" means the Specified Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Strike" means
(a)

on the First Trade Date the Initial Strike as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data,

(b)

on each calendar day, following the First Trade Date, the sum of (i) the Strike on the
day immediately preceding this calendar day and (ii) the Financing Costs[, or,
respectively][,][.]

[(c)

on each Dividend Adjustment Date the difference of:

[(c)]

(i)

the Strike, specified in accordance with the aforementioned method for this
Dividend Adjustment Date, and

(ii)

the Dividend Deduction for this Dividend Adjustment Date (the "Dividend
Adjustment").]

on [the calendar day after] [the Calculation Date after] each Roll Over Date [after the
Roll Over Time] the difference of:
(i)

the Strike as specified in accordance with the aforementioned method for this
date, and

(ii)

the difference from the Current Reference Price and the New Reference Price
(the "Roll Over Adjustment")
[(in the case of Securities for which "call" is specified [in the column
"Call/Put"] in the table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data):
minus
(in the case of Securities for which "put" is specified [in the column
"Call/Put"] in the table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data): plus
the Roll Over Costs].]

The Strike shall be rounded up or down to [six decimals] [●], with [0.0000005] [●] being
rounded upwards and shall never be less than zero.
The Calculation Agent will publish the Strike after its specification on the Website of the
Issuer under the respective product details.
"Terms and Conditions" means the terms and conditions of these Securities as set out in the
General Conditions (Part A), the Product and Underlying Data (Part B) and the Special
Conditions (Part C).
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"Trading Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the trading
system [XETRA®][or][Borsa Italiana (SeDeX MTF) market] [or] [EuroTLX market] is open
for business.
"Underlying" means [the [[FX] Exchange Rate][Underlying] as specified [in the "Underlying"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data. [The Underlying is specified
by the Index Sponsor and is calculated by the Index Calculation Agent.]] [the respective
Relevant Futures Contract.]
"Underlying Currency" means the Underlying Currency as specified in § 2 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Valuation Date" means
[[In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "Yes" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data: the Calculation
Date immediately following the Exercise Date on which the Exercise Right has been
effectively exercised, or the Calculation Date immediately following the Call Date, as the case
may be, on which the Issuer has exercised its Regular Call Right.
In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "No" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:]
the Exercise Date on which the Exercise Right has been effectively exercised, or the Call Date,
as the case may be, on which the Issuer has exercised its Regular Call Right.]
[the Calculation Date immediately following the Exercise Date on which the Exercise Right
has been effectively exercised, or the Calculation Date immediately following the Call Date,
as the case may be, on which the Issuer has exercised its Regular Call Right.]
If this day is not a Calculation Date, the immediately next following Banking Day which is a
Calculation Date shall be the Valuation Date.
"Website[s] for Notices" means the Website(s) for Notices as specified in § 1 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Website[s] of the Issuer" means the Website(s) of the Issuer as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
§2
Interest
The Securities do not bear interest.
§3
Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Exercise Notice, [Suspension of the Exercise Right,]
Payment
(1)

Exercise Right: Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Security Holder shall be
entitled, according to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities, to demand for each
Security the payment of the Differential Amount from the Issuer.

(2)

Exercise: The Exercise Right can be exercised by the Security Holder on each Exercise Date
prior to [●] [10:00 a.m.] (Munich local time) pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (4) of
this § 3.

(3)

Knock-out: Upon the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Exercise Right forfeits and the
Knock-out Amount will be paid for each Security.

(4)

Exercise Notice: The Exercise Right shall be exercised by the Security Holder by transmission
of a duly completed written Exercise Notice (the "Exercise Notice") to the Principal Paying
Agent possibly per facsimile, using the form of notice which may be obtained from the
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Website of the Issuer or, respectively by specifying all information and declarations to the
facsimile number set out in such form of notice and by transferring the Securities stated in the
Exercise Notice to the account of the Issuer, which is set out in the respective form of the
Exercise Notice. For this purpose the Security Holder must instruct its depositary bank, which
is responsible for the order of the transfer of the specified Securities.
The Exercise Right is deemed to be effectively exercised on that day on which (i) the Principal
Paying Agent receives the duly completed Exercise Notice prior to [●] [10:00 a.m.] (Munich
local time) and (ii) the Securities specified in the Exercise Notice will be credited to the
account of the Issuer prior to [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local time).
For Securities, for which a duly completed Exercise Notice has been transmitted in time, but
which has been credited to the Issuer's account after [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local time), the
Exercise Right is deemed to be effectively exercised on that Banking Day, on which the
Securities will be credited to the account of the Issuer prior to [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local
time).
For Securities, for which a Security Holder transmits an Exercise Notice, which does not
comply with the aforementioned provisions, or, if the Securities specified in the Exercise
Notice have been credited to the Issuer's Account after [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local time) of
the [fifth] [insert number of days] Banking Day following the transmission of the Exercise
Notice, the Exercise Right is deemed to be not effectively exercised.
The amount of the Securities for which the Exercise Right shall be exercised, must comply
with the Minimum Exercise Amount or an integral multiple thereof. Otherwise the amount of
the Securities specified in the Exercise Notice will be rounded down to the nearest multiple of
the Minimum Exercise Amount and the Exercise Right is deemed to be not effectively
exercised with regard to the amount of Securities exceeding such amount. An Exercise Notice
on fewer Securities than the Minimum Exercise Amount is invalid and has no effect.
Securities received by the Issuer and for which no effective Exercise Notice exists or the
Exercise Right deems to be not effectively exercised, will be retransferred by the Issuer
without undue delay at the expense of the relevant Security Holder.
Subject to the aforementioned provisions, the transmission of an Exercise Notice constitutes
an irrevocable declaration of intent of the relevant Security Holder to exercise the respective
Securities.
[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(5)

Suspension of the Exercise Right: The Exercise Right cannot be exercised:
(a)

during the period between the day, on which the company specified [in the
"Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data (the
"Company") publishes an offer to its shareholders to acquire (a) new shares or (b)
warrants or other securities with conversion or option rights on shares of the Company,
and the first day after the expiration of the period determined for the exercise of the
purchase right;

(b)

prior and after the shareholders' meeting of the Company, in the period from (and
including) the last depositary day for shares and to (and including) the third Banking
Day after the shareholders' meeting.

If the exercise of the Exercise Right is suspended on an Exercise Day according to the
previous sentence, the Exercise Date will be postponed to the first Banking Day after such
suspension.]
([●])

Payment: The Differential Amount will be paid five Banking Days after the respective
Valuation Date pursuant to the provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
The Knock-out Amount will be paid five Banking Days after the day, on which the Knock-out
Event has occurred, pursuant to the provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
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§4
Differential Amount
(1)

Differential Amount: The Differential Amount per Security equals an amount in the Specified
Currency, which will be calculated or, respectively, specified by the Calculation Agent as
follows:
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Relevant Reference Price - Strike) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x]
FX (1) (final)] [/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Strike - Relevant Reference Price) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x]
FX (1) (final)] [/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.]

(2)

When calculating or, respectively, determining the Differential Amount, no fees, commissions
or other costs charged by the Issuer or a third party authorised by the Issuer, will be taken into
account.]
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X-Turbo Securities
[Option 5: In the case of X-Turbo Securities, the following applies:
§1
Definitions
"Adjustment Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

changes in the relevant Index Concept or the calculation of an Underlying, that result
in a new relevant Index Concept or calculation of the respective Underlying being no
longer economically equivalent to the original relevant Index Concept or the original
calculation of the respective Underlying; whether this is the case shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in
its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the calculation or publication of an Underlying is finally discontinued, or replaced by
another index (the "Index Replacement Event");

(c)

due to circumstances for which the Issuer is not responsible, the Issuer is no longer
entitled to use an Underlying as basis for the calculations or, respectively,
specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities (an "Index
Usage Event"); an Index Usage Event is also the termination of the license to use the
respective Underlying due to an unacceptable increase in license fees;

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs;

(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on an Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].

"Banking Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearing
System and the Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross settlement Express TransferSystem (TARGET2) ("TARGET2") are open for business.
["Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Day of the Knock-out Period"
means the time specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date" means the time
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Calculation Agent" means the Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 (2) of the General
Conditions.
"Calculation Date" means each day on which the Reference Price is published by the Index
Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent, as the case may be.
["Call Event" means Index Call Event.]
["Change in Law" means that due to
(a)

the coming into effect of changes in laws or regulations (including but not limited to
tax laws or capital market provisions) or

(b)

a change in relevant case law or administrative practice (including the administrative
practice of the tax or financial supervisory authorities),

if such changes become effective on or after the First Trade Date,
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[(a)]

the holding, acquisition or sale of the respective Underlying or assets that are needed
in order to hedge price risks or other risks with respect to its obligations under the
Securities is or becomes wholly or partially illegal for the Issuer [or

(b)

the costs associated with the obligations under the Securities have increased
substantially (including but not limited to an increase in tax obligations, the reduction
of tax benefits or other negative consequences with regard to tax treatment)],

The Issuer determines [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] whether this is the case.]
"Clearance System" means the principal domestic clearance system customarily used for
settling trades in the securities that form the basis of the Underlying1 as determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable
discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert:
acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].
"Clearance System Business Day" means, with respect to the Clearance System, any day
(other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which such Clearance System is open for the acceptance
and execution of settlement instructions.
"Clearing System" means [Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main ("CBF")]
[Clearstream Banking S.A., Luxembourg ("CBL") and Euroclear Bank SA/NV ("Euroclear
Bank") (CBL and Euroclear are individually referred to as an "ICSD" (International Central
Securities Depository) and, collectively, the "ICSDs")] [Euroclear France SA ("Euroclear
France")] [Monte Titoli S.p.A., with offices in Piazza degli Affari no. 6, Milan, Italy ("Monte
Titoli")] [Insert other Clearing System(s)].
"Determining Futures Exchange" for an Underlying means the [options and/or] futures
exchange, on which respective derivatives of the respective Underlying or – if derivatives on
the respective Underlying are not traded – its components (the "Derivatives") are most
liquidly traded, such [options and/or] futures exchange shall be determined by the Calculation
Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§
315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed
by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] by way of notice
pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Determining Futures Exchange,
such as a final discontinuation of derivatives' quotation linked to the respective Underlying or
to its components at the Determining Futures Exchange or a considerably restricted number or
liquidity, it shall be substituted as the Determining Futures Exchange by another [options
and/or] futures exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Derivatives (the
"Substitute Futures Exchange"); such [options and/or] futures exchange shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith]. In the event of such substitution, any reference to the Determining Futures Exchange in
the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to the Substitute Futures
Exchange.
"Differential Amount" means the Differential Amount as calculated or, respectively,
specified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 4 of the Special Conditions.
"Exercise Right" means the Exercise Right as specified in § 3 (1) of the Special Conditions.
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["Expiry Date [(Data di Scadenza)]" means the "Expiry Date" as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
"Final Payment Date" means the "Final Payment Date" as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Final Valuation Date" means the Final Valuation Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data. If the Final Valuation Date is not a Calculation Date the immediately
following Banking Day which is a Calculation Date shall be the Final Valuation Date.
"First Day of the Knock-out Period" means the First Day of the Knock-out Period as
specified in § 1 of the Product und Underlying Data.
"First Trade Date" means the First Trade Date [from the specified time] [as specified in § 1
of the Product and Underlying Data.] [as specified in the admission notice published by [insert
relevant market(s)].]
["Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer is not able to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith]; or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

under conditions which are economically substantially equivalent to those on the First Trade
Date.]
["Increased Costs of Hedging" means that the Issuer has to pay a substantially higher amount
of taxes, duties, expenditures and fees (with the exception of broker fees) compared to the
First Trade Date in order to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith] or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

whereas cost increases due to a deterioration of the credit-worthiness of the Issuer are not
considered as Increased Costs of Hedging.]
"Index Calculation Agent" means the Index Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
["Index Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];
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(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency;

(d)

no suitable substitute for the Index Sponsor and/or the Index Calculation Agent is
available; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] [;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 [(2)] [or] [(3)] [(e.g. no suitable Replacement
Underlying is available)] of the Special Conditions is not possible or not reasonable
with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

"Index Sponsor" means the Index Sponsor as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying
Data.
["Issuing Agent" means the Issuing Agent as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
"Issue Date" means the Issue Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Knock-out Amount" is the Knock-out Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Knock-out Barrier" means the Knock-out Barrier as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred if (i) either the price of the Underlying1, as published by
the Index Sponsor or, respectively, the Index Calculation Agent, or (ii) the price of the
Underlying2, as published by the Index Sponsor or, respectively, the Index Calculation Agent,
with continuous observation during the Knock-out Period at any time [during the Relevant
Period][from the Beginning of the Knock-out Observation [on the First Trade Date] [on the
First Day of the Knock-out Period]]
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
is on or below the Knock-out Barrier.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
is on or above the Knock-out Barrier.
"Knock-out Period" means each Calculation Date from the First Day of the Knock-out Period
[(including)] [from the Beginning of the Knock-out Observation [on the First Trade Date] [on
the First Day of the Knock-out Period]] to the Final Valuation Date up to the time of the
publication of the Relevant Reference Price by the Index Sponsor or, respectively the Index
Calculation Agent (including).
"Market Disruption Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading on the exchanges or the markets on
which the [securities that form the basis of the Underlying1][components of the
Underlying1] are listed or traded, or on the respective futures exchanges or on the
markets on which Derivatives of the Underlying1 are listed or traded;

(b)

in relation to individual [securities which form the basis of the
Underlying1][components of the Underlying1], the suspension or restriction of trading
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on the exchanges or on the markets on which such [securities][components] are traded
or on the respective futures exchange or the markets on which derivatives of such
[securities][components] are traded;
(c)

in relation to individual Derivatives of the Underlying1, the suspension or restriction of
trading on the futures exchanges or the markets on which such derivatives are traded;

(d)

the suspension of or failure or the non-publication of the calculation of the
Underlying1 as a result of a decision by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation
Agent;

to the extent that such Market Disruption Event occurs in the last hour prior to the normal
calculation of the Reference Price, which is relevant for the Securities, and continues at the
point of time of the normal calculation and is material ; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the Relevant Exchange or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures
Exchange, shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that the restriction occurs
due to a previously announced change in the rules of the Relevant Exchange or, as the case
may be, the Determining Futures Exchange.
"Minimum Amount" means the Minimum Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Principal Paying Agent" means the Principal Paying Agent as specified in § 2 (1) of the
General Conditions.
"Ratio" means the Ratio as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Reference Price" means the Reference Price of the Underlying1 as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
["Registered Benchmark Administrator" means that the Underlying is administered by an
administrator who is registered in a register pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark
Regulationas specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Relevant Exchange" means the exchange, on which the components of the Underlying1 are
traded, such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions in accordance with such components' liquidity.
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Relevant Exchange, such as a
final discontinuation of the quotation of the components of the Underlying1 at the Relevant
Exchange and the quotation at a different stock exchange or a considerably restricted number
or liquidity, the Relevant Exchange shall be substituted as the Relevant Exchange by another
exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Underlying (the "Substitute
Exchange"); such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. In this case, any reference to the
Relevant Exchange in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to
the Substitute Exchange. In the event of a substitution, any reference in the Terms and
Conditions of these Securities to the Relevant Exchange shall be deemed to refer to the
Substitute Exchange. ["Relevant Period" means the Relevant Period as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
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"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date.
"Security Holder" means the holder of a Security.
"Settlement Cycle" means the period of Clearance System Business Days following a
transaction on the Relevant Exchange of the securities that form the basis of the Underlying1,
during which period settlement will customarily occur according to the rules of that Relevant
Exchange.
"Specified Currency" means the Specified Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Strike" means the Strike as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Terms and Conditions" means the terms and conditions of these Securities as set out in the
General Conditions (Part A), the Product and Underlying Data (Part B) and the Special
Conditions (Part C).
"Underlyings" are together the Underlying1 and the Underlying2.
"Underlying1" means the Underlying1, as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Underlying2" means the Underlying2, as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
The Underlyings shall be specified by the Index Sponsor and calculated by the Index
Calculation Agent.
"Underlying Currency" means the Underlying Currency as specified in § 2 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Valuation Date" means the Final Valuation Date.
"Website[s] for Notices" means the Website(s) for Notices as specified in § 1 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Website[s] of the Issuer" means the Website(s) of the Issuer as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
§2
Interest
The Securities do not bear interest.
§3
Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Payment
(1)

Exercise Right: Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Security Holder shall be
entitled, according to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities, to demand for each
Security the payment of the Differential Amount from the Issuer.

(2)

Exercise: Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Exercise Right will be
automatically exercised on the Final Valuation Date.

(3)

Knock-out: Upon the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Exercise Right forfeits and the
Knock-out Amount will be paid for each Security.

(4)

Payment: The Differential Amount will be paid on the Final Payment Date pursuant to the
provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
The Knock-out Amount will be paid five Banking Days after the day, on which the Knock-out
Event has occurred, pursuant to the provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
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§4
Differential Amount
(1)

Differential Amount: The Differential Amount per Security equals an amount in the Specified
Currency, which will be calculated or, respectively, specified by the Calculation Agent as
follows:
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Relevant Reference Price - Strike) x Ratio
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Strike - Relevant Reference Price) x Ratio
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.

(2)

When calculating or, respectively, determining the Differential Amount, no fees, commissions
or other costs charged by the Issuer or a third party authorised by the Issuer, will be taken into
account.]
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X-Turbo Open End Securities
[Option 6: In the case of X-Turbo Open End Securities, the following applies:
§1
Definitions
"Adjustment Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

changes in the relevant Index Concept or the calculation of an Underlying, that result
in a new relevant Index Concept or calculation of the respective Underlying being no
longer economically equivalent to the original relevant Index Concept or the original
calculation of the respective Underlying; whether this is the case shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in
its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the calculation or publication of an Underlying is finally discontinued, or replaced by
another index (the "Index Replacement Event");

(c)

due to circumstances for which the Issuer is not responsible, the Issuer is no longer
entitled to use an Underlying as basis for the calculations or, respectively,
specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities (an "Index
Usage Event"); an Index Usage Event is also termination of the license to use the
respective Underlying due to an unacceptable increase in license fees;

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs;

(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on an Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].

"Banking Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearing
System and the Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross settlement Express TransferSystem (TARGET2) ("TARGET2") are open for business.
["Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date" means the time
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Calculation Agent" means the Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 (2) of the General
Conditions.
"Calculation Date" means each day on which the Reference Price is published by the Index
Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent, as the case may be.
["Call Event" means Index Call Event.]
["Change in Law" means that due to
(a)

the coming into effect of changes in laws or regulations (including but not limited to
tax laws or capital market provisions) or

(b)

a change in relevant case law or administrative practice (including the administrative
practice of the tax or financial supervisory authorities),

if such changes become effective on or after the First Trade Date,
[(a)]

the holding, acquisition or sale of the respective Underlying or assets that are needed
in order to hedge price risks or other risks with respect to its obligations under the
Securities is or becomes wholly or partially illegal for the Issuer [or
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(b)

the costs associated with the obligations under the Securities have increased
substantially (including but not limited to an increase in tax obligations, the reduction
of tax benefits or other negative consequences with regard to tax treatment)],

The Issuer determines [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] whether this is the case.]
"Clearance System" means the principal domestic clearance system customarily used for
settling trades in the securities that form the basis of the Underlying1 as determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable
discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert:
acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].
"Clearance System Business Day" means, with respect to the Clearance System, any day
(other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which such Clearance System is open for the acceptance
and execution of settlement instructions.
"Clearing System" means [Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main ("CBF")]
[Clearstream Banking S.A., Luxembourg ("CBL") and Euroclear Bank SA/NV ("Euroclear
Bank") (CBL and Euroclear are individually referred to as an "ICSD" (International Central
Securities Depository) and, collectively, the "ICSDs")] [Euroclear France SA ("Euroclear
France")] [Monte Titoli S.p.A., with offices in Piazza degli Affari no. 6, Milan, Italy ("Monte
Titoli")] [Insert other Clearing System(s)].
"Determining Futures Exchange" for an Underlying means the [options and/or] futures
exchange, on which respective derivatives of the respective Underlying or – if derivatives on
the respective Underlying are not traded – its components (the "Derivatives") are mostly
liquidly traded, such [options and/or] futures exchange shall be determined by the Calculation
Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§
315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed
by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] by way of notice
pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions. In the case of a material change in the market
conditions at the Determining Futures Exchange, such as a final discontinuation of derivatives'
quotation linked to the respective Underlying or to its components at the Determining Futures
Exchange or a considerably restricted number or liquidity, it shall be substituted as the
Determining Futures Exchange by another [options and/or] futures exchange that offers
satisfactorily liquid trading in the Derivatives (the "Substitute Futures Exchange"); such
[options and/or] futures exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. In the event of such substitution, any
reference to the Determining Futures Exchange in the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities shall be deemed to refer to the Substitute Futures Exchange.
"Differential Amount" means the Differential Amount as calculated or, respectively,
specified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 4 of the Special Conditions.
"Eurozone" means the countries and territories listed in the Annex of Council Regulation
(EC) No. 974/98 of 3 May 1998 on the introduction of the Euro, in its current version.
"Exercise Date" means [each Trading Day][the last Trading Day of the month of
[January][Insert Month] of each year].
"Exercise Right" means the Exercise Right as specified in § 3 (1) of the Special Conditions.
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["Expiry Date [(Data di Scadenza)]" means the "Expiry Date" as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
"Financing Costs" means for each calendar day the product of:
(a)

the Strike on the First Trade Date (up to the first Financing Costs Adjustment Date
after the [First Trade Date][Issue Date] (including)) or, the Strike on the last Financing
Costs Adjustment Date immediately preceding the respective calendar day
(excluding), as the case may be, and

(b)

the sum (in the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data) or, respectively, the
difference (in the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data) of the respective
Reference Rate, applicable to the respective calendar day, and the respective Risk
Management Fee, applicable to the respective calendar day, in per cent. per annum,
divided by 365.

"Financing Costs Adjustment Date" means every of the following days:
(a)

the first Trading Day of each month (each such day a "Adjustment Date"), [and][or]

(b)

the day, on which an adjustment pursuant to § 8 of the Special Conditions becomes
effective.

"First Trade Date" means the First Trade Date [from the specified time] [as specified in § 1
of the Product and Underlying Data.] [as specified in the admission notice published by [insert
relevant market(s)].]
["Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer is not able to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith]; or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

under conditions which are economically substantially equivalent to those on the First Trade
Date.]
["Increased Costs of Hedging" means that the Issuer has to pay a substantially higher amount
of taxes, duties, expenditures and fees (with the exception of broker fees) compared to the
First Trade Date in order to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith] or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

whereas cost increases due to a deterioration of the credit-worthiness of the Issuer are not
considered as Increased Costs of Hedging.]
"Index Calculation Agent" means the Index Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
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["Index Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency;

(d)

the specification of the Reference Rate is finally ceased[;

(e)

no suitable substitute for the Index Sponsor and/or the Index Calculation Agent is
available; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] [;

(f)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 [(2)] [or] [(3)] [(e.g. no suitable Replacement
Underlying is available)] of the Special Conditions is not possible or not reasonable
with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

"Index Sponsor" means the Index Sponsor as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying
Data.
["Issuing Agent" means the Issuing Agent as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
"Issue Date" means the Issue Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Knock-out Amount" is the Knock-out Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
The "Knock-out Barrier" is always equal to the Strike. The initial Knock-out Barrier is
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred if (i) either the price of the Underlying1, as published by
the Index Sponsor or, respectively, the Index Calculation Agent, or (ii) the price of the
Underlying2, as published by the Index Sponsor or, respectively, the Index Calculation Agent,
with continuous observation starting on the First Trade Date [(including)], at any time [during
the Relevant Period][from the Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade
Date]
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
is on or below the Knock-out Barrier.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
is on or above the Knock-out Barrier.
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"Market Disruption Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading on the exchanges or the markets on
which the [securities that form the basis of the Underlying1][components of the
Underlying1] are listed or traded, or on the respective futures exchanges or on the
markets on which Derivatives of the Underlying1 are listed or traded;

(b)

in relation to [individual securities which form the basis of the Underlying1][the
components of the Underlying1], the suspension or restriction of trading on the
exchanges or on the markets on which such [securities][components] are traded or on
the respective futures exchange or the markets on which derivatives of such
[securities][components] are traded;

(c)

in relation to individual Derivatives of the Underlying1, the suspension or restriction of
trading on the futures exchanges or the markets on which such derivatives are traded;

(d)

the suspension of or failure or the non-publication of the calculation of the
Underlying1 as a result of a decision by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation
Agent;

to the extent that such Market Disruption Event is material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the Relevant Exchange or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures
Exchange, shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that the restriction occurs
due to a previously announced change in the rules of the Relevant Exchange or, as the case
may be, the Determining Futures Exchange.
"Minimum Amount" means the Minimum Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Minimum Exercise Amount" means the Minimum Exercise Amount as specified in § 1 of
the Product and Underlying Data.
"Principal Paying Agent" means the Principal Paying Agent as specified in § 2 (1) of the
General Conditions.
"Ratio" means the Ratio as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Reference
Banks"
means
[four][five][•]
major
banks
in
the
[Eurozone][London][Istanbul][Warsaw] interbank market, which will be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable
discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert:
acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].
"Reference Price" means the Reference Price of the Underlying1 as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
The "Reference Rate" will be newly specified by the Calculation Agent on each Adjustment
Date and is for the period from the respective Adjustment Date (excluding) up to the
immediately following Adjustment Date (including) the offer rate (expressed as per cent. per
annum) for deposits in euro for the maturity of one month, which appears on the Reuters
screen page EURIBOR1M= (or on any successor page, which will be notified by the
Calculation Agent pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions) (the "Screen Page") as of 11:00
a.m., Brussels time, on the last Trade Day of the immediately preceding calendar month (each
such date an "Interest Determination Date").
If the Screen Page is not available at the mentioned time, or if such offer rate does not appear
on the Screen Page, the Calculation Agent will request each of the Reference Banks to provide
its rates, offered to prime banks in the Eurozone interbank market at approximately 11:00 a.m.,
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Brussels time, on the respective Interest Determination Date for deposits in euro for the
maturity of one month in a representative amount.
If at least two of the Reference Banks provide the Calculation Agent with such quotations, the
respective Reference Rate will be the arithmetic mean (rounded if necessary to the nearest of
one thousandth of a percentage point, with 0.0005 being rounded upwards) of such quotations.
If on any Interest Determination Date only one or none of the Reference Banks provides the
Calculation Agent with such quotations, the Calculation Agent will determine the Reference
Rate [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§
315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed
by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].
["Registered Benchmark Administrator" means that the Underlying is administered by an
administrator who is registered in a register pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark
Regulationas specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Registered Benchmark Administrator for Reference Rate" means that the Reference
Rate is administered by an administrator who is registered in a register pursuant to Article 36
of the Benchmark Regulation as specified in § 1 of the Product Data.]
"Relevant Exchange" means the exchange, on which the components of the Underlying1 are
traded, such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions in accordance with such components' liquidity.
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Relevant Exchange, such as a
final discontinuation of the quotation of the components of the Underlying1 at the Relevant
Exchange and the quotation at a different stock exchange or a considerably restricted number
or liquidity, the Relevant Exchange shall be substituted as the Relevant Exchange by another
exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Underlying (the "Substitute
Exchange"); such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. In this case, any reference to the
Relevant Exchange in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to
the Substitute Exchange. In the event of a substitution, any reference in the Terms and
Conditions of these Securities to the Relevant Exchange shall be deemed to refer to the
Substitute Exchange.
["Relevant Period" means the Relevant Period as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price on the respective Valuation Date.
"Risk Management Fee" means a value expressed in percentage per year, which forms the
risk premium for the Issuer. The Initial Risk Management Fee for the First Trade Date is
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data. The Calculation Agent adjusts the Risk
Management Fee on each Adjustment Date [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: within its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed
by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith] to the current market circumstances so that the ratio of the Risk
Management Fee to the relevant market parameters (especially volatility of the Underlying,
liquidity of the Underlying, hedging costs and lending costs (if any)) remains substantially
unchanged. The adjusted Risk Management Fee is valid during the period of the respective
Adjustment Date (excluding) to the immediately following Adjustment Date (including). The
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Calculation Agent shall after its specification notify the valid Risk Management Fee in each
case pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.
"Security Holder" means the holder of a Security.
"Settlement Cycle" means the period of Clearance System Business Days following a
transaction on the Relevant Exchange of the securities that form the basis of the Underlying1,
during which period settlement will customarily occur according to the rules of that Relevant
Exchange.
"Specified Currency" means the Specified Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Strike" means
(a)

on the First Trade Date the Initial Strike as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data,

(b)

on each calendar day, following the First Trade Date, the sum of (i) the Strike on the
day immediately preceding this calendar day and (ii) the Financing Costs.

The Strike shall be rounded up or down to [six decimals] [●], with [0.0000005] [●] being
rounded upwards and shall never be less than zero.
The Calculation Agent will publish the Strike after its specification on the Website of the
Issuer under the respective product details.
"Terms and Conditions" means the terms and conditions of these Securities as set out in the
General Conditions (Part A), the Product and Underlying Data (Part B) and the Special
Conditions (Part C).
"Trading Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the trading
system [XETRA®][or][Borsa Italiana (SeDeX MTF) market] [or] [EuroTLX market] is open
for business.
"Underlyings" are together the Underlying1 and the Underlying2.
"Underlying1" means the Underlying1, as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Underlying2" means the Underlying2, as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
The Underlyings shall be specified by the Index Sponsor and calculated by the Index
Calculation Agent.
"Underlying Currency" means the Underlying Currency as specified in § 2 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Valuation Date" means the Exercise Date on which the Exercise Right has been effectively
exercised, or the Call Date, as the case may be, on which the Issuer has exercised its Regular
Call Right. If this day is not a Calculation Date, the immediately next following Banking Day
which is a Calculation Date shall be the Valuation Date.
"Website[s] for Notices" means the Website(s) for Notices as specified in § 1 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Website[s] of the Issuer" means the Website(s) of the Issuer as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
§2
Interest
The Securities do not bear interest.
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§3
Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Exercise Notice, Payment
(1)

Exercise Right: Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Security Holder shall be
entitled, according to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities, to demand for each
Security the payment of the Differential Amount from the Issuer.

(2)

Exercise: The Exercise Right can be exercised by the Security Holder on each Exercise Date
prior to [●] [10:00 a.m.] (Munich local time) pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (4) of
this § 3.

(3)

Knock-out: Upon the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Exercise Right forfeits and the
Knock-out Amount will be paid for each Security.

(4)

Exercise Notice: The Exercise Right shall be exercised by the Security Holder by transmission
of a duly completed written Exercise Notice (the "Exercise Notice") to the Principal Paying
Agent possibly per facsimile, using the form of notice which may be obtained from the
Website of the Issuer or, respectively by specifying all information and declarations to the
facsimile number set out in such form of notice and by transferring the Securities stated in the
Exercise Notice to the account of the Issuer, which is set out in the respective form of the
Exercise Notice. For this purpose the Security Holder must instruct its depositary bank, which
is responsible for the order of the transfer of the specified Securities.
The Exercise Right is deemed to be effectively exercised on that day on which (i) the Principal
Paying Agent receives the duly completed Exercise Notice prior to [●] [10:00 a.m.] (Munich
local time) and (ii) the Securities specified in the Exercise Notice will be credited to the
account of the Issuer prior to [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local time).
For Securities, for which a duly completed Exercise Notice has been transmitted in time, but
which has been credited to the Issuer's account after [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local time), the
Exercise Right is deemed to be effectively exercised on that Banking Day, on which the
Securities will be credited to the account of the Issuer prior to [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local
time).
For Securities, for which a Security Holder transmits an Exercise Notice, which does not
comply with the aforementioned provisions, or, if the Securities specified in the Exercise
Notice have been credited to the Issuer's Account after [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local time) of
the [fifth] [insert number of days] Banking Day following the transmission of the Exercise
Notice, the Exercise Right is deemed to be not effectively exercised.
The amount of the Securities for which the Exercise Right shall be exercised, must comply
with the Minimum Exercise Amount or an integral multiple thereof. Otherwise the amount of
the Securities specified in the Exercise Notice will be rounded down to the nearest multiple of
the Minimum Exercise Amount and the Exercise Right is deemed to be not effectively
exercised with regard to the amount of Securities exceeding such amount. An Exercise Notice
on fewer Securities than the Minimum Exercise Amount is invalid and has no effect.
Securities received by the Issuer and for which no effective Exercise Notice exists or the
Exercise Right deems to be not effectively exercised, will be retransferred by the Issuer
without undue delay at the expense of the relevant Security Holder.
Subject to the aforementioned provisions, the transmission of an Exercise Notice constitutes
an irrevocable declaration of intent of the relevant Security Holder to exercise the respective
Securities.

(5)

Payment: The Differential Amount will be paid five Banking Days after the respective
Valuation Date pursuant to the provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
The Knock-out Amount will be paid five Banking Days after the day, on which the Knock-out
Event has occurred, pursuant to the provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
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§4
Differential Amount
(1)

Differential Amount: The Differential Amount per Security equals an amount in the Specified
Currency, which will be calculated or, respectively, specified by the Calculation Agent as
follows:
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Relevant Reference Price - Strike) x Ratio
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Strike - Relevant Reference Price) x Ratio
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.

(2)

When calculating or, respectively, determining the Differential Amount, no fees, commissions
or other costs charged by the Issuer or a third party authorised by the Issuer, will be taken into
account.]
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Mini Future Securities
[Option 7: In the case of Mini Future Securities, the following applies:
§1
Definitions
"Adjustment Event" means [each of the following events:]
[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

each measure taken by the company that has issued the Underlying or by a third party,
which would – due to a change in the legal and economic position, in particular a
change in the company's fixed assets and capital –affect the Underlying not only
immaterially (in particular capital increase against cash contribution, issuance of
securities with options or conversion rights into shares, capital increase with company
funds, distribution of special dividends, share splits, merger, liquidation,
nationalisation); whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent
[in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion
(§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting
in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in
good faith];

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded Derivatives of the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying;[ or]

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs; or

(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of Indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

changes in the relevant Index Concept or the calculation of the Underlying, that result
in a new relevant Index Concept or calculation of the Underlying being no longer
economically equivalent to the original relevant Index Concept or the original
calculation of the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the calculation or publication of the Underlying is finally discontinued, or replaced by
another index (the "Index Replacement Event");

(c)

due to circumstances for which the Issuer is not responsible, the Issuer is no longer
entitled to use the Underlying as basis for the calculations or, respectively,
specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities (an "Index
Usage Event"); an Index Usage Event is also the termination of the license to use the
Underlying due to an unacceptable increase in license fees;

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs;
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(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
[(a)]

any changes in the Relevant Trading Conditions of the Underlying that lead to a
situation where, as a result of the change, the changed trading conditions are no longer
economically equivalent to the Relevant Trading Conditions prior to the change;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying[;

(d)

a Hedging Disruption occurs][;

([●])

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

[In the case of currency exchange rates as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

a not only immaterial modification in the method of determination and/or publication
[of the Reference Price] [the [official] fixing] [of the Underlying] [or its components]
by the Fixing Sponsor [and/or of its Relevant Price] (including the time of the
determination and/or publication); whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

any other change with respect to the Underlying [or its components] (due to, including
but not limited to, any kind of monetary reform or changeover), which affects the
Securities not only immaterially; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith] (c) an early termination performed by the
Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded derivatives linked to the Underlying
[or its components];

(d)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying [or its components][;][or]

(e)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs or
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(f)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying [or its components];whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of a futures contract as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

any changes in the Contract Specifications of the Underlying that lead to a situation
where, as a result of the change, the changed Contract Specifications are no longer
economically equivalent to the Contract Specifications prior to the change; whether
this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in
the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] [;

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying;][

([●])

a Hedging Disruption occurs;][

([●])

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

"Banking Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearing
System [and the Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross settlement Express TransferSystem (TARGET2) ("TARGET2")] [is][are] open for business [and commercial banks and
foreign exchange markets settle payments in the Banking Day Financial Centre].
["Banking Day Financial Centre" means the Banking Day Financial Centre as specified in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Base Currency" means the Base Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
"Barrier Adjustment Day" means each Financing Costs Adjustment Date and each Spread
Adjustment Day.
["Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date" means the time
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Calculation Agent" means the Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 (2) of the General
Conditions.
["Calculation Date" means each day on which the [Underlying is traded on the Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Price is published by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent,
as the case may be] [Reference Price is published by the Reference Market] [[the Underlying]
[FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are] customarily published [by the Fixing Sponsor]].]
["Calculation Date" means each day on which the Reference Market is open for trading [in
the Relevant Futures Contract] during its regular trading hours.]
["Call Event" means [Share Call Event] [Index Call Event] [Commodity Call Event] [Futures
Call Event] [or] [FX Call Event].]
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["Change in Law" means that due to
(a)

the coming into effect of changes in laws or regulations (including but not limited to
tax laws or capital market provisions) or

(b)

a change in relevant case law or administrative practice (including the administrative
practice of the tax or financial supervisory authorities),

if such changes become effective on or after the First Trade Date,
[(a)]

the holding, acquisition or sale of the Underlying or assets that are needed in order to
hedge price risks or other risks with respect to its obligations under the Securities is or
becomes wholly or partially illegal for the Issuer [or

(b)

the costs associated with the obligations under the Securities have increased
substantially (including but not limited to an increase in tax obligations, the reduction
of tax benefits or other negative consequences with regard to tax treatment)],

The Issuer determines [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] whether this is the case.]
["Clearance System" means the principal domestic clearance system customarily used for
settling trades [with respect to the Underlying] [in the securities that form the basis of the
Underlying] as determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith].]
["Clearance System Business Day" means, with respect to the Clearance System, any day
(other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearance System is open for the acceptance
and execution of settlement instructions.]
"Clearing System" means [Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main ("CBF")]
[Clearstream Banking S.A., Luxembourg ("CBL") and Euroclear Bank SA/NV ("Euroclear
Bank") (CBL and Euroclear are individually referred to as an "ICSD" (International Central
Securities Depository) and, collectively, the "ICSDs")] [Euroclear France SA ("Euroclear
France")] [Monte Titoli S.p.A., with offices in Piazza degli Affari no. 6, Milan, Italy ("Monte
Titoli")] [Insert other Clearing System(s)].
["Commodity Call Event" means each of the following:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Reference Market is available or could be determined;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency;

(d)

the specification of the Reference Rate is finally ceased[;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (2) or (3) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
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using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]
["Current Reference Price" means the Reference Price of the Current Relevant Futures
Contract [on the [Calculation Date prior to the] Roll Over Date].]
["Current Relevant Futures Contract" means the Relevant Futures Contract which is
applicable immediately prior to the respective Roll Over.]
["Determining Futures Exchange" means the [options and/or] futures exchange, on which
respective derivatives of the Underlying [or [– if derivatives on the Underlying are not traded
–] its components] (the "Derivatives") are mostly liquidly traded, such [options and/or] futures
exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Determining Futures Exchange,
such as a final discontinuation of derivatives' quotation linked to the Underlying [or to its
components] at the Determining Futures Exchange or a considerably restricted number or
liquidity, it shall be substituted as the Determining Futures Exchange by another [options
and/or] futures exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Derivatives (the
"Substitute Futures Exchange"); such [options and/or] futures exchange shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith]. In the event of such substitution, any reference to the Determining Futures Exchange in
the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to the Substitute Futures
Exchange.]
"Differential Amount" means the Differential Amount as calculated or, respectively,
specified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 4 of the Special Conditions.
[The "Dividend Deduction" reflects the rate deduction, which affects [a component of] the
Underlying due to a Dividend Payment. It is with respect to a Dividend Adjustment Date an
amount in the Underlying Currency determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] on the basis of the dividend resolution
of the Issuer of the [relevant component of the] Underlying which height depends on the
Dividend Payment taking in consideration Taxes pursuant to § 3 of the General Conditions or
other levies and costs.]
["Eurozone" means the countries and territories listed in the Annex of Council Regulation
(EC) No. 974/98 of 3 May 1998 on the introduction of the Euro, in its current version.]
"Exercise Date" means [each Trading Day][the last Trading Day of the month of
[January][Insert Month] of each year].
"Exercise Price" means an amount in the Underlying Currency determined by the Calculation
Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion
(§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed
by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] which the Issuer
would receive following the liquidation of Hedging Transactions for [an] [one unit of the]
Underlying [or its components] at the [Relevant Exchange] [Reference Market] [International
Interbank Spot Market] [or, as the case may be, Determining Futures Exchange]. Subject to a
Market Disruption at the [Relevant Exchange] [Reference Market] [International Interbank
Spot Market] [or, as the case may be, Determining Futures Exchange], the Issuer will specify
the Exercise Price within [three][•] hours after the determination of a Knock-out Event (the
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"Dissolution Period"). If the Dissolution Period ends after the [official close of trading on the
[Relevant Exchange] [Reference Market] [International Interbank Spot Market] [or, as the case
may be, Determining Futures Exchange]] [Relevant Period], the Dissolution Period is
extended by the period after the [start of trading][the Relevant Period] on the immediately
following Calculation Date, on which trading takes place which otherwise would fall after the
[official close of trading][End of the Relevant Period, on which the Knock-out Event has
occurred]. [In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data, the Exercise Price shall not be less than the lowest price of the Underlying as
published by the [Relevant Exchange] [Index Sponsor or, respectively, the Index Calculation
Agent] [Reference Market] [Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page] on the day on which the
Knock-out Event has occurred.] [In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified in § 1
of the Product and Underlying Data, the Exercise Price shall not be greater than the highest
price of the Underlying as published by the [Relevant Exchange] [Index Sponsor or,
respectively, the Index Calculation Agent] [Reference Market] [Fixing Sponsor on the FX
Screen Page] on the day on which the Knock-out Event has occurred.]
"Exercise Right" means the Exercise Right as specified in § 3 (1) of the Special Conditions.
["Expiry Date [(Data di Scadenza)]" means the "Expiry Date" as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
"Financing Costs" means for each calendar day the product of:
(a)

the Strike on the First Trade Date (up to the first Financing Costs Adjustment Date
after the [First Trade Date][Issue Date] (including)) or, the Strike on the last Financing
Costs Adjustment Date immediately preceding the respective calendar day
(excluding), as the case may be, and

(b)

[the sum (in the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data) or, respectively, the
difference (in the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data) of the respective
Reference Rate, applicable to the respective calendar day,] and the respective Risk
Management Fee, applicable to the respective calendar day, in per cent. per annum,
divided by 365.

"Financing Costs Adjustment Date" means every of the following days:
(a)

the first Trading Day of each month (each such day a "Adjustment Date"), [and][or]

[(b)

the day, on which [a component of] the Underlying is traded on the Relevant
Exchange for the first time ex dividend (in the following also referred to as "Dividend
Adjustment Date"), [and][or]]

[(b)

[each][the day after each][the Calculation Date after each] Roll Over Date [and][or]]

([●])

the day, on which an adjustment pursuant to § 8 of the Special Conditions becomes
effective.

"First Trade Date" means the First Trade Date [from the specified time] [as specified in § 1
of the Product and Underlying Data.] [as specified in the admission notice published by [insert
relevant market(s)].]
["Futures Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available or could have been determined;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

no suitable substitute for the Reference Market is available or could have been
determined; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in
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the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§
315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith]
(c)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(d)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency[;

(e)

the specification of the Reference Rate is finally ceased][;

([●])

on [a] [or] [the [calendar day] [Calculation Date] [prior to] [after] [a]] Roll Over Date
a Market Disruption Event occurs or prevails and continues until the [[●] Calculation
Date prior to the] [last Trading Day] [●] of the Relevant Futures Contract at the
Reference Market] [insert other relevant date][;

([●])

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (2) or (3) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

["Fixing Sponsor" means the Fixing Sponsor as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX" means:
(a)

if no Knock-out Event has occurred, the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate as
published [[Insert] [p.m.] [a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX
Screen Page (or any successor), or

(b)

if a Knock-out Event has occurred, any [actually traded]
[In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in
Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [bid][ask] price]
[In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in
Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [bid][ask] price]
[price] of the FX Exchange Rate[, determined by the Calculation Agent], as published
on the [Reuters page] [Insert screen page] [Screen Page for the Continuous
Observation] (or on any successor page, which will be notified by the Calculation
Agent pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions).]

["FX (1)" means:
(a)

if no Knock-out Event has occurred, the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (1)
as published [[Insert] [p.m.] [a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the
FX Screen Page (or any successor), or

(b)

if a Knock-out Event has occurred, any [actually traded]
[In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in
Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [bid][ask] price]
[In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in
Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [bid][ask] price]
[price] of the FX Exchange Rate[, determined by the Calculation Agent], as published
on the [Reuters page] [Insert screen page] [Screen Page for the Continuous
Observation] [FX Screen Page (Knock-out)] (or on any successor page, which will be
notified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions).]
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["FX (2)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (2) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX Calculation Date" means each day on which [FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are] is
published by the Fixing Sponsor.]
["FX Call Event" means each of the following events:
[(a)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders,]

[([●]) no suitable New Fixing Sponsor (as specified in § 9 (1) of the Special Conditions) or
Replacement Exchange Rate (as specified in § 9 (2) of the Special Conditions) is
available whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith],]
[([●])] due to the occurrence of special circumstances or force majeure (such as catastrophes,
war, terror, insurgency, restrictions on payment transactions, entering of the currency
used for the calculation into the European Economic Monetary Union, withdrawing of
the relevant country from the European Economic Monetary Union and other
circumstances having a comparable impact on the [Underlying [or its components]]
[FX Exchange Rate] [FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX Exchange Rate (2)]) the
reliable determination of [the Reference Price] [, the Exercise Price] [or] [FX] [FX (1)
and/or FX (2)] [or] [the Relevant Price] is impossible or impracticable [for the
Calculation Agent][[,][or]
([●])

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s]][[.] [or]]

([●])

the specification of the Reference Rate is finally ceased].]

["FX (final)" means:
(a)

if no Knock-out Event has occurred, FX on the FX Valuation Date, or

(b)

if a Knock-out Event has occurred, FX at a point of time within the Dissolution Period,
which is determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

["FX (1) (final)" means:
(a)

if no Knock-out Event has occurred, FX (1) on the FX Valuation Date, or

(b)

if a Knock-out Event has occurred, FX (1) at a point of time within the Dissolution
Period, which is determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in
the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

["FX (2) (final)" means FX (2) on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX Market Disruption Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the failure of the Fixing Sponsor to publish [the Reference Price] [the [official] fixing
of at least one of the components of the Underlying] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)];

(b)

the suspension or restriction in foreign exchange trading for at least one of the [two]
currencies quoted [against the [Underlying] [Base] Currency] as a part of [the
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Underlying] [or] [the FX Exchange Rate] [the FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX
Exchange Rate (2)] (including options or futures contracts) or the restriction of the
convertibility of [at least one of these currencies] [the currencies quoted as a
component of [this] [these] exchange rate[s]] or the effective impossibility [for the
Calculation Agent] of obtaining a quotation of such exchange rate[s];
(c)

any other events with commercial effects which are similar to the events listed above;

to the extent that the above-mentioned events are material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith].]
["FX Screen Page" means the FX Screen Page as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX Screen Page (Knock-out)" means the FX Screen Page (Knock-out) as specified [for the
respective Underlying Currency] in § [●] of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["FX Valuation Date" means the [Final Valuation Date] [FX Calculation Date] [immediately
following the] [respective Valuation Date]. [If the FX Valuation Date is not a FX Calculation
Date the immediately following Banking Day which is a FX Calculation Date shall be the FX
Valuation Date.]]
["FX Exchange Rate" means the FX Exchange Rate as specified [for the respective
Underlying Currency] in § [●] of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (1)" means the FX Exchange Rate (1) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (2)" means the FX Exchange Rate (2) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer is not able to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith]; or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

under conditions which are economically substantially equivalent to those on the First Trade
Date.]
"Hedging Transactions" means transactions, which are necessary, to hedge price risks or
other risks deriving from the Issuer's obligations under the Securities; the Issuer determines [in
the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et
seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law,
insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith], whether this is the case.
["Increased Costs of Hedging" means that the Issuer has to pay a substantially higher amount
of taxes, duties, expenditures and fees (with the exception of broker fees) compared to the
First Trade Date in order to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
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the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith] or
(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

whereas cost increases due to a deterioration of the credit-worthiness of the Issuer are not
considered as Increased Costs of Hedging.]
["Index Calculation Agent" means the Index Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Index Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency;

(d)

no suitable substitute for the Index Sponsor and/or the Index Calculation Agent is
available; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] [;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 [(2)] [or] [(3)] [(e.g. no suitable Replacement
Underlying is available)] of the Special Conditions is not possible or not reasonable
with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

["Index Sponsor" means the Index Sponsor as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
["Issuing Agent" means the Issuing Agent as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
"Issue Date" means the Issue Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Knock-out Amount" is the Knock-out Amount as calculated or, respectively, specified by
the Calculation Agent according to § 4 of the Special Conditions.
"Knock-out Barrier" means the Knock-out Barrier newly specified by the Calculation Agent
on each Barrier Adjustment Day as follows:
(a)

On the First Trade Date, the Initial Knock-Out Barrier as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.

(b)

On each Adjustment Date the sum (in the case of Securities, for which "Call" is
specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data) or, respectively, the difference (in the case of Securities, for which "Put" is
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specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data) of:
(i)

the Strike on the respective Barrier Adjustment Day, and

(ii)

the Stop Loss-Spread for the respective Barrier Adjustment Day.

The Knock-out Barrier, specified in such a way, shall be rounded up (in the case of
Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in § 1
of the Product and Underlying Data) or, respectively, down (in the case of Securities,
for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data) in accordance with the Rounding Table.
(c)

On each Spread Adjustment Day the sum (in the case of Securities, for which "Call" is
specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data) or, respectively, the difference (in the case of Securities, for which "Put" is
specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data) of:
(i)

the Strike on the respective Spread Adjustment Day, and

(ii)

the Stop Loss-Spread for the respective Spread Adjustment Day.

The Knock-out Barrier, specified in such a way, shall be rounded up (in the case of
Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in § 1
of the Product and Underlying Data) or, respectively, down (in the case of Securities,
for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data) in accordance with the Rounding Table.
[(d)

[(d)]

On each Dividend Adjustment Date the difference between:
(i)

the Knock-out Barrier, specified in accordance with the aforementioned
method, immediately prior to the Dividend Adjustment, and

(ii)

the Dividend Deduction for the respective Dividend Adjustment Date.]

On [the calendar date after] [the Calculation Date after] each Roll Over Date [after the
Roll Over Time] the difference of (in the case of Securities, for which "Call" is
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data) or, respectively, the sum of (in
the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data):
(i)

the Knock-out Barrier as specified in accordance with the aforementioned
method immediately prior to this adjustment, and

(ii)

the Stop Loss Spread as applicable at this date.]

The Knock-out Barrier equals at least zero.
After the execution of all adjustments of the Knock-out Barrier on a Barrier Adjustment Day
the newly determined Knock-out Barrier will be published on the Website of the Issuer under
the respective product details.
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred if [the price of the Underlying, as published by the
Relevant Exchange] [the price of the Underlying, as published by the Reference Market] [the
price of the Underlying, as published by the Index Sponsor or, respectively, the Index
Calculation Agent] [the Relevant Price [of the Underlying]] [the price [of the Underlying], as
published on the Screen Page for the Continuous Observation (or any successor page, which
the Calculation Agent notifies pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions) (the "Relevant
Price"),] with continuous observation starting on the First Trade Date (including) at any time
[during the Relevant Period][on a Calculation Date][on a Trading Day][from the Beginning of
the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date]
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
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is on or below the Knock-out Barrier.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
is on or above the Knock-out Barrier.
"Market Disruption Event" means [FX Market Disruption Event.] [each of the following
events:
[In the case of shares (including Depository Receipts) as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the failure of the Relevant Exchange to open for trading during its regular trading
sessions;

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in the Underlying on the Relevant Exchange;

(c)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on
the Determining Futures Exchange;]

[In the case of indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading on the exchanges or the markets on
which the [securities that form the basis of the Underlying][components of the
Underlying] are listed or traded, or on the respective futures exchanges or on the
markets on which Derivatives of the Underlying are listed or traded;

(b)

in relation to [individual securities which form the basis of the Underlying][the
components of the Underlying], the suspension or restriction of trading on the
exchanges or on the markets on which such [securities][components] are traded or on
the respective futures exchange or the markets on which derivatives of such
[securities][components] are traded;

(c)

in relation to individual Derivatives of the Underlying, the suspension or restriction of
trading on the futures exchanges or the markets on which such derivatives are traded;

(d)

the suspension of or failure or the non-publication of the calculation of the Underlying
as a result of a decision by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent;]

[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the suspension or the restriction of trading or the price determination of the Underlying
on the Reference Market[,] [or]

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on the
Determining Futures Exchange][.] [or

(c)

the non-availability or the non-publication of a Reference Price, which is required for
the calculations or, as the case may be, specifications described in these Terms and
Conditions,]

to the extent that such Market Disruption Event is material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the [Relevant Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the
Determining Futures Exchange, shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that
the restriction occurs due to a previously announced change in the rules of the [Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Market] [or, as the case may be,] the Determining Futures Exchange.]
[In the case of futures contracts as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the termination, suspension or restriction of trading or the price determination of the
Underlying on the Reference Market[,] [or]
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[(b)

the termination, suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying
on the Determining Futures Exchange[,] [or]]

[([●]) the non-availability or the non-publication of a Reference Price, which is required for
the calculations or, as the case may be, specifications described in these Terms and
Conditions,]
to the extent that such Market Disruption Event is material;whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the Reference Market [or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures
Exchange], shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that the restriction occurs
due to a previously announced change in the rules of the Reference Market [or, as the case
may be, the Determining Futures Exchange].]
["Maximum Roll Over Costs" means the Maximum Roll Over Costs as specified in § 2 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
"Minimum Amount" means the Minimum Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Minimum Exercise Amount" means the Minimum Exercise Amount as specified in § 1 of
the Product and Underlying Data.
["New Reference Price" means the Reference Price of the New Relevant Futures Contract [on
the [Calculation Date prior to the] Roll Over Date].]
["New Relevant Futures Contract" means the Relevant Futures Contract which is applicable
immediately prior to the respective Roll Over.]
["Numerator Currency" means the Numerator Currency as specified in § 2 of the Product
and Underlying Data.]
"Principal Paying Agent" means the Principal Paying Agent as specified in § 2 (1) of the
General Conditions.
"Ratio" means the Ratio as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
["Reference Asset" means the Reference Asset to which the Underlying is linked. The
Reference Asset is specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]]
["Reference Banks" means [four] [five] [●] major banks in the interbank market at the
Reference Rate Financial Canter, which will be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law,
insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]
["Reference Market" means the Reference Market as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Reference Price" means [FX.] [the Reference Price of the Underlying [expressed in the
Underlying Currency and] as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data [and as
published by the Reference Market] [and as published by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen
Page]. [the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same
expiry as [the respective] Valuation Date of the Securities or if unaivalable the opening price
of the Underlying calculated by the Index Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the
[respective] Valuation Date (the "Settlement Price").]
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[In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "Yes" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same expiry as
the [respective] Valuation Date of the Securities, as published by Determining Futures
Exchange, or if unaivalable the opening price of the Underlying calculated by the Index
Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the [respective] Valuation Date (the
“Settlement Price”).
In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "No" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
[the Opening Price] [the Closing Price]]]
["Reference Price" means the quotient of (i) FX (1) divided by FX (2), as calculated by the
Calculation Agent.]
[In the case of Securities, with currency exchange rates as Underlying, the following applies:
The "Reference Rate" will be newly specified by the Calculation Agent on each Adjustment
Date and is for each period starting with the respective Adjustment Date (excluding) up to the
immediately following Adjustment Date (including) the difference between:
(i)

the offer rate (expressed as per cent. per annum) for deposits in [the Underlying
Currency] [the Numerator Currency] for the maturity of one month, which appears on
the Reference Rate Screen Page [(1)] as of the Reference Rate Time [(1)], on the last
Trade Day of the immediately preceding calendar month (each such date an "Interest
Determination Date"), and

(ii)

the offer rate (expressed as per cent. per annum) for deposits in [the Numerator
Currency] [Underlying Currency] for the maturity of one month, which appears on the
Reference Rate Screen Page [(2)] as of the Reference Rate Time [(2)], on the Interest
Determination Date.

If at the time specified [the] [one or both] Reference Rate Screen Page[s] [is][are] not
available or do not display such offer rate(s), the Calculation Agent will determine the
respective offer rate(s) [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith].]
[In the case of Securities, where the Underlying is a Share, an Index, a commodity or, if applicable, a
futures contract, the following applies:
The "Reference Rate" will be newly specified by the Calculation Agent on each Adjustment
Date and is for each period starting with the respective Adjustment Date (excluding) up to the
immediately following Adjustment Date (including) the offer rate (expressed as per cent. per
annum) for deposits in the Underlying Currency for the maturity of one month, which appears
on the Reference Rate Screen Page as of the Reference Rate Time, on the last Trade Day of
the immediately preceding calendar month (each such date an "Interest Determination
Date").
If the Reference Rate Screen Page is not available at the Reference Rate Time, or if such offer
rate does not appear on the Reference Rate Screen Page, the Calculation Agent will request
[each of the Reference Banks] [the principal offices of the Reference Banks in the Reference
Rate Financial Centre] to provide its rates, offered to prime banks in the interbank market at
the Reference Rate Financial Centre at approximately the Reference Rate Time, on the
respective Interest Determination Date for deposits in the Underlying Currency for the
maturity of one month in a representative amount.
If at least two of the Reference Banks provide the Calculation Agent with such quotations, the
respective Reference Rate will be the arithmetic mean (rounded if necessary to the nearest one
[thousandth] [●] of a percentage point, with [0.0005] [●] being rounded upwards) of such
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quotations.
If on any Interest Determination Date only one or none of the Reference Banks provides the
Calculation Agent with such quotations, the Calculation Agent will determine the Reference
Rate [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§
315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed
by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]
["Reference Rate Financial Centre" means the Reference Rate Financial Centre, as specified
[for the relevant Underlying Currency] in § [●] of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Reference Rate Screen Page [(1)]" means the Reference Rate Screen Page [(1)], as
specified [for the relevant [Underlying Currency] [Numerator Currency]] in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data (or on any successor page, which will be notified by the
Calculation Agent pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions).]
["Reference Rate Screen Page (2)" means the Reference Rate Screen Page (2), as specified
[for the relevant [Underlying Currency] [Numerator Currency]] in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data (or on any successor page, which will be notified by the Calculation Agent
pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions).]
["Reference Rate Time [(1)]" means the Reference Rate Time [(1)], as specified [for the
relevant [Underlying Currency] [Numerator Currency]] in § [●] of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
["Reference Rate Time (2)" means the Reference Rate Time (2), as specified [for the relevant
[Underlying Currency] [Numerator Currency]] in § [●] of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Registered Benchmark Administrator" means that the Underlying is administered by an
administrator who is registered in a register pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark
Regulation as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Registered Benchmark Administrator for Reference Rate [(1)]" means that the
Reference Rate [(1)] is administered by an administrator who is registered in a register
pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark Regulation as specified in § [1][2] of the Product
Data.]
["Registered Benchmark Administrator for Reference Rate (2)" means that the Reference
Rate (2) is administered by an administrator who is registered in a register pursuant to Article
36 of the Benchmark Regulation as specified in § 2 of the Product Data.]
["Relevant Exchange" means [the [Relevant Exchange as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data].] [the exchange, on which the components of the Underlying are traded,
such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions in accordance with such components' liquidity.]
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Relevant Exchange, such as a
final discontinuation of the quotation of the Underlying [or, respectively its components] at the
Relevant Exchange and the quotation at a different stock exchange or a considerably restricted
number or liquidity, the Relevant Exchange shall be substituted as the Relevant Exchange by
another exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Underlying (the "Substitute
Exchange"); such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. In this case, any reference to the
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Relevant Exchange in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to
the Substitute Exchange. In the event of a substitution, any reference in the Terms and
Conditions of these Securities to the Relevant Exchange shall be deemed to refer to the
Substitute Exchange.]
["Relevant Futures Contract" means [as of the First Trade Date] [as of the Issue Date] the
Futures Contract as specified in the "Underlying" column in § 2 of the Product and Underlying
Data. At [the [calendar day] [Calculation Date] after] each Roll Over Date [at the Roll Over
Time] the Relevant Futures Contract will be replaced by [the] [another] futures contract [as
specified in the "Underlying" column in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data] [at the
Reference Market] [with the next following expiry date] [[,] [and] which is linked to the same
Reference Asset] [and] [having a remaining term of at least [one month] [●]] (the "New
Relevant Futures Contract"), which, as of this point in time, shall be deemed to be the
Relevant Futures Contracts and as such the Underlying ("Roll Over"). [The New Relevant
Futures Contract will be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] and published pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions.]]]
["Relevant Period" means the Relevant Period as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Relevant Price" means any
[In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [bid] price [(to be found under [insert details])]
[In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [ask] price [(to be found under [insert details])]
for the Underlying, as published on the Screen Page for the Continuous Observation (or on
any successor page, which will be notified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 6 of the
General Conditions) and as determined by the Calculation Agent.]
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price on the respective Valuation Date.
"Risk Management Fee" means a value expressed in percentage per year, which forms the
risk premium for the Issuer. The Initial Risk Management Fee for the First Trade Date is
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data. The Calculation Agent adjusts the Risk
Management Fee on each Adjustment Date [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: within its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed
by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith] to the current market circumstances so that the ratio of the Risk
Management Fee to the relevant market parameters (especially volatility of the Underlying,
liquidity of the Underlying, hedging costs and lending costs (if any)) remains substantially
unchanged. The adjusted Risk Management Fee is valid during the period of the respective
Adjustment Date (excluding) to the immediately following Adjustment Date (including). The
Calculation Agent shall after its specification notify the valid Risk Management Fee in each
case pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.
["Roll Over Costs" means an amount expressed in the Underlying Currency, as determined by
the Issuer at each Roll Over Adjustment in a range of 0% (including) and a maximum of the
Maximum Roll Over Costs (including).
The Roll Over Costs will be determined by the Issuer [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith] and reflect the expenses incurred by the Issuer in connection with a
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corresponding adjustment of its transactions, which it deems necessary in order to hedge its
price and other risks under the Securities.]
["Roll Over Date" means [the [[fifth] [tenth] [●] Calculation Date prior to the last] [last]
[Trading Day] [●] of the Relevant Futures Contract on the Reference Market] [insert other
date]] [each Roll Over Date as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data].]
["Roll Over Time" means [[●] (Munich local time)] [insert other time] on the respective Roll
Over Date.]
"Rounding Table" means the following table:
Knock-out Barrier

Rounding to the next multiple of

<2

0.001

<5

0.02

< 10

0.05

< 20

0.1

< 50

0.2

< 100

0.25

< 200

0.5

< 500

1

< 2,000

2

< 5,000

5

< 10,000

10

> 10,000

20

["Screen Page for the Continuous Observation" means the Screen Page for the Continuous
Observation as specified in § [●] of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Security Holder" means the holder of a Security.
["Settlement Cycle" means the period of Clearance System Business Days following a
transaction on the Relevant Exchange [in the Underlying] [of the securities that form the basis
of the Underlying], during which period settlement will customarily occur according to the
rules of such Relevant Exchange.]
["Share Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange is finally ceased and no
Substitute Exchange could be determined; whether this is the case shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in
its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith]]

(b)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange no longer occurs in the
Underlying Currency;

(c)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(d)

the specification of the Reference Rate is finally ceased[;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (1) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
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by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]
"Specified Currency" means the Specified Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Stop Loss-Spread" means the Initial Stop Loss-Spread as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data. [The Calculation Agent intends to keep the Stop Loss-Spread at a constant
level during the term of the Securities (subject to a rounding of the Knock-out Barrier).
However it is entitled to adjust the Stop Loss-Spread [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith] to the prevailing market conditions (e.g. an increased volatility of the
Underlying) on each Trading Day (the "Spread Adjustment"). The Spread Adjustment is
applicable as of the day of its notification pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions
(including) (the "Spread Adjustment Day").]
"Strike" means
(a)

on the First Trade Date the Initial Strike as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data,

(b)

on each calendar day, following the First Trade Date, the sum of (i) the Strike on the
day immediately preceding this calendar day and (ii) the Financing Costs[, or,
respectively][,][.]

[(c)

on each Dividend Adjustment Date the difference of:

[(c)]

(i)

the Strike, specified in accordance with the aforementioned method for this
Dividend Adjustment Date, and

(ii)

the Dividend Deduction for this Dividend Adjustment Date (the "Dividend
Adjustment").]

on [the calendar day after] [the Calculation Date after] each Roll Over Date [after the
Roll Over Time] the difference of:
(i)

the Strike as specified in accordance with the aforementioned method for this
date, and

(ii)

the difference from the Current Reference Price and the New Reference Price
(the "Roll Over Adjustment")
[(in the case of Securities for which "call" is specified [in the column
"Call/Put"] in the table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data):
minus
(in the case of Securities for which "put" is specified [in the column
"Call/Put"] in the table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data): plus
the Roll Over Costs].]

The Strike shall be rounded up or down to [six decimals] [●], with [0.0000005] [●] being
rounded upwards and shall never be less than zero.
The Calculation Agent will publish the Strike after its specification on the Website of the
Issuer under the respective product details.
"Terms and Conditions" means the terms and conditions of these Securities as set out in the
General Conditions (Part A), the Product and Underlying Data (Part B) and the Special
Conditions (Part C).
"Trading Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the trading
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system [XETRA®][or][Borsa Italiana (SeDeX MTF) market] [or] [EuroTLX market] is open
for business.
"Underlying" means [the [[FX] Exchange Rate][Underlying] as specified [in the "Underlying"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data. [The Underlying is specified
by the Index Sponsor and is calculated by the Index Calculation Agent.]] [the respective
Relevant Futures Contract.]
"Underlying Currency" means the Underlying Currency as specified in § 2 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Valuation Date" means
[[In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "Yes" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data: the Calculation
Date immediately following the Exercise Date on which the Exercise Right has been
effectively exercised, or the Calculation Date immediately following the Call Date, as the case
may be, on which the Issuer has exercised its Regular Call Right.
In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "No" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:]
the Exercise Date on which the Exercise Right has been effectively exercised, or the Call Date,
as the case may be, on which the Issuer has exercised its Regular Call Right.]
[the Calculation Date immediately following the Exercise Date on which the Exercise Right
has been effectively exercised, or the Calculation Date immediately following the Call Date,
as the case may be, on which the Issuer has exercised its Regular Call Right.]
If this day is not a Calculation Date, the immediately next following Banking Day which is a
Calculation Date shall be the Valuation Date.
"Website[s] for Notices" means the Website(s) for Notices as specified in § 1 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Website[s] of the Issuer" means the Website(s) of the Issuer as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
§2
Interest
The Securities do not bear interest.
§3
Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Exercise Notice, [Suspension of the Exercise Right,]
Payment
(1)

Exercise Right: Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Security Holder shall be
entitled, according to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities, to demand for each
Security the payment of the Differential Amount from the Issuer.

(2)

Exercise: The Exercise Right can be exercised by the Security Holder on each Exercise Date
prior to [●] [10:00 a.m.] (Munich local time) pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (4) of
this § 3.

(3)

Knock-out: Upon the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Exercise Right forfeits and the
Knock-out Amount will be paid for each Security.

(4)

Exercise Notice: The Exercise Right shall be exercised by the Security Holder by transmission
of a duly completed written Exercise Notice (the "Exercise Notice") to the Principal Paying
Agent possibly per facsimile, using the form of notice which may be obtained from the
Website of the Issuer or, respectively by specifying all information and declarations to the
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facsimile number set out in such form of notice and by transferring the Securities stated in the
Exercise Notice to the account of the Issuer, which is set out in the respective form of the
Exercise Notice. For this purpose the Security Holder must instruct its depositary bank, which
is responsible for the order of the transfer of the specified Securities.
The Exercise Right is deemed to be effectively exercised on that day on which (i) the Principal
Paying Agent receives the duly completed Exercise Notice prior to [●] [10:00 a.m.] (Munich
local time) and (ii) the Securities specified in the Exercise Notice will be credited to the
account of the Issuer prior to [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local time).
For Securities, for which a duly completed Exercise Notice has been transmitted in time, but
which has been credited to the Issuer's account after [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local time), the
Exercise Right is deemed to be effectively exercised on that Banking Day, on which the
Securities will be credited to the account of the Issuer prior to [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local
time).
For Securities, for which a Security Holder transmits an Exercise Notice, which does not
comply with the aforementioned provisions, or, if the Securities specified in the Exercise
Notice have been credited to the Issuer's Account after [●] [5:00 p.m.] (Munich local time) of
the [fifth] [insert number of days] Banking Day following the transmission of the Exercise
Notice, the Exercise Right is deemed to be not effectively exercised.
The amount of the Securities for which the Exercise Right shall be exercised, must comply
with the Minimum Exercise Amount or an integral multiple thereof. Otherwise the amount of
the Securities specified in the Exercise Notice will be rounded down to the nearest multiple of
the Minimum Exercise Amount and the Exercise Right is deemed to be not effectively
exercised with regard to the amount of Securities exceeding such amount. An Exercise Notice
on fewer Securities than the Minimum Exercise Amount is invalid and has no effect.
Securities received by the Issuer and for which no effective Exercise Notice exists or the
Exercise Right deems to be not effectively exercised, will be retransferred by the Issuer
without undue delay at the expense of the relevant Security Holder.
Subject to the aforementioned provisions, the transmission of an Exercise Notice constitutes
an irrevocable declaration of intent of the relevant Security Holder to exercise the respective
Securities.
[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(5)

Suspension of the Exercise Right: The Exercise Right cannot be exercised:
(a)

during the period between the day, on which the company specified [in the
"Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data (the
"Company") publishes an offer to its shareholders to acquire (a) new shares or (b)
warrants or other securities with conversion or option rights on shares of the Company,
and the first day after the expiration of the period determined for the exercise of the
purchase right;

(b)

prior and after the shareholders' meeting of the Company, in the period from (and
including) the last depositary day for shares and to (and including) the third Banking
Day after the shareholders' meeting.

If the exercise of the Exercise Right is suspended on an Exercise Day according to the
previous sentence, the Exercise Date will be postponed to the first Banking Day after such
suspension.]
([●])

Payment: The Differential Amount will be paid five Banking Days after the respective
Valuation Date pursuant to the provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
The Knock-out Amount will be paid five Banking Days after the day, on which the Knock-out
Event has occurred, pursuant to the provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
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§4
Differential Amount, Knock-out Amount
(1)

Differential Amount: The Differential Amount per Security equals an amount in the Specified
Currency, which will be calculated or, respectively, specified by the Calculation Agent as
follows:
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Relevant Reference Price - Strike) x Ratio [/] [x] FX (final)] [/] [x] FX
(1) (final)] [/] [x] FX (2) (final)]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Strike - Relevant Reference Price) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x]
FX (1) (final)] [/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.]

(2)

Knock-out Amount: The Knock-out Amount per Security equals an amount in the Specified
Currency, which will be calculated or, respectively, specified by the Calculation Agent as
follows:
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Knock-out Amount = (Exercise Price - Strike) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x] FX (1) (final)]
[/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
However, the Knock-out Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Knock-out Amount = (Strike - Exercise Price) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x] FX (1) (final)]
[/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
However, the Knock-out Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.

(3)

When calculating or, respectively, determining the Differential Amount or, respectively, the
Knock-out Amount, no fees, commissions or other costs charged by the Issuer or a third party
authorised by the Issuer, will be taken into account.]
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COOL Securities
[Option 8: In the case of COOL Securities, the following applies:
§1
Definitions
"Adjustment Event" means [each of the following events:]
[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

each measure taken by the company that has issued the Underlying or by a third party,
which would – due to a change in the legal and economic position, in particular a
change in the company's fixed assets and capital –affect the Underlying not only
immaterially (in particular capital increase against cash contribution, issuance of
securities with options or conversion rights into shares, capital increase with company
funds, distribution of special dividends, share splits, merger, liquidation,
nationalisation); whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent
[in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion
(§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting
in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in
good faith];

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded Derivatives of the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying;[ or]

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs; or

(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of Indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

changes in the relevant Index Concept or the calculation of the Underlying, that result
in a new relevant Index Concept or calculation of the Underlying being no longer
economically equivalent to the original relevant Index Concept or the original
calculation of the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the calculation or publication of the Underlying is finally discontinued, or replaced by
another index (the "Index Replacement Event");

(c)

due to circumstances for which the Issuer is not responsible, the Issuer is no longer
entitled to use the Underlying as basis for the calculations or, respectively,
specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities (an "Index
Usage Event"); an Index Usage Event is also the termination of the license to use the
Underlying due to an unacceptable increase in license fees;

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs;
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(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
[(a)]

any changes in the Relevant Trading Conditions of the Underlying that lead to a
situation where, as a result of the change, the changed trading conditions are no longer
economically equivalent to the Relevant Trading Conditions prior to the change;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] [;

(b)

a Hedging Disruption occurs].]

[In the case of currency exchange rates as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

a not only immaterial modification in the method of determination and/or publication
[of the Reference Price] [the [official] fixing] [of the Underlying] [or its components]
by the Fixing Sponsor [and/or of its Relevant Price] (including the time of the
determination and/or publication); whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

any other change with respect to the Underlying [or its components] (due to, including
but not limited to, any kind of monetary reform or changeover), which affects the
Securities not only immaterially; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(c)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying [or its components];

(d)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying [or its components][;][or]

(e)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs or

(f)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying [or its components] whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

"Banking Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearing
System [and the Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross settlement Express TransferSystem (TARGET2) ("TARGET2")] [is][are] open for business [and commercial banks and
foreign exchange markets settle payments in the Banking Day Financial Centre].
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["Banking Day Financial Centre" means the Banking Day Financial Centre as specified in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Base Currency" means the Base Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Day of the Knock-out Period"
means the time specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date" means the time
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Calculation Agent" means the Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 (2) of the General
Conditions.
"Calculation Date" means each day on which the [Underlying is traded on the Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Price is published by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent,
as the case may be] [Reference Price is published by the Reference Market] [the Underlying]
[FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are] customarily published [by the Fixing Sponsor]].
["Call Event" means [Share Call Event] [Index Call Event] [Commodity Call Event] [or] [FX
Call Event].]
["Change in Law" means that due to
(a)

the coming into effect of changes in laws or regulations (including but not limited to
tax laws or capital market provisions) or

(b)

a change in relevant case law or administrative practice (including the administrative
practice of the tax or financial supervisory authorities),

if such changes become effective on or after the First Trade Date,
[(a)]

the holding, acquisition or sale of the Underlying or assets that are needed in order to
hedge price risks or other risks with respect to its obligations under the Securities is or
becomes wholly or partially illegal for the Issuer [or

(b)

the costs associated with the obligations under the Securities have increased
substantially (including but not limited to an increase in tax obligations, the reduction
of tax benefits or other negative consequences with regard to tax treatment)],

The Issuer determines [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] whether this is the case.]
["Clearance System" means the principal domestic clearance system customarily used for
settling trades [with respect to the Underlying] [in the securities that form the basis of the
Underlying] as determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith].]
["Clearance System Business Day" means, with respect to the Clearance System, any day
(other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearance System is open for the acceptance
and execution of settlement instructions.]
"Clearing System" means [Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main ("CBF")]
[Clearstream Banking S.A., Luxembourg ("CBL") and Euroclear Bank SA/NV ("Euroclear
Bank") (CBL and Euroclear are individually referred to as an "ICSD" (International Central
Securities Depository) and, collectively, the "ICSDs")] [Euroclear France SA ("Euroclear
France")] [Monte Titoli S.p.A., with offices in Piazza degli Affari no. 6, Milan, Italy ("Monte
Titoli")] [Insert other Clearing System(s)].
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["Commodity Call Event" means each of the following:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Reference Market is available or could be determined;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency[;

(d)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (2) or (3) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];].]

"COOL Amount" means the COOL Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
["Determining Futures Exchange" means the [options and/or] futures exchange, on which
respective derivatives of the Underlying [or [– if derivatives on the Underlying are not traded
–] its components] (the "Derivatives") are mostly liquidly traded, such [options and/or] futures
exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Determining Futures Exchange,
such as a final discontinuation of derivatives' quotation linked to the Underlying [or to its
components] at the Determining Futures Exchange or a considerably restricted number or
liquidity, it shall be substituted as the Determining Futures Exchange by another [options
and/or] futures exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Derivatives (the
"Substitute Futures Exchange"); such [options and/or] futures exchange shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith]. In the event of such substitution, any reference to the Determining Futures Exchange in
the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to the Substitute Futures
Exchange.]
"Differential Amount" means the Differential Amount as calculated or, respectively,
specified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 4 of the Special Conditions.
"Exercise Right" means the Exercise Right as specified in § 3 (1) of the Special Conditions.
["Expiry Date [(Data di Scadenza)]" means the "Expiry Date" as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
"Final Payment Date" means the "Final Payment Date" as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Final Valuation Date" means the Final Valuation Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data. If the Final Valuation Date is not a Calculation Date the immediately
following Banking Day which is a Calculation Date shall be the Final Valuation Date.
"First Day of the Knock-out Period" means the First Day of the Knock-out Period as
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specified in § 1 of the Product und Underlying Data.
"First Trade Date" means the First Trade Date [from the specified time] [as specified in § 1
of the Product and Underlying Data.] [as specified in the admission notice published by [insert
relevant market(s)].]
["Fixing Sponsor" means the Fixing Sponsor as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate as published [[Insert] [p.m.] [a.m.]
[Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX (1)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (1) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX (2)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (2) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX Calculation Date" means each day on which [FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are]
published by the Fixing Sponsor.]
["FX Call Event" means each of the following events:
[(a)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders,]

[([●]) no suitable New Fixing Sponsor (as specified in § 9 (1) of the Special Conditions) or
Replacement Exchange Rate (as specified in § 9 (2) of the Special Conditions) is
available, whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith];]
[([●])] due to the occurrence of special circumstances or force majeure (such as catastrophes,
war, terror, insurgency, restrictions on payment transactions, entering of the currency
used for the calculation into the European Economic Monetary Union, withdrawing of
the relevant country from the European Economic Monetary Union and other
circumstances having a comparable impact on the [Underlying [or its components]]
[FX Exchange Rate] [FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX Exchange Rate (2)]) the
reliable determination of [the Reference Price] [or] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)] [or]
[the Relevant Price] is impossible or impracticable[, or
([●])

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s]].]

["FX (final)" means FX on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX (1) (final)" means FX (1) on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX (2) (final)" means FX (2) on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX Market Disruption Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the failure of the Fixing Sponsor to publish [the Reference Price] [the [official] fixing
of at least one of the components of the Underlying] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)];

(b)

the suspension or restriction in foreign exchange trading for at least one of the [two]
currencies quoted [against the [Underlying] [Base] Currency] as a part of [the
Underlying] [or] [the FX Exchange Rate] [the FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX
Exchange Rate (2)] (including options or futures contracts) or the restriction of the
convertibility of [at least one of these currencies] [the currencies quoted as a
component of [this] [these] exchange rate[s]] or the effective impossibility [for the
Calculation Agent] of obtaining a quotation of such exchange rate[s];
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(c)

any other events with commercial effects which are similar to the events listed above;

to the extent that the above-mentioned events are material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith].]
["FX Screen Page" means the FX Screen Page as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX Valuation Date" means the [Final Valuation Date] [FX Calculation Date] [immediately
following the] [respective Valuation Date]. [If the FX Valuation Date is not a FX Calculation
Date the immediately following Banking Day which is a FX Calculation Date shall be the FX
Valuation Date.]]
["FX Exchange Rate" means the FX Exchange Rate as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (1)" means the FX Exchange Rate (1) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (2)" means the FX Exchange Rate (2) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer is not able to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith]; or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

under conditions which are economically substantially equivalent to those on the First Trade
Date.]
["Increased Costs of Hedging" means that the Issuer has to pay a substantially higher amount
of taxes, duties, expenditures and fees (with the exception of broker fees) compared to the
First Trade Date in order to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith] or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

whereas cost increases due to a deterioration of the credit-worthiness of the Issuer are not
considered as Increased Costs of Hedging.]
["Index Calculation Agent" means the Index Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Index Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available; whether this is the case shall be
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determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];
(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency;

(d)

no suitable substitute for the Index Sponsor and/or the Index Calculation Agent is
available; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] [;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 [(2)] [or] [(3)] [(e.g. no suitable Replacement
Underlying is available)] of the Special Conditions is not possible or not reasonable
with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

["Index Sponsor" means the Index Sponsor as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
["Issuing Agent" means the Issuing Agent as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
"Issue Date" means the Issue Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Knock-out Barrier" means the Knock-out Barrier as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred if [the price of the Underlying, as published by the
Relevant Exchange] [the price of the Underlying, as published by the Index Sponsor or,
respectively, the Index Calculation Agent] [the Relevant Price [of the Underlying]] [the price,
as published on the Screen Page for the Continuous Observation (or any successor page, which
the Calculation Agent notifies pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions) (the "Relevant
Price"),] with continuous observation during the Knock-out Period at any time [during the
Relevant Period][from the Beginning of the Knock-out Observation [on the First Trade Date]
[on the First Day of the Knock-out Period]]
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
is on or below the Knock-out Barrier.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
is on or above the Knock-out Barrier.
"Knock-out Period" means each [day] [Calculation Date] from the First Day of the Knockout Period [(including)] [from the Beginning of the Knock-out Observation [on the First Trade
Date] [on the First Day of the Knock-out Period]] to the Final Valuation Date [until the
relevant time of publication [of all components] of the Relevant Reference Price [(including)].
"Market Disruption Event" means [FX Market Disruption Event.] [each of the following
events:
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[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the failure of the Relevant Exchange to open for trading during its regular trading
sessions;

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in the Underlying on the Relevant Exchange;

(c)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on
the Determining Futures Exchange;]

[In the case of Indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading on the exchanges or the markets on
which the [securities that form the basis of the Underlying][components of the
Underlying] are listed or traded, or on the respective futures exchanges or on the
markets on which Derivatives of the Underlying are listed or traded;

(b)

in relation to [individual securities which form the basis of the Underlying][the
components of the Underlying], the suspension or restriction of trading on the
exchanges or on the markets on which such [securities] [components] are traded or on
the respective futures exchange or the markets on which derivatives of such
[securities] [components] are traded;

(c)

in relation to individual Derivatives of the Underlying, the suspension or restriction of
trading on the futures exchanges or the markets on which such derivatives are traded;

(d)

the suspension of or failure or the non-publication of the calculation of the Underlying
as a result of a decision by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent;]

[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the suspension or the restriction of trading or the price determination of the Underlying
on the Reference Market

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on the
Determining Futures Exchange]

to the extent that such Market Disruption Event [occurs in the last hour prior to the normal
calculation of the Reference Price, which is relevant for the Securities and continues at the
point of time of the normal calculation and] is material whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the [Relevant Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the
Determining Futures Exchange, shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that
the restriction occurs due to a previously announced change in the rules of the [Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures Exchange.]
"Minimum Amount" means the Minimum Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Principal Paying Agent" means the Principal Paying Agent as specified in § 2 (1) of the
General Conditions.
"Ratio" means the Ratio as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
["Reference Market" means the Reference Market as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Reference Price" means [FX.] [the Reference Price of the Underlying [expressed in the
Underlying Currency and] as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data [and as
published by the Reference Market] [and as published by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen
Page]. [the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same
expiry as [the respective] Valuation Date of the Securities or if unaivalable the opening price
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of the Underlying calculated by the Index Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the
[respective] Valuation Date (the "Settlement Price").]
[In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "Yes" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same expiry as
the [respective] Valuation Date of the Securities, as published by Determining Futures
Exchange, or if unaivalable the opening price of the Underlying calculated by the Index
Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the [respective] Valuation Date (the
“Settlement Price”).
In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "No" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
[the Opening Price] [the Closing Price]]]
["Reference Price" means the quotient of (i) FX (1) divided by FX (2), as calculated by the
Calculation Agent.]
["Registered Benchmark Administrator" means that the Underlying is administered by an
administrator who is registered in a register pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark
Regulation as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Relevant Exchange" means [the [Relevant Exchange as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data].] [the exchange, on which the components of the Underlying are traded,
such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions in accordance with such components' liquidity.]
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Relevant Exchange, such as a
final discontinuation of the quotation of the Underlying [or, respectively its components] at the
Relevant Exchange and the quotation at a different stock exchange or a considerably restricted
number or liquidity, the Relevant Exchange shall be substituted as the Relevant Exchange by
another exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Underlying (the "Substitute
Exchange"); such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. In this case, any reference to the
Relevant Exchange in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to
the Substitute Exchange. In the event of a substitution, any reference in the Terms and
Conditions of these Securities to the Relevant Exchange shall be deemed to refer to the
Substitute Exchange.]
["Relevant Period" means the Relevant Period as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Relevant Price" means any
[In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [bid] price [(to be found under [insert details])]
[In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [ask] price [(to be found under [insert details])]
for the Underlying, as published on the Screen Page for the Continuous Observation (or on any
successor page, which will be notified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions) and as determined by the Calculation Agent.]
"Relevant Reference Price" means the Reference Price on the Final Valuation Date.
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["Screen Page for the Continuous Observation" means the Screen Page for the Continuous
Observation as specified in § [●] of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Security Holder" means the holder of a Security.
["Settlement Cycle" means the period of Clearance System Business Days following a
transaction on the Relevant Exchange [in the Underlying] [of the securities that form the basis
of the Underlying], during which period settlement will customarily occur according to the
rules of such Relevant Exchange.]
["Share Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange is finally ceased and no
Substitute Exchange could be determined; whether this is the case shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in
its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange no longer occurs in the
Underlying Currency;

(c)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s][;

(d)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (1) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

"Specified Currency" means the Specified Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Strike" means the Strike as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Terms and Conditions" means the terms and conditions of these Securities as set out in the
General Conditions (Part A), the Product and Underlying Data (Part B) and the Special
Conditions (Part C).
"Underlying" means the [[FX] Exchange Rate][Underlying] as specified [in the "Underlying"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data. [The Underlying is specified
by the Index Sponsor and is calculated by the Index Calculation Agent.]
"Underlying Currency" means the Underlying Currency as specified in § 2 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Valuation Date" means the Final Valuation Date.
"Website[s] for Notices" means the Website(s) for Notices as specified in § 1 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Website[s] of the Issuer" means the Website(s) of the Issuer as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
§2
Interest
The Securities do not bear interest.
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§3
Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Payment
(1)

Exercise Right: The Security Holder shall be entitled, according to the Terms and Conditions
of these Securities, to demand for each Security the payment of the Differential Amount and,
provided that no Knock-out Event has occurred, the COOL Amount from the Issuer.

(2)

Exercise: The Exercise Right will be automatically exercised on the Final Valuation Date.

(3)

Knock-out: Upon the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the right of the Security Holder to
demand payment of the COOL Amount forfeits.

(4)

Payment: The Differential Amount and, if applicable, the COOL Amount will be paid on the
Final Payment Date pursuant to the provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
§4
Differential Amount

(1)

Differential Amount: The Differential Amount per Security equals an amount in the Specified
Currency, which will be calculated or, respectively, specified by the Calculation Agent as
follows:
In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Relevant Reference Price - Strike) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x]
FX (1) (final)] [/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.
In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]] in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data:
Differential Amount = (Strike - Relevant Reference Price) x Ratio [/] [x] [FX (final)] [/] [x]
FX (1) (final)] [/] [x] [FX (2) (final)]
However, the Differential Amount is not lower than the Minimum Amount.]

(2)

When calculating or, respectively, determining the Differential Amount, no fees, commissions
or other costs charged by the Issuer or a third party authorised by the Issuer, will be taken into
account.]
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Inline Securities
Stay High/Stay Low Securities
[Option 9: In the case of Inline Securities, the following applies:
Option 10: In the case of Stay High/Stay Low Securities, the following applies:
§1
Definitions
"Adjustment Event" means [each of the following events:]
[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

each measure taken by the company that has issued the Underlying or by a third party,
which would – due to a change in the legal and economic position, in particular a
change in the company's fixed assets and capital –affect the Underlying not only
immaterially (in particular capital increase against cash contribution, issuance of
securities with options or conversion rights into shares, capital increase with company
funds, distribution of special dividends, share splits, merger, liquidation,
nationalisation); whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent
[in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion
(§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting
in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in
good faith];

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded Derivatives of the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying;[ or]

(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs; or

(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of Indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

changes in the relevant Index Concept or the calculation of the Underlying, that result
in a new relevant Index Concept or calculation of the Underlying being no longer
economically equivalent to the original relevant Index Concept or the original
calculation of the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the calculation or publication of the Underlying is finally discontinued, or replaced by
another index (the "Index Replacement Event");

(c)

due to circumstances for which the Issuer is not responsible, the Issuer is no longer
entitled to use the Underlying as basis for the calculations or, respectively,
specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities (an "Index
Usage Event"); an Index Usage Event is also the termination of the license to use the
Underlying due to an unacceptable increase in license fees;
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(d)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs;

(e)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
[(a)]

any changes in the Relevant Trading Conditions of the Underlying that lead to a
situation where, as a result of the change, the changed trading conditions are no longer
economically equivalent to the Relevant Trading Conditions prior to the change;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying [;

(d)

a Hedging Disruption occurs][;

([●])

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

[In the case of currency exchange rates as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

a not only immaterial modification in the method of determination and/or publication
[of the Underlying] [or its components] by the Fixing Sponsor [and/or of its Relevant
Price] (including the time of the determination and/or publication) by the Fixing
Sponsor; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith];

(b)

any other change with respect to the Underlying [or its components] (due to, including
but not limited to, any kind of monetary reform or changeover), which affects the
Securities not only immaterially; whether this is the case shall be determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(c)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying [or its components];

(d)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying [or its components][;][or]
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(e)

[a Hedging Disruption occurs or

(f)]

any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying [or its components]; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]

[In the case of a futures contract as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

any changes in the Contract Specifications of the Underlying that lead to a situation
where, as a result of the change, the changed Contract Specifications are no longer
economically equivalent to the Contract Specifications prior to the change; whether
this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in
the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] [;

(b)

an early termination performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there
traded derivatives linked to the Underlying;

(c)

an adjustment performed by the Determining Futures Exchange of the there traded
Derivatives of the Underlying;][

([●])

[a Hedging Disruption occurs;][

([●])] any event which is economically equivalent to one of the above-mentioned events with
regard to its consequences on the Underlying; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith].]
"Banking Day" means each day (other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearing
System [and the Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross settlement Express TransferSystem (TARGET2) ("TARGET2")] [is][are] open for business [and commercial banks and
foreign exchange markets settle payments in the Banking Day Financial Centre].
["Banking Day Financial Centre" means the Banking Day Financial Centre as specified in
§ 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Base Currency" means the Base Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
["Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Day of the Knock-out Period"
means the time specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
["Beginning of the Knock-out Observation on the First Trade Date" means the time
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Calculation Agent" means the Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 (2) of the General
Conditions.
["Calculation Date" means each day on which the [Underlying is traded on the Relevant
Exchange] [Underlying is published by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent, as
the case may be] [Underlying is traded on the Reference Market] [[the Underlying] [FX] [FX
(1) and FX (2)] [is] [are] customarily published [by the Fixing Sponsor] [on the Screen Page
for the Continuous Observation]].]
["Calculation Date" means each day on which the Reference Market is open for business
during its regular trading hours.]
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["Call Event" means [Share Call Event] [Index Call Event] [Commodity Call Event] [Futures
Call Event] [or] [FX Call Event].]
["Change in Law" means that due to
(a)

the coming into effect of changes in laws or regulations (including but not limited to
tax laws or capital market provisions) or

(b)

a change in relevant case law or administrative practice (including the administrative
practice of the tax or financial supervisory authorities),

if such changes become effective on or after the First Trade Date,
[(a)]

the holding, acquisition or sale of the Underlying or assets that are needed in order to
hedge price risks or other risks with respect to its obligations under the Securities is or
becomes wholly or partially illegal for the Issuer [or

(b)

the costs associated with the obligations under the Securities have increased
substantially (including but not limited to an increase in tax obligations, the reduction
of tax benefits or other negative consequences with regard to tax treatment)],

The Issuer determines [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] whether this is the case.]
["Clearance System" means the principal domestic clearance system customarily used for
settling trades [with respect to the Underlying] [in the securities that form the basis of the
Underlying] as determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment
and acting in good faith].]
["Clearance System Business Day" means, with respect to the Clearance System, any day
(other than a Saturday or Sunday) on which the Clearance System is open for the acceptance
and execution of settlement instructions.]
"Clearing System" means [Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main ("CBF")]
[Clearstream Banking S.A., Luxembourg ("CBL") and Euroclear Bank SA/NV ("Euroclear
Bank") (CBL and Euroclear are individually referred to as an "ICSD" (International Central
Securities Depository) and, collectively, the "ICSDs")] [Euroclear France SA ("Euroclear
France")] [Monte Titoli S.p.A., with offices in Piazza degli Affari no. 6, Milan, Italy ("Monte
Titoli")] [Insert other Clearing System(s)].
["Commodity Call Event" means each of the following:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Reference Market is available or could be determined;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency[;

(d)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (2) or (3) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
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practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]
["Determining Futures Exchange" means the [options and/or] futures exchange, on which
respective derivatives of the Underlying [or [– if derivatives on the Underlying are not traded
–] its components] (the "Derivatives") are mostly liquidly traded, such [options and/or] futures
exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Determining Futures Exchange,
such as a final discontinuation of derivatives' quotation linked to the Underlying [or to its
components] at the Determining Futures Exchange or a considerably restricted number or
liquidity, it shall be substituted as the Determining Futures Exchange by another [options
and/or] futures exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Derivatives (the
"Substitute Futures Exchange"); such [options and/or] futures exchange shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law,
insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of
Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith]. In the event of such substitution, any reference to the Determining Futures Exchange in
the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to the Substitute Futures
Exchange.]
"Exercise Right" means the Exercise Right as specified in § 3 (1) of the Special Conditions.
["Expiry Date [(Data di Scadenza)]" means the "Expiry Date" as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
"Final Payment Date" means the "Final Payment Date" as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Final Valuation Date" means the Final Valuation Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data. If the Final Valuation Date is not a Calculation Date the immediately
following Banking Day which is a Calculation Date shall be the Final Valuation Date.
"First Day of the Knock-out Period" means the First Day of the Knock-out Period as
specified in § 1 of the Product und Underlying Data.
"First Trade Date" means the First Trade Date [from the specified time] [as specified in § 1
of the Product and Underlying Data.] [as specified in the admission notice published by [insert
relevant market(s)].]
["Futures Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available or could have been determined;
whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by
French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

no suitable substitute for the Reference Market is available or could have been
determined; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in
the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§
315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith];

(c)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];
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(d)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency[;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (2) or (3) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

["Fixing Sponsor" means the Fixing Sponsor as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate as published [[Insert] [p.m.] [a.m.]
[Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX (1)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (1) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX (2)" means the [official] fixing of the FX Exchange Rate (2) as published [[Insert] [p.m.]
[a.m.] [Insert] local time] by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen Page (or any successor).]
["FX Calculation Date" means each day on which [FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)] [is] [are]
published by the Fixing Sponsor.]
["FX Call Event" means each of the following events:
[(a)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders,]

[([●]) no suitable New Fixing Sponsor (as specified in § 9 (1) of the Special Conditions) or
Replacement Exchange Rate (as specified in § 9 (2) of the Special Conditions) is
available; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith];]
[([●])] due to the occurrence of special circumstances or force majeure (such as catastrophes,
war, terror, insurgency, restrictions on payment transactions, entering of the currency
used for the calculation into the European Economic Monetary Union, withdrawing of
the relevant country from the European Economic Monetary Union and other
circumstances having a comparable impact on the [Underlying [or its components]]
[FX Exchange Rate] [FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX Exchange Rate (2)]) the
reliable determination of [the Reference Price] [or] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)] [FX] [or]
[the Relevant Price] is impossible or impracticable [for the Calculation Agent][, or
[([●]) a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s]].]
["FX (final)" means FX on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX (1) (final)" means FX (1) on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX (2) (final)" means FX (2) on the FX Valuation Date.]
["FX Market Disruption Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the failure of the [Fixing Sponsor] to publish [the Underlying] [at least one of the
components of the Underlying] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)];

(b)

the suspension or restriction in foreign exchange trading for at least one of the [two]
currencies quoted [against the [Underlying] [Base] Currency] as a part of [the
Underlying] [or] [the FX Exchange Rate] [the FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or the FX
Exchange Rate (2)] (including options or futures contracts) or the restriction of the
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convertibility of [against the [Underlying] [Base] Currency] the currencies quoted as a
component of [this] [these] exchange rate[s]] or the effective impossibility [for the
Calculation Agent] of obtaining a quotation of such exchange rate[s];
(c)

any other events with commercial effects which are similar to the events listed above;

to the extent that the above-mentioned events are material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith].]
["FX Screen Page" means the FX Screen Page as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX Valuation Date" means the [Final Valuation Date] [FX Calculation Date] [immediately
following the] [respective Valuation Date]. [If the FX Valuation Date is not a FX Calculation
Date the immediately following Banking Day which is a FX Calculation Date shall be the FX
Valuation Date.]]
["FX Exchange Rate" means the FX Exchange Rate as specified in § [●] of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (1)" means the FX Exchange Rate (1) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["FX Exchange Rate (2)" means the FX Exchange Rate (2) as specified in § [●] of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Hedging Disruption" means that the Issuer is not able to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith]; or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

under conditions which are economically substantially equivalent to those on the First Trade
Date.]
["Increased Costs of Hedging" means that the Issuer has to pay a substantially higher amount
of taxes, duties, expenditures and fees (with the exception of broker fees) compared to the
First Trade Date in order to
(a)

close, continue or carry out transactions or acquire, exchange, hold or sell assets
(respectively) which are needed in order to hedge price risks or other risks with regard
to its obligations under the Securities; whether this is the case shall be determined by
the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its
reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith] or

(b)

realise, reclaim or pass on proceeds from such transactions or assets,

whereas cost increases due to a deterioration of the credit-worthiness of the Issuer are not
considered as Increased Costs of Hedging.]
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["Index Calculation Agent" means the Index Calculation Agent as specified in § 2 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
["Index Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

no suitable Replacement Underlying is available; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s];

(c)

the Underlying is no longer calculated or published in the Underlying Currency;

(d)

no suitable substitute for the Index Sponsor and/or the Index Calculation Agent is
available; whether this is the case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the
case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315
et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in
accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] [;

(e)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 [(2)] [or] [(3)] [(e.g. no suitable Replacement
Underlying is available)] of the Special Conditions is not possible or not reasonable
with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German
law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and
in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

["Index Sponsor" means the Index Sponsor as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
["Issuing Agent" means the Issuing Agent as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
"Issue Date" means the Issue Date as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
"Knock-out Amount" is the Knock-out Amount as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
["Knock-out Barrier" means the Knock-out Barrier as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
A "Knock-out Event" has occurred if [the price of the Underlying, as published by the
Relevant Exchange] [the price of the Underlying, as published by the Reference Market] [the
price of the Underlying, as published by the Index Sponsor or, respectively, the Index
Calculation Agent] [the Relevant Price [of the Underlying]] [the price, as published on the
Screen Page for the Continuous Observation (or any successor page, which the Calculation
Agent notifies pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions) (the "Relevant Price"),] with
continuous observation during the Knock-out Period at any time [during the Relevant
Period][from the Beginning of the Knock-out Observation [on the First Trade Date] [on the
First Day of the Knock-out Period]]
[(i)

is on or below the Lower Knock-out Barrier or

(ii)

is on or above the Upper Knock-out Barrier.]

[In the case of Securities, for which "Stay High" is specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data:
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is on or below the Knock-out Barrier.
In the case of Securities, for which "Stay Low" is specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data:
is on or above the Knock-out Barrier.]
"Knock-out Period" means each [day] [Calculation Date] from the First Day of the Knockout Period [(including)] [from the Beginning of the Knock-out Observation [on the First Trade
Date] [on the First Day of the Knock-out Period]] to the Final Valuation Date [until the
relevant time of publication [of all components] of [FX] [FX (1) and FX (2)]] [(including)].
["Lower Knock-out Barrier" means the Lower Knock-out Barrier as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
"Market Disruption Event" means [FX Market Disruption Event.] [each of the following
events:
[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the failure of the Relevant Exchange to open for trading during its regular trading
sessions;

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in the Underlying on the Relevant Exchange;

(c)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on
the Determining Futures Exchange;]

[In the case of Indices as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

in general the suspension or restriction of trading on the exchanges or the markets on
which the [securities that form the basis of the Underlying][components of the
Underlying] are listed or traded, or on the respective futures exchanges or on the
markets on which Derivatives of the Underlying are listed or traded;

(b)

in relation to [individual securities which form the basis of the Underlying][the
components of the Underlying], the suspension or restriction of trading on the
exchanges or on the markets on which such [securities][components] are traded or on
the respective futures exchange or the markets on which derivatives of such
[securities][components] are traded;

(c)

in relation to individual Derivatives of the Underlying, the suspension or restriction of
trading on the futures exchanges or the markets on which such derivatives are traded;

(d)

the suspension of or failure or the non-publication of the calculation of the Underlying
as a result of a decision by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent;]

[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the suspension or the restriction of trading or the price determination of the Underlying
on the Reference Market

(b)

the suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying on the
Determining Futures Exchange]

to the extent that such Market Disruption Event is material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the [Relevant Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the
Determining Futures Exchange, shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that
the restriction occurs due to a previously announced change in the rules of the [Relevant
Exchange] [Reference Market] or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures Exchange.]
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[In the case of futures contracts as Underlying, the following applies:
(a)

the termination, suspension or restriction of trading or the price determination of the
Underlying on the Reference Market[,] [or]

[(b)

the termination, suspension or restriction of trading in a Derivative of the Underlying
on the Determining Futures Exchange[,] [or]]

[([●]) the non-availability or the non-publication of a Reference Price, which is required for
the calculations or, as the case may be, specifications described in these Terms and
Conditions,]
to the extent that such Market Disruption Event is material; whether this is the case shall be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith]. Any restriction of the trading hours or the number of days on which
trading takes place on the Reference Market [or, as the case may be, the Determining Futures
Exchange], shall not constitute a Market Disruption Event provided that the restriction occurs
due to a previously announced change in the rules of the Reference Market [or, as the case
may be, the Determining Futures Exchange].]
"Principal Paying Agent" means the Principal Paying Agent as specified in § 2 (1) of the
General Conditions.
"Redemption Amount" means the Redemption Amount as specified in § 4 of the Special
Conditions.
["Reference Asset" means the Reference Asset to which the Underlying is linked. The
Reference Asset is specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]]
["Reference Market" means the Reference Market as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Reference Price" means [FX.] [the Reference Price of the Underlying [expressed in the
Underlying Currency and] as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data [and as
published by the Reference Market] [and as published by the Fixing Sponsor on the FX Screen
Page]. [the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same
expiry as [the respective] Valuation Date of the Securities or if unaivalable the opening price
of the Underlying calculated by the Index Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the
[respective] Valuation Date (the "Settlement Price").]
[In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "Yes" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
the settlement price of options and/or futures on the same Underlying with the same expiry as
the [respective] Valuation Date of the Securities, as published by Determining Futures
Exchange, or if unaivalable the opening price of the Underlying calculated by the Index
Sponsor published on the Relevant Exchange on the [respective] Valuation Date (the
“Settlement Price”).
In the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "No" is specified in the "Italian
Underlying" column in Table [●]] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data:
[the Opening Price] [the Closing Price]]]
["Reference Price" means the quotient of (i) FX (1) divided by FX (2), as calculated by the
Calculation Agent.]
["Registered Benchmark Administrator" means that the Underlying is administered by an
administrator who is registered in a register pursuant to Article 36 of the Benchmark
Regulation as specified in § 2 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
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["Relevant Exchange" means [the [Relevant Exchange as specified in § 2 of the Product and
Underlying Data].] [the exchange, on which the components of the Underlying are traded,
such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities
governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case
of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its
reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] by way of notice pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions in accordance with such components' liquidity.]
In the case of a material change in the market conditions at the Relevant Exchange, such as a
final discontinuation of the quotation of the Underlying [or, respectively its components] at the
Relevant Exchange and the quotation at a different stock exchange or a considerably restricted
number or liquidity, the Relevant Exchange shall be substituted as the Relevant Exchange by
another exchange that offers satisfactorily liquid trading in the Underlying (the "Substitute
Exchange"); such exchange shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of
Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. In this case, any reference to the
Relevant Exchange in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to
the Substitute Exchange. In the event of a substitution, any reference in the Terms and
Conditions of these Securities to the Relevant Exchange shall be deemed to refer to the
Substitute Exchange.]
["Relevant Period" means the Relevant Period as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
["Relevant Price" means any
[In the case of Securities, for which "Call" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [bid] price [(to be found under [insert details])]
[In the case of Securities, for which "Put" is specified [in the "Call/Put" column in Table [●]]
in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data: [ask] price [(to be found under [insert details])]
for the Underlying, as published on the Screen Page for the Continuous Observation (or on any
successor page, which will be notified by the Calculation Agent pursuant to § 6 of the General
Conditions) and as determined by the Calculation Agent.]
["Screen Page for the Continuous Observation" means the Screen Page for the Continuous
Observation as specified in § [●] of the Product and Underlying Data.]
"Security Holder" means the holder of a Security.
["Settlement Cycle" means the period of Clearance System Business Days following a
transaction on the Relevant Exchange [in the Underlying] [of the securities that form the basis
of the Underlying], during which period settlement will customarily occur according to the
rules of such Relevant Exchange.]
["Share Call Event" means each of the following events:
(a)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange is finally ceased and no
Substitute Exchange could be determined; whether this is the case shall be determined
by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in
its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good
faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith];

(b)

the quotation of the Underlying at the Relevant Exchange no longer occurs in the
Underlying Currency;

(c)

a Change in Law [[and/or a Hedging Disruption] [and/or Increased Costs of Hedging]]
occur[s][;
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(d)

an adjustment pursuant to § 8 (1) of the Special Conditions is not possible or not
reasonable with regard to the Issuer and/or the Security Holders; whether this is the
case shall be determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed
by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of
Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market
practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]].]

"Specified Currency" means the Specified Currency as specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.
"Terms and Conditions" means the terms and conditions of these Securities as set out in the
General Conditions (Part A), the Product and Underlying Data (Part B) and the Special
Conditions (Part C).
"Underlying" means the [[FX] Exchange Rate][Underlying] as specified [in the "Underlying"
column in Table [●]] in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data. [The Underlying is specified
by the Index Sponsor and is calculated by the Index Calculation Agent.]
"Underlying Currency" means the Underlying Currency as specified in § 2 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
["Upper Knock-out Barrier" means the Upper Knock-out Barrier as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.]
"Valuation Date" means the Final Valuation Date.
[In the case of Stay High/Stay Low Securities, the following applies:
"Warrant Type" means the Warrant Type as specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying
Data.]
"Website[s] for Notices" means the Website(s) for Notices as specified in § 1 of the Product
and Underlying Data.
"Website[s] of the Issuer" means the Website(s) of the Issuer as specified in § 1 of the
Product and Underlying Data.
§2
Interest
The Securities do not bear interest.
§3
Exercise Right, Exercise, Knock-out, Payment
(1)

Exercise Right: Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Security Holder shall be
entitled, according to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities, to demand for each
Security the payment of the Redemption Amount from the Issuer.

(2)

Exercise: Subject to the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Exercise Right will be
automatically exercised on the Final Valuation Date.

(3)

Knock-out: Upon the occurrence of a Knock-out Event, the Exercise Right forfeits and the
Knock-out Amount will be paid for each Security.

(4)

Payment: The Redemption Amount will be paid on the Final Payment Date pursuant to the
provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
The Knock-out Amount will be paid five Banking Days after the day, on which the Knock-out
Event has occurred, pursuant to the provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.
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§4
Redemption Amount
(1)

Redemption Amount: The Redemption Amount is specified in § 1 of the Product and
Underlying Data.]
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[Special Conditions that apply for all product types:
§5
[(intentionally left out)]
[Issuer's Regular Call Right][,] [Issuer's Extraordinary Call Right]
[(1)

Issuer's Regular Call Right: The Issuer may call the Securities in whole but not in part at each
Exercise Date (the "Regular Call Right") and redeem them pursuant to § 4 (1) of the Special
Conditions at the Differential Amount. In the case of such a call, [ either the Calculation Date
immediately following the Exercise Date, in the case of Securities related to Underlying, for
which "Yes" is specified in the "Italian Underlying" column in Table [●] in § 2 of the Product
and Underlying Data, or, in the case of Securities related to Underlying, for which "No" is
specified in the "Italian Underlying" column in Table [●] in § 2 of the Product and Underlying
Data, the Exercise Date,] [the Calculation Date immediately following the Exercise Date,] [the
Exercise Date,] at which the Issuer exercises its Regular Call Right (the "Call Date") is
deemed to be the Valuation Date. The Exercise Right remains unaffected until the Call Date.
With the beginning of the Call Date all Exercise Rights forfeit.
The Issuer will give notice of such call at least [Insert notice period] prior to the Call Date
pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions. Such notice shall be irrevocable and will specify the
relevant Call Date.
The Differential Amount will be paid five Banking Days after the Call Date pursuant to the
provisions of § 6 of the Special Conditions.]

[([●]) Issuer's Extraordinary Call Right: Upon the occurrence of a Call Event the Issuer may call the
Securities extraordinarily by giving notice pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions and
redeem the Securities at their Cancellation Amount. Such call shall become effective at the
time indicated in the notice. [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: The
application of §§ 313, 314 BGB remains reserved.]
The "Cancellation Amount" shall be the fair market value of the Securities as of [the tenth
Banking Day] [insert days] before the extraordinary call becomes effective, determined by the
Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable
discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert:
acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] under
then prevailing circumstances.
The determination of the fair market value is based on the economic equivalent of the Issuer’s
payment obligations to the Security Holders consistent with the provisions for the redemption
profile, interest or other additional amounts of the Securities that would otherwise be due after
the day on which the extraordinary call becomes effective and which is adjusted for taking into
consideration the following parameters as of [the [tenth] [insert number of days] Banking Day
before] [the day when] the extraordinary call becomes effective: the price of the Underlying,
the remaining time to maturity, the estimated volatility, the expected dividends (if applicable),
the current market interest rate as well as the interest spread associated with the credit default
risk of the Issuer and any other relevant market parameter that can influence the value of the
Securities.The Cancellation Amount will be paid within five Banking Days following the date
as of which the extraordinary call becomes effective, or at the date specified in the above
mentioned notice, as the case may be, pursuant to the provisions of § 6 of the Special
Conditions.]
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§6
Payments
[In the case of Securities, where the Specified Currency is the Euro, the following applies:
(1)

Rounding: The amounts payable under these Terms and Conditions shall be rounded up or
down to the nearest EUR 0.01, with EUR 0.005 being rounded upwards. However, at least the
Minimum Amount shall be paid.]

[In the case of Securities, where the Specified Currency is not Euro, the following applies:
(1)

Rounding: The amounts payable under these Terms and Conditions shall be rounded up or
down to the smallest unit of the Specified Currency, with 0.5 of such unit being rounded
upwards. However, at least the Minimum Amount shall be paid.]

[In the case of Inline or Stay High/Stay Low Securities, the following applies:
(1)

(Intentionally left out)]

(2)

Business day convention: If the due date for any payment under the Securities (the "Payment
Date") is not a Banking Day then the Security Holders shall not be entitled to payment until
the next following Banking Day. The Security Holders shall not be entitled to further interest
or other payments in respect of such delay.

(3)

Manner of payment, discharge: All payments shall be made to the Principal Paying Agent.
The Principal Paying Agent shall pay the amounts due to the Clearing System to be credited to
the respective accounts of the depository banks and to be transferred to the Security Holders.
The payment to the Clearing System shall discharge the Issuer from its obligations under the
Securities in the amount of such a payment.

[In the case of Securities governed by German law, the following shall apply:
(4)

Interest of default: If the Issuer fails to make payments under the Securities when due, the
amount due shall bear interest on the basis of the default interest rate established by law. Such
accrual of interest starts on the day following the due date of that payment (including) and
ends on the effective date of the payment (including).]

[In the case of Securities governed by Italian law, the following shall apply:
(4)

Interest of default: If the Issuer fails to make payments under the Securities when due, the
amount due shall bear interest on the basis of the legal interest rate ('Saggio degli Interessi
legali'), pursuant to Section 1284 CC, without prejudice to any other mandatory provisions
under Italian law. Such accrual of interest starts on the day following the due date of that
payment (including) and ends on the effective date of the payment (including).]
§7
Market Disruptions

(1)

Postponement: Notwithstanding the provisions of § 8 of the Special Conditions, if a Market
Disruption Event occurs on [a][the] Valuation Date [or Roll Over Date][or the [calendar
day][Calculation Date][after][prior to] the Roll Over Date], the [respective] Valuation Date [or
Roll Over Date] will be postponed to the next following Calculation Date on which the Market
Disruption Event no longer exists. [Should a Market Disruption Event with respect to the
Underlying occur during a Dissolution Period, the respective Dissolution Period will be
extended by the time, the Market Disruption Event has lasted.][The Knock-out Period will be
extended respectively.]
[If a FX Market Disruption Event occurs on a FX Valuation Date, the respective FX Valuation
Date will be postponed to the next following FX Calculation Date on which the FX Market
Disruption Event no longer exists.]
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Any Payment Date relating to such Valuation Date[,] [or] [Dissolution Period] [or FX
Valuation Date][or Roll Over Date] [, as the case may be,] shall be postponed if applicable.
Interest shall not be payable due to such postponement.
(2)

Discretional valuation: Should the Market Disruption Event continue [at the [[●] Calculation
Date before the][last Trading Day] [●] of the Relevant Futures Contract at the Reference
Market] [insert other date]] [for more than [30][Insert number of Banking Days] consecutive
Banking Days] the Calculation Agent shall[, subject to the occurrence of a Futures Call
Event,] determine [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable
discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert:
acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] [the
respective Reference Price [or, respectively, the Exercise Price] [or FX] [or FX (1) and/or FX
(2)] required for the calculations or, respectively, specifications described in the Terms and
Conditions of these Securities] [or, respectively the Knock-out Amount] [a Reference Price] [a
price of the Underlying (the "Disrupted Price")]. Such [Reference] [Disrupted] Price [or,
respectively, Exercise Price] [or FX] [or FX (1) and/or FX (2)] shall be determined in
accordance with prevailing market conditions at 10:00 a.m. (Munich local time) [on the
[31st][Insert number of following Banking Day] Banking Day] [or, if earlier,] [at the [[●]
Calculation Date prior to the] [last Trading Day] [●] of the Relevant Future Contract at the
Reference Market][insert other date]] taking into account the economic position of the
Security Holders. [This [Reference] [Disrupted] Price][or FX (1) and/or FX (2)] shall be
deemed to be the relevant price of the Underlying with respect to the determination of the
occurrence of a Knock-out Event, even though it has not been published [by the Relevant
Exchange] [by the Index Sponsor] [on the FX Screen Page] [on the Screen Page for the
Continuous Observation].]
[If within these [30][Insert number of Banking Days] Banking Days traded Derivatives of the
Underlying[1] [or, respectively, its components] expire and are settled on the Determining
Futures Exchange, the settlement price established by the Determining Futures Exchange for
the there traded Derivatives will be taken into account in order to [conduct the calculations or,
respectively, specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities]
[determine the [Reference] [Disrupted] Price] [or FX (1) and/or FX (2)]. In that case, the
expiration date for those Derivatives is the relevant Valuation Date.]
[Should the FX Market Disruption Event continue for more than [30][Insert number of
Banking Days] consecutive Banking Days, the Calculation Agent shall determine [in the case
of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)]
[in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant
market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert:
using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] the respective [ FX] [ FX (1) and/or
FX (2)]. The [ FX] [ FX (1) and/or FX (2)]-fixing required for the calculations or, respectively,
specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be determined in
accordance with prevailing market conditions at 10:00 a.m. (Munich local time)on the
[31st][Insert number of following Banking Day] Banking Day, taking into account the
economic position of the Security Holders.]

[In the case of Shares as Underlying, the following applies:
§8
Adjustments, Replacement Specification
(1)

Adjustments: Upon the occurrence of an Adjustment Event the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities (in particular the Underlying, the Ratio and/or all prices of the Underlying, which
have been specified by the Calculation Agent) and/or all prices of the Underlying determined
by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be
adjusted in such a way that the economic position of the Security Holders remains unchanged
to the greatest extent possible. Such adjustments shall be made by the Calculation Agent [in
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the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et
seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French
law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. Any such adjustment will
be performed taking into consideration any adjustments made by the Determining Futures
Exchange to the there traded Derivatives linked to the Underlying, and the remaining term of
the Securities as well as the latest available price of the Underlying. If the Calculation Agent
determines that, pursuant to the rules of the Determining Futures Exchange, no adjustments
were made to the Derivatives linked to the Underlying, the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities shall regularly remain unchanged. The exercised adjustments and the date of the
first application shall be notified pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.
(2)

Replacement Specification: If a price of the Underlying published by the Relevant Exchange
pursuant to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities will subsequently be corrected and
the correction (the "Corrected Value") will be published by the Relevant Exchange after the
original publication, but still within one Settlement Cycle, then the Calculation Agent will
notify the Issuer of the Corrected Value without undue delay and shall again specify and
publish the respective value by using the Corrected Value (the "Replacement Specification")
pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions.

(3)

[In the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: The application of §§ 313, 314
BGB remains reserved.]]

[In the case of Indices as Underlying, the following applies:
§8
Index Concept, [Adjustments, Replacement Underlying,] New Index Sponsor and New Index
Calculation Agent, Replacement Specification
(1)

Index Concept: The basis for the calculations or, respectively, specifications of the Calculation
Agent described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be the Underlying with
its provisions currently applicable, as developed and maintained by the Index Sponsor, as well
as the respective method of calculation, determination, and publication of the price of the
Underlying (the "Index Concept") applied by the Index Sponsor. This shall also apply if
during the term of the Securities changes are made or occur in respect of the Index Concept, or
if other measures are taken, which have an impact on the Index Concept, unless otherwise
provided in the below provisions.

[(2)

Adjustments: Upon the occurrence of an Adjustment Event the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities [, if necessary] (in particular the [respective] Underlying, the Ratio and/or all prices
of the [respective] Underlying, which have been specified by the Calculation Agent) and/or all
prices of the [respective] Underlying determined by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the
Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be adjusted in such a way that the economic
position of the Security Holders remains unchanged to the greatest extent possible. Such
adjustments shall be made by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by
German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities
governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in
good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable
judgment and acting in good faith]. Any such adjustment will be performed taking into
consideration any adjustments made by the Determining Futures Exchange to the there traded
Derivatives linked to the Underlying, and the remaining term of the Securities as well as the
latest available price of the [respective] Underlying. If the Calculation Agent determines that,
pursuant to the rules of the Determining Futures Exchange, no adjustments were made to the
Derivatives linked to the [respective] Underlying, the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities regularly remain unchanged. The exercised adjustments and the date of the first
application shall be notified according to § 6 of the General Conditions.

(3)

Replacement Underlying: In cases of an Index Replacement Event or an Index Usage Event,
the adjustment pursuant to paragraph (2) is usually made by the Calculation Agent [in the case
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of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq.
BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law,
insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith] determining, which index
should be used in the future as Underlying (the "Replacement Underlying"). If necessary, the
Calculation Agent will make further adjustments to the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities (in particular to the Underlying, the Ratio and/or all prices of the Underlying, which
have been specified by the Issuer) and/or all prices of the Underlying determined by the
Calculation Agent pursuant to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities in such a way that
the economic position of the Security Holders remains unchanged to the greatest extent
possible. The Replacement Underlying and the adjustments made as well as the time of its
first application will be published in accordance with § 6 of the General Conditions. From the
first application of the Replacement Underlying on, any reference to the replaced Underlying
in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to the Replacement
Underlying.]
[(4)][(2)]
New Index Sponsor and New Index Calculation Agent: If the Underlying is no longer
determined by the Index Sponsor but rather by another person, company or institution (the
"New Index Sponsor"), then all calculations or, respectively, specifications described in the
Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall occur on the basis of the Underlying as
determined by the New Index Sponsor. In this case, any reference to the replaced Index
Sponsor in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to the New
Index Sponsor. If the Underlying is no longer calculated by the Index Calculation Agent but
rather by another person, company or institution (the "New Index Calculation Agent"), then
all calculations or, respectively, specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities shall occur on the basis of the Underlying as calculated by the New Index
Calculation Agent. In this case, any reference to the replaced Index Calculation Agent in the
Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to the New Index
Calculation Agent.
[(5)][(3)]
Replacement Specification: If a price of the Underlying published by the Index
Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent, as the case may be, pursuant to the Terms and
Conditions of these Securities will subsequently be corrected and the correction (the
"Corrected Value") will be published by the Index Sponsor or the Index Calculation Agent,
as the case may be, after the original publication, but still within one Settlement Cycle, then
the Calculation Agent will notify the Issuer of the Corrected Value without undue delay and
shall again specify and publish pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions the relevant value by
using the Corrected Value (the "Replacement Specification").
[(6)][(4)]
[In the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: The application of §§ 313,
314 BGB remains reserved.]]
[In the case of commodities as Underlying, the following applies:
§8
Relevant Trading Conditions, Adjustments, Replacement Reference Market
(1)

Relevant Trading Conditions: The basis for the calculations or, respectively, specifications of
the Calculation Agent described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be the
Underlying taking in consideration
(a)

the method of price determination,

(b)

the trading conditions (in particular in terms of the quality, the quantity and the
currency of trading) and

(c)

other value determining factors,

applicable on the Reference Market in respect of the Underlying (together the "Relevant
Trading Conditions"), unless otherwise provided in below provisions.
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(2)

Adjustments: Upon the occurrence of an Adjustment Event the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities (in particular the Underlying, the Ratio and/or all prices of the Underlying, which
have been specified by the Calculation Agent) and/or all prices of the Underlying determined
by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be
adjusted in such a way that the economic position of the Security Holders remains unchanged
to the greatest extent possible. Such adjustments shall be made by the Calculation Agent [in
the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et
seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law,
insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. Any such adjustment will be
performed taking into consideration any adjustments made by the Determining Futures
Exchange to the there traded Derivatives linked to the Underlying, and the remaining term of
the Securities as well as the latest available price of the Underlying. If the Calculation Agent
determines that, pursuant to the rules of the Determining Futures Exchange, no adjustments
were made to the Derivatives linked to the Underlying, the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities shall regularly remain unchanged. The exercised adjustments and the date of the
first application shall be notified according to § 6 of the General Conditions.

(3)

Replacement Reference Market: In the event of
(a)

a final discontinuation of the trading in the Underlying at the Reference Market,

(b)

a material change of the market conditions at the Reference Market or

(c)

a material limitation of the liquidity of the Underlying at the Reference Market,

with the trading in the same commodity being continued on another market without
restrictions, the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert:
in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian
law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case
of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] shall determine that such other market will be used in the future as Reference Market
(the "Replacement Reference Market"). If necessary, the Calculation Agent will make
further adjustments to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities (in particular to the
Underlying, the Ratio and/or all prices of the Underlying, which have been specified by the
Issuer) and/or all prices of the Underlying determined by the Calculation Agent pursuant to the
Terms and Conditions of these Securities in order to account for any difference in the method
of price determination and the trading conditions applicable to the Underlying on the
Replacement Reference Market (in particular in terms of the quality, the quantity and the
currency of trading) (together the "New Relevant Trading Conditions"), as compared to the
original Relevant Trading Conditions. The Replacement Reference Market and the performed
adjustments and the time that it is first applied will be published in accordance with § 6 of the
General Conditions. Commencing with the first application of the Replacement Reference
Market, any reference to the replaced Reference Market in the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities shall be deemed to refer to the Replacement Reference Market.
[(4)

Replacement Specification: If a price of the Underlying published by the Reference Market
pursuant to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities is subsequently corrected and the
correction (the "Corrected Value") is be published by the Reference Market within [30][90] [

●] calendar days after the original publication, then the Calculation Agent will notify the

Issuer of the Corrected Value without undue delay and shall again specify and publish
pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions the relevant value by using the Corrected Value (the
"Replacement Specification").]

([●])

[In the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: The application of §§ 313, 314
BGB remains reserved.]]
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[In the case of currency exchange rates as Underlying, the following applies:
§8
Adjustments
(1)

Adjustments: Upon the occurrence of an Adjustment Event the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities (in particular the Underlying, the Ratio and/or all prices of the Underlying, which
have been specified by the Calculation Agent) and/or all prices of the Underlying determined
by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be
adjusted in such a way that the economic position of the Security Holders remains unchanged
to the greatest extent possible. Such adjustments shall be made by the Calculation Agent [in
the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et
seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance
with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French
law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. Any such adjustment will
be performed taking into consideration any adjustments made by the Determining Futures
Exchange to the there traded Derivatives linked to the Underlying, and the remaining term of
the Securities as well as the latest available price of the Underlying. If the Calculation Agent
determines that, pursuant to the rules of the Determining Futures Exchange, no adjustments
were made to the Derivatives linked to the Underlying, the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities regularly remain unchanged. The exercised adjustments and the date of the first
application shall be notified according to § 6 of the General Conditions.

(2)

[In the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: The application of §§ 313, 314
BGB remains reserved.]]

[In the case of futures contracts as Underlying, the following applies:
§8
Contract Specifications, Adjustments, Replacement Futures Contract, Replacement Reference
Market
(1)

Contract Specifications: The basis for the calculations or, respectively, specifications of the
Calculation Agent described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be the
Underlying under consideration of
(a)

the method of price determination,

(b)

the trading conditions (in particular in terms of the quality, the quantity and the
currency of trading),

(c)

the contract date and

(d)

other value determining factors,

applicable on the Reference Market in respect of the Underlying (together the "Contract
Specifications"), unless otherwise provided in below provisions.
(2)

Adjustments: Upon the occurrence of an Adjustment Event the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities (in particular the Underlying, the Ratio and/or all prices of the Underlying, which
have been specified by the Calculation Agent) and/or all prices of the Underlying determined
by the Calculation Agent on the basis of the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be
adjusted in such a way that the economic position of the Security Holders remains unchanged
to the greatest extent possible. Such adjustments shall be made by the Calculation Agent [in
the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et
seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with
relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities governed by French law,
insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]. The Calculation Agent will
take into account [the adjustments of the Derivatives linked to the Underlying actually
performed by the Determining Futures Exchange and] the remaining term of the Securities as
well as the latest available price of the Underlying. [If the Calculation Agent determines that,
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pursuant to the rules of the Determining Futures Exchange, no adjustments are made to the
Derivatives linked to the Underlying, the Terms and Conditions of these Securities will
regularly remain unchanged.] The exercised adjustments and the date of the first application
shall be notified according to § 6 of the General Conditions.
(3)

Replacement Futures Contract, Replacement Reference Market: In the event of
(a)

a final discontinuation of the trading in or a termination of the Relevant Futures
Contract prior to the regular last trading day which has been specified for the
respective Relevant Futures Contract by the Reference Market,

(b)

any material change of the market conditions at the Reference Market, in general, [or]
[,

(c)

the absence of [another Futures Contract][a Futures Contract with the next following
expiry date][at the Reference Market][which is linked to the same Reference
Asset][and][having a remaining term of at least [one month][insert other provision
with regard to the remaining term]], which shall replace the current Relevant Futures
Contract at the Roll Over Date, or]

([●])

a material limitation of the liquidity of the Underlying at the Reference Market,

with the trading in another futures contract [linked to the same Reference Asset] [or] [linked to
a reference asset allocated to the same commodity type] [as the Underlying] [or, regarding the
issuer and term(s), with comparable notes as Reference Asset] [and with Contract
Specifications materially comparable to the original Contract Specifications [(except for the
contract date)]] being continued on the Reference Market or another market without
restrictions, the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert:
in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian
law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case
of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good
faith] shall determine which of such other futures contract (the "Replacement Futures
Contract") and, insofar the Replacement Futures Contract will not be traded on the Reference
Market but another market, that such other market will be used in the future as Reference
Market (the "Replacement Reference Market").
If necessary, the Calculation Agent, moreover, will make further adjustments to the Terms and
Conditions of these Securities (in particular to the Ratio and/or all prices of the Underlying,
which have been specified by the Issuer) and/or all prices of the Underlying determined by the
Calculation Agent pursuant to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities to account for any
difference in the method of price determination and the trading conditions (in particular in
terms of the quality, the quantity and currency of trading), the contract date and other value
determining factors applicable to the Replacement Futures Contract on the Reference Market
or the Replacement Reference Market (together the "New Contract Specifications"), as
compared to the original Contract Specifications.
The Replacement Futures Contract, the Replacement Reference Market (if any), the exercised
adjustments and the time that it is first applied will be published in accordance with § 6 of the
General Conditions. Commencing with the first application of the Replacement Futures
Contract and the Replacement Reference Market (if any), any references to the substituted
Underlying and to the substituted Reference Market in the Terms and Conditions of these
Securities shall be deemed to refer to the Replacement Futures Contract and Replacement
Reference Market.
[(4)

Replacement Specification: If a price of the Underlying published by the Reference Market
pursuant to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities will subsequently be corrected and
the correction (the "Corrected Value") will be published by the Reference Market within
[30][90] [●] calendar days after the original publication, then the Calculation Agent will notify
the Issuer of the Corrected Value without undue delay and shall again specify and publish
pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions the relevant value by using the Corrected Value (the
"Replacement Specification").]
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([●])

[In the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: The application of §§ 313, 314
BGB remains reserved.]]

[In the case of a currency exchange rate as Underlying or in the case of Compo Securities, the
following applies:
§9
New Fixing Sponsor, Replacement Exchange Rate
(1)

New Fixing Sponsor: In the event that [the Underlying] [at least one component of the
Underlying] [the [FX] Exchange Rate] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)] [FX Exchange Rate (1)
and/or FX Exchange Rate (2)] is no longer determined and published by the Fixing Sponsor
or, in case of a not only immaterial modification in the method of determination and/or
publication [of the Underlying] [of at least one of the components of the Underlying] [the
[FX] Exchange Rate] [of FX (1)] [of FX (1) and/or FX (2)] [FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or FX
Exchange Rate (2)] by the Fixing Sponsor (including the time of the determination and/or
publication), the Calculation Agent has the right [, in particular,] to determine the calculations
or, respectively, specifications of the Calculation Agent described in the Terms and
Conditions of these Securities on the basis of the determinations and publications by another
person, company or institution (the "New Fixing Sponsor"). The Calculation Agent shall
determine [in the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: in its reasonable
discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by Italian law, insert:
acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in the case of Securities
governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and acting in good faith]
whether such event occurs and which other person, company or institution shall act as the
New Fixing Sponsor (the "New Fixing Sponsor"). The New Fixing Sponsor and the time of
its first application shall be published pursuant to § 6 of the General Conditions. In this case,
any reference to the replaced Fixing Sponsor in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities
shall be deemed to refer to the New Fixing Sponsor.

(2)

Replacement Exchange Rate: In the event that [the FX Exchange Rate] [the [official] fixing
[of at least one component of the Underlying]] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)] [FX Exchange
Rate (1) and/or FX Exchange Rate (2)] is no longer determined and published, the calculations
or, respectively, specifications described in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall
occur on the basis of price of the [Underlying] [respective component of the Underlying]
[[FX] Exchange Rate] [FX] [FX (1) and/or FX (2)] [FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or FX
Exchange Rate (2)] determined and published on the basis of another method, which will be
determined by the Calculation Agent [in the case of Securities governed by German law,
insert: in its reasonable discretion (§ 315 et seq. BGB)] [in the case of Securities governed by
Italian law, insert: acting in accordance with relevant market practice and in good faith] [in
the case of Securities governed by French law, insert: using its reasonable judgment and
acting in good faith] (the "Replacement Exchange Rate"). [If necessary, the Calculation
Agent will make further adjustments to the Terms and Conditions of these Securities (in
particular [to the determination or to the method of the calculation of the Differential Amount
[and/or to the Knock-out Amount][,][to the Ratio][and/or][all prices of the Underlying [or of
its components] determined by the Calculation Agent]) and/or all prices of the Underlying [or
of its components] determined by the Calculation Agent pursuant to the Terms and Conditions
on the basis of the Terms and Conditions in such way that the economic position of the
Security Holders remains unchanged to the greatest extent possible.] The Replacement
Exchange Rate and the time of its first application shall be published pursuant to § 6 of the
General Conditions. In this case any reference to [the replaced FX Exchange Rate] [the
[official] fixing [of the respective component] of the Underlying] [the replaced [FX]] [to the
replaced FX (1) and/or FX (2)] [to the replaced FX Exchange Rate (1) and/or FX Exchange
Rate (2)] in the Terms and Conditions of these Securities shall be deemed to refer to the
Replacement Exchange Rate.

(3)

[In the case of Securities governed by German law, insert: The application of §§ 313, 314
BGB remains reserved.]]
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Conditions of the Securities incorporated by reference in the Base Prospectus
In connection with Securities which are publicly offered or admitted to trading for the first time before
the date of this Base Prospectus and in connection with an increase of Securities the Conditions of the
Securities as included in:
•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 24 June 2013 for the issuance of Knock-out
Securities and Warrants, as supplemented by the supplement dated 16 September 2013 and the
supplement dated 6 March 2014,

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 3 June 2014 for the issuance of Knock-out
Securities and Warrants,

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 28 May 2015 for the issuance of Knock-out
Securities and Warrants,

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 20 May 2016 for the issuance of Knock-out
Securities and Warrants,

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 21 February 2017 for the issuance of Knockout Securities and Warrants, as supplemented by the supplement dated 23 May 2017,

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 18 December 2017 for the issuance of
Knock-out Securities and Warrants, and

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 7 February 2018 for the issuance of Knockout Securities and Warrants,

•

the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 22 March 2018 for the issuance of Knockout Securities and Warrants,

are hereby incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus. A list setting out the information
incorporated by reference is provided on page 273 et seq.
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The form of Waiver Notice is applicable for Securities which shall be admitted to trading on an Italian
regulated or other equivalent market:
FORM OF WAIVER OF EXERCISE
________________________________
(Name of Securities and ISIN)
To: UniCredit Bank AG
Facsimile: [+ 39 02 49535357] [insert]
Failure properly to complete this waiver of exercise or to submit a substantially similar form of waiver
of exercise shall result in the waiver of exercise being treated as null and void.
PLEASE USE BLOCK CAPITALS
1. Details of Holder(s) of the Securities
Name:
Address:
Facsimile:
Telephone:
__________________________________________________________________________________
2. Details of Tranche of Securities
The Tranche of Securities to which this waiver of exercise relates:
__________________________________________________________________________________
3. Waiver of Automatic Exercise
I/We, being the holder of the Securities referred to below forming part of the above Tranche of
Securities, hereby waive the automatic exercise of such Securities in accordance with the Conditions
thereof.
__________________________________________________________________________________
4. Number of Securities
The number of Securities is as follows:
__________________________________________________________________________________
5. Dated
__________________________________________________________________________________
6. Signed
__________________________________________________________________________________
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DESCRIPTION OF INDICES COMPOSED BY THE ISSUER OR BY ANY LEGAL ENTITY
BELONGING TO THE SAME GROUP
The description of indices composed by the Issuer or by any legal entity belonging to the same group
included in the base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 21 February 2014 for the issuance of
Worst-of Bonus Securities, Worst-of Express Securities and Worst-of Express Cash Collect Securities
is hereby incorporated by reference into this Base Prospectus. A list setting out the information
incorporated by reference is provided on page 273 et seq.
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Final Terms
dated [•]
UniCredit Bank AG
[Issue of]
[Continuance of the previously commenced public offer of]
[Increase of the offering size of]
[Admission to a regulated or equivalent market of]
[Insert title of the Securities]
(the "Securities")
under the
Base Prospectus for Knock-out Securities and Warrants dated 8 July 2019
under the
Euro 50,000,000,000
Debt Issuance Programme of
UniCredit Bank AG
These final terms (the "Final Terms") have been prepared for the purposes of Article 5 para. 4 of the
Directive 2003/71/EC, at the date of the Base Prospectus (the "Prospectus Directive") in connection
with § 6 para. 3 of the German Securities Prospectus Act, at the date of the Base Prospectus
(Wertpapierprospektgesetz, the "WpPG"). In order to get the full information the Final Terms are to
be read together with the information contained in the Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG (the
"Issuer") dated 8 July 2019 for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and Warrants (the "Base
Prospectus") and in any supplements to the Base Prospectus according to § 16 WpPG (the
"Supplements").
The Base Prospectus, any Supplements and these Final Terms are available on [Insert website(s)] in
accordance with § 14 WpPG. The Issuer may replace these website(s) by any successor website(s)
which will be published by notice in accordance with § 6 of the General Conditions.
[The validity of the above mentioned Base Prospectus dated 8 July 2019, under which the Securities
described in these Final Terms [are issued] [are continuously offered], ends on [Insert date]. From
this point in time, these Final Terms are to be read together with the latest base prospectus for the
issuance of Knock-out Securities and Warrants of UniCredit Bank AG (including the information
incorporated by reference in the latest base prospectus from the base prospectus, under which these
securities have initially been issued) which follows the Base Prospectus dated 8 July 2019. The
latest base prospectus for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and Warrants of UniCredit Bank AG
will be published on www.onemarkets.de/basisprospekte and on [www.investimenti.unicredit.it
(Info/Documentazione/Programmi di Emissione)] [●].]10
[In case of a continuance of a public offer or an increase of Securities, which in each case, have been
publicly offered or admitted to trading for the first time before the date of the Base Prospectus the
following applies:
10

In case, the Final Terms are not prepared for a new issuance of the Securities but for the continuance of the public offer
of previously issued securities.
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These Final Terms are to be read in conjunction with the Base Prospectus as well as the Description
of the Securities and the Conditions of the Securities as included in the base prospectus of UniCredit
Bank AG dated [24 June 2013 for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and Warrants, as supplemented
by the supplement dated 16 September 2013 and the supplement dated 6 March 2014] [3 June 2014
for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and Warrants, as supplemented by the supplement dated 11
November 2014] [28 May 2015 for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and Warrants] [20 May 2016
for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and Warrants] [21 February 2017 for the issuance of Knockout Securities and Warrants] [18 December 2017 for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and
Warrants] [7 February 2018 for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and Warrants] [22 March 2018
for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and Warrants] [14 March 2019 for the issuance of Knock-out
Securities and Warrants], which are incorporated by reference into the Base Prospectus.]
[An issue specific summary is annexed to these Final Terms.]11
SECTION A – GENERAL INFORMATION
Issue Date and Issue Price:
Issue Date: [Insert issue date]12
[The issue date for each Security is specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
Issue Price: [Insert issue price]13
[The issue price per Security is specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.]
[The issue price per Security will be determined by the Issuer on [Insert] on the basis of the product
parameters and the current market situation (in particular the price of the Underlying, the implied
volatility, interest rates, dividend expectations and lending fees). The [issue price and the] on-going
offer price of the Securities will be published [on the websites of the stock exchanges where the
Securities will be traded] [on [Insert website and, if applicable, heading]] after its specification. The
Issuer may replace these website(s) by any successor website(s) which will be published by notice in
accordance with § 6 of the General Conditions.]
Selling concession:
[Not applicable] [An upfront fee in the amount of [Insert] is included in the Issue Price.] [Insert
details]
Other commissions:
[Not applicable] [Insert details]
Issue volume:
The issue volume of [the] [each] Series [offered] [issued] under and described in these Final Terms is
specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
The issue volume of [the] [each] Tranche [offered] [issued] under and described in these Final Terms
is specified in § 1 of the Product and Underlying Data.
Product Type:
[Call Warrants with European exercise]
[Call Warrants with American exercise]
[Put Warrants with European exercise]
[Put Warrants with American exercise]

11

12
13

No issuance-specific summary is required in case of Securities with a minimum denomination of 100,000 Euro which are
not publicly offered.
In the case of multi-series-issuances the issue dates of each series may be included in tabular form.
In the case of multi-series-issuances the issue prices of each series may be included in tabular form.
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[Call Discount Warrants]
[Put Discount Warrants]
[Call Turbo Securities]
[Put Turbo Securities]
[Call Turbo Open End Securities]
[Put Turbo Open End Securities]
[Call X-Turbo Securities]
[Put X-Turbo Securities]
[Call X-Turbo Open End Securities]
[Put X-Turbo Open End Securities]
[Call Mini Future Securities]
[Put Mini Future Securities]
[Call COOL Securities]
[Put COOL Securities]
[Inline Securities]
[Stay High Securities]
[Stay Low Securities]
Admission to trading [and listing]:
[If an application of admission to trading of the Securities has been or will be made, the following
applies:
Application [has been] [will be] made for the Securities to be admitted to trading [with effect from
[Insert expected date]] on the following regulated or other equivalent markets: [Euronext Paris]
[Insert relevant regulated or other equivalent market(s)].] [The first [trading] [listing] date will be
specified in the admission notice published by [Insert relevant regulated or other equivalent
market(s)].]
[If the Securities are already admitted to trading, the following applies:
The Securities are already admitted to trading on the following regulated or other equivalent markets:
[Insert relevant regulated or other equivalent market(s)].]
[If securities of the same class of the Securities admitted to trading are already admitted to trading
on a regulated or equivalent market, the following applies:
To the knowledge of the Issuer, securities of the same class of the Securities to be offered or admitted
to trading are already admitted to trading on the following regulated or other equivalent markets:
[Euronext Paris] [Insert relevant regulated or other equivalent market(s)].]
[Not applicable. No application for the Securities to be admitted to trading on a regulated or
equivalent market has been made [and no such application is intended].]
[[However,] [In addition,] application to [listing] [trading] [will be] [has been] made with effect from
[Insert expected date] on the following [markets] [multilateral trading facilities (MTF)] [trading
venues]: [Insert relevant market(s), MTF(s) or trading venue(s)].]
[[However, the] [The] Securities are already [listed] [traded] on the following [markets] [multilateral
trading facilities (MTF)] [trading venues]: [Insert relevant market(s), MTF(s) or trading venue(s)].]
[The [Insert name of the Market Maker] (the "Market Maker") undertakes to provide liquidity
[through bid and offer quotes] in accordance with the market making rules of [Insert relevant
market(s), MTF(s) or trading venue(s)], where the Securities are expected to be [listed] [traded]. [The
obligations of the Market Maker are regulated by the rules of [the markets organized and managed by
[Insert relevant market(s), MTF(s) or trading venue(s)], and the relevant instructions to such rules]
[Borsa Italiana SeDeX MTF] [EuroTLX SIM S.p.A.] [insert relevant market, MTF or trading venue].
[Moreover, the Market Maker undertakes to apply, in normal market conditions, a spread between bid
and offer quotes not higher than [•] %.].]
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Payment and delivery:
[If the Securities will be delivered against payment, the following applies:
Delivery against payment]
[If the Securities will be delivered free of payment, the following applies:
Delivery free of payment]
[Insert other method of payment and delivery]
Notification:
The Federal Financial Supervisory Authority (the "BaFin") has provided to the competent authorities
in the Czech Republic, France, Italy and the Netherlands a certificate of approval attesting that the
Base Prospectus has been drawn up in accordance with the Prospectus Directive.

Terms and conditions of the offer:
[Day of the first public offer: [Insert the day of the first public offer]]
[Start of the new public offer: [Insert Start of the new public offer] [(continuance of the public offer
of previously issued securities)] [(increase of previously issued securities)].]
[A public offer will be made in [the Czech Republic] [,] [and] [France] [,] [and] [Italy] [and] [the
Netherlands].]
[The smallest transferable unit is [Insert smallest transferable unit].]
[The smallest tradable unit is [Insert smallest tradable unit].]
[The Securities will be offered to [qualified investors][,] [and/or] [retail investors] [and/or]
[institutional investors] [by way of [a private placement] [a public offering]] [by financial
intermediaries].]
[As of the [day of the first public offer] [start of the new public offer] the Securities described in the
Final Terms will be offered on a continuous basis.]
[The continuous offer will be made on current ask prices provided by the Issuer.]
[The public offer may be terminated by the Issuer at any time without giving any reason.]
[No public offer will take place. The Securities will be admitted to a regulated or equivalent market.]
[The effectiveness of the offer is subject to the adoption of the admission provision for trading by
[insert market(s) or trading venue(s)] prior to the Issue Date.] [[the confirmation, prior to the Issue
Date, by [Insert relevant market(s) or trading venue(s)] on the admissibility of the payoff with start
of trading on the [insert number of days] business day following the Issue Date]. The Issuer
undertakes to request the admission to trading on [insert market(s) or trading venue(s)] in time for the
adoption of the admission provision by the Issue Date.]
[In the case of Securities being offered to Italian consumers, the following applies:
[Subscription orders are irrevocable [,] [except for provisions [in respect to the "door to door selling",
in relation to which the subscription orders will be accepted starting from [Insert first day of
subscription period] to [Insert last day of door to door subscription period]] [and] [in respect to the
"long distance technique selling", in relation to which subscription orders will be accepted starting
from [Insert first day of subscription period] to [Insert last day of long distance technique selling
subscription period]] – unless closed in advance and without previous notice –] and will be satisfied
within the limits of the maximum number of Securities on offer.]
[The Securities can be placed by the relevant Distributor through ["door to door selling" (through
financial sales agents, pursuant to the articles 30 and 31 of the Italian Legislative Decree 24 February
1998, n. 58)] [or] ["long distance technique selling" (pursuant to the article 67-duodecies, Par. 4 of
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the Italian Legislative Decree 6 September 2005, n. 206)]. Therefore, the effects of the subscription
agreements will be suspended [for seven days, with reference to those "door to door selling"] [,] [and]
[for fourteen days, with reference to "long distance technique selling"], from the date of the
subscription by the investors. Within such terms, the investor can withdraw by means of a notice to
the financial promoter or the Distributors without any liability, expenses or other fees according to
the conditions indicated in the subscription agreement.]]
Consent to the use of the Base Prospectus:
[In the case of a general consent, the following applies:
The Issuer consents to the use of the Base Prospectus by all financial intermediaries (so-called
general consent).
Such consent to use the Base Prospectus is given [for the following offer period of the Securities:
[Insert offer period for which the consent is given]] [during the period of the validity of the Base
Prospectus]. General consent for the subsequent resale or final placement of Securities by the
financial intermediaries is given in relation to [the Czech Republic] [,] [and] [France] [,] [and] [Italy]
[and] [the Netherlands].]
[In the case of an individual consent the following applies:
The Issuer consents to the use of the Base Prospectus by the following financial intermediaries (socalled individual consent):
[Insert name(s) and address(es)].
Such consent to use the Base Prospectus is given for the following period: [Insert period].
Individual consent for the subsequent resale or final placement of the Securities by the financial
intermediar[y][ies] is given in relation to [the Czech Republic] [,] [and] [France] [,] [and] [Italy]
[and] [the Netherlands] to [Insert name[s] and address[es]] [Insert details].]
[The Issuer’s consent to the use of the Base Prospectus is subject to the condition that (i) each
financial intermediary complies with the applicable selling restrictions and the terms and conditions
of the offer and (ii) the consent to the use of the Base Prospectus has not been revoked.]
[In addition, the Issuer’s content to the use of the Base Prospectus is given under the condition that
the financial intermediary using the Base Prospectus commits itself to comply any information and
notification requirements under investment laws and regulations with regard to the Underlying or its
Components. This commitment is made by the publication of the financial intermediary on its
website stating that the prospectus is used with the consent of the Issuer and subject to the conditions
set forth with the consent.]
[Moreover, the Issuer’s consent to the use of the Base Prospectus is subject to the condition that the
financial intermediary using the Base Prospectus commits itself towards its customers to a
responsible distribution of the Securities. This commitment is made by the publication of the financial
intermediary on its website stating that the prospectus is used with the consent of the Issuer and
subject to the conditions set forth with the consent.]
[Not applicable. No consent is given.]

Interest of Natural and Legal Persons involved in the Issue/Offer:
[With regard to trading of the Securities the Issuer has a conflict of interest being also the Market
Maker on the [Insert relevant regulated or other equivalent market(s)] [insert relevant multilateral
trading facility or other trading venues] [;][.]] [moreover] [[T][t]he [Insert relevant regulated or
other equivalent market(s)] [insert relevant multilateral trading facility or other trading venues] is
organized and managed by [Insert name], a company in which UniCredit S.p.A. – the Holding
Company of UniCredit Bank AG as the Issuer – has a stake in.] [The Issuer is also [the arranger]
[and] [the Calculation Agent] [and] [the Paying Agent] of the Securities.] [The Issuer or one of its
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affiliates acts as [index sponsor][,] [index calculation agent][,] [index advisor] [or] [index
committee].]
Additional information:
[Insert additional provisions relating to the Underlying]
[Not applicable]
SECTION B – CONDITIONS:
Part A - General Conditions of the Securities
[In case of non-consolidated General Conditions, complete relevant placeholders and specify
relevant options:
Form, Clearing System, Custody, Waiver Right
Governing law:

[German law (Option 1 of the General Conditions is applicable)]
[Italian law (Option 2 of the General Conditions is applicable)]
[French law (Option 3 of the General Conditions is applicable)]

Type of the Securities:

[warrants][certificates]

Form:

[The Securities are represented by a global note without interest
coupons] [in dematerialized registered form (book entry)]

Principal Paying Agent:

[UniCredit Bank AG, Arabellastraße 12, 81925 Munich,
Germany] [Citibank, N.A., London Branch, Citigroup Centre,
Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5LB, United
Kingdom] [Insert name and address of other paying agent]

French Paying Agent:

[Applicable] [Not applicable]

Calculation Agent:

[UniCredit Bank AG, Arabellastraße 12, 81925 Munich,
Germany]
[Insert name and address of other calculation agent]

Clearing System, Custody:

[CBF]
[CBL and Euroclear Bank]
[Euroclear France]
[Euroclear Bank]
[Monte Titoli S.p.A.]
[insert other Clearing System]

Waiver Right

[Applicable] [Not applicable]

]
[In case of consolidated General Conditions, insert the relevant Option of the "General Conditions"
(including relevant options contained therein) and complete relevant placeholders]
Part B - Product and Underlying Data
[Insert "Product and Underlying Data" (including relevant options contained therein) and complete
relevant placeholders]
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Part C - Special Conditions of the Securities
[Insert the relevant Option of the "Special Terms and Conditions of the Securities" (including relevant
options contained therein) and complete relevant placeholders]

UniCredit Bank AG
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TAXES
The following section discusses certain tax issues associated with the purchase, ownership and
disposal of the Securities. The discussion is limited to certain tax issues in the Czech Republic, France,
Italy, the Netherlands and the United States of America.
In addition, it is not intended as a comprehensive discussion of all possible tax consequences under
those legal systems. It is quite possible that there are other tax considerations that may be relevant
when making a decision to invest in the Securities. As each Security may be subject to different tax
treatment due to the special conditions of the issue in question as indicated in the Final Terms, the
following section also contains only very general information on the possible tax treatment. In
particular, the discussion does not take into account special aspects or circumstances that may be
relevant to the individual investor. It is based on the tax laws in effect in the Czech Republic, France,
Italy, the Netherlands and the United States of America on the date of this Base Prospectus. These
laws are subject to change. Such changes can also be made retroactively.
The taxation of income from the securities also depends on the concrete terms and conditions of the
securities and the individual tax situation of each investor.
The issuer assumes no responsibility for deducting any withholding taxes.
Investors and interested parties are urgently advised to consult their tax advisor with regard to
taxation in their particular case.
International Exchange of Information
Based on the "OECD Common Reporting Standard (CRS)" states, which have committed themselves
to apply the OECD Common reporting Standards ("Participating States"), exchange information with
respect to financial accounts held by persons in an other Participating State. The same applies to
Member States of the European Union. Based on the extended Mutual Assistance Directive
2011/16/EU (amended by Directive 2014/107/EU and by Directive 2018/822/EU) Member States
exchange information with respect to certain reporting accounts of persons domiciled in an other
Member State. Investors should obtain information and/or seek advice on further developments.
Financial Transaction Taxes
European Financial Transaction Tax
The European Commission has issued a draft directive (the "Commission Proposal") for a common
system of financial transaction tax ("FTT") in Belgium, Germany, Estonia, Greece, Spain, France,
Italy, Portugal, Slovenia and Slovakia (the "Participating Member States"). However, Estonia
decided not to take part in the discussions anymore. Luxembourg decided not to participate in the
Commission proposal.
The scope of the Commission Proposal is very broad and the proposal could, insofar as it is
introduced, under certain conditions apply to specific security transactions (especially secondary
market transactions).
The proposed FTT is subject to negotiations between the Participating Member States with respect to
the exact form and the timing. It may therefore be altered prior to any implementation. Additional EU
Member States may decide to join while Participating Member States might propose changes or cancel
their participations.
Besides a possible FTT, France and Italy have already introduced its own financial transaction tax.
Investors are advised to seek professional advice regarding financial transaction taxes.
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French Financial Transaction Taxes
France decided the introduction of a French Financial Transaction Tax (FFTT) by law of 14 March
2012 (see. Art. 5 of Law no. 2012-354). Taxable is the purchase and certain corporate actions of
French equities, ADRs and certificates if these
•

are admitted for trading on a regulated French, European or foreign market and

•

if the acquisition justifies a transfer of ownership (e.g. pecuniary deposit transfer, exercise of
an option/ of a forward contract, swap or assignment of securities against pecuniary) and

•

were issued by a company whose registered office is located in France and its market
capitalization had exceeded 1 billion euros on December 1 of the year preceding the tax year.

Italian Financial Transaction Taxes
In 2012, the Italian Parliament has passed the law on Italian Financial Transaction Tax (IFTT) "Law
no. 228/2012". Effective since 1 March 2013, the acquisition of
•

Stocks of Italian limited companies whose capitalization exceeds EUR 500 million and

•

other equity instruments of these public limited companies (this includes e.g. DRs14)

is taxable. The tax is payable for the relevant products regardless of the transaction location or the
legal seat of the parties involved.
According to the law, the taxation of derivatives is carried out since 1 September 2013. Concerning
derivatives the IFTT arises for both contracting parties (buyer- and seller-party).
Czech Republic
The information set out below is of a general nature and relates only to certain principal Czech tax
considerations and is neither intended to be, nor should it be regarded as, legal or tax advice. The
information is based on the tax laws of the Czech Republic as in effect on the date of this Base
Prospectus and their prevailing interpretations available on or before such date. The information does
not purport to be complete with respect to all tax information that may be relevant to investors to a
decision to acquire the Securities. Prospective purchasers of Securities are advised to consult their
professional tax advisor regarding the tax consequences of the purchase, ownership, disposal,
redemption or transfer without consideration of Securities.
For the purposes of this information, it has been assumed that the Issuer is neither a resident for tax
purposes nor has a permanent establishment in the Czech Republic.
Taxation of Securities in the Czech Republic
Income tax
The following section begins with a description of the tax aspects for persons considered tax resident
in the Czech Republic, followed by a description of the tax aspects for persons considered tax non
resident in the Czech Republic.
Persons considered tax resident in the Czech Republic
Tax residents of the Czech Republic are obliged to pay income tax in the Czech Republic on their
world-wide income (unlimited tax liability). This applies regardless the source of the income and
includes interest from financial claims of any kind (e.g. the securities) and, as a rule, gains on disposal.

14

So-called Depositary Receipts or Global Depositary Receipts. These certificates representing ownership of a stored stock.
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Individuals are subject to personal income tax and legal entities to corporate income tax. This section
does not discuss the special aspects of the taxation of partnerships.
An individual is deemed to be a tax resident in the Czech Republic if he/she has a permanent home in
the Czech Republic or stays in the Czech Republic for more than 183 days in a calendar year either
continuously or intermittently (subject to double tax treaty rules). Legal entities are deemed to be tax
residents in the Czech Republic if they have a registered seat or place of effective management in the
Czech Republic (subject to double tax treaty rules).
(a)

Acquiring of Securities

Securing tax
In general, Czech tax residents (or Czech permanent establishments of Czech tax non-residents)
acquiring securities are required, under their own responsibility, to withhold and remit to Czech tax
authorities 1 % securing tax from the acquisition price when acquiring investment instruments, such as
Securities, from a seller who is a tax resident outside the European Union or the European Economic
Area. Such obligation can be eliminated under a tax treaty concluded between the Czech Republic and
the country of which the seller is a tax resident. Furthermore, it can be waived in advance based on a
decision of the Czech tax authority.
(b)

Holding of Securities

No yield is paid during the holding period. As no income is paid, no Czech tax arises to individuals.
As regards legal entities, tax may arise depending on accounting treatment of the Securities during the
holding period.
(c)

Disposing of Securities

The income from the sale of the Securities is tax free for an individual if either (i) the sale price
(income) does not exceed CZK 100,000 in the tax year or (ii) the individual has held the securities at
least three years before the sale. If the individual receives tax free income exceeding CZK 5,000,000,
the income is subject to a separate reporting to the tax authority (the tax free income is not declared in
the individual's tax return). However, special rules apply in case the Securities are part of an
individual’s business assets.
Any other capital gains derived from the Securities (e.g. the difference between the capital payment
and the acquisition price) are subject to income tax in the Czech Republic without any tax exemptions.
Expenses relating to acquisition and redemption of the Securities may further decrease the tax base.
Persons considered tax non-resident in the Czech Republic
Persons who are not tax residents in the Czech Republic are obliged to pay income tax in the Czech
Republic on their Czech source income (limited tax liability) only. They are liable for tax payments in
the Czech Republic on capital gains from Securities only if the income is paid by the Czech tax
resident and a particular double tax treaty allows so. However, as special cases may arise, these should
be determined on a case by case basis.
France
The following is a general description of certain French withholding tax consequences relating to the
Securities. It does not purport to be a description of general French tax considerations relating to the
Securities. Prospective investors are advised to consult their own professional advisors to obtain
information about the tax consequences of the acquisition, ownership, disposition or redemption of the
Securities. Only personal advisors are in a position to adequately take into account special tax aspects
of the particular Securities in question as well as the investor's personal circumstances and any
special tax treatment applicable to the investor. This summary is based on French law as in force as of
the date of this Base Prospectus. The laws and their interpretation by the tax authorities may change
and such changes may have retroactive effect.
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Withholding tax
Income paid or accrued on the Securities, to the extent such Securities are not issued by an Issuer
incorporated in France or otherwise acting through a French permanent establishment, is not, in
principle, mandatorily subject to withholding tax in France.
However, as from January 1st 2018, according to articles 125 A and 125 D of the French Tax Code
("FTC"), French resident individual taxpayers receiving interest on debt instruments from France or
from abroad, such as the Securities, are subject to a non-definitive withholding tax ("prélèvement à la
source obligatoire non libératoire de l’impôt sur le revenu") at the rate of 12.8% (plus social
contributions at the aggregate rate of 17.2%). The 12.8% levy is a prepayment of income tax; it is
credited against the individual income tax due and is reimbursed if it exceeds the individual income
tax due. If the paying agent of the interest is located in France, such paying agent must file the related
tax return and perform the payment of the levy (article 125 A, I of the FTC). If the paying agent is not
located in France, the filing and the payment of the levy is to be made by the beneficial owner of the
interest. In the case the paying agent is located in a European Union Member State, Iceland, Norway
or Liechtenstein, the filing and the payment of the levy may be performed by the paying agent located
in such State upon request of the beneficial owner (article 125 D, IV of the FTC).
Other tax considerations
Concerning prospective purchasers of Securities who are French resident for tax purposes or who
would hold Securities through a permanent establishment or a fixed base in France, please note that
transactions involving the Securities, including any purchase or disposal of, or other dealings in the
Securities and any transaction involved in the exercise and settlement of the Securities, may have
French tax consequences.
The tax consequences regarding notably interest, premium on redemption, any other proceeds from the
Securities and capital gains, as the case may be, may depend, amongst other things, upon the status of
the prospective purchaser (i.e. legal entities or individuals) and on the specific terms and conditions of
the relevant Securities.
EU Savings Directive and tax information exchange
The EU Savings Directive has been implemented into French law under article 242 ter of the FTC and
articles 49 I ter to 49 I sexies of Annex III to the FTC, which imposes on paying agents based in
France an obligation to report to the French tax authorities certain information with respect to interest
payments made to beneficial owners domiciled in another Member State, including, among other
things, the identity and address of the beneficial owner and a detailed list of the different categories of
interest paid to that beneficial owner. Similar obligations may apply as a result of the implementation
of other tax information exchange mechanisms such as FATCA or the OECD standard of interstate
exchange of information ("CRS") or the European automatic exchange of information ("DAC 2")15.
Italy
This section contains a brief summary on tax implications related to the Securities for Italian tax laws
purposes. This summary does not purport to exhaustively describe all possible tax aspects and does
not deal with particular situations which may be of relevance for specific potential investors. It is
based on the currently valid Italian tax legislation, case law and regulations of the tax authorities, as
well as their respective interpretation as of the date of this Base Prospectus, all of which may be
amended from time to time. Such amendments may also be effected with retroactive effect and may
negatively impact the tax consequences described below. Potential purchasers of the Securities should
consult with their legal and tax advisors to check tax implications of their possible investment in the
Securities.

15

European Directives 2011/16/EU dated 9 December 2011 and 2014/107/EU dated 9 December 2014.
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This section does not constitute a tax advice and does not purport to be a comprehensive description
of all the tax considerations which may be relevant to a decision to subscribe for, purchase, own or
dispose of the Securities and does not purport to deal with the tax consequences applicable to all
categories of investors, some of which may be subject to special rules.
Tax Treatment of the Securities
Interest and other proceeds - Securities that qualify as "obbligazioni o titoli similari alle obbligazioni"
(bonds)
For income tax purposes, debentures similar to bonds are defined as securities that incorporate an
unconditional obligation to pay, at maturity, an amount not less than their nominal value (i.e., the
issuer is legally obliged to reimburse the principal amount to the bond holder) and that do not give any
right to directly or indirectly participate in the management of the relevant issuer or of the business in
relation to which they are issued. Pursuant to Legislative Decree No. 239 of April 1, 1996 ("Decree
No. 239"), as amended and restated, and pursuant to Art. 44 paragraph 2(c) of Presidential Decree No.
917 of December 22, 1986 ("Decree No. 917"), as amended and restated, in general, interest and other
proceeds (including the difference between the redemption amount and the issue price) in respect of
securities that qualify as bonds or debentures similar to bonds and that are issued by a non-Italian
resident issuer may be subject to final Italian substitutive tax if owed to beneficial owners resident in
Italy for tax purposes, depending on the legal status of the beneficial owners.
Italian Resident Security Holders Applicability of Substitutive Tax
In particular, pursuant to Decree No. 239, as amended and restated, payments of interest and other
proceeds in respect of securities that qualify as "bonds" to Italian resident beneficial owners (either
when interest and other proceeds are paid or when payment thereof is obtained by a beneficial owner
on a transfer of Securities) will be subject to final substitutive tax at a rate of 26.0% in Italy if made to
Italian resident beneficial owners that are: (i) private individuals holding Securities not in connection
with an entrepreneurial activity (unless they have entrusted the management of their financial assets,
including the Securities, to an Italian authorised financial intermediary and have opted for the
Risparmio Gestito regime ("Asset Management" regime) provided for by Article 7 of Legislative
Decree No. 461 of November 21, 1997 ("Decree No. 461")); (ii) Italian resident non-commercial
partnerships; (iii) public and private entities, other than companies, not carrying out commercial
activities as their exclusive or principal activity; (iv) entities exempt from corporate income tax.
In case the Securities are held by an individual or by an entity indicated above under (iii), in either
case in connection with an entrepreneurial activity, interest and other proceeds relating to the
Securities will be subject to the substitutive tax and will be included in the relevant beneficial owner's
income tax return. As a consequence, the interest and other proceeds will be subject to the ordinary
income tax and the substitutive tax may be recovered as a deduction from the income tax due. The
26.0% substitutive tax will be applied by the Italian resident qualified financial intermediaries as
defined by Italian law that will intervene, in any way, in the collection of interest and other proceeds
on the Securities or in the transfer of the Securities.
If interest and other proceeds on the Securities are not collected through an Italian resident qualified
intermediary as defined by Italian law and as such no substitutive tax is levied, the Italian resident
beneficial owners listed above under (i) to (iv) will be required to include interest and other proceeds
in their yearly income tax return and subject them to final substitute tax at a rate of 26.0%, unless an
option is allowed and made for a different regime.
Italian Resident Security Holders Substitutive Tax Not Applicable
Pursuant to Decree No. 239, as amended and restated, payments of interest and other proceeds in
respect of Securities that qualify as 'bonds' to Italian resident beneficial owners will not be subject to
the substitutive tax at the rate of 26.0% if made to beneficial owners that are: (i) Italian resident
individuals holding Securities not in connection with entrepreneurial activity who have entrusted the
management of their financial assets, including the Securities, to an Italian authorised financial
intermediary and have opted for the Asset Management regime; (ii) Italian resident collective
investment funds, SICAVs and SICAFs (the "Italian Resident Undertaking for Collective
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Investment") and pension funds referred to in Legislative Decree No. 124 of April 21, 1993;
(iii) Italian resident real estate investment funds; (iv) Italian resident corporations or permanent
establishments in the Republic of Italy of non-resident corporations to which the Securities are
effectively connected; (v) Italian resident partnerships carrying out a commercial activity to which the
Securities are effectively connected; or (vi) public and private entities, other than companies, carrying
out commercial activities and holding Securities in connection with the same commercial activities.
If the Securities are part of an investment portfolio managed on a discretionary basis by an Italian
authorised intermediary and the beneficial owner of the Securities has opted for the Asset
Management regime, the annual substitute tax at a rate of 26.0% (the "Asset Management Tax")
applies on the increase in value of the managed assets accrued, even if not realised, at the end of each
tax year (such increase includes interest and other proceeds accrued on Securities). The Asset
Management Tax is applied on behalf of the taxpayer by the managing authorised intermediary.
Interest and other proceeds accrued on the Securities held by Italian resident corporations, commercial
partnerships, individual entrepreneurs holding the Securities in connection with entrepreneurial
activities or permanent establishments in Italy of non-resident corporations to which the Securities are
effectively connected, are included in the taxable base for the purposes of: (i) corporate income tax
(imposta sul reddito delle società, "IRES") at 24% or (ii) individual income tax (imposta sul reddito
delle persone fisiche, "IRPEF"), at progressive rates ranging from 23.0% to 43.0%, plus local
surcharges, if applicable; under certain circumstances, such interest is included in the taxable basis of
the regional tax on productive activities (imposta regionale sulle attività produttive, "IRAP"), at a
general rate of 3.9% (regions may vary the rate up to 0.92%).
Italian Resident Undertakings for Collective Investment are not subject to tax on accrued interest and
other proceeds, unless provided by specific provisions of law. In such cases, withholding taxes are
applied as final withholding taxes. In particular, pursuant to Article 73, paragraph 5-quinquies, of
Decree No. 917, Italian Resident Undertaking for Collective Investment are considered as a taxable
person for IRES purposes, though the income realised (with only few exceptions) is exempt from
taxation.
Italian resident pension funds are subject to a 20% annual substitutive tax (the "Pension Fund Tax")
in relation to the increase in value of the managed assets accrued at the end of each tax year.
Any positive difference between the nominal amount of the Securities and their issue price is deemed
to be interest for tax purposes. To ensure payment of interest and other proceeds in respect of the
Securities without application of the substitutive tax, where allowed, investors indicated here above
under (i) to (vi) must be the beneficial owners of payments of interest and other proceeds on the
Securities and timely deposit the Securities, together with the coupons relating to such Securities,
directly or indirectly, with an Italian authorised financial intermediary as defined by Italian law.
Non-Italian Resident Security Holders
Interest and other proceeds paid on Securities by the non-Italian resident Issuer to a beneficial owner
who is not resident in Italy for tax purposes, without a permanent establishment in Italy to which the
Securities are effectively connected, should not be subject to any Italian taxation. In any case an Italian
resident bank or intermediary, as defined by Italian law, intervenes in the payment of interest and other
proceeds on the Securities, to ensure payment of interest and other proceeds without application of
Italian taxation a non-Italian resident Security Holder may be required to produce to the Italian bank or
other intermediary as defined by Italian law a self-declaration certifying to be the beneficial owner of
payments of interest and other proceeds on the Securities and not to be resident in Italy for tax
purposes.
Tax treatment of Securities that do not qualify as bonds'
The following applies to Securities containing a derivative agreement (or similar mechanism) in the
relevant terms and conditions.
Securities whose proceeds (a) do not qualify as proceeds from bonds ('obbligazioni') or debentures
similar to bonds ('titoli similari alle obbligazioni') pursuant to Art. 44 of the TUIR, but (b) qualify as
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Redditi diversi (sundry income) pursuant to Article 67 of Decree No. 917 may fall under the joint
provisions of Article 67 Decree No. 917 and Article 5 of Decree No. 461, and further amendments
thereof, according to which, proceeds and capital gains, arising from both the exercise and the sale for
money consideration of the Securities, are subject to the substitutive tax of 26.0%. Charges and capital
losses arising from the exercise and the sale of the Securities are deductible in accordance with the
modalities indicated below; premiums paid on the Securities contribute to create the income of the
financial year in which the Securities are exercised or alienated.
Capital Gains Tax
Any capital gains realised by Security Holders that are (a) Italian resident corporations; (b) Italian
resident commercial partnerships; (c) permanent establishments in Italy of foreign corporations to
which the Securities are effectively connected; or (d) Italian resident individuals carrying out a
commercial activity, as to any capital gains realised within the scope of the commercial activity
carried out, upon the sale for consideration or redemption of the Securities will be treated for the
purpose of IRES and of IRPEF as part of the taxable business income of Security Holders (and, in
certain cases, depending on the status of the Security Holders, may also be included in the taxable
basis of IRAP), and it will, therefore, be subject to tax in Italy according to the relevant tax provisions.
Italian Resident Security Holders
Pursuant to Decree No. 461, any capital gains realised by Italian resident individuals holding
Securities not in connection with entrepreneurial activity and certain other persons upon the sale for
consideration or redemption of the Securities would be subject to a "substitutive tax" at the current rate
of 26.0%. Under the tax declaration regime, which is the standard regime for taxation of capital gains
realised by Italian resident individuals not engaged in entrepreneurial activity, the "substitutive tax" on
capital gains will be chargeable, on a cumulative basis, on all capital gains, net of any incurred capital
loss. These individuals must report overall capital gains realised in any tax year, net of any relevant
incurred capital loss, in the annual tax declaration to be filed with the Italian tax authorities for such
year and pay the "substitutive tax" on such gains together with any balance on income tax due for such
year. Capital losses in excess of capital gains may be carried forward against capital gains realised in
any of the four succeeding tax years.
As an alternative to the tax declaration regime, Italian resident individual Security Holders not in
connection with entrepreneurial activity may elect to pay the "substitutive tax" separately on capital
gains realised on each sale or redemption of the Securities (the Risparmio Amministrato regime or
"Managed Portfolio" regime). Such separate taxation of capital gains is allowed subject to: (i) the
Securities being deposited with Italian banks, società di intermediazione mobiliare (SIM) or certain
authorised financial intermediaries; and (ii) an express election for the Managed Portfolio regime
being made promptly in writing by the relevant Security Holder. The financial intermediary, on the
basis of the information provided by the taxpayer, accounts for the "substitutive tax" in respect of
capital gains realised on each sale or redemption of Securities (as well as in respect of capital gains
realised at the revocation of its mandate), net of any incurred capital loss, and is required to pay the
relevant amount to the Italian tax authorities on behalf of the taxpayer, deducting a corresponding
amount from proceeds to be credited to the Security Holder. Under the Managed Portfolio regime,
where a sale or redemption of Securities results in capital loss, such loss may be deducted from capital
gains subsequently realised in the same tax year or in the following tax years up to the fourth year.
Any capital gains realised by Italian resident individuals holding Securities not in connection with
entrepreneurial activity who have elected for the Asset Management regime will be included in the
computation of the annual increase in value of the managed assets accrued, even if not realised, at year
end, subject to the substitutive tax at the current rate of 26.0% to be applied on behalf of the taxpayer
by the managing authorised financial intermediary.
Any capital gains realised by Security Holders who are Italian Resident Undertakings for Collective
Investments are not subject to tax. Any capital gains realised by Security Holders who are Italian
resident pension funds will be included in the computation of the taxable basis of Pension Fund Tax.
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Non-Italian Resident Security Holders
The 26.0% final “substitutive tax” may in certain circumstances be payable on capital gains realised
upon sale for consideration or redemption of Securities by non-Italian resident persons or entities
without a permanent establishment in Italy to which the Securities are effectively connected, if the
Securities are held in Italy. However, even if the Securities are held in Italy and regardless of the
provisions set forth by any applicable double taxation treaty, pursuant to Article 23 of Decree No. 917,
any capital gains realised, by non-Italian residents without a permanent establishment in Italy to which
the Securities are effectively connected, through the sale for consideration or redemption of Securities
are exempt from taxation in Italy to the extent that the Securities are listed on a regulated market in
Italy or abroad and in certain cases subject to filing of required documentation. In case the Securities
are not listed on a regulated market in Italy or abroad (1) as to capital gains realised by non-Italian
resident of the Securities with no permanent establishment in Italy to which the Securities are
effectively connected are exempt from the substitutive tax in Italy on any capital gains realised upon
sale for consideration or redemption of the Securities if (a) they are beneficial owners resident, for tax
purposes, in a country which recognizes the Italian tax authorities' right to an adequate exchange of
information, the so called "white list" or (b) non-Italian foreign institutional investors established in a
"white list" country. (2) In any event, non-Italian resident persons or entities without a permanent
establishment in Italy to which the Securities are effectively connected that may qualify for
applicability of benefit from a double taxation treaty with Italy, providing that capital gains realised
upon the sale or redemption of the Securities are to be taxed only in the country of tax residence of the
recipient, will not be subject to the "substitutive tax" in Italy on any capital gains realised upon sale for
consideration or redemption of Securities.
Atypical securities
According to the provisions of the Conditions of the Securities, it is possible that Securities may be
qualified as 'atypical' securities pursuant to Article 5 of Law Decree No. 512 of 30 September 1983 as
implemented by Law No. 649 of 25 November 1983. In this event, payments relating to Securities
may be subject to an Italian withholding tax, levied at the rate of 26.0%.
The withholding tax is levied by the Italian intermediary appointed by the Issuer, intervening in the
collection of the relevant income or in the negotiation or repurchasing of the Securities.
Inheritance and Gift Taxes
The transfer by inheritance or gift of the Securities is subject to the inheritance and gift tax at the
following rates: (i) 4% if the transfer is made to spouses and direct descendants or ancestors; in this
case, the transfer to each beneficiary is subject to taxation on the value (if any) exceeding
Euro 1,000,000; (ii) 6% if the transfer is made to brothers and sisters; in this case, the transfer to each
beneficiary is subject to taxation on the value (if any) exceeding Euro 100,000; (iii) 6% if the transfer
is made to relatives up to the fourth degree, to persons related by direct affinity as well as to persons
related by collateral affinity up to the third degree; and (iv) 8% in all other cases. If the transfer is
made in favour of persons with severe disabilities, taxation will apply only on the value (if any) of the
transaction exceeding Euro 1,500,000.
Tax Monitoring Obligations
Italian resident individuals, partnerships (other than società in nome collettivo, società in accomandita
semplice or similar partnerships) not carrying out commercial activities, not commercial trusts,
professional associations and public and private entities, other than companies, not carrying out
commercial activities will be required to report in their yearly income tax return (Modello Redditi Persone Fisiche, RW section), for tax monitoring purposes, the amount of Securities (and of other
investments held abroad and foreign financial assets generating foreign source income taxable in Italy)
directly or indirectly held (i.e. when the above-mentioned subjects qualify as the beneficial owner of
the Securities) over each tax year. This also is the case if at the end of the tax year the Securities (or
other investments held abroad and foreign financial assets generating foreign source income taxable in
Italy) are no longer held by the above-mentioned subjects. The above subjects will however not be
required to comply with the above reporting requirements in respect of Securities deposited for
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management or administration with qualified Italian financial intermediaries as defined by Italian law
and in respect of contracts entered into through the intervention of financial intermediaries, upon
condition that the items of income derived from the Securities are collected through the intervention of
and subject to withholding tax or substitute tax levied by the same financial intermediaries.
Stamp duty and Tax on financial activities held abroad
The extended stamp duty on all kind of financial activities ("Stamp Duty") is applicable on all kind of
financial assets, including the Securities held with the intervention of Italian financial intermediaries.
The tax is levied at 0.2% rate (with a limit up to Euro 14,000 for holders different from individual) on
the fair market value or, if failing, on the book or redemption value as at 31 December of each year.
Stamp Duty is generally applied by the Italian financial intermediary, if such entity intervene in the
administration/management of the Securities. The tax on financial activities held abroad (so called
"IVAFE") is applicable on the value of financial assets held abroad Italy by Italian tax resident
individuals without the intervention of Italian financial intermediaries. The tax is applied at a rate
equal to 0.2%, on the fair market value as at 31 December of each year. IVAFE should be applicable
in case the financial activities do not fall within the Stamp Duty scope. The tax is calculated, disclosed
in the yearly tax return and paid by the individual directly.
Transfer tax
The Law no. 228 as of December 24, 2012 introduced a stamp duty on certain financial transactions
(the "Tobin Tax"). In general terms the Tobin Tax applies to transactions, even if executed abroad,
involving shares, bonds converted in shares and equity financial instruments issued by both listed and
non-listed companies resident in Italy and derivatives substantially underlying such securities. Tobin
Tax is applied at a rate of 0.2% on transaction regarding shares and other participating instruments
issued by Italian resident companies. The tax rate is reduced down to 0.1% if the transfer is executed
on regulated financial markets or through multilateral negotiation systems. Tobin Tax on transactions
in derivative financial instruments shall be due in a fixed amount (ranging from Euro 0.01875 to Euro
200 depending on both the typology and the notional value of the instrument) and is payable by both
the counterparties to the transaction, regardless of their place of residence and the place where the
transactions have been executed.
The Netherlands
The following is a general summary of certain material Netherlands tax consequences of the purchase,
ownership and disposal of the Securities. This summary does not purport to describe all possible tax
considerations or consequences that may be relevant to a holder or prospective holder of Securities
and does not purport to deal with the tax consequences applicable to all categories of investors, some
of which (such as trusts or similar arrangements) may be subject to special rules. In view of its
general nature, this general summary should be treated with corresponding caution.
This summary is based on the tax laws of the Netherlands, published regulations thereunder and
published authoritative case law, all as in effect on the date hereof, and all of which are subject to
change, possibly with retroactive effect. Where the summary refers to "the Netherlands" it refers only
to the part of the Kingdom of the Netherlands located in Europe.
This discussion is for general information purposes only and is not tax advice or a complete
description of all tax consequences relating to the purchase, ownership and disposal of the Securities.
Holders or prospective holders of Securities should consult their own tax advisers regarding the tax
consequences relating to the purchase, ownership and disposal of the Securities in light of their
particular circumstances.
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Withholding tax
All payments made by the Issuer under the Securities may be made free of withholding or deduction
of, for or on account of any taxes of whatever nature imposed, levied, withheld or assessed by the
Netherlands or any political subdivision or taxing authority thereof or therein.
Taxes on income and capital gains
Please note that the summary in this section does not describe the Netherlands tax consequences for:
(i)

holders of Securities if such holders, and in the case of individuals, such holder's partner or
certain of their relatives by blood or marriage in the direct line (including foster children),
have a substantial interest (aanmerkelijk belang) or deemed substantial interest (fictief
aanmerkelijk belang) in the Issuer under The Netherlands Income Tax Act 2001 (Wet
inkomstenbelasting 2001). Generally speaking, a holder of securities in a company is
considered to hold a substantial interest in such company, if such holder alone or, in the case
of individuals, together with such holder's partner (as defined in The Netherlands Income Tax
Act 2001), directly or indirectly, holds (i) an interest of 5% or more of the total issued and
outstanding capital of that company or of 5% or more of the issued and outstanding capital of
a certain class of shares of that company; or (ii) rights to acquire, directly or indirectly, such
interest; or (iii) certain profit sharing rights in that company that relate to 5% or more of the
company’s annual profits or to 5% or more of the company’s liquidation proceeds. A deemed
substantial interest may arise if a substantial interest (or part thereof) in a company has been
disposed of, or is deemed to have been disposed of, on a non-recognition basis;

(ii)

pension funds, investment institutions (fiscale beleggingsinstellingen), exempt investment
institutions (vrijgestelde beleggingsinstellingen) (as defined in The Netherlands Corporate
Income Tax Act 1969; Wet op de vennootschapsbelasting 1969) and other entities that are, in
whole or in part, not subject to or exempt from Netherlands corporate income tax; and

(iii)

holders of Securities who are individuals for whom the Securities or any benefit derived from
the Securities are a remuneration or deemed to be a remuneration for activities performed by
such holders or certain individuals related to such holders (as defined in The Netherlands
Income Tax Act 2001).

Netherlands Resident Entities
Generally speaking, if the holder of Securities is an entity that is a resident or deemed to be resident of
the Netherlands for Netherlands corporate income tax purposes (a 'Netherlands Resident Entity'), any
payment under the Securities or any gain or loss realized on the disposal or deemed disposal of the
Securities is subject to Netherlands corporate income tax at a rate of 19% with respect to taxable
profits up to €200,000 and 25% with respect to taxable profits in excess of that amount (rates and
brackets for 2019).
Netherlands Resident Individuals
If the holder of Securities is an individual resident or deemed to be resident of the Netherlands for
Netherlands income tax purposes (a 'Netherlands Resident Individual'), any payment under the
Securities or any gain or loss realized on the disposal or deemed disposal of the Securities is taxable at
the progressive Netherlands income tax rates (with a maximum of 51.75% in 2019), if:
Netherlands Resident Entities
Generally speaking, if the holder of Notes is an entity that is a resident or deemed to be resident of the
Netherlands for Netherlands corporate income tax purposes (a 'Netherlands Resident Entity'), any
payment under the Notes or any gain or loss realized on the disposal or deemed disposal of the Notes
is subject to Netherlands corporate income tax at a rate of 19% with respect to taxable profits up to
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€200,000 and 25% with respect to taxable profits in excess of that amount (rates and brackets for
2019).
Netherlands Resident Individuals
If the holder of Securities is an individual resident or deemed to be resident of the Netherlands for
Netherlands income tax purposes (a 'Netherlands Resident Individual'), any payment under the
Securities or any gain or loss realized on the disposal or deemed disposal of the Securities is taxable at
the progressive Netherlands income tax rates (with a maximum of 51.75% in 2019), if:
(i)

the Securities are attributable to an enterprise from which the holder of Securities derives a
share of the profit, whether as an entrepreneur (ondernemer) or as a person who has a co
entitlement to the net worth (medegerechtigd tot het vermogen) of such enterprise without
being a shareholder (as defined in The Netherlands Income Tax Act 2001); or

(ii)

the holder of Securities is considered to perform activities with respect to the Securities that
go beyond ordinary asset management (normaal, actief vermogensbeheer) or derives benefits
from the Securities that are taxable as benefits from other activities (resultaat uit overige
werkzaamheden).

If the above-mentioned conditions (i) and (ii) do not apply to the individual holder of Securities, such
holder will be taxed annually on a deemed return (with a maximum of 5.60% in 2019) on the
individual's net investment assets (rendementsgrondslag) for the year, insofar the individual's net
investment assets for the year exceed a statutory threshold (heffingvrij vermogen). The deemed return
on the individual's net investment assets for the year is taxed at a rate of 30%. Actual income, gains or
losses in respect of the Securities are as such not subject to Netherlands income tax.
The net investment assets for the year are the fair market value of the investment assets less the
allowable liabilities on 1 January of the relevant calendar year. The Securities are included as
investment assets. For the net investment assets on 1 January 2019, the deemed return ranges from
1.94% up to 5.60% (depending on the aggregate amount of the net investment assets on 1 January
2019). The deemed return will be adjusted annually on the basis of historic market yields.
Non-residents of the Netherlands
A holder of Securities that is neither a Netherlands Resident Entity nor a Netherlands Resident
Individual will not be subject to Netherlands taxes on income or capital gains in respect of any
payment under the Securities or in respect of any gain or loss realized on the disposal or deemed
disposal of the Securities, provided that:
(i)

such holder does not have an interest in an enterprise or deemed enterprise (as defined in The
Netherlands Income Tax Act 2001 and The Netherlands Corporate Income Tax Act 1969)
which, in whole or in part, is either effectively managed in the Netherlands or carried on
through a permanent establishment, a deemed permanent establishment or a permanent
representative in the Netherlands and to which enterprise or part of an enterprise the Securities
are attributable; and

(ii)

in the event the holder is an individual, such holder does not carry out any activities in the
Netherlands with respect to the Securities that go beyond ordinary asset management and does
not derive benefits from the Securities that are taxable as benefits from other activities in the
Netherlands.

U.S. Withholding Tax
Payments under index-linked Securities and equity-linked Securities may be subject to U.S.
withholding tax
Section 871(m) of the US Internal Revenue Code ("IRC") and the provisions issued thereunder
stipulate that for certain financial instruments (such as for the Securities) a withholding tax (of up to
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30% depending on the application of income tax treaties) may be imposed if the payment (or deemed
payment) on the financial instruments is contingent upon, or determined by reference to, the payment
of a dividend from sources within the United States.
Pursuant to these US legal provisions, certain payments (or deemed payments) under certain equitylinked instruments that refer to the performance of US equities or certain indices that contain US
equities, as an Underlying, shall be treated as dividend equivalents ("Dividend Equivalents") and
shall be subject to U.S. withholding tax of 30% (or a lower income tax treaty rate). This tax liability
may apply even if pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Securities no actual dividendrelated amount is paid or a dividend-related adjustment is made and thus investors can only
determine with difficulty or not at all any connection to the payments to be made in respect of
the Securities.
It is thus possible that these US provisions also apply to the Securities, particularly if an Underlying
contains dividends from sources within the United States (e.g. US equities or certain indices that
contain US equities). In such case US withholding tax may be due, pursuant to the relevant US
provisions, on payments (or deemed payments) made in respect of Securities issued (or whose features
have been modified significantly) after 1 January 2017 (however, the implementation rules issued for
the US provisions stipulate that the tax liability will be phased in, not commencing until 1 January
2021 for some securities).
The Issuer or the custodian of the Security Holder is entitled to deduct from payments made
under the Securities any withholding tax accrued in relation to payments made under the
Securities. Furthermore, the Issuer is entitled to take any tax liability pursuant to section 871(m) of the
IRC into account in original and continuous pricing of the Securities and to comply with the
withholding obligation using provisions that have to be made accordingly. In case of Securities which
allow for a deduction of fees, the withholding tax in accordance with section 871(m) of the IRC
applied to dividend payments made in relation to the underlying or its components, reduces the
reference price and, therefore, the redemption amount paid under the Securities. Investors should note
that compliance with tax liability in this manner precludes the issue of tax certificates for tax payments
rendered for individual investors and that no potential tax refund pursuant to the relevant US
provisions may be claimed either. Moreover, a 30% tax rate is generally applied, also when taking
account of the tax liability in continuously adjusting amounts, due to the necessity of using a uniform
rate for all investors in all cases mentioned. A double taxation may occur in relation to payments made
under the Securities.
If, on the basis of section 871(m) of the IRC, an amount of interest, principal or other payments on the
Securities is deducted or withheld, neither the Issuer nor any paying agent, the custodian of the
Security Holder or any other person pursuant to the terms and conditions of the Securities would be
obliged to pay additional amounts to the Security Holders as a result of the deduction or withholding,
in which case the Security Holders would thus potentially receive less interest or principal than
expected. In the worst case, any payments to be made in respect of the Securities would be reduced to
zero.
Payments under the Securities may be subject to withholding tax pursuant to the Foreign Account
Tax Compliance Act (FATCA)
Sections 1471-1474 of the United States Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended ("IRC")
(commonly referred to as "FATCA"), generally impose a new reporting regime and a 30%
withholding tax with respect to certain US-source payments (including dividends and interest) and
with respect to gross proceeds from the disposition of property that may produce such US-source
interest and dividends, and certain payments made by entities that are classified as financial
institutions under FATCA, such as banks, insurance companies and many funds and capital markets
issuers. A financial institution which is not exempted from the FATCA regime must either (i) enter
into an agreement with the Internal Revenue Service (an "FFI Agreement") or (ii) comply with the
terms of an applicable intergovernmental agreement ("IGA") regarding the implementation of FATCA
to avoid the imposition of the 30% withholding tax. Under an FFI Agreement or an applicable IGA, a
financial institution will be required to identify, disclose and report information on its direct and
indirect US accountholders (including certain non-US accountholders with US ownership).
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On 31 May 2013, the Federal Republic of Germany entered into an IGA with the United States. Under
this IGA, as currently drafted, a financial institution that is treated as resident in Germany and that
complies with the requirements of the respective IGA will not be subject to FATCA withholding on
payments it receives and will not be required to withhold on payments of non-U.S. source income. As
a result, the Issuer does not expect payments made on or with respect to the Securities to be subject to
withholding under FATCA.
No assurance can be given that withholding under FATCA will not become relevant with respect to
payments made on or with respect to the Securities in the future. You should consult with your US tax
advisor for further information regarding the potential impact of FATCA.
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Selling Restrictions
General
No action has been or will be taken in any jurisdiction by the Issuer that would permit a public
offering of the Securities, or possession or distribution of any offering material in relation thereto, in
any country or jurisdiction where action for that purpose is required other than the approval of the
Base Prospectus by the BaFin and a notification to the countries set forth in the Final Terms under
"Terms and conditions of the offer". No offers, sales or deliveries of any Securities, or distribution of
any offering material relating to the Securities, may be made in or from any jurisdiction except in
circumstances which will result in compliance with any applicable laws and regulations and will not
impose any obligation on the Issuer other than the approval and notification(s) mentioned above.
European Economic Area
In relation to each member state of the European Economic Area (each a "Member State"), the
Securities may not be offered to the public in that relevant Member State (the "Relevant Member
State"), except that an offer of the Securities to the public may be made in that Relevant Member
State:
(a)

if the Final Terms in relation to the Securities specify that an offer of those Securities may be
made in the Relevant Member State in accordance with the EU Prospectus Legislation (as
defined below) and the conditions of the offer applicable to the offer of the Securities set out
in the Base Prospectus or in the relevant Final Terms, as the case may be, in the period
beginning and ending on the dates specified in such Final Terms, provided that the Issuer has
consented in writing to the use of the Base Prospectus for the purpose of such offer;

(b)

at any time if it is addressed solely to qualified investors as defined in the EU Prospectus
Legislation (the "Qualified Investors");

(c)

at any time if it is addressed to fewer than 150 natural or legal persons (other than Qualified
Investors) per Member State, subject to obtaining the prior consent of the Issuer or the relevant
person or entity placing or offering the Securities nominated by the Issuer for any such offer;
and/or

(d)

at any time in any other circumstances falling within a Prospectus Exemption (as defined
below),

provided that no such offer of Securities referred to in (b) to (d) above shall require the Issuer to
publish a prospectus pursuant to Article 3 of the EU Prospectus Legislation or supplement the Base
Prospectus at least one banking day prior to the respective offer.
For the purposes of this provision, the expression an "offer of Securities to the public" in relation to
any Securities in any Member State means the communication in any form and by any means of
sufficient information on the terms of the offer and the Securities to be offered so as to enable an
investor to decide to purchase or subscribe the Securities.
The expression "EU Prospectus Legislation" means the Directive 2003/71/EC (and any amendments
thereto, including the Directive 2010/73/EU) (the "Prospectus Directive"), and includes any relevant
implementing measure in the Relevant Member State.
On 20 July 2017 the Regulation (EU) 2017/1129 (the "Prospectus Regulation") has entered into force
and shall in its major parts apply as from 21 July 2019 (the "Effective Date"). Therefore, as from the
Effective Date, any reference in this paragraph to the Prospectus Directive shall be read as a reference
to the Prospectus Regulation, as applicable from time to time.
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The expression "Prospectus Exemptions" means Article 3 (2) (a) to (d) of the Prospectus Directive or
Article 1 (4) of the Prospectus Regulation, as applicable, and includes any additional exemptions and
implementation measures applicable in the Relevant Member State.
Selling Restrictions addressing additional Italian Securities Laws
Unless it is specified within the relevant Final Terms that a Non-Exempt Offer may be made in Italy,
the offering of the Securities has not been registered pursuant to Italian securities legislation.
Accordingly, the Securities may not be offered, sold or delivered, nor may copies of this Base
Prospectus and any other documents relating to the Securities may be distributed in the Republic of
Italy except:
(1)
to qualified investors (investitori qualificati), as defined by the joint provision of Article 34ter, paragraph 1, letter (b) of CONSOB Regulation No. 11971 of May 14, 1999, as amended
("CONSOB Regulation No. 11971") and Article 26, paragraph 1 (d), of Consob Regulation
No. 16190 of October 29, 2007, as amended ("CONSOB Intermediaries Regulation"),
implementing Article 100, paragraph 1, letter (a), of Legislative Decree No. 58 of February 24,
1998, as amended (the "Financial Services Act"); or
(2)

in any other circumstances which are exempted from the rules on public offerings pursuant to
Article 100 of the Financial Services Act and Article 34-ter of CONSOB Regulation No.
11971.

Any such offer, sale or delivery of the Securities or distribution of any other document relating to the
Securities in the Republic of Italy must be:
(a)

made by investment firms, banks or financial intermediaries permitted to conduct such
activities in the Republic of Italy in accordance with the Financial Services Act, the
Legislative Decree No. 385 of September 1, 1993 as amended (the "Banking Act"),
the CONSOB Intermediaries Regulation and any other applicable laws and
regulations; and

(b)

in compliance with any other applicable notification requirement or limitation which
may be imposed by CONSOB or the Bank of Italy (including, without limitation,
Article 129 of the Banking Act, and relevant implementation guidelines, pursuant to
which the Bank of Italy may request periodic information on the Securities offered in
the Republic of Italy).

Provisions relating to the secondary market in the Republic of Italy
Investors should also note that pursuant to Article 100-bis of the Financial Services Act:
(A)

any subsequent distribution of the Securities in the Republic of Italy further to an offer or
distribution made under the exemptions indicated in points (1) and (2) above, will be
considered a different and autonomous public offering subject to public offer and prospectus
requirements if the conditions provided for in Article 1, paragraph 1, letter t, of the Financial
Services Act occur and such subsequent distribution does not fall, again, under one of the
exemptions indicated in points (1) and (2) above; and

(B)

in particular, where the Securities are placed solely with qualified investors (as defined above)
but are then systematically resold on the secondary market at any time in the twelve months
following such placing to individual persons or entities which do not fall under the definition
of qualified investors and such placement is not subject to any of the exemptions indicated in
points (1) and (2) above, such resale will be considered a public offering and subject to public
offer and prospectus requirements. In such case, if a prospectus is not published, purchasers of
Securities who are acting outside the course of their business or profession may in certain
circumstances be entitled to declare such purchase null and void and, in addition, to claim
damages from any authorised intermediary at which the Securities were purchased; it being
understood that, in addition, certain administrative fines may also apply.
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Selling Restrictions addressing additional French Securities Laws
Offer to the public in France
An offer of Securities to the public in France shall only be made in the period beginning: (a) when a
prospectus in relation to those Securities has been approved by the Autorité des marchés financiers
("AMF"), on the date of publication of the AMF's approval; or (b) when a prospectus has been
approved by the competent authority of another Member State of the European Economic Area which
has implemented the EU Prospectus Directive 2003/71/EC, on the date of notification of such
approval to the AMF; and ending in each case at the latest on the date which is 12 months after the
date of approval of such prospectus, all in accordance with articles L. 412-1 and L. 621-8 seq. of the
French Code monétaire et financier, with the French Code de commerce and with the Règlement
général of the AMF.
Private placement in France
This Base Prospectus, the Final Terms and/or any other offering material relating to the Securities
have not been prepared and are not being distributed in the context of a public offering of financial
securities in France within the meaning of Article L. 411-1 of the French Code Monétaire et Financier
and Title I of Book II of the Réglement General of the AMF and, therefore, the Base Prospectus, the
Final Terms and/or any other offering material relating to the Securities and any other offering
material relating to the Securities have not been and will not be filed with the AMF for prior approval
or submitted for clearance to the AMF.
Consequently, the Securities may not be, directly or indirectly, offered or sold to the public in France
and offers and sales, directly or indirectly, of the Securities shall only be made in France, if any, to (i)
providers of the investment service of portfolio management for the account of third parties
(personnes fournissant le service d'investissement de gestion de portefeuille pour le compte de tiers),
and/or to (ii) qualified investors (investisseurs qualifiés) acting for their own account, all as defined in
and in accordance with Articles L. 411-2 and D. 411-1, D. 411-2, D. 744-1, D. 754-1 and D. 764-1 of
the French Code Monétaire et Financier.
Neither this Base Prospectus, the Final Terms nor any information contained therein or any other
offering material may be, or caused to be, released, issued or distributed to the public in France or
used in connection with any offer for subscription or sale of the Securities to the public in France. The
subsequent direct or indirect retransfer of the Securities to the public in France may only be made in
compliance with Articles L. 411-1, L. 411-2, L. 412-1 and L. 621-8 through L. 621-8-3 of the French
Code Monétaire et Financier.
In addition, the Securities, the Base Prospectus, the Final Terms and any other offering material
relating to the Securities, have not been and will not be distributed or caused to be distributed in
France, other than to investors to whom offers and sales of Securities in France may be made as
described above.
Representations and warranties from the Distributors and the Issuer
In relation to any Securities, each of the Distributors and the Issuer has represented and agreed that,
and each further Distributor appointed under the Programme will be required to represent and agree
that it will comply with the French Selling Restrictions stated above regarding (i) any offer to the
public in France or (ii) any private placement in France.
Selling Restrictions addressing additional Czech Securities Laws
No issue, offer, sale or delivery of any Securities has been made and may be made in the Czech
Republic through a public offering, being subject to several exemptions set out in the Act of the Czech
Republic No. 256/2004 Coll., on Conducting Business in the Capital Market, as amended (the
"Capital Market Act"), which under the Capital Market Act comprises any communication to a
broader circle of persons containing information on the Securities being offered and the terms under
which such persons may acquire the Securities and which are sufficient for the investor to make a
decision to subscribe for, or purchase, such Securities.
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No action has been taken or will be taken which may lead to or result in (i) the Securities being
deemed to have been issued under Czech law within the meaning of the Act of the Czech Republic
No. 190/2004 Coll., on Bonds, as amended (the "Bonds Act"), (ii) the issue of the Securities being
qualified as "accepting of deposits from the public" by the Issuer in the Czech Republic within the
meaning of the Act of the Czech Republic No. 21/1992 Coll., on Banks, as amended (the "Banks
Act"), (iii) the Issuer being considered to be supporting, publicizing or making otherwise available
activities prohibited by the Act of the Czech Republic No. 240/2013 Coll., on Management
Companies and Investment Funds, as amended (the "MCIFA"), or (iv) requiring a permit, registration,
filing or notification to the Czech National Bank or other authorities in the Czech Republic in respect
of the Securities in accordance with the Capital Market Act, the Banks Act, the MCIFA, the FX Act or
practice of the Czech National Bank or other competent authority.
All of the laws of the Czech Republic applicable to the conduct of business in the Czech Republic,
including the laws applicable to the provision of investment services (within the meaning of the
Capital Market Act) in the Czech Republic, in respect of the Securities have been complied with.
No action has been taken or will be taken which would result in the issue of the Securities being
considered an intention to manage assets by acquiring funds from the public in the Czech Republic for
the purposes of collective investment pursuant to defined investment policy in favour of the investors
under the MCIFA. Any issue, offer, sale or delivery of the Securities has been or will be carried out in
strict compliance with the MCIFA.
United States of America
(a)

The Securities have not been and will not be registered under the Securities Act of 1933, as
amended ("Securities Act"), and, except as provided in the applicable Final Terms with
respect to Securities with a maturity on the issue date of one year or less, may not be offered
or sold within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, U.S. persons except in
accordance with Regulation S under the Securities Act or pursuant to another exemption from,
or in a transaction otherwise not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act.

(b)

Any person when purchasing the Securities agrees with the Issuer and, if different, the seller
of such Securities that (i) it will not at any time offer, sell, resell or deliver, directly or
indirectly, any Securities so purchased in the United States or to, or for the account or benefit
of, any U.S. person, (ii) it is not purchasing any Securities for the account or benefit of any
U.S. person and (iii) it will not make offers, sales, re-sales or deliveries of any Securities
(otherwise acquired), directly or indirectly, in the United States or to, or for the account or
benefit of, any U.S. person.

Authorisation
The establishment of the Programme and the issue of Securities under the Programme were duly
authorised by the Group Asset/Liability Committee (ALCO), a subcommittee of the Management
Board of HVB, on 17 April 2001. The full EUR 50,000,000,000 authorisation amount of this
Programme may also be applied by other base prospectuses of HVB, however, the aggregate utilised
amount of this Programme together with any other base prospectuses of HVB under this Programme
will not exceed EUR 50,000,000,000.
Availability of Documents
Copies of the following documents will be available for collection in the English language, free of
charge, at the offices of the Issuer and of BNP Paribas Securities Services, Luxembourg Branch in its
capacity as listing agent for the Securities during usual business hours on any weekday (except
Saturdays and public holidays):
(1)

articles of association of the Issuer,

(2)

the consolidated annual reports in respect of the fiscal years ended 31 December 2017 of the
HVB Group,
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(3)

the consolidated annual reports in respect of the fiscal years ended 31 December 2018 of the
HVB Group,

(4)

the unconsolidated annual financial statements of the Issuer in respect of the fiscal year ended
31 December 2018 prepared in accordance with the German Commercial Code
(Handelsgesetzbuch),

(5)

the forms of the Global Notes,

(6)

the Final Terms

(7)

the Agency Agreement, as amended and restated and

(8)

the French Agency Agreement.

For the validity of this Base Prospectus, all documents whose information has been incorporated by
reference in this Base Prospectus will be available for collection in the English language, free of
charge, at the offices of UniCredit Bank AG (Arabellastraße 12, 81925 Munich).
Clearing System
Securities may be cleared, separately or jointly, through Euroclear Bank SA/NV as operator of the
Euroclear system (1 Boulevard du Roi Albert IIB, 1210 Brussels, Belgium) ("Euroclear Bank"),
Clearstream Banking société anonyme, Luxembourg (42 Avenue JF Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg,
Luxembourg) ("Clearstream Banking SA" or "CBL"), Clearstream Banking AG, Frankfurt am Main
(Mergenthalerallee 61, 65760 Eschborn, Germany) ("Clearstream Banking AG" or "CBF"),
Euroclear France SA (66 Rue de la Victoire, 75009 Paris, France) ("Euroclear France"), Monte Titoli
S.p.A., Piazza degli Affari no. 6, Milan, Italy ("Monte Titoli") and/or any alternative clearing system
as specified in the Final Terms. The appropriate security identification codes for each Series of
Securities will be contained in the Final Terms. The Issuer may decide to deposit, or otherwise arrange
for the clearance of, Securities issued under the Programme with or through an alternative clearing
system. The relevant details of such alternative clearing system will be specified in the Final Terms.
Agents
Principal Paying Agents under the Programme are UniCredit Bank AG, Arabellastraße 12, 81925
Munich, Germany and (for Securities deposited with Clearstream Banking SA and Euroclear Bank)
Citibank, N.A., London Office, Citigroup Centre, Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London E14 5LB,
United Kingdom.
The French Paying Agent for Euroclear France S.A. is CACEIS Bank S.A., 1-3 rue place Valhubert,
75206 Paris Cedex 13, France.
Calculation Agent under the Programme is UniCredit Bank AG, Arabellastraße 12, 81925 Munich,
Germany.
Luxembourg Listing Agent under the Programme is BNP Paribas Securities Services, Luxembourg
Branch, 60, avenue J.F. Kennedy, L-1855 Luxembourg.
The Issuer may decide to appoint another Principal Paying Agent and/or Calculation Agent for the
Securities issued under the Base Prospectus. The relevant details of such alternative Principal Paying
Agent and/or Calculation Agent will be specified in the Final Terms.
Significant Changes in HVB’s Financial Position and Trend Information
The performance of HVB Group will depend on the future development on the financial markets and
the real economy in 2019 as well as other remaining imponderables. In this environment, HVB Group
will continuously adapt its business strategy to reflect changes in market conditions and carefully
review the management signals derived from this on a regular basis.
There has been (i) no significant change in the financial position of the HVB Group which has
occurred since 31 December 2018, and (ii) no material adverse change in the prospects of the HVB
Group since 31 December 2018, the date of its last published audited financial statements.
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Interest of Natural and Legal Persons involved in the Issue/Offer
Any of the Distributors and their affiliates may be customers of, and borrowers from the Issuer and its
affiliates. In addition, any of such Distributors and their affiliates may have engaged, and may in the
future engage, in investment banking and/or commercial banking transactions with, and may perform
services for the Issuer and its affiliates in the ordinary course of business. Therefore, the Distributors
and their affiliates may have a particular interest in the Issuer’s economic success and the continuance
of their business relationship with the Issuer.
With regard to trading of the Securities the Issuer has a conflict of interest being also the Market
Maker on a regulated or other equivalent market(s), if indicated in the Final Terms; moreover a
relevant regulated or other equivalent market(s), is organized and managed by a company in which
UniCredit S.p.A. – the Holding Company of UniCredit Bank AG as the Issuer – has a stake in. If
applicable, such market will be indicated in the Final Terms. The Issuer is also the arranger of the
Securities, if so specified in the Final Terms. The Issuer or any of their affiliates may also act as a
Calculation Agent or Paying Agent, if so specified in the Final Terms.
Besides, conflicts of interest in relation to the Issuer or the persons entrusted with the offer may arise
for the following reasons which may result in a decision to the Security Holder’s disadvantage:
• The Issuer specifies the Issue Price.
• The Issuer and one of its affiliates act as Market Maker of the Securities (however, no such
obligation exists).
• Distributors may receive inducements from the Issuer.
• The Issuer, any Distributor and any of their affiliates act as Calculation Agent or Paying Agent in
relation to the Securities.
• From time to time, the Issuer, any Distributor and any of its affiliates may be involved in
transactions on their own account or on the account of their clients, which affect the liquidity or the
price of the Underlying or its components.
• The Issuer, any Distributor and its affiliates may issue securities in relation to the Underlying or its
components on which already other securities have been issued.
• The Issuer, any Distributor and any of its affiliates may possess or obtain material information
about the Underlying or its components (including publicly not accessible information) in
connection with its business activities or otherwise.
• The Issuer, any Distributor and any of their affiliates may engage in business activities with the
issuer of the Underlying or its components, its affiliates, competitors or guarantors.
• The Issuer, any Distributor and any of their affiliates may also act as a member of a syndicate of
banks, as financial advisor or as bank of a sponsor or issuer of the Underlying or its components.
• The Issuer or one of its affiliates may act as index sponsor, index calculation agent, index advisor
or index committee.
• The Underlying may be issued by UniCredit S.p.A. (a company of UniCredit Group) or another
company belonging to the UniCredit Group, to which also the Issuer of the Securities belongs.
Third Party Information
Where information has been sourced from a third party, the Issuer confirms that to the best of its
knowledge this information has been accurately reproduced and that so far as the Issuer is aware and
able to ascertain from information published by such third party no facts have been omitted which
would render the reproduced information inaccurate or misleading.
To the extent additional information is included in the Final Terms (for example, with regard to
information about the Underlying), the respective source for the corresponding information is stated at
the relevant place.
Reference may also be made to websites for information about the Underlying and the respective Final
Terms. These websites can be used as a source of information for the description of the Underlying.
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The Issuer assumes no warranty for the accuracy of the content and the completeness of the data
shown on the websites.
Use of Proceeds and Reasons for the Offer
The net proceeds from each issue of Securities by the Issuer will be used for its general corporate
purposes, i.e. making profit and/or hedging certain risks.
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Information incorporated by reference in this Base Prospectus
The following information shall be deemed to be incorporated by reference in, and to form part of, this
Base Prospectus.
Pages of the
document where
the incorporated
information is set
out:

Incorporation of
information in this
Base Prospectus
on the following
pages:

Registration Document of UniCredit Bank AG, dated
17 April 20191)
Risk Factors
-

Risks relating to the business activity of HVB
Group

p. 3 to 9

p. 38

-

Statutory Auditors

p. 9

p. 66

UniCredit Bank AG
-

Information about HVB, the parent company of
HVB Group

p. 10

p. 66

-

Programme Transform 2019

p. 10

p. 66

Business Overview
-

Principal Activities

p. 10

p. 66

-

Business segments of HVB Group

p. 10 to 13

p. 66

-

Principal Markets

p. 13

p. 66

Management and Supervisory Bodies

p. 13 to 14

p. 66

Major Shareholders

p. 15

p. 66

Auditors

p. 15

p. 66

Legal and Arbitration Proceedings

p. 15 to 17

p. 66

p. 17 to 18

p. 66

(with the exception of section "Financial sanctions
matters")
Proceedings Related to Actions by the Regulatory
Authorities
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Audited financial statements of HVB Group for the
fiscal year ended 31 December 2017 (Annual Report
HVB Group 2017)2)
-

Consolidated Income Statement

p. 88 to 89

p. 66

-

Consolidated Balance Sheet

p. 90 to 91

p. 66

-

Statement of Changes
Shareholders' Equity

p. 92 to 93

p. 66

-

Consolidated Cash Flow Statement

p. 94 to 95

p. 66

-

Notes

p. 96 to 229

p. 66

-

Auditors' Report

p. 143 to 148

p. 66

in

Consolidated

Audited financial statements of HVB Group for the
fiscal year ended 31 December 2018 (Annual Report
HVB Group 2018)2)
-

Consolidated Income Statement

p. F-1 to F-2

p. 66

-

Consolidated Balance Sheet

p. F-3 to F-4

p. 66

-

Statement of Changes
Shareholders' Equity

p. F-5 to F-7

p. 66

-

Consolidated Cash Flow Statement

p. F-8

p. 66

-

Notes

p. F-9 to F-181

p. 66

-

Independent Auditors' Report

p. F-183 to F-188

p. 66

in

Consolidated

Audited
unconsolidated
financial
statements
(Jahresabschluss) of UniCredit Bank AG for the fiscal
year ended 31 December 2018 (Annual Report
UniCredit Bank AG (HVB) 2018)2)
-

Income Statement of UniCredit Bank AG

p. F-189 to F-190

p. 66

-

Balance Sheet of UniCredit Bank AG

p. F-191 to F-196

p. 66

-

Notes

p. F-197 to F-254

p. 66
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-

Auditors' Report

p. F-256 to F-261

p. 66

Base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 24 June
2013 for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and
Warrants3)
-

Description of the Securities

p. 60 to 71

p. 66

-

Conditions of the Securities

p. 72 to 323

p. 243

p. 2

p. 243

p. 2

p. 243

Supplement dated 16 September 2013 to the base
prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 24 June 2013
for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and
Warrants3)
-

Section 1.

Supplement dated 6 March 2014 to the base
prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG for the issuance of
Knock-out Securities and Warrants dated 24 June
20133)
-

Section 2.

Base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 3 June
2014 for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and
Warrants3)
-

Description of the Securities

p. 52 to 63

p. 66

-

Conditions of the Securities

p. 64 to 288

p. 243

p. 2

p. 66

Supplement dated 11 November 2014 to the base
prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG for the issuance of
Knock-out Securities and Warrants dated 3 June
20143)
-

Sections 1. to 4.

Base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 28 May
2015 for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and
Warrants3)
-

Description of the Securities

p. 54 to 66

p. 66

-

Conditions of the Securities

p. 72 to 150

p. 243
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Base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 20 May
2016 for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and
Warrants3)
-

Description of the Securities

p. 57 to 69

p. 66

-

Conditions of the Securities

p. 71 to 167

p. 243

Base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 21
February 2017 for the issuance of Knock-out
Securities and Warrants3)
-

Description of the Securities

p. 66 to 81

p. 66

-

Conditions of the Securities

p. 82 to 199

p. 243

Supplement dated 23 May 2017 to the base
prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG for the issuance of
Knock-out Securities and Warrants dated 21
February 20173)
-

Section B) 1.

p. 10

p. 243

-

Section B) 2.

p. 10

p. 243

p. 379 to 383

p. 243

Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 25
February 2014 for the issuance of Worst-of Bonus
Securities, Worst-of Express Securities and Worst-of
Express Cash Collect Securities3)
The description of indices composed by the Issuer or
by any legal entity belonging to the same group
-

Cross Commodity Long/Short Index

Base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 18
December 2017 for the issuance of Knock-out
Securities and Warrants3)
-

Description of the Securities

p. 68 to 83

p. 66

-

Conditions of the Securities

p. 84 to 208

p. 243

p. 72 to 87

p. 66

Base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 7
February 2018 for the issuance of Knock-out
Securities and Warrants3)
-

Description of the Securities
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-

Conditions of the Securities

p. 243

p. 88 to 227

Base prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 22
March 2018 for the issuance of Knock-out Securities
and Warrants3)
-

Description of the Securities

p. 71 to 86

p. 66

-

Conditions of the Securities

p. 87 to 227

p. 243

-

Form of Final Terms

p. 230 to 235

p. 246

1)

The
document
is
published
on
the
following
http:// www.onemarkets.de/de/rechtliches/registrierungsdokumente-uvp.html

website

of

the

Issuer:

2)

The
document
is
published
on
the
following
http://investors.hypovereinsbank.de/cms/english/investorrelations/index.html

website

of

the

Issuer:

3)

The
document
is
published
on
the
following
http://www.onemarkets.de/de/produkte/rechtliche-hinweise/basisprospekte.html

website

of

the

Issuer:

Parts of such documents whose information is not incorporated by express reference are not relevant
for potential investors.
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Under this Base Prospectus, public offers of Securities of the product types described in the Base
Prospectus, which have been started or continued on the basis of the Base Prospectus of UniCredit
Bank AG dated 21 February 2017, the Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 18 December
2017, the Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 7 February 2018 and the Base Prospectus of
UniCredit Bank AG dated 22 March 2018 for the issuance of Knock-out Securities and Warrants may
be continued after the end of validity of the Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 21 February
2017, the Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 18 December 2017, the Base Prospectus of
UniCredit Bank AG dated 7 February 2018, the Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 22
March 2018 and the Base Prospectus of UniCredit Bank AG dated 14 March 2019 for the issuance of
Knock-out Securities and Warrants.
Accordingly, this Base Prospectus is a subsequent prospectus for the issuance of Knock-out Securities
and Warrants which are identified by the ISINs (International Security Idendification Number)
indicated below:

ISIN

ISIN

ISIN

ISIN

DE000UC0GLP3

DE000UC0SCJ0

DE000UC0QA58

DE000UC0E6U9

DE000UC0GLX7

DE000UC0SH00

DE000UC0QA90

DE000UC0E716

DE000UC0GM15

DE000UC0SDR1

DE000UC0Q496

DE000UC0E7B7

DE000UC0GM64

DE000UC0SHD2

DE000UC0QAC3

DE000UC0E7S1

DE000UC0GM80

DE000UC0SHF7

DE000UC0Q4E4

DE000UC0E8E9

DE000UC0GMC9

DE000UC0SDV3

DE000UC0PZB4

DE000UC0E8T7

DE000UC0GPD0

DE000UC0SJ08

DE000UC0QAL4

DE000UC0E914

DE000UC0GSZ7

DE000UC0SJ81

DE000UC0Q4M7

DE000UC0E9R9

DE000UC0GTX0

DE000UC0SJE6

DE000UC0QAN0

DE000UC0E9X7

DE000UC0GU07

DE000UC0SJG1

DE000UC0Q4P0

DE000UC0EA03

DE000UC0GTL5

DE000UC0SJT4

DE000UC0QFT6

DE000UC0EAZ0

DE000UC0GUJ7

DE000UC0SJU2

DE000UC0PW61

DE000UC0EBX3

DE000UC0GV55

DE000UC0SJV0

DE000UC0QAR1

DE000UC0EB10

DE000UC0GV71

DE000UC0SK54

DE000UC0Q4T2

DE000UC0EBC7

DE000UC0GVK3

DE000UC0SKB0

DE000UC0Q4U0

DE000UC0ECC5

DE000HV448K7

DE000UC0SKD6

DE000UC0Q4Y2

DE000UC0ECD3

DE000HV448V4

DE000UC0SKX4

DE000UC0QAZ4

DE000UC0EBL8

DE000HV448Z5

DE000UC0SKZ9

DE000UC0PZV2

DE000UC0EBN4

DE000HV44907

DE000UC0SL12

DE000UC0PVE7

DE000UC0EEP3
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DE000HV449C2

DE000UC0SG27

DE000UC0Q553

DE000UC0EEV1

DE000HV449F5

DE000UC0SGG7

DE000UC0Q561

DE000UC0EG80

DE000HV44A61

DE000UC0SGR4

DE000UC0PVG2

DE000UC0EGB8

DE000HV44AC0

DE000UC0SGX2

DE000UC0QB57

DE000UC0EGF9

DE000HV44AW8

DE000UC0SLE2

DE000UC0Q5A9

DE000UC0EGK9

DE000HV44AX6

DE000UC0SV77

DE000UC0QBA5

DE000UC0EH71

DE000HV44B60

DE000UC0SPF0

DE000UC0QE96

DE000UC0EJB2

DE000HV44BT2

DE000UC0STZ0

DE000UC0Q0B8

DE000UC0EFM7

DE000HV44C10

DE000UC0SPS3

DE000UC0QBE7

DE000UC0EFR6

DE000HV44CE2

DE000UC0SVK8

DE000UC0QBG2

DE000UC0EFW6

DE000HV44CU8

DE000UC0SPY1

DE000UC0QEC5

DE000UC0ENF5

DE000HV44D68

DE000UC0SQG6

DE000UC0Q0K9

DE000UC0ENL3

DE000HV44DD2

DE000UC0SVV5

DE000UC0Q0P8

DE000UC0ENP4

DE000HV44DT8

DE000UC0SQV5

DE000UC0Q611

DE000UC0EP55

DE000HV44DU6

DE000UC0SUH6

DE000UC0QBV1

DE000UC0EP71

DE000HV44DX0

DE000UC0SSV1

DE000UC0QG29

DE000UC0EP89

DE000HV44E42

DE000UC0SS23

DE000UC0QC23

DE000UC0EPK0

DE000HV44E83

DE000UC0SUW5

DE000UC0QC31

DE000UC0EPM6

DE000HV44EB4

DE000UC0SWR1

DE000UC0Q6G4

DE000UC0EQ39

DE000HV44EX8

DE000UC0SWY7

DE000UC0PWJ4

DE000UC0EQ54

DE000HV44F33

DE000UC0SX00

DE000UC0Q124

DE000UC0EQF8

DE000HV44FE5

DE000UC0SX75

DE000UC0QEK8

DE000UC0EQH4

DE000HV44FP1

DE000UC0SXN8

DE000UC0Q132

DE000UC0EQQ5

DE000HV44FR7

DE000UC0SXU3

DE000UC0Q6L4

DE000UC0EQS1

DE000HV44G16

DE000UC0SYA3

DE000UC0Q6M2

DE000UC0EQW3

DE000HV44GK0

DE000UC0SYR7

DE000UC0Q1G5

DE000UC0ESH0

DE000HV44HB7

DE000UC0SYW7

DE000UC0QG94

DE000UC0ER20

DE000HV44HE1

DE000UC0T292

DE000UC0Q1L5

DE000UC0ESM0
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DE000HV44JW9

DE000UC0T2A3

DE000UC0QCL0

DE000UC0ER87

DE000HV44HM4

DE000UC0T2C9

DE000UC0Q751

DE000UC0ESQ1

DE000HV44K02

DE000UC0SZE2

DE000UC0QCP1

DE000UC0EVS1

DE000HV44K28

DE000UC0SZM5

DE000UC0QCT3

DE000UC0ET36

DE000HV44HW3

DE000UC0T2J4

DE000UC0Q7A5

DE000UC0ET77

DE000HV44KG0

DE000UC0SZR4

DE000UC0Q7G2

DE000UC0ETB1

DE000HV44JC1

DE000UC0SZS2

DE000UC0QD14

DE000UC0EWA7

DE000HV44KQ9

DE000UC0T2N6

DE000UC0QGE6

DE000UC0EWC3

DE000HV44JH0

DE000UC0T078

DE000UC0QGF3

DE000UC0EWF6

DE000HV44LC7

DE000UC0T0D1

DE000UC0Q7T5

DE000UC0EWK6

DE000HV44LH6

DE000UC0T0M2

DE000UC0QD97

DE000UC0EWN0

DE000HV44LJ2

DE000UC0T0N0

DE000UC0QDA1

DE000UC0ETU1

DE000HV44MG6

DE000UC0T0S9

DE000UC0Q7Z2

DE000UC0EU09

DE000HV44NF6

DE000UC0T0T7

DE000UC0Q819

DE000UC0EU41

DE000HV44NK6

DE000UC0T0W1

DE000UC0QDH6

DE000UC0EU82

DE000HV44NP5

DE000UC0T0X9

DE000UC0QGL1

DE000UC0EXA5

DE000HV44P56

DE000UC0T3C7

DE000UC0QDM6

DE000UC0EUH6

DE000HV44PB0

DE000UC0T1D9

DE000UC0QDQ7

DE000UC0EUP9

DE000HV44PL9

DE000UC0T1V1

DE000UC0QDV7

DE000UC0EXN8

DE000HV44PT2

DE000UC0T3N4

DE000UC0QFM1

DE000UC0EY70

DE000HV44RE0

DE000UC0T3P9

DE000UC0QGT4

DE000UC0EYD7

DE000HV44RP6

DE000UC0T250

DE000UC0QHD6

DE000UC0EYG0

DE000HV44RS0

DE000UC0T3Z8

DE000UC0QHH7

DE000UC0EYJ4

DE000HV44RU6

DE000UC0T4L6

DE000UC0QHK1

DE000UC0EUU9

DE000HV44SF5

DE000UC0T4S1

DE000UC0QHT2

DE000UC0EUV7

DE000HV44SK5

DE000UC0T4T9

DE000UC0QJ26

DE000UC0EVK8

DE000HV44SN9

DE000UC0T508

DE000UC0QJM3

DE000UC0F7H3

DE000HV44SV2

DE000UC0T5S8

DE000UC0QK23

DE000UC0F7S0
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DE000HV44T52

DE000UC0T5V2

DE000UC0QK49

DE000UC0F5V8

DE000HV44T86

DE000UC0T615

DE000UC0QK56

DE000UC0F820

DE000HV44T94

DE000UC0T664

DE000UC0QKM1

DE000UC0F994

DE000HV44U59

DE000UC0T672

DE000UC0QKW0

DE000UC0F9K3

DE000HV44UB0

DE000UC0T680

DE000UC0QKX8

DE000UC0F9U2

DE000HV44UH7

DE000UC0T797

DE000UC0QKY6

DE000UC0F9W8

DE000UC0GYL5

DE000UC0T7A2

DE000UC0QL22

DE000UC0FAB8

DE000UC0GYR2

DE000UC0T7H7

DE000UC0QUT5

DE000UC0FH70

DE000UC0GYT8

DE000UC0T7J3

DE000UC0QUV1

DE000UC0FH88

DE000UC0GYU6

DE000UC0T7V8

DE000UC0R7X6

DE000UC0FK75

DE000UC0H0P9

DE000UC0T8Y0

DE000UC0QV04

DE000UC0FKD3

DE000UC0H271

DE000UC0T953

DE000UC0R809

DE000UC0FN98

DE000UC0H289

DE000UC0T995

DE000UC0QV38

DE000UC0FP05

DE000UC0H2C3

DE000UC0T9A8

DE000UC0QV53

DE000UC0FPC4

DE000UC0H2M2

DE000UC0T9K7

DE000UC0R833

DE000UC0FPP6

DE000UC0H2N0

DE000UC0TAA1

DE000UC0R858

DE000UC0FPT8

DE000UC0H2R1

DE000UC0U399

DE000UC0R874

DE000UC0FPU6

DE000UC0H2T7

DE000UC0U3C4

DE000UC0QNA0

DE000UC0FPY8

DE000UC0H446

DE000UC0U3J9

DE000UC0R890

DE000UC0FQ46

DE000UC0H3U3

DE000UC0U3L5

DE000UC0QNE2

DE000UC0FQA6

DE000HV44UT2

DE000UC0U4R0

DE000UC0QVK2

DE000UC0FQC2

DE000HV44UX4

DE000UC0TXA3

DE000UC0QL55

DE000UC0FTF9

DE000HV44V17

DE000UC0U4V2

DE000UC0QVQ9

DE000UC0FTG7

DE000HV44VE2

DE000UC0TXM8

DE000UC0R8J3

DE000UC0FTK9

DE000HV44VK9

DE000UC0U5A3

DE000UC0QNM5

DE000UC0FTM5

DE000HV44VL7

DE000UC0TS06

DE000UC0R8N5

DE000UC0FTU8

DE000HV44VQ6

DE000UC0TSA3

DE000UC0R8R6

DE000UC0FTX2

DE000HV44VT0

DE000UC0TNN7

DE000UC0QW03

DE000UC0FU32
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DE000HV44VV6

DE000UC0TSF2

DE000UC0QNX2

DE000UC0FU57

DE000HV44W73

DE000UC0TL11

DE000UC0R8W6

DE000UC0FU81

DE000HV44W99

DE000UC0TYG8

DE000UC0QWB9

DE000UC0FYW4

DE000HV44WL5

DE000UC0TL52

DE000UC0QP93

DE000UC0FYZ7

DE000HV44X15

DE000UC0TP41

DE000UC0QPA5

DE000UC0FZ94

DE000UC0H4Y3

DE000UC0TT13

DE000UC0QPB3

DE000UC0FZL4

DE000UC0H5M5

DE000UC0TLG5

DE000UC0QPH0

DE000UC0FZR1

DE000UC0H6T8

DE000UC0U696

DE000UC0QQ27

DE000UC0FZW1

DE000UC0H6U6

DE000UC0TLK7

DE000UC0QQ43

DE000UC0FZX9

DE000HV44XE8

DE000UC0U6A1

DE000UC0QX02

DE000UC0FZZ4

DE000HV44XF5

DE000UC0TPB7

DE000UC0R9L7

DE000UC0G034

DE000HV44XJ7

DE000UC0TT88

DE000UC0QQ76

DE000UC0G0E4

DE000HV44XP4

DE000UC0TYZ8

DE000UC0QX44

DE000UC0G0K1

DE000UC0H8X6

DE000UC0TPJ0

DE000UC0QX51

DE000UC0G0N5

DE000UC0H974

DE000UC0TPR3

DE000UC0QXA9

DE000UC0G158

DE000UC0H8N7

DE000UC0U6U9

DE000UC0R9U8

DE000UC0G166

DE000UC0HAB4

DE000UC0TTU9

DE000UC0R9V6

DE000UC0G6W3

DE000UC0HBS6

DE000UC0TZK7

DE000UC0QQH8

DE000UC0G4B2

DE000UC0HDF9

DE000UC0TTW5

DE000UC0QXE1

DE000UC0G4M9

DE000UC0HEH3

DE000UC0TMA6

DE000UC0QQW7

DE000UC0G4P2

DE000UC0HFM0

DE000UC0TZM3

DE000UC0QXH4

DE000UC0G7U5

DE000UC0HFX7

DE000UC0TU02

DE000UC0RA08

DE000UC0G802

DE000UC0HGT3

DE000UC0TME8

DE000UC0QXN2

DE000UC0G828

DE000UC0HGX5

DE000UC0U720

DE000UC0QXQ5

DE000UC0G8C1

DE000UC0HJK6

DE000UC0TZR2

DE000UC0RA65

DE000UC0G8D9

DE000UC0HJR1

DE000UC0TU36

DE000UC0QXS1

DE000UC0G8K4

DE000UC0HJT7

DE000UC0U795

DE000UC0QR91

DE000UC0G8M0

DE000UC0HJU5

DE000UC0TU77

DE000UC0QXT9

DE000UC0G8X7
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DE000UC0HK32

DE000UC0TZZ5

DE000UC0QRU9

DE000UC0G992

DE000UC0HK40

DE000UC0TUC5

DE000UC0QXZ6

DE000UC0G9G0

DE000UC0HK81

DE000UC0U050

DE000UC0QRY1

DE000UC0G9N6

DE000UC0HKF4

DE000UC0TN19

DE000UC0RAE7

DE000UC0G9T3

DE000UC0HKP3

DE000UC0U084

DE000UC0RAP3

DE000UC0GA76

DE000UC0HKW9

DE000UC0U092

DE000UC0QS90

DE000UC0GAC4

DE000UC0HLR7

DE000UC0U0B2

DE000UC0QYM2

DE000UC0GAE0

DE000UC0HLS5

DE000UC0TQM2

DE000UC0RB23

DE000UC0GAS0

DE000UC0HM06

DE000UC0U0E6

DE000UC0QYZ4

DE000UC0GAX0

DE000UC0HM22

DE000UC0TN92

DE000UC0RB80

DE000UC0GB26

DE000UC0HMK0

DE000UC0U0H9

DE000UC0RB98

DE000UC0GBB4

DE000UC0HMN4

DE000UC0U7T9

DE000UC0R0W3

DE000UC0GBK5

DE000UC0HMQ7

DE000UC0TNG1

DE000UC0QZA4

DE000UC0GBL3

DE000UC0HNF8

DE000UC0U0R8

DE000UC0RBJ4

DE000UC0GBN9

DE000HV44Z96

DE000UC0TV43

DE000UC0RBN6

DE000UC0GBS8

DE000UC0HP45

DE000UC0TV68

DE000UC0QZH9

DE000HV444D1

DE000UC0HU30

DE000UC0TQW1

DE000UC0QZJ5

DE000HV445E6

DE000UC0HU55

DE000UC0TV84

DE000UC0RBS5

DE000HV445G1

DE000UC0HQN5

DE000UC0TVA7

DE000UC0RBV9

DE000UC0GDL9

DE000UC0HQU0

DE000UC0U829

DE000UC0QZQ0

DE000UC0GDX4

DE000UC0HQZ9

DE000UC0TR07

DE000UC0QZU2

DE000UC0GDY2

DE000UC0HR27

DE000UC0U969

DE000UC0R114

DE000UC0GDZ9

DE000UC0HR68

DE000UC0U118

DE000UC0RC48

DE000UC0GE15

DE000UC0HV70

DE000UC0U134

DE000UC0QZY4

DE000UC0GE56

DE000UC0HVF1

DE000UC0TR49

DE000UC0RC63

DE000UC0GE80

DE000UC0HRT0

DE000UC0U191

DE000UC0QTW1

DE000UC0GEH5

DE000UC0HRX2

DE000UC0U1E4

DE000UC0RCB9

DE000UC0GGS7

DE000UC0HVQ8

DE000UC0TRE7

DE000UC0QU05

DE000UC0GJG6
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DE000UC0HVR6

DE000UC0U8K6

DE000UC0RCJ2

OMOOOOX06137

DE000UC0HVZ9

DE000UC0U1N5

DE000UC0RCL8

OMOOOOX06382

DE000UC0HWH5

DE000UC0U9B3

DE000UC0RCR5

OMOOOOX06428

DE000UC0HT33

DE000UC0U8P5

DE000UC0R189

OMOOOOX06664

DE000UC0HTB4

DE000UC0U9D9

DE000UC0RCT1

OMOOOOX06691

DE000UC0HXL5

DE000UC0TW42

DE000UC0RCV7

OMOOOOX06873

DE000UC0HYE8

DE000UC0U1U0

DE000UC0RD96

OMOOOOX07601

DE000UC0HYG3

DE000UC0U1X4

DE000UC0QUQ1

OMOOOOX07628

DE000UC0HYH1

DE000UC0TRQ1

DE000UC0RF29

DE000HV41CP4

DE000UC0HZT3

DE000UC0U1Z9

DE000UC0RDZ6

DE000HV41CR0

DE000UC0HZW7

DE000UC0U209

DE000UC0RF45

DE000HV41NZ0

DE000UC0J0G6

DE000UC0U241

DE000UC0RF52

DE000HV41PV4

DE000UC0J3P1

DE000UC0U258

DE000UC0RF60

DE000HV41PY8

DE000UC0J3X5

DE000UC0TWM0

DE000UC0RFA4

DE000HV41QY6

DE000UC0J4A1

DE000UC0U2B8

DE000UC0RFL1

DE000HV41R08

DE000UC0J4G8

DE000UC0TWN8

DE000UC0REQ3

DE000HV41R16

DE000UC0J665

DE000UC0TWQ1

DE000UC0REW1

DE000HV41R24

DE000UC0J6A6

DE000UC0U2F9

DE000UC0RG77

DE000HV41R81

DE000UC0J6B4

DE000UC0TWS7

DE000UC0REJ8

DE000HV41S56

DE000UC0J6X8

DE000UC0TWV1

DE000UC0RGV8

DE000HV41S98

DE000UC0J764

DE000UC0U2U8

DE000UC0RGZ9

DE000HV41TR4

DE000UC0J9A0

DE000UC0U2V6

DE000UC0RH35

DE000HV41UQ4

DE000UC0J9U8

DE000UC0U2X2

DE000UC0RHG7

DE000HV41UR2

DE000UC0JAX4

DE000UC0U9N8

DE000UC0RHR4

DE000HV41V28

DE000UC0JBH5

DE000UC0GLZ2

DE000UC0RHT0

DE000HV41VZ3

DE000UC0JBZ7

DE000UC0GQ29

DE000UC0RHY0

DE000HV41W27

DE000UC0JC89

DE000UC0GQ37

DE000UC0RJ90

DE000HV41WD8

DE000UC0JCD2

DE000UC0GTD2

DE000UC0RJE8

DE000HV41XA2
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DE000UC0JEG1

DE000UC0GTJ9

DE000UC0RJF5

DE000HV41YC6

DE000UC0JDP4

DE000UC0GTU6

DE000UC0RJH1

DE000HV41YL7

DE000UC0JFJ2

DE000UC0GU23

DE000UC0RJJ7

DE000HV41YN3

DE000UC0JE61

DE000UC0GU49

DE000UC0RJK5

DE000HV41ZP5

DE000HV45045

DE000UC0GU80

DE000UC0RJR0

DE000HV42083

DE000HV45102

DE000UC0GUD0

DE000UC0RJS8

DE000HV421U3

DE000HV45110

DE000UC0GUG3

DE000UC0RKV0

DE000HV422Z0

DE000HV45169

DE000UC0GUK5

DE000UC0RKX6

DE000HV42489

DE000HV45177

DE000UC0GUQ2

DE000UC0RL13

DE000HV424F8

DE000HV451K1

DE000UC0GUU4

DE000UC0RL62

DE000HV425C2

DE000UC0JQ67

DE000UC0GUV2

DE000UC0RLB0

DE000HV426A4

DE000UC0JRQ2

DE000UC0GUW0

DE000UC0RLG9

DE000HV426B2

DE000UC0JTB0

DE000UC0GV22

DE000UC0RLL9

DE000HV426E6

DE000UC0JTJ3

DE000UC0GV48

DE000UC0RLQ8

DE000HV427N5

DE000UC0JTQ8

DE000UC0GVE6

DE000UC0RLS4

DE000HV428R4

DE000UC0JTS4

DE000UC0GVH9

DE000UC0RLU0

DE000HV429A8

DE000UC0JTT2

DE000HV448L5

DE000UC0RLX4

DE000HV429Q4

DE000UC0JUC6

DE000HV448P6

DE000UC0RM79

DE000HV42AD2

DE000UC0JS65

DE000HV448R2

DE000UC0RR90

DE000HV42C04

DE000UC0JY26

DE000HV448T8

DE000UC0RRC5

DE000HV434M3

DE000UC0JV29

DE000HV44980

DE000UC0RRT9

DE000HV434P6

DE000UC0JVB6

DE000HV449A6

DE000UC0RS24

DE000HV434S0

DE000UC0JVK7

DE000HV449D0

DE000UC0RSP5

DE000HV435M0

DE000UC0JVL5

DE000HV449E8

DE000UC0RW10

DE000HV435P3

DE000UC0JVS0

DE000HV449X8

DE000UC0RWA9

DE000HV436W7

DE000UC0JYF1

DE000HV44A20

DE000UC0RWC5

DE000HV436X5

DE000UC0JYK1

DE000HV44BK1

DE000UC0RWS1

DE000HV43719

DE000UC0JWY6

DE000HV44BN5

DE000UC0S0Y8

DE000HV437C7
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DE000UC0JYN5

DE000HV44C28

DE000UC0S104

DE000HV437G8

DE000UC0JXQ0

DE000HV44C69

DE000UC0S112

DE000HV437M6

DE000UC0JXZ1

DE000HV44CD4

DE000UC0S3E4

DE000HV437S3

DE000UC0JZ33

DE000HV44DB6

DE000UC0S1C2

DE000HV437V7

DE000UC0JZD3

DE000HV44DC4

DE000UC0S1K5

DE000HV437Z8

DE000UC0JZG6

DE000HV44DG5

DE000UC0S1Z3

DE000HV43834

DE000UC0JZQ5

DE000HV44E18

DE000UC0S401

DE000HV43867

DE000UC0JZR3

DE000HV44EJ7

DE000UC0S419

DE000HV43891

DE000UC0JZT9

DE000HV44EL3

DE000UC0S1T6

DE000UC0CXQ5

DE000UC0JZW3

DE000HV44ES8

DE000UC0S476

DE000UC0CXS1

DE000UC0K0T6

DE000HV44ET6

DE000UC0S492

DE000UC0CXV5

DE000UC0K1A4

DE000HV44EY6

DE000UC0S4K9

DE000UC0CYB5

DE000UC0KAV6

DE000HV44FG0

DE000UC0S4T0

DE000UC0CYQ3

DE000UC0KAX2

DE000HV44FL0

DE000UC0S2P2

DE000UC0CZ06

DE000UC0KB12

DE000HV44FT3

DE000UC0S7V9

DE000UC0CZ30

DE000UC0KBJ9

DE000HV44FV9

DE000UC0S8B9

DE000HV43GS5

DE000UC0KBN1

DE000HV44FZ0

DE000UC0S8W5

DE000HV43GX5

DE000UC0KBP6

DE000HV44G57

DE000UC0S9Z6

DE000HV43GY3

DE000UC0KBR2

DE000HV44GB9

DE000UC0SB63

DE000HV43H99

DE000UC0KDA4

DE000HV44GC7

DE000UC0SB71

DE000HV43HA1

DE000UC0KDV0

DE000HV44GH6

DE000UC0SBA1

DE000HV43HG8

DE000UC0KEP0

DE000HV44GR5

DE000UC0SBX3

DE000HV43HV7

DE000UC0KEV8

DE000HV44GT1

DE000UC0SC96

DE000HV43J14

DE000UC0KHB3

DE000HV44H31

DE000UC0SCC5

DE000HV438S1

DE000UC0KHG2

DE000HV44H80

DE000UC0SCD3

DE000HV43J63

DE000UC0KRJ5

DE000HV44JR9

DE000UC0SH26

DE000HV43990

DE000UC0KS05

DE000HV44HC5

DE000UC0SH75

DE000HV439L4

DE000UC0KS88

DE000HV44HL6

DE000UC0SHK7

DE000HV439Q3
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DE000UC0KS96

DE000HV44K44

DE000UC0SHL5

DE000HV43A21

DE000UC0KNF2

DE000HV44K51

DE000UC0SHP6

DE000HV43A54

DE000UC0KNG0

DE000HV44HX1

DE000UC0SHR2

DE000HV43JN0

DE000UC0KSE4

DE000HV44KB1

DE000UC0SHT8

DE000HV43AK5

DE000UC0KSF1

DE000HV44J21

DE000UC0SHX0

DE000HV43JP5

DE000UC0KSJ3

DE000HV44KP1

DE000UC0SJ16

DE000HV43AM1

DE000UC0KSY2

DE000HV44LK0

DE000UC0SJL1

DE000HV43BS6

DE000UC0KT38

DE000HV44MP7

DE000UC0SJR8

DE000HV43CD6

DE000UC0KT53

DE000HV44MR3

DE000UC0SJX6

DE000HV43BX6

DE000UC0KT79

DE000HV44MY9

DE000UC0SK21

DE000HV43C03

DE000UC0KTE2

DE000HV44MZ6

DE000UC0SKG9

DE000HV43CL9

DE000UC0KTP8

DE000HV44N33

DE000UC0SKT2

DE000HV43C86

DE000UC0KTV6

DE000HV44N90

DE000UC0SL53

DE000HV43C94

DE000UC0KV18

DE000HV44NL4

DE000UC0SGT0

DE000HV43D85

DE000UC0KWR8

DE000HV44NZ4

DE000UC0SVC5

DE000HV43DD4

DE000HV452P8

DE000HV44PA2

DE000UC0SPC7

DE000HV43DK9

DE000UC0KZ63

DE000HV44PD6

DE000UC0SPD5

DE000HV43DV6

DE000UC0KZA7

DE000HV44Q55

DE000UC0SPJ2

DE000HV43DZ7

DE000UC0KZP5

DE000HV44QB8

DE000UC0SVG6

DE000HV43E35

DE000UC0KX24

DE000HV44QZ7

DE000UC0SPP9

DE000HV43E43

DE000UC0KZX9

DE000HV44RH3

DE000UC0SU11

DE000HV43EZ5

DE000UC0KZY7

DE000HV44RN1

DE000UC0SPT1

DE000HV43F00

DE000UC0L0A5

DE000HV44SM1

DE000UC0SU37

DE000HV43KP3

DE000UC0L0V1

DE000HV44SP4

DE000UC0SLU8

DE000HV43FM0

DE000UC0L0Z2

DE000HV44T60

DE000UC0SM45

DE000HV43FW9

DE000UC0L141

DE000HV44TF3

DE000UC0SW01

DE000HV43FX7

DE000UC0L3V5

DE000HV44TH9

DE000UC0SR57

DE000HV43FY5

DE000UC0L1X5

DE000HV44TK3

DE000UC0SSW9

DE000HV43GC9
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DE000UC0L455

DE000HV44TQ0

DE000UC0SRZ4

DE000HV43GH8

DE000UC0L489

DE000HV44U91

DE000UC0SSZ2

DE000HV43QD6

DE000UC0L299

DE000UC0GYF7

DE000UC0SS15

DE000HV43KY5

DE000UC0L2E3

DE000UC0GYQ4

DE000UC0SRQ3

DE000HV43QP0

DE000UC0L2G8

DE000UC0GYS0

DE000UC0SWP5

DE000HV43QR6

DE000UC0L4S9

DE000UC0GZ02

DE000UC0ST89

DE000HV43R06

DE000UC0L6K1

DE000UC0GZ44

DE000UC0SX83

DE000HV43R89

DE000UC0L6L9

DE000UC0GZ93

DE000UC0SXJ6

DE000HV43RB8

DE000UC0LBF5

DE000UC0GX95

DE000UC0SXT5

DE000HV43RJ1

DE000UC0LBN9

DE000UC0GXM5

DE000UC0SXV1

DE000HV43LY3

DE000UC0LC69

DE000UC0H0S3

DE000UC0SXY5

DE000HV43RZ7

DE000UC0LC93

DE000UC0H131

DE000UC0SYE5

DE000HV43S21

DE000UC0LD84

DE000UC0H149

DE000UC0SYJ4

DE000HV43SA8

DE000UC0LD92

DE000UC0GY37

DE000UC0SYQ9

DE000HV43MM6

DE000UC0LDR6

DE000UC0H1N2

DE000UC0T276

DE000HV43MV7

DE000UC0LGD9

DE000UC0H1S1

DE000UC0SZ16

DE000HV43MW5

DE000UC0LGV1

DE000UC0H1T9

DE000UC0SZ40

DE000HV43NA9

DE000UC0LGW9

DE000UC0H1V5

DE000UC0SZN3

DE000HV43NR3

DE000UC0LGZ2

DE000UC0H222

DE000UC0SZP8

DE000HV43UP2

DE000UC0LU83

DE000UC0H255

DE000UC0SZT0

DE000HV43UR8

DE000UC0LYD2

DE000UC0H2V3

DE000UC0T2L0

DE000HV43VJ3

DE000UC0LYV4

DE000UC0H3E7

DE000UC0SZY0

DE000HV43W09

DE000UC0LYX0

DE000UC0H420

DE000UC0T003

DE000HV43W90

DE000UC0LZ54

DE000HV44UU0

DE000UC0T037

DE000HV43WR4

DE000UC0LZ62

DE000HV44UV8

DE000UC0T052

DE000HV43X08

DE000UC0LZY5

DE000HV44V82

DE000UC0T060

DE000HV43X99

DE000UC0M453

DE000HV44VC6

DE000UC0T2Y3

DE000HV43XB6

DE000UC0M800

DE000HV44VM5

DE000UC0T342

DE000HV43Y72
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DE000UC0MAV2

DE000HV44VN3

DE000UC0T375

DE000HV43YH1

DE000UC0MB28

DE000HV44VP8

DE000UC0T185

DE000HV43YR0

DE000UC0MFC1

DE000HV44W40

DE000UC0T3D5

DE000HV43Z06

DE000UC0MP06

DE000HV44W57

DE000UC0T3E3

DE000HV43Z30

DE000UC0N4T5

DE000HV44WB6

DE000UC0T1J6

DE000HV43Z55

DE000UC0N592

DE000HV44WX0

DE000UC0T1M0

DE000HV43ZK2

DE000HV457B7

DE000HV44X31

DE000UC0T3K0

DE000UC0DBZ0

DE000HV457D3

DE000UC0H4W7

DE000UC0T1Y5

DE000UC0DN74

DE000HV457F8

DE000UC0H4X5

DE000UC0T3R5

DE000UC0DPL0

DE000HV457H4

DE000UC0H503

DE000UC0T4B7

DE000UC0DUT3

DE000HV457Z6

DE000UC0H5K9

DE000UC0T4K8

DE000UC0DWP7

DE000HV458A7

DE000UC0H5N3

DE000UC0T4M4

DE000UC0DZT2

DE000UC0N7F7

DE000UC0H6M3

DE000UC0T557

DE000UC0E2X2

DE000UC0NAA4

DE000UC0H6W2

DE000UC0T565

DE000UC0E302

DE000UC0NAC0

DE000HV44XC2

DE000UC0T5E8

DE000UC0E328

DE000UC0N8U4

DE000HV44XK5

DE000UC0T5J7

DE000UC0E3D2

DE000UC0NAM9

DE000UC0H784

DE000UC0T5L3

DE000UC0E419

DE000UC0NB92

DE000UC0H8A4

DE000UC0T5M1

DE000UC0E4E8

DE000HV45FE2

DE000UC0H917

DE000UC0T5N9

DE000UC0E4H1

DE000HV45FR4

DE000UC0H9A2

DE000UC0T631

DE000UC0E4N9

DE000HV45GB6

DE000UC0H9V8

DE000UC0T656

DE000UC0E559

DE000HV45GD2

DE000UC0HA18

DE000UC0T698

DE000UC0E5R7

DE000HV45GE0

DE000UC0HA75

DE000UC0T6G1

DE000UC0E5Y3

DE000HV45GR2

DE000UC0HAC2

DE000UC0T7F1

DE000UC0E666

DE000HV45GT8

DE000UC0HAH1

DE000UC0T7G9

DE000UC0E682

DE000HV45H22

DE000UC0HAK5

DE000UC0T7Q8

DE000UC0E6F0

DE000HV45H55

DE000UC0HB90

DE000UC0T9B6

DE000UC0E6G8

DE000HV45HH1

DE000UC0HBE6

DE000UC0T9H3

DE000UC0E6P9
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DE000HV45HU4

DE000UC0HFJ6

DE000UC0U316

DE000UC0E757

DE000HV45J95

DE000UC0HGA3

DE000UC0U3T8

DE000UC0E7F8

DE000HV45JV8

DE000UC0HGM8

DE000UC0U3U6

DE000UC0E7G6

DE000HV45K35

DE000UC0HGP1

DE000UC0U4P4

DE000UC0E7W3

DE000HV45KC6

DE000UC0HGU1

DE000UC0U4U4

DE000UC0E849

DE000HV45KF9
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DE000UC0G6D3

DE000UC0TSC9

DE000UC0QVD7

DE000UC0N9P2

DE000UC0G6L6

DE000UC0TY73

DE000UC0QNF9

DE000UC0N9W8

DE000UC0G1M5

DE000UC0TNP2

DE000UC0QL63

DE000UC0N7G5

DE000UC0G1R4

DE000UC0TNQ0

DE000UC0QL97

DE000UC0N8V2

DE000UC0G448

DE000UC0TYA1

DE000UC0QVR7

DE000UC0NAH9

DE000UC0G489

DE000UC0TYC7

DE000UC0QLB2

DE000HV45FQ6

DE000UC0G497

DE000UC0TNT4

DE000UC0QVV9

DE000HV45FT0

DE000UC0G4T4

DE000UC0TSK2

DE000UC0QNU8

DE000HV45GF7

DE000UC0G7D1

DE000UC0TSM8

DE000UC0QLJ5

DE000HV45GG5

DE000UC0G7E9

DE000UC0TNX6

DE000UC0QW11

DE000HV45GZ5

DE000UC0G513

DE000UC0TL60

DE000UC0QW60

DE000HV45H89

DE000UC0G7L4

DE000UC0TNY4

DE000UC0QW78

DE000HV45H97

DE000UC0G7R1

DE000UC0U621

DE000UC0QLT4

DE000HV45HB4

DE000UC0G7S9

DE000UC0TLB6

DE000UC0QM70

DE000HV45HG3

DE000UC0G885

DE000UC0TYS3

DE000UC0QPR9

DE000HV45HT6

DE000UC0G8B3

DE000UC0TP74

DE000UC0QWM6

DE000HV45JC8

DE000UC0G8T5

DE000UC0TLL5

DE000UC0QMH7

DE000HV45JL9

DE000UC0G968

DE000UC0U6B9

DE000UC0QPU3

DE000HV45K01

DE000UC0G976

DE000UC0TLN1

DE000UC0QPJ6

DE000HV45KA0

DE000UC0G9A3

DE000UC0TLS0

DE000UC0QPK4

DE000HV45KB8

DE000UC0G9B1

DE000UC0TLT8

DE000UC0QQ01

DE000HV45KL7

DE000UC0G9C9

DE000UC0TZ31

DE000UC0R9H5

DE000HV45KZ7

DE000UC0G9H8

DE000UC0TTF0

DE000UC0QMW6

DE000HV45L34

DE000UC0GA01

DE000UC0TLV4

DE000UC0QWZ8

DE000HV45L67

DE000UC0GA19

DE000UC0U6J2

DE000UC0QQ50

DE000HV45L91

DE000UC0GA35

DE000UC0TTH6

DE000UC0R9Q6

DE000HV45LH3

DE000UC0GAG5

DE000UC0TLY8

DE000UC0QX85

DE000HV45N73

DE000UC0GAJ9
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DE000UC0TZA8

DE000UC0QQG0

DE000HV45LN1

DE000UC0GAQ4

DE000UC0TTN4

DE000UC0QQL0

DE000HV45LS0

DE000UC0GAR2

DE000UC0TM28

DE000UC0QQQ9

DE000HV45NA4

DE000UC0GBE8

DE000UC0U8X9

DE000UC0QR34

DE000HV45NB2

DE000HV444E9

DE000UC0TZE0

DE000UC0QR59

DE000HV45M33

DE000HV444Q3

DE000UC0TM51

DE000UC0QRT1

DE000HV45NF3

DE000HV444V3

DE000UC0TM77

DE000UC0QRC7

DE000HV45MT6

DE000HV444W1

DE000UC0TZL5

DE000UC0QXW3

DE000HV45MV2

DE000HV44501

DE000UC0TMB4

DE000UC0QRK0

DE000HV45P55

DE000HV44519

DE000UC0U6Z8

DE000UC0QY35

DE000HV45P63

DE000UC0GDA2

DE000UC0TPY9

DE000UC0QY68

DE000HV45PH4

DE000UC0GDE4

DE000UC0TQ08

DE000UC0RAX7

DE000HV45PQ5

DE000UC0GDJ3

DE000UC0U761

DE000UC0RBC9

DE000HV45PS1

DE000UC0GDR6

DE000UC0TMP4

DE000UC0QZ67

DE000HV45PU7

DE000UC0GDV8

DE000UC0TU51

DE000UC0RBF2

DE000HV45QA7

DE000UC0GE07

DE000UC0TU69

DE000UC0QZF3

DE000UC0NCK9

DE000UC0GE31

DE000UC0TUA9

DE000UC0QZG1

DE000UC0NCT0

DE000UC0GE49

DE000UC0U7E1

DE000UC0RBR7

DE000UC0NCX2

DE000UC0GE64

DE000UC0TUE1

DE000UC0R0Z6

DE000UC0NCZ7

DE000UC0GGK4

DE000UC0TUP7

DE000UC0QZR8

DE000UC0NBV8

DE000UC0GGW9

DE000UC0U0D8

DE000UC0RBY3

DE000UC0ND74

DE000UC0GH04

DE000UC0U928

DE000UC0QZT4

DE000UC0P902

DE000UC0GH87

DE000UC0TN84

DE000UC0R130

DE000UC0P910

OMOOOOX06164

DE000UC0TNA4

DE000UC0R072

DE000UC0P951

OMOOOOX06401

DE000UC0U0J5

DE000UC0RCD5

DE000UC0P993

OMOOOOX06446

DE000UC0TUX1

DE000UC0QU13

DE000UC0PE55

OMOOOOX06628

DE000UC0TNC0

DE000UC0RCF0

DE000UC0P9R6

OMOOOOX06719

DE000UC0U944

DE000UC0RCK0

DE000UC0P696

OMOOOOX06755
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DE000UC0TUY9

DE000UC0R0H4

DE000UC0PEF0

OMOOOOX06819

DE000UC0TNE6

DE000UC0RCZ8

DE000UC0P6G5

DE000HV41DC0

DE000UC0TQQ3

DE000UC0R1B5

DE000UC0PAJ0

DE000HV41NX5

DE000UC0U0P2

DE000UC0R1H2

DE000UC0PAM4

DE000HV41P34

DE000UC0TV19

DE000UC0REY7

DE000UC0P6R2

DE000HV41P67

DE000UC0TQV3

DE000UC0RES9

DE000UC0PAS1

DE000HV41Q25

DE000UC0U0V0

DE000UC0RFZ1

DE000UC0PAV5

DE000HV41QV2

DE000UC0U886

DE000UC0RG02

DE000UC0PAW3

DE000HV41QW0

DE000UC0U894

DE000UC0RG10

DE000UC0PEW5

DE000HV41R65

DE000UC0U993

DE000UC0RGG9

DE000UC0P738

DE000HV41RA4

DE000UC0U1C8

DE000UC0RGU0

DE000UC0P795

DE000HV41SB0

DE000UC0TRA5

DE000UC0RH01

DE000UC0PF54

DE000HV41ST2

DE000UC0TVU5

DE000UC0RHJ1

DE000UC0P7H1

DE000HV41SU0

DE000UC0TVV3

DE000UC0RHP8

DE000UC0PFA8

DE000HV41SY2

DE000UC0U8M2

DE000UC0RHS2

DE000UC0PFB6

DE000HV41TK9

DE000UC0TW18

DE000UC0RHZ7

DE000UC0PBT7

DE000HV41TQ6

DE000UC0TW26

DE000UC0RJ17

DE000UC0PBU5

DE000HV41UT8

DE000UC0U8Q3

DE000UC0RJD0

DE000UC0PBW1

DE000HV41UU6

DE000UC0TW91

DE000UC0RJN9

DE000UC0P7Q2

DE000HV41V36

DE000UC0TRT5

DE000UC0RJY6

DE000UC0PFK7

DE000HV41V44

DE000UC0U225

DE000UC0RK06

DE000UC0PCL2

DE000HV41VL3

DE000UC0U266

DE000UC0RK14

DE000UC0PCR9

DE000HV41WG1

DE000UC0TRX7

DE000UC0RK63

DE000UC0PCT5

DE000HV41XQ8

DE000UC0TWL2

DE000UC0RKB2

DE000UC0PCU3

DE000HV41YM5

DE000UC0U9G2

DE000UC0RKC0

DE000UC0P8D8

DE000HV41Z99

DE000UC0U2K9

DE000UC0RKQ0

DE000UC0P8E6

DE000HV42133

DE000UC0TWW9

DE000UC0RKW8

DE000UC0PCX7

DE000HV421H0

DE000UC0U2R4

DE000UC0RL54

DE000UC0PD15

DE000HV421L2
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DE000UC0TX33

DE000UC0RL70

DE000UC0PD49

DE000HV421V1

DE000UC0U2W4

DE000UC0RLH7

DE000UC0PDR7

DE000HV422C9

DE000UC0U2Z7

DE000UC0RLK1

DE000UC0PHH9

DE000HV422V9

DE000UC0U9S7

DE000UC0RLW6

DE000UC0PQ93

DE000HV422Y3

DE000UC0U9X7

DE000UC0RM12

DE000UC0PQD9

DE000HV42307

DE000UC0UBA7

DE000UC0RM53

DE000UC0PQQ1

DE000HV42315

DE000UC0UBS9

DE000UC0RRS1

DE000UC0PR84

DE000HV423S3

DE000UC0GLL2

DE000UC0RRU7

DE000UC0PRE5

DE000HV424V5

DE000UC0GLT5

DE000UC0RS16

DE000UC0PRF2

DE000HV425E8

DE000UC0GM07

DE000UC0RS40

DE000UC0PRK2

DE000HV425G3

DE000UC0GM98

DE000UC0RS81

DE000UC0PRL0

DE000HV425H1

DE000UC0GPY6

DE000UC0RSZ4

DE000UC0PRM8

DE000HV425V2

DE000UC0GPG3

DE000UC0RT80

DE000UC0PKC4

DE000HV427A2

DE000UC0GT91

DE000UC0RTV1

DE000UC0PKG5

DE000HV427C8

DE000UC0GTA8

DE000UC0RVT1

DE000UC0PKW2

DE000HV42AH3

DE000UC0GTF7

DE000UC0RWE1

DE000UC0PL23

DE000HV42B47

DE000UC0GTP6

DE000UC0S393

DE000UC0PL31

DE000HV42BC2

DE000UC0GTR2

DE000UC0S3J3

DE000UC0PMP2

DE000HV42BN9

DE000UC0GUA6

DE000UC0S3M7

DE000UC0PLM1

DE000HV42CF3

DE000UC0GUE8

DE000UC0S3Q8

DE000UC0PMY4

DE000HV434Q4

DE000UC0GUL3

DE000UC0S3T2

DE000UC0PLT6

DE000HV434W2

DE000HV44949

DE000UC0S294

DE000UC0PLX8

DE000HV434X0

DE000HV449R0

DE000UC0S484

DE000UC0PHP2

DE000HV43768

DE000HV449S8

DE000UC0S4A0

DE000UC0PJW4

DE000HV43784

DE000HV449U4

DE000UC0S4L7

DE000UC0PJY0

DE000HV43792

DE000HV44A79

DE000UC0S4V6

DE000UC0PMD8

DE000HV437N4

DE000HV44AG1

DE000UC0S2S6

DE000UC0PS83

DE000HV437P9

DE000HV44AH9

DE000UC0S500

DE000UC0PSE3

DE000HV437Q7
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DE000HV44AK3

DE000UC0S518

DE000UC0PSF0

DE000HV437U9

DE000HV44AQ0

DE000UC0S7W7

DE000UC0PSV7

DE000HV437W5

DE000HV44B11

DE000UC0S8E3

DE000UC0PT41

DE000HV437Y1

DE000HV44BH7

DE000UC0S9Y9

DE000UC0PTJ0

DE000HV43875

DE000HV44BJ3

DE000UC0SB55

DE000UC0PTS1

DE000UC0CY15

DE000HV44BL9

DE000UC0SBT1

DE000UC0PU22

DE000UC0CY49

DE000HV44BM7

DE000UC0SCL6

DE000UC0Q8K2

DE000UC0CYP5

DE000HV44BW6

DE000UC0SCM4

DE000UC0Q2D0

DE000UC0CZ71

DE000HV44C02

DE000UC0SCR3

DE000UC0Q2F5

DE000UC0CZB2

DE000HV44C77

DE000UC0SCY9

DE000UC0Q2G3

DE000HV43GT3

DE000HV44CJ1

DE000UC0SH42

DE000UC0Q8U1

DE000HV43H16

DE000HV44CT0

DE000UC0SH59

DE000UC0Q2K5

DE000HV43HD5

DE000HV44D01

DE000UC0SDP5

DE000UC0Q2P4

DE000HV43HT1

DE000HV44D50

DE000UC0SH91

DE000UC0PXU9

DE000HV438J0

DE000HV44D84

DE000UC0SHH3

DE000UC0Q967

DE000HV438N2

DE000HV44DJ9

DE000UC0SDT7

DE000UC0Q2Z3

DE000HV439N0

DE000HV44DL5

DE000UC0SHM3

DE000UC0PY10

DE000HV439V3

DE000HV44DV4

DE000UC0SDW1

DE000UC0Q3B2

DE000HV43A62

DE000HV44EA6

DE000UC0SHV4

DE000UC0Q3P2

DE000HV43JM2

DE000HV44ED0

DE000UC0SJC0

DE000UC0Q3T4

DE000HV43AH1

DE000HV44EG3

DE000UC0SJP2

DE000UC0Q9Y1

DE000HV43AJ7

DE000HV44EW0

DE000UC0SKC8

DE000UC0PYR3

DE000HV43AL3

DE000HV44F58

DE000UC0SKR6

DE000UC0QA09

DE000HV43AV2

DE000HV44FJ4

DE000UC0SFZ9

DE000UC0PYT9

DE000HV43JR1

DE000HV44FX5

DE000UC0SV44

DE000UC0Q3W8

DE000HV43BB2

DE000HV44G40

DE000UC0SV93

DE000UC0PYY9

DE000HV43BJ5

DE000HV44GE3

DE000UC0SVB7

DE000UC0Q4A2

DE000HV43BK3

DE000HV44GX3

DE000UC0SVE1

DE000UC0Q4F1

DE000HV43BQ0
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DE000HV44JY5

DE000UC0SPG8

DE000UC0QAM2

DE000HV43CC8

DE000HV44K10

DE000UC0SPH6

DE000UC0PZH1

DE000HV43CE4

DE000HV44HQ5

DE000UC0SPN4

DE000UC0Q4W6

DE000HV43CJ3

DE000HV44HR3

DE000UC0SPW5

DE000UC0Q512

DE000HV43K29

DE000HV44HT9

DE000UC0SPZ8

DE000UC0QE21

DE000HV43CQ8

DE000HV44KF2

DE000UC0SLV6

DE000UC0PZU4

DE000HV43CZ9

DE000HV44KH8

DE000UC0SLX2

DE000UC0PWB1

DE000HV43DH5

DE000HV44KN6

DE000UC0SQ66

DE000UC0QB40

DE000HV43EA8

DE000HV44KU1

DE000UC0SQD3

DE000UC0QE62

DE000HV43EC4

DE000HV44LB9

DE000UC0SQE1

DE000UC0QB73

DE000HV43ER2

DE000HV44LN4

DE000UC0SQF8

DE000UC0Q074

DE000HV43ES0

DE000HV44LV7

DE000UC0SQN2

DE000UC0QFX8

DE000HV43KM0

DE000HV44LW5

DE000UC0SVT9

DE000UC0Q5K8

DE000HV43KR9

DE000HV44M67

DE000UC0SSN8

DE000UC0Q5M4

DE000HV43FS7

DE000HV44MF8

DE000UC0SUF0

DE000UC0Q5N2

DE000HV43FT5

DE000HV44MN2

DE000UC0SQS1

DE000UC0Q5R3

DE000HV43FU3

DE000HV44MS1

DE000UC0SQX1

DE000UC0Q0F9

DE000HV43G25

DE000HV44MU7

DE000UC0SSU3

DE000UC0Q0H5

DE000HV43GK2

DE000HV44N41

DE000UC0SR08

DE000UC0QBL2

DE000HV43PL1

DE000HV44NB5

DE000UC0SR65

DE000UC0QBM0

DE000HV43PM9

DE000HV44P31

DE000UC0SSX7

DE000UC0Q5X1

DE000HV43PN7

DE000HV44P80

DE000UC0ST06

DE000UC0QBU3

DE000HV43Q31

DE000HV44PE4

DE000UC0SRM2

DE000UC0QG45

DE000HV43Q64

DE000HV44PF1

DE000UC0SRR1

DE000UC0Q6D1

DE000HV43Q72

DE000HV44PN5

DE000UC0SRS9

DE000UC0Q6J8

DE000HV43Q80

DE000HV44PR6

DE000UC0SUT1

DE000UC0PWL0

DE000HV43KZ2

DE000HV44QG7

DE000UC0ST48

DE000UC0Q181

DE000HV43QH7

DE000HV44QJ1

DE000UC0SW92

DE000UC0Q6Q3

DE000HV43L10
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DE000HV44QL7

DE000UC0SS64

DE000UC0QCF2

DE000HV43L93

DE000HV44R54

DE000UC0ST63

DE000UC0QCG0

DE000HV43RA0

DE000HV44RK7

DE000UC0SWC3

DE000UC0Q728

DE000HV43RF9

DE000HV44S04

DE000UC0SWD1

DE000UC0Q736

DE000HV43RN3

DE000HV44SA6

DE000UC0SWG4

DE000UC0QCN6

DE000HV43S13

DE000HV44SG3

DE000UC0SWV3

DE000UC0Q777

DE000HV43M84

DE000HV44SJ7

DE000UC0SWX9

DE000UC0Q1S0

DE000HV43S39

DE000HV44SY6

DE000UC0STA3

DE000UC0QGC0

DE000HV43M92

DE000HV44T03

DE000UC0SXD9

DE000UC0QCS5

DE000HV43MD5

DE000HV44TG1

DE000UC0SXR9

DE000UC0QCU1

DE000HV43S70

DE000HV44TX6

DE000UC0SXZ2

DE000UC0Q7B3

DE000HV43S96

DE000HV44U34

DE000UC0SY25

DE000UC0QF04

DE000HV43MF0

DE000HV44U83

DE000UC0SY74

DE000UC0Q7K4

DE000HV43MG8

DE000HV44UE4

DE000UC0SYC9

DE000UC0QD48

DE000HV43SE0

DE000HV44UF1

DE000UC0SYU1

DE000UC0QF20

DE000HV43MJ2

DE000HV44UL9

DE000UC0SYV9

DE000UC0QF38

DE000HV43SL5

DE000UC0GY78

DE000UC0SZ08

DE000UC0QDC7

DE000HV43MY1

DE000UC0GY86

DE000UC0SZ65

DE000UC0QDG8

DE000HV43N00

DE000UC0GYA8

DE000UC0SZ81

DE000UC0QFE8

DE000HV43NB7

DE000UC0GYH3

DE000UC0T2E5

DE000UC0QGS6

DE000HV43TD0

DE000UC0GYJ9

DE000UC0SZG7

DE000UC0QFN9

DE000HV43NS1

DE000UC0GX53

DE000UC0T2G0

DE000UC0QHQ8

DE000HV43NT9

DE000UC0GX61

DE000UC0T2P1

DE000UC0QJ34

DE000HV43P16

DE000UC0GXC6

DE000UC0T2S5

DE000UC0QJ59

DE000HV43P40

DE000UC0GXN3

DE000UC0T086

DE000UC0QJ83

DE000HV43P73

DE000UC0H0K0

DE000UC0T094

DE000UC0QJC4

DE000HV43UF3

DE000UC0H0M6

DE000UC0T2V9

DE000UC0QJJ9

DE000HV43WH5

DE000UC0H0T1

DE000UC0T0K6

DE000UC0QJL5

DE000HV43XR2
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DE000UC0H107

DE000UC0T0L4

DE000UC0QJP6

DE000HV43XS0

DE000UC0H123

DE000UC0T359

DE000UC0QJT8

DE000HV43XV4

DE000UC0GXQ6

DE000UC0T169

DE000UC0QKC2

DE000HV43Y15

DE000UC0H1P7

DE000UC0T1C1

DE000UC0QKP4

DE000HV43Y56

DE000UC0H2A7

DE000UC0T1E7

DE000UC0QKS8

DE000HV43YQ2

DE000UC0H370

DE000UC0T3M6

DE000UC0R7K3

DE000HV43ZB1

DE000UC0H3A5

DE000UC0T1W9

DE000UC0R7L1

DE000HV43ZD7

DE000UC0H3D9

DE000UC0T201

DE000UC0R7T4

DE000HV43ZF2

DE000UC0H412

DE000UC0T3S3

DE000UC0R7W8

DE000UC0DC44

DE000UC0H3S7

DE000UC0T3U9

DE000UC0QV20

DE000UC0DN25

DE000UC0H3T5

DE000UC0T3Y1

DE000UC0R866

DE000UC0DPE5

DE000HV44V66

DE000UC0T466

DE000UC0R8E4

DE000UC0DPJ4

DE000HV44VX2

DE000UC0T4C5

DE000UC0QVM8

DE000UC0DW99

DE000HV44W08

DE000UC0T4N2

DE000UC0R8H7

DE000UC0DWE1

DE000HV44WC4

DE000UC0T4U7

DE000UC0QLG1

OMOOOOX05019

DE000HV44WQ4

DE000UC0T4V5

DE000UC0QNV6

DE000UC0E385

DE000HV44X49

DE000UC0T5K5

DE000UC0QLK3

DE000UC0E3S0

DE000HV44X56

DE000UC0T5U4

DE000UC0R8T2

DE000UC0E3W2

DE000UC0H529

DE000UC0T5W0

DE000UC0R8U0

DE000UC0E427

DE000UC0H6X0

DE000UC0T607

DE000UC0QNY0

DE000UC0E476

DE000HV44XR0

DE000UC0T623

DE000UC0QW86

DE000UC0E4M1

DE000UC0H8W8

DE000UC0T6E6

DE000UC0QLU2

DE000UC0E5V9

DE000UC0H8Z1

DE000UC0T771

DE000UC0QM96

DE000UC0E625

DE000UC0H909

DE000UC0T7L9

DE000UC0QLY4

DE000UC0E6K0

DE000UC0H941

DE000UC0T7R6

DE000UC0QM05

DE000UC0E6M6

DE000UC0H990

DE000UC0T7T2

DE000UC0QWH6

DE000UC0E6Y1

DE000UC0HA42

DE000UC0T8U8

DE000UC0QM54

DE000UC0E732

DE000UC0HA91

DE000UC0T8X2

DE000UC0QPF4

DE000UC0E740
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DE000UC0H8Q0

DE000UC0TDC1

DE000UC0QMK1

DE000UC0E7A9

DE000UC0HAE8

DE000UC0TDG2

DE000UC0QWP9

DE000UC0E7C5

DE000UC0HAG3

DE000UC0U373

DE000UC0QPX7

DE000UC0E7J0

DE000UC0HBA4

DE000UC0U3G5

DE000UC0QMP0

DE000UC0E7M4

DE000UC0HDD4

DE000UC0U3R2

DE000UC0QWT1

DE000UC0E7T9

DE000UC0HFL2

DE000UC0U3S0

DE000UC0QPP3

DE000UC0E7Y9

DE000UC0HGE5

DE000UC0U4E8

DE000UC0QMX4

DE000UC0E7Z6

DE000UC0HGK2

DE000UC0U4G3

DE000UC0QQ68

DE000UC0E864

DE000UC0HKB3

DE000UC0U4N9

DE000UC0QX28

DE000UC0E8C3

DE000UC0HKM0

DE000UC0TX74

DE000UC0R9M5

DE000UC0E8D1

DE000UC0HKV1

DE000UC0U4Y6

DE000UC0QX36

DE000UC0E8R1

DE000UC0HL15

DE000UC0TXS5

DE000UC0R9P8

DE000UC0E8V3

DE000UC0HLL0

DE000UC0U5E5

DE000UC0QX93

DE000UC0E9C1

DE000UC0HLZ0

DE000UC0TY08

DE000UC0QQJ4

DE000UC0E9F4

DE000UC0HM30

DE000UC0TNJ5

DE000UC0R9W4

DE000UC0E9M0

DE000UC0HM55

DE000UC0U5H8

DE000UC0R9X2

DE000UC0E9P3

DE000HV44ZB9

DE000UC0TNL1

DE000UC0QXF8

DE000UC0E9U3

DE000HV44ZC7

DE000UC0TY57

DE000UC0QXK8

DE000UC0E9Y5

DE000UC0HP37

DE000UC0U5M8

DE000UC0QR18

DE000UC0E9Z2

DE000UC0HU22

DE000UC0TYB9

DE000UC0QXM4

DE000UC0EA37

DE000UC0HQF1

DE000UC0U5V9

DE000UC0QR42

DE000UC0EBY1

DE000UC0HQJ3

DE000UC0TL37

DE000UC0RA57

DE000UC0EC35

DE000UC0HQL9

DE000UC0TL45

DE000UC0QXR3

DE000UC0EC50

DE000UC0HQP0

DE000UC0TYH6

DE000UC0RA73

DE000UC0ECA9

DE000UC0HQV8

DE000UC0U5X5

DE000UC0QXX1

DE000UC0EBD5

DE000UC0HUU2

DE000UC0TL78

DE000UC0QRW5

DE000UC0ECF8

DE000UC0HR76

DE000UC0U5Z0

DE000UC0RAC1

DE000UC0ECP7

DE000UC0HR84

DE000UC0TL94

DE000UC0QRH6

DE000UC0EEN8
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DE000UC0HRD4

DE000UC0TSV9

DE000UC0QRZ8

DE000UC0EEU3

DE000UC0HRP8

DE000UC0TP33

DE000UC0RAF4

DE000UC0EGC6

DE000UC0HW04

DE000UC0TLF7

DE000UC0QS17

DE000UC0EGG7

DE000UC0HSJ9

DE000UC0U662

DE000UC0QY92

DE000UC0EHJ9

DE000UC0HSX0

DE000UC0TP58

DE000UC0QS58

DE000UC0EHK7

DE000UC0HSY8

DE000UC0TYT1

DE000UC0QS82

DE000UC0EJ61

DE000UC0HT41

DE000UC0TT39

DE000UC0QYN0

DE000UC0EFT2

DE000UC0HX11

DE000UC0TYV7

DE000UC0RAZ2

DE000UC0EF57

DE000UC0HTJ7

DE000UC0TPA9

DE000UC0QYR1

DE000UC0EF81

DE000UC0HXE0

DE000UC0TT62

DE000UC0RB15

DE000UC0EMZ5

DE000UC0HXG5

DE000UC0TPC5

DE000UC0QT16

DE000UC0EN08

DE000UC0HXH3

DE000UC0TT96

DE000UC0QYW1

DE000UC0ENJ7

DE000UC0HY85

DE000UC0U6D5

DE000UC0RB56

DE000UC0ENM1

DE000UC0J0L6

DE000UC0U6E3

DE000UC0QYY7

DE000UC0EPD5

DE000UC0J0R3

DE000UC0TZ15

DE000UC0QT40

DE000UC0EPL8

DE000UC0J129

DE000UC0U6G8

DE000UC0RBB1

DE000UC0EPQ7

DE000UC0J1T7

DE000UC0TZ23

DE000UC0QZ34

DE000UC0EPY1

DE000UC0J269

DE000UC0TPG6

DE000UC0QT73

DE000UC0EQ47

DE000UC0J3G0

DE000UC0U6K0

DE000UC0R0X1

DE000UC0EQK8

DE000UC0J3C9

DE000UC0TZ72

DE000UC0R0Y9

DE000UC0ERZ4

DE000UC0J3S5

DE000UC0TZ80

DE000UC0RBX5

DE000UC0ES29

DE000UC0J3W7

DE000UC0TZ98

DE000UC0QZS6

DE000UC0EQP7

DE000UC0J632

DE000UC0U6N4

DE000UC0RC06

DE000UC0ESJ6

DE000UC0J6W0

DE000UC0TTP9

DE000UC0R023

DE000UC0EVN2

DE000UC0J7S6

DE000UC0TZD2

DE000UC0R0A9

DE000UC0ESN8

DE000UC0J9C6

DE000UC0TTV7

DE000UC0RCE3

DE000UC0EVU7

DE000UC0JAU0

DE000UC0U6W5

DE000UC0R0E1

DE000UC0ERB5

DE000UC0JAV8

DE000UC0TPW3

DE000UC0QUH0

DE000UC0ESY5
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DE000UC0JB80

DE000UC0U712

DE000UC0QUJ6

DE000UC0EW07

DE000UC0JBC6

DE000UC0TML3

DE000UC0RCS3

DE000UC0ESZ2

DE000UC0JFE3

DE000UC0TQ65

DE000UC0RCX3

DE000UC0ET02

DE000UC0JD54

DE000UC0TMR0

DE000UC0RD05

DE000UC0EW49

DE000UC0JE04

DE000UC0TZW2

DE000UC0REX9

DE000UC0EW56

DE000UC0JE20

DE000UC0TQ99

DE000UC0RDN2

DE000UC0ERS9

DE000HV44ZT1

DE000UC0U7B7

DE000UC0REZ4

DE000UC0ETS5

DE000HV45003

DE000UC0TQA7

DE000UC0RDY9

DE000UC0EWW1

DE000HV450K3

DE000UC0U8Z4

DE000UC0RFB2

DE000UC0EWZ4

DE000HV450V0

DE000UC0TUB7

DE000UC0RFC0

DE000UC0EX30

DE000HV450X6

DE000UC0TQB5

DE000UC0RFH9

DE000UC0EUB9

DE000HV45151

DE000UC0U7D3

DE000UC0RER1

DE000UC0EUK0

DE000HV451C8

DE000UC0TMY6

DE000UC0RFT4

DE000UC0EXJ6

DE000UC0JQ83

DE000UC0TQD1

DE000UC0RFV0

DE000UC0EXK4

DE000UC0JQB6

DE000UC0TUL6

DE000UC0RG44

DE000UC0EXV1

DE000UC0JQC4

DE000UC0U7M4

DE000UC0REH2

DE000UC0EY13

DE000UC0JRL3

DE000UC0U7Q5

DE000UC0RGM7

DE000UC0EY62

DE000UC0JT80

DE000UC0TUS1

DE000UC0RGP0

DE000UC0EYK2

DE000UC0JT98

DE000UC0U0G1

DE000UC0RH50

DE000UC0EV57

DE000UC0JTY2

DE000UC0TNB2

DE000UC0RHA0

DE000UC0EVD3

DE000UC0JU20

DE000UC0TUW3

DE000UC0RHB8

DE000UC0F7M3

DE000UC0JU79

DE000UC0U0L1

DE000UC0RHE2

DE000UC0F7N1

DE000UC0JUE2

DE000UC0TNF3

DE000UC0RHW4

DE000UC0F7R2

DE000UC0JY18

DE000UC0TV01

DE000UC0RHX2

DE000UC0F887

DE000UC0JUQ6

DE000UC0TQS9

DE000UC0RJ33

DE000UC0F8A6

DE000UC0JV37

DE000UC0U7U7

DE000UC0RJ58

DE000UC0F9P2

DE000UC0JV52

DE000UC0U0S6

DE000UC0RJ74

DE000UC0F9S6

DE000UC0JVM3

DE000UC0TQT7

DE000UC0RJ82

DE000UC0FA51
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DE000UC0JW28

DE000UC0TQU5

DE000UC0RJC2

DE000UC0FA69

DE000UC0JYE4

DE000UC0U0W8

DE000UC0RJL3

DE000UC0FGA7

DE000UC0JWD0

DE000UC0U845

DE000UC0RJU4

DE000UC0FH05

DE000UC0JWN9

DE000UC0U860

DE000UC0RK55

DE000UC0FHB3

DE000UC0JWX8

DE000UC0U167

DE000UC0RKG1

DE000UC0FKG6

DE000UC0JSV0

DE000UC0TR80

DE000UC0RKH9

DE000UC0FN64

DE000UC0JXD8

DE000UC0TVP5

DE000UC0RKR8

DE000UC0FNE5

DE000UC0JXF3

DE000UC0TRD9

DE000UC0RLC8

DE000UC0FNP1

DE000UC0JXV0

DE000UC0U1P0

DE000UC0RLD6

DE000UC0FNQ9

DE000UC0JZ09

DE000UC0U8N0

DE000UC0RLJ3

DE000UC0FQ87

DE000UC0JZH4

DE000UC0TRP3

DE000UC0RM46

DE000UC0FQE8

DE000UC0JZS1

DE000UC0TRS7

DE000UC0RM87

DE000UC0FU65

DE000UC0K0F5

DE000UC0TWG2

DE000UC0RR82

DE000UC0FU99

DE000UC0K1B2

DE000UC0TWK4

DE000UC0RRV5

DE000UC0FZ29

DE000UC0KBX0

DE000UC0TWP3

DE000UC0RRY9

DE000UC0G0R6

DE000UC0KDZ1

DE000UC0U2D4

DE000UC0RS73

DE000UC0G0V8

DE000UC0KE92

DE000UC0U2E2

DE000UC0RSM2

DE000UC0G125

DE000UC0KRN7

DE000UC0U2M5

DE000UC0RSR1

DE000UC0G6F8

DE000UC0KRV0

DE000UC0U9T5

DE000UC0RT72

DE000UC0G745

DE000UC0KRW8

DE000UC0UBB5

DE000UC0RTP3

DE000UC0G1V6

DE000UC0KRY4

DE000UC0GL81

DE000UC0RU04

DE000UC0G778

DE000UC0KRZ1

DE000UC0GLU3

DE000UC0RU79

DE000UC0G4K3

DE000UC0KS47

DE000UC0GM49

DE000UC0RUF2

DE000UC0G794

DE000UC0KSC8

DE000UC0GMA3

DE000UC0RW28

DE000UC0G4S6

DE000UC0KNU1

DE000UC0GMD7

DE000UC0RW36

DE000UC0G851

DE000UC0KSK1

DE000UC0GPA6

DE000UC0RW69

DE000UC0G8U3

DE000UC0KST2

DE000UC0GPB4

DE000UC0RW93

DE000UC0G8Z2

DE000UC0KTC6

DE000UC0GPZ3

DE000UC0RWH4

DE000UC0G901
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DE000UC0KTN3

DE000UC0GPK5

DE000UC0RWL6

DE000UC0G927

DE000UC0KTW4

DE000UC0GQB2

DE000UC0S0P6

DE000UC0G943

DE000UC0KU50

DE000UC0GTE0

DE000UC0S0V4

DE000UC0G9K2

DE000UC0KU84

DE000UC0GTZ5

DE000UC0S0Z5

DE000UC0G9X5

DE000UC0KVK5

DE000UC0GU72

DE000UC0S146

DE000UC0GA84

DE000UC0KWM9

DE000UC0GUH1

DE000UC0S153

DE000UC0GAH3

DE000HV452M5

DE000UC0GUM1

DE000UC0S187

DE000UC0GAM3

DE000UC0KZ30

DE000UC0GV89

DE000UC0S3D6

DE000UC0GAZ5

DE000UC0KZB5

DE000HV448N1

DE000UC0S3N5

DE000UC0GBD0

DE000UC0KZJ8

DE000HV44923

DE000UC0S3U0

DE000HV444F6

DE000UC0KZL4

DE000HV449P4

DE000UC0S1W0

DE000HV444G4

DE000UC0KZT7

DE000HV449T6

DE000UC0S229

DE000HV444H2

DE000UC0L0J6

DE000HV44A95

DE000UC0S427

DE000HV444N0

DE000UC0L117

DE000HV44AL1

DE000UC0S450

DE000HV444U5

DE000UC0L1E5

DE000HV44B37

DE000UC0S4F9

DE000HV444Y7

DE000UC0L1G0

DE000HV44BF1

DE000UC0S4M5

DE000HV444Z4

DE000UC0L1L0

DE000HV44BX4

DE000UC0S4W4

DE000HV44535

DE000UC0KYN3

DE000HV44BY2

DE000UC0SB14

DE000HV44568

DE000UC0L448

DE000HV44D27

DE000UC0SB48

DE000HV44576

DE000UC0L232

DE000HV44DM3

DE000UC0SB89

DE000HV445F3

DE000UC0L265

DE000HV44DQ4

DE000UC0SBG8

DE000UC0GDW6

DE000UC0L4H2

DE000HV44DR2

DE000UC0SBV7

DE000UC0GEF9

DE000UC0L4J8

DE000HV44DW2

DE000UC0SC13

DE000UC0GEB8

DE000UC0L2C7

DE000HV44EF5

DE000UC0SC21

DE000UC0GGE7

DE000UC0L4M2

DE000HV44EQ2

DE000UC0SC47

DE000UC0GGT5

DE000UC0L5N7

DE000HV44EU4

DE000UC0SC54

DE000UC0GGU3

DE000UC0L5T4

DE000HV44F25

DE000UC0SCE1

DE000UC0GGX7

DE000UC0L5V0

DE000HV44FF2

DE000UC0SCH4

DE000UC0GH20
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DE000UC0L620

DE000HV44FH8

DE000UC0SCN2

DE000UC0GH79

DE000UC0L687

DE000HV44FN6

DE000UC0SDK6

DE000UC0GHU1

DE000UC0L6N5

DE000HV44G81

DE000UC0SH83

DE000UC0GJE1

DE000UC0L869

DE000HV44G99

DE000UC0SHB6

OMOOOOX06146

DE000UC0LB11

DE000HV44H56

DE000UC0SHU6

OMOOOOX06119

DE000UC0L968

DE000HV44JQ1

DE000UC0SJ32

OMOOOOX06619

DE000UC0LB86

DE000HV44JT5

DE000UC0SJ57

OMOOOOX06646

DE000UC0LBC2

DE000HV44JU3

DE000UC0SJD8

OMOOOOX06655

DE000UC0LBP4

DE000HV44HG6

DE000UC0SJJ5

OMOOOOX06737

DE000UC0LBW0

DE000HV44HN2

DE000UC0SK39

OMOOOOX06801

DE000UC0LA87

DE000HV44K36

DE000UC0SK62

OMOOOOX07573

DE000UC0LC10

DE000HV44J05

DE000UC0SKH7

OMOOOOX07582

DE000UC0LAS0

DE000HV44KK2

DE000UC0SKL9

DE000HV41CT6

DE000UC0LFU5

DE000HV44JD9

DE000UC0SL20

DE000HV41D53

DE000UC0LFW1

DE000HV44JG2

DE000UC0SL46

DE000HV41DH9

DE000UC0LGC1

DE000HV44KS5

DE000UC0SGM5

DE000HV41NV9

DE000UC0LGP3

DE000HV44KW7

DE000UC0SGQ6

DE000HV41P18

DE000UC0LPW0

DE000HV44L84

DE000UC0SV36

DE000HV41P91

DE000UC0LU67

DE000HV44L92

DE000UC0SVA9

DE000HV41PB6

DE000UC0LUC2

DE000HV44LL8

DE000UC0SP67

DE000HV41PW2

DE000UC0LZ05

DE000HV44LP9

DE000UC0SPR5

DE000HV41PX0

DE000UC0LZ21

DE000HV44LS3

DE000UC0SVH4

DE000HV41QT6

DE000UC0LZ47

DE000HV44LT1

DE000UC0SPV7

DE000HV41QZ3

DE000UC0LXU8

DE000HV44M00

DE000UC0SLP8

DE000HV41RB2

DE000UC0LZW9

DE000HV44M18

DE000UC0SLT0

DE000HV41SA2

DE000UC0M065

DE000HV44MD3

DE000UC0SQ17

DE000HV41SX4

DE000UC0M081

DE000HV44MT9

DE000UC0SU45

DE000HV41TJ1

DE000UC0M1V8

DE000HV44MX1

DE000UC0SQ41

DE000HV41TS2
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DE000UC0M750

DE000HV44N25

DE000UC0SU52

DE000HV41UJ9

DE000UC0N4K4

DE000HV44NC3

DE000UC0SQ74

DE000HV41X00

DE000HV45797

DE000HV44NJ8

DE000UC0SQB7

DE000HV41YE2

DE000HV457V5

DE000HV44NT7

DE000UC0SU78

DE000HV41YG7

DE000HV45854

DE000HV44PG9

DE000UC0SQK8

DE000HV41YX2

DE000HV45870

DE000HV44PM7

DE000UC0SQM4

DE000HV42067

DE000HV458M2

DE000HV44Q89

DE000UC0SUL8

DE000HV420B5

DE000HV458Q3

DE000HV44QS2

DE000UC0SUM6

DE000HV420C3

DE000UC0N7Z5

DE000HV44QT0

DE000UC0SRL4

DE000HV42117

DE000UC0N9K3

DE000HV44QX2

DE000UC0SW84

DE000HV42125

DE000UC0N618

DE000HV44RA8

DE000UC0SRT7

DE000HV42141

DE000UC0N725

DE000HV44RD2

DE000UC0ST55

DE000HV42166

DE000UC0N7A8

DE000HV44RL5

DE000UC0SWA7

DE000HV421J6

DE000UC0N7E0

DE000HV44RZ5

DE000UC0SUX3

DE000HV422U1

DE000UC0NAB2

DE000HV44S79

DE000UC0SWE9

DE000HV422W7

DE000UC0N923

DE000HV44SD0

DE000UC0SUZ8

DE000HV422X5

DE000UC0NB68

DE000HV44SR0

DE000UC0SWL4

DE000HV423N4

DE000UC0NBE4

DE000HV44T29

DE000UC0SWQ3

DE000HV423Q7

DE000UC0NBN5

DE000HV44T78

DE000UC0SWS9

DE000HV424A9

DE000UC0NBP0

DE000HV44TD8

DE000UC0ST97

DE000HV424C5

DE000HV45FB8

DE000HV44TJ5

DE000UC0SXB3

DE000HV424X1

DE000HV45FD4

DE000HV44TV0

DE000UC0SXG2

DE000HV424Z6

DE000HV45FG7

DE000HV44TZ1

DE000UC0SXM0

DE000HV425W0

DE000HV45FS2

DE000HV44U67

DE000UC0SXP3

DE000HV42794

DE000HV45FW4

DE000HV44UD6

DE000UC0SXS7

DE000HV427D6

DE000HV45G80

DE000UC0GYC4

DE000UC0SXW9

DE000HV428E2

DE000HV45GP6

DE000UC0GYD2

DE000UC0SXX7

DE000HV428F9

DE000HV45H63

DE000UC0GYN1

DE000UC0SY33

DE000HV429B6
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DE000HV45HE8

DE000UC0GYV4

DE000UC0T2D7

DE000HV429D2

DE000HV45HL3

DE000UC0GZ36

DE000UC0SZF9

DE000HV429V4

DE000HV45HN9

DE000UC0GZ51

DE000UC0SZH5

DE000HV42AE0

DE000HV45HP4

DE000UC0GXK9

DE000UC0SZU8

DE000HV42AK7

DE000HV45HQ2

DE000UC0GXL7

DE000UC0SZW4

DE000HV42B05

DE000HV45HY6

DE000UC0GXP8

DE000UC0T2M8

DE000HV42B13

DE000HV45HZ3

DE000UC0H0N4

DE000UC0T2R7

DE000HV42BD0

DE000HV45JH7

DE000UC0H0U9

DE000UC0T0J8

DE000HV42BZ3

DE000HV45JT2

DE000UC0H1U7

DE000UC0T326

DE000HV434R2

DE000HV45JX4

DE000UC0H2L4

DE000UC0T110

DE000HV435G2

DE000HV45K76

DE000UC0H2P5

DE000UC0T391

DE000HV436Z0

DE000HV45KP8

DE000UC0H2W1

DE000UC0T3A1

DE000HV43776

DE000HV45KS2

DE000UC0H347

DE000UC0T3B9

DE000HV437T1

DE000HV45L83

DE000UC0H362

DE000UC0T1B3

DE000HV43818

DE000HV45LF7

DE000UC0H3C1

DE000UC0T3F0

DE000HV43883

DE000HV45LZ5

DE000UC0H438

DE000UC0T3H6

DE000HV438B7

DE000HV45MD0

DE000UC0H3Q1

DE000UC0T3J2

DE000HV438D3

DE000HV45MK5

DE000HV44UR6

DE000UC0T219

DE000HV438F8

DE000HV45MX8

DE000HV44US4

DE000UC0T417

DE000UC0CXU7

DE000HV45NN7

DE000HV44UW6

DE000UC0T425

DE000UC0CXZ6

DE000HV45NP2

DE000HV44UY2

DE000UC0T482

DE000UC0CY56

DE000HV45NQ0

DE000HV44VB8

DE000UC0T4J0

DE000UC0CYC3

DE000HV45NY4

DE000HV44VD4

DE000UC0T4P7

DE000UC0CZ22

DE000HV45PF8

DE000HV44VR4

DE000UC0T4Q5

DE000HV43H24

DE000HV45PV5

DE000HV44VU8

DE000UC0T4W3

DE000HV43HH6

DE000HV45PY9

DE000HV44WY8

DE000UC0T4Z6

DE000HV438W3

DE000HV45Q13

DE000HV44X23

DE000UC0T532

DE000HV439A7

DE000UC0NCR4

DE000HV44X72

DE000UC0T540

DE000HV439D1
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DE000UC0NCW4

DE000HV44X80

DE000UC0T599

DE000HV439S9

DE000UC0ND66

DE000UC0H511

DE000UC0T5A6

DE000HV43JU5

DE000UC0ND82

DE000UC0H5L7

DE000UC0T5G3

DE000HV43BC0

DE000UC0NDX0

DE000UC0H6L5

DE000UC0T5P4

DE000HV43JX9

DE000UC0NDZ5

DE000HV44XB4

DE000UC0T5Q2

DE000HV43CH7

DE000UC0NED0

DE000UC0H9B0

DE000UC0T649

DE000HV43C45

DE000UC0P8R8

DE000UC0H9T2

DE000UC0T7B0

DE000HV43CU0

DE000UC0P8V0

DE000UC0H9W6

DE000UC0T7K1

DE000HV43D02

DE000UC0P9U0

DE000UC0H9Y2

DE000UC0T7W6

DE000HV43D69

DE000UC0P9V8

DE000UC0H9Z9

DE000UC0T8W4

DE000HV43K78

DE000UC0P6A8

DE000UC0HA26

DE000UC0T9N1

DE000HV43DF9

DE000UC0PA91

DE000UC0HA59

DE000UC0TA89

DE000HV43DG7

DE000UC0PEG8

DE000UC0HA83

DE000UC0TDA5

DE000HV43DQ6

DE000UC0PEH6

DE000UC0HBP2

DE000UC0TAE3

DE000HV43E50

DE000UC0PEJ2

DE000UC0HD80

DE000UC0U332

DE000HV43EN1

DE000UC0P6L5

DE000UC0HFK4

DE000UC0U3B6

DE000HV43KL2

DE000UC0PAF8

DE000UC0HGJ4

DE000UC0U3E0

DE000HV43EU6

DE000UC0PEL8

DE000UC0HJV3

DE000UC0U3X0

DE000HV43KQ1

DE000UC0PEM6

DE000UC0HJY7

DE000UC0U3Y8

DE000HV43FE7

DE000UC0PB33

DE000UC0HK16

DE000UC0U498

DE000HV43FJ6

DE000UC0PEZ8

DE000UC0HKD9

DE000UC0U4B4

DE000HV43FZ2

DE000UC0PB66

DE000UC0HKH0

DE000UC0U4W0

DE000HV43G41

DE000UC0PB82

DE000UC0HKU3

DE000UC0U4X8

DE000HV43PP2

DE000UC0PB90

DE000UC0HL49

DE000UC0TXJ4

DE000HV43Q07

DE000UC0PBA7

DE000UC0HL56

DE000UC0U530

DE000HV43Q23

DE000UC0PF21

DE000UC0HL64

DE000UC0U571

DE000HV43Q49

DE000UC0PBB5

DE000UC0HLM8

DE000UC0TXT3

DE000HV43QB0

DE000UC0PBF6

DE000UC0HLP1

DE000UC0TXU1

DE000HV43QC8
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DE000UC0PF62

DE000UC0HM48

DE000UC0TS22

DE000HV43QM7

DE000UC0PF70

DE000HV44Z05

DE000UC0TXZ0

DE000HV43L36

DE000UC0PBL4

DE000HV44Z62

DE000UC0TY65

DE000HV43QZ9

DE000UC0PBR1

DE000UC0HNW3

DE000UC0TSD7

DE000HV43R14

DE000UC0NYB2

DE000UC0HQ44

DE000UC0TY99

DE000HV43LC9

DE000UC0P5P8

DE000UC0HQK1

DE000UC0TSG0

DE000HV43R63

DE000UC0P5R4

DE000UC0HUE6

DE000UC0U5T3

DE000HV43R71

DE000UC0PFP6

DE000UC0HUF3

DE000UC0TL29

DE000HV43RV6

DE000UC0P5S2

DE000UC0HQX4

DE000UC0TSR7

DE000HV43M76

DE000UC0PFR2

DE000UC0HR19

DE000UC0TST3

DE000HV43S05

DE000UC0PCH0

DE000UC0HUY4

DE000UC0TLC4

DE000HV43S88

DE000UC0P886

DE000UC0HR92

DE000UC0TYR5

DE000HV43SB6

DE000UC0PFV4

DE000UC0HV13

DE000UC0U670

DE000HV43MH6

DE000UC0PCQ1

DE000UC0HRM5

DE000UC0TYW5

DE000HV43MT1

DE000UC0P8F3

DE000UC0HVG9

DE000UC0TT70

DE000HV43N26

DE000UC0P8N7

DE000UC0HVL9

DE000UC0TYX3

DE000HV43N91

DE000UC0P8P2

DE000UC0HRW4

DE000UC0TLP6

DE000HV43TA6

DE000UC0PDD7

DE000UC0HRZ7

DE000UC0TLQ4

DE000HV43NW3

DE000UC0PDQ9

DE000UC0HVV8

DE000UC0TLR2

DE000HV43PA4

DE000UC0PDX5

DE000UC0HSB6

DE000UC0TPE1

DE000HV43TQ2

DE000UC0PH45

DE000UC0HSD2

DE000UC0TPF8

DE000HV43TX8

DE000UC0PH94

DE000UC0HSH3

DE000UC0TTD5

DE000HV43V34

DE000UC0PHF3

DE000UC0HSL5

DE000UC0TZ56

DE000HV43VL9

DE000UC0PQ77

DE000UC0HWD4

DE000UC0U6L8

DE000HV43VT2

DE000UC0PQA5

DE000UC0HWF9

DE000UC0TPK8

DE000HV43VU0

DE000UC0PQE7

DE000UC0HSW2

DE000UC0TTK0

DE000HV43WA0

DE000UC0PR50

DE000UC0HSZ5

DE000UC0U8W1

DE000HV43WT0

DE000UC0PR68

DE000UC0HT09

DE000UC0TZC4

DE000HV43X65
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DE000UC0PRC9

DE000UC0HT17

DE000UC0TPP7

DE000HV43X73

DE000UC0PRH8

DE000UC0HWX2

DE000UC0U6S3

DE000HV43Y23

DE000UC0PKL5

DE000UC0HTE8

DE000UC0U6T1

DE000HV43Y49

DE000UC0PKX0

DE000UC0HTM1

DE000UC0TPS1

DE000HV43Y80

DE000UC0PRT3

DE000UC0HXD2

DE000UC0U6V7

DE000HV43Z14

DE000UC0PMM9

DE000UC0HXK7

DE000UC0TM93

DE000UC0DBW7

DE000UC0PL72

DE000UC0HXY8

DE000UC0TMC2

DE000UC0DBX5

DE000UC0PRV9

DE000UC0HY51

DE000UC0U704

DE000UC0DC28

DE000UC0PRY3

DE000UC0J0H4

DE000UC0TQ24

DE000UC0DN41

DE000UC0PLN9

DE000UC0J1Z4

DE000UC0TMK5

DE000UC0DN90

DE000UC0PS18

DE000UC0J228

DE000UC0TU10

DE000UC0DNJ9

DE000UC0PN70

DE000UC0J3Z0

DE000UC0TQ32

DE000UC0DPD7

DE000UC0PS42

DE000UC0J434

DE000UC0U753

DE000UC0DPG0

DE000UC0PM55

DE000UC0J4H6

DE000UC0TZT8

DE000UC0DV09

DE000UC0PMA4

DE000UC0J640

DE000UC0TZV4

DE000UC0DWJ0

DE000UC0PJ27

DE000UC0J699

DE000UC0TQ73

DE000UC0E344

DE000UC0PK08

DE000UC0J723

DE000UC0TU85

DE000UC0E377

DE000UC0PMF3

DE000UC0JAY2

DE000UC0TU93

DE000UC0E3C4

DE000UC0PJ76

DE000UC0JB98

DE000UC0TMV2

DE000UC0E3F7

DE000UC0PJ84

DE000UC0JC48

DE000UC0U019

DE000UC0E3H3

DE000UC0PK57

DE000UC0JEE6

DE000UC0TQC3

DE000UC0E4S8

DE000UC0PPK6

DE000UC0JCZ5

DE000UC0U7G6

DE000UC0E4W0

DE000UC0PPN0

DE000UC0JFB9

DE000UC0TUG6

DE000UC0E4Z3

DE000UC0PSH6

DE000UC0JFT1

DE000UC0TUJ0

DE000UC0E583

DE000UC0PT90

DE000HV44ZL8

DE000UC0TUK8

DE000UC0E609

DE000UC0PV70

DE000HV44ZZ8

DE000UC0TQK6

DE000UC0E6C7

DE000UC0PV88

DE000HV45086

DE000UC0TUN2

DE000UC0E6J2

DE000UC0Q884

DE000HV450J5

DE000UC0U0C0

DE000UC0E6S3
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DE000UC0Q8M8

DE000HV45128

DE000UC0TN68

DE000UC0E6V7

DE000UC0Q2B4

DE000HV451A2

DE000UC0U7P7

DE000UC0E6Z8

DE000UC0Q8R7

DE000UC0JQ42

DE000UC0TUT9

DE000UC0E898

DE000UC0Q8S5

DE000UC0JQ75

DE000UC0TUU7

DE000UC0E8J8

DE000UC0Q2N9

DE000UC0JTR6

DE000UC0TUV5

DE000UC0E8S9

DE000UC0Q2R0

DE000UC0JU95

DE000UC0U0N7

DE000UC0E8U5

DE000UC0Q942

DE000UC0JUD4

DE000UC0TV27

DE000UC0E8X9

DE000UC0Q9B9

DE000UC0JSF3

DE000UC0TV35

DE000UC0E963

DE000UC0Q330

DE000UC0JUT0

DE000UC0U7Y9

DE000UC0E997

DE000UC0PY36

DE000UC0JVA8

DE000UC0TV76

DE000UC0E9A5

DE000UC0PY51

DE000UC0JVR2

DE000UC0TQY7

DE000UC0E9N8

DE000UC0Q9Q7

DE000UC0JVW2

DE000UC0U811

DE000UC0E9Q1

DE000UC0PYG6

DE000UC0JW36

DE000UC0TVC3

DE000UC0E9V1

DE000UC0PYJ0

DE000UC0JW44

DE000UC0U977

DE000UC0EA78

DE000UC0PYN2

DE000UC0JWC2

DE000UC0TVJ8

DE000UC0EA86

DE000UC0Q9Z8

DE000UC0JWG3

DE000UC0TVL4

DE000UC0EAB1

DE000UC0Q3Y4

DE000UC0JWT6

DE000UC0TVN0

DE000UC0EC19

DE000UC0Q405

DE000UC0JWV2

DE000UC0TVQ3

DE000UC0EC43

DE000UC0PYX1

DE000UC0JX76

DE000UC0U1D6

DE000UC0EBB9

DE000UC0Q447

DE000UC0JZP7

DE000UC0U8D1

DE000UC0ECE1

DE000UC0PZ19

DE000UC0K010

DE000UC0TVR1

DE000UC0ECJ0

DE000UC0QAB5

DE000UC0K051

DE000UC0TVS9

DE000UC0EBJ2

DE000UC0Q4B0

DE000UC0K0B4

DE000UC0U8G4

DE000UC0ECN2

DE000UC0PZ76

DE000UC0K846

DE000UC0TRF4

DE000UC0EEW9

DE000UC0Q4D6

DE000UC0KAU8

DE000UC0U1K1

DE000UC0EGD4

DE000UC0QAE9

DE000UC0KAW4

DE000UC0TVX9

DE000UC0EJL1

DE000UC0QAG4

DE000UC0KB04

DE000UC0TRG2

DE000UC0EJP2

DE000UC0PZC2

DE000UC0KB38

DE000UC0TVY7

DE000UC0EHE0
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DE000UC0QAT7

DE000UC0KBE0

DE000UC0TRJ6

DE000UC0EHG5

DE000UC0QAU5

DE000UC0KBL5

DE000UC0U9C1

DE000UC0EJD8

DE000UC0PZQ2

DE000UC0KBT8

DE000UC0U1R6

DE000UC0EFP0

DE000UC0QAV3

DE000UC0KDB2

DE000UC0TRL2

DE000UC0EFS4

DE000UC0PZR0

DE000UC0KDR8

DE000UC0U8U5

DE000UC0EF73

DE000UC0PVA5

DE000UC0KDS6

DE000UC0TWB3

DE000UC0ENE8

DE000UC0PVD9

DE000UC0KEF1

DE000UC0TWE7

DE000UC0ENN9

DE000UC0QB24

DE000UC0KGW1

DE000UC0TRY5

DE000UC0ENU4

DE000UC0PZY6

DE000UC0KRX6

DE000UC0U290

DE000UC0ENY6

DE000UC0PVH0

DE000UC0KS21

DE000UC0U9H0

DE000UC0EP22

DE000UC0Q587

DE000UC0KS39

DE000UC0TWR9

DE000UC0EPA1

DE000UC0QFU4

DE000UC0KSB0

DE000UC0U9J6

DE000UC0EPH6

DE000UC0Q058

DE000UC0KNH8

DE000UC0U2H5

DE000UC0EPU9

DE000UC0QE88

DE000UC0KSD6

DE000UC0U9K4

DE000UC0EQ70

DE000UC0Q0C6

DE000UC0KSG9

DE000UC0TWT5

DE000UC0EQA9

DE000UC0Q0D4

DE000UC0KSQ8

DE000UC0U9L2

DE000UC0EQC5

DE000UC0Q0M5

DE000UC0KT20

DE000UC0U2N3

DE000UC0ERW1

DE000UC0QBR9

DE000UC0KTG7

DE000UC0TX25

DE000UC0ES45

DE000UC0QEE1

DE000UC0KTJ1

DE000UC0UBR1

DE000UC0EQV5

DE000UC0QBS7

DE000UC0KRE6

DE000UC0GLB3

DE000UC0ESA5

DE000UC0QBT5

DE000UC0KTS2

DE000UC0GLM0

DE000UC0ESB3

DE000UC0QEF8

DE000UC0KTU8

DE000UC0GLQ1

DE000UC0EQY9

DE000UC0Q0T0

DE000UC0KU68

DE000UC0GLV1

DE000UC0EVP7

DE000UC0Q678

DE000UC0KU76

DE000UC0GM23

DE000UC0ESP3

DE000UC0QEH4

DE000UC0KU92

DE000UC0GMF2

DE000UC0ER95

DE000UC0QC07

DE000UC0KUD2

DE000UC0GPF5

DE000UC0ESU3

DE000UC0Q6C3

DE000UC0KUE0

DE000UC0GQ45

DE000UC0EVY9

DE000UC0PWG0

DE000UC0KV26

DE000UC0GQ94

DE000UC0ERF6
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DE000UC0QC56

DE000UC0KV34

DE000UC0GQA4

DE000UC0ERG4

DE000UC0Q6K6

DE000UC0KZ06

DE000UC0GT75

DE000UC0ERL4

DE000UC0Q6N0

DE000UC0KZ48

DE000UC0GTB6

DE000UC0ET28

DE000UC0QEM4

DE000UC0L018

DE000UC0GTW2

DE000UC0EW98

DE000UC0QC98

DE000UC0L091

DE000UC0GU31

DE000UC0EWJ8

DE000UC0QEP7

DE000UC0L0G2

DE000UC0GUF5

DE000UC0EWM2

DE000UC0Q6U5

DE000UC0L0K4

DE000UC0GUN9

DE000UC0ETT3

DE000UC0Q6X9

DE000UC0L0S7

DE000UC0GUP4

DE000UC0EWS9

DE000UC0QCJ4

DE000UC0L0U3

DE000UC0GV30

DE000UC0ETW7

DE000UC0QG86

DE000UC0L0W9

DE000HV448S0

DE000UC0EWV3

DE000UC0QCK2

DE000UC0L109

DE000HV448W2

DE000UC0ETZ0

DE000UC0PWW7

DE000UC0L1K2

DE000HV44964

DE000UC0EU17

DE000UC0QEW3

DE000UC0L1M8

DE000HV449Z3

DE000UC0EU25

DE000UC0Q1V4

DE000UC0KY15

DE000HV44A46

DE000UC0EX14

DE000UC0Q7C1

DE000UC0KY23

DE000HV44AA4

DE000UC0EX22

DE000UC0QGD8

DE000UC0L3W3

DE000HV44AJ5

DE000UC0EX48

DE000UC0Q7J6

DE000UC0L422

DE000HV44AP2

DE000UC0EUA1

DE000UC0Q7P3

DE000UC0L4F6

DE000HV44AV0

DE000UC0EXB3

DE000UC0QF46

DE000UC0L2K0

DE000HV44C93

DE000UC0EXD9

DE000UC0QF53

DE000UC0L4T7

DE000HV44CA0

DE000UC0EUN4

DE000UC0QF61

DE000UC0L2P9

DE000HV44CC6

DE000UC0EUQ7

DE000UC0QDB9

DE000UC0L554

DE000HV44CV6

DE000UC0EXR9

DE000UC0Q7X7

DE000UC0L5P2

DE000HV44CX2

DE000UC0EVE1

DE000UC0QGK3

DE000UC0L5R8

DE000HV44D35

DE000UC0EVF8

DE000UC0QDE3

DE000UC0L612

DE000HV44D43

DE000UC0F8U4

DE000UC0QDJ2

DE000UC0L6A2

DE000HV44DK7

DE000UC0F8V2

DE000UC0QDN4

DE000UC0L6T2

DE000HV44DZ5

DE000UC0F8X8

DE000UC0QFD0

DE000UC0LBG3

DE000HV44E67

DE000UC0F7X0
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DE000UC0PWX5

DE000UC0LBL3

DE000HV44EZ3

DE000UC0F8B4

DE000UC0QDT1

DE000UC0LBS8

DE000HV44F09

DE000UC0F6B8

DE000UC0QFG3

DE000UC0LA53

DE000HV44F41

DE000UC0FH21

DE000UC0QFJ7

DE000UC0LA79

DE000HV44F66

DE000UC0FH62

DE000UC0QHA2

DE000UC0LBZ3

DE000HV44FB1

OMOOOOX05991

DE000UC0QHC8

DE000UC0LCV0

DE000HV44FQ9

DE000UC0FNL0

DE000UC0QHE4

DE000UC0LDJ3

DE000HV44FU1

DE000UC0FNN6

DE000UC0QHR6

DE000UC0LG24

DE000HV44FY3

DE000UC0FNV9

DE000UC0QJB6

DE000UC0LGT5

DE000HV44G08

DE000UC0FNX5

DE000UC0QJR2

DE000UC0LU00

DE000HV44G24

DE000UC0FP13

DE000UC0QKA6

DE000UC0LYZ5

DE000HV44GD5

DE000UC0FPB6

DE000UC0QKG3

DE000UC0LXX2

DE000HV44GL8

DE000UC0FPW2

DE000UC0QKL3

DE000UC0LZR9

DE000HV44GN4

DE000UC0FQ20

DE000UC0R7F3

DE000UC0LZS7

DE000HV44GP9

DE000UC0FS69

DE000UC0R7N7

DE000UC0M032

DE000HV44H23

DE000UC0FTQ6

DE000UC0QUU3

DE000UC0M461

DE000HV44H72

DE000UC0FU24

DE000UC0QUY5

DE000UC0M9X7

DE000HV44JS7

DE000UC0FU73

DE000UC0QN79

DE000UC0MZA3

DE000HV44HJ0

DE000UC0FZ03

DE000UC0QVG0

DE000HV457A9

DE000HV44HK8

DE000UC0FZN0

DE000UC0R8C8

DE000HV457K8

DE000HV44HP7

DE000UC0FZV3

DE000UC0QVP1

DE000HV457N2

DE000HV44K77

DE000UC0G091

DE000UC0QNP8

DE000HV457R3

DE000HV44HZ6

DE000UC0G0H7

DE000UC0QVU1

DE000HV45821

DE000HV44J54

DE000UC0G0P0

DE000UC0QNR4

DE000HV45888

DE000HV44KJ4

DE000UC0G0Q8

DE000UC0R8P0

DE000HV45896

DE000HV44KL0

DE000UC0G0S4

DE000UC0QNW4

DE000HV458D1

DE000HV44JJ6

DE000UC0G0X4

DE000UC0QP28

DE000HV458J8

DE000HV44JK4

DE000UC0G109

DE000UC0R8Y2

DE000HV458L4

DE000HV44KV9

DE000UC0G141
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DE000UC0QWA1

DE000UC0N840

DE000HV44LA1

DE000UC0G6H4

DE000UC0QP77

DE000UC0N9F3

DE000HV44LD5

DE000UC0G6K8

DE000UC0QP85

DE000UC0N9H9

DE000HV44LQ7

DE000UC0G6X1

DE000UC0QM13

DE000UC0N5Y2

DE000HV44LU9

DE000UC0G1U8

DE000UC0QMD6

DE000UC0N717

DE000HV44LZ8

DE000UC0G703

DE000UC0QPD9

DE000UC0N9U2

DE000HV44M75

DE000UC0G729

DE000UC0QPV1

DE000UC0NAD8

DE000HV44M91

DE000UC0G1W4

DE000UC0QWU9

DE000HV45G15

DE000HV44MC5

DE000UC0G4C0

DE000UC0QWV7

DE000HV45G49

DE000HV44ML6

DE000UC0G208

DE000UC0QWX3

DE000HV45G64

DE000HV44MW3

DE000UC0G4X6

DE000UC0QMY2

DE000HV45GN1

DE000HV44N09

DE000UC0G7J8

DE000UC0QN20

DE000HV45GS0

DE000HV44NA7

DE000UC0G7K6

DE000UC0QN53

DE000HV45GX0

DE000HV44NG4

DE000UC0G7M2

DE000UC0R9R4

DE000HV45GY8

DE000HV44NV3

DE000UC0G810

DE000UC0QQC9

DE000HV45H71

DE000HV44P07

DE000UC0G836

DE000UC0R9Y0

DE000HV45HM1

DE000HV44PH7

DE000UC0G877

DE000UC0QQX5

DE000HV45J20

DE000HV44PS4

DE000UC0G8P3

DE000UC0R9Z7

DE000HV45J79

DE000HV44PU0

DE000UC0G984

DE000UC0RA40

DE000HV45JA2

DE000HV44Q06

DE000UC0G9F2

DE000UC0QR75

DE000HV45JG9

DE000HV44Q14

DE000UC0GA27

DE000UC0RA81

DE000HV45JK1

DE000HV44Q30

DE000UC0GAB6

DE000UC0QRS3

DE000HV45K19

DE000HV44Q71

DE000UC0GAP6

DE000UC0QXU7

DE000HV45K68

DE000HV44QE2

DE000UC0GAU6

DE000UC0QRE3

DE000HV45KD4

DE000HV44QF9

DE000UC0GBJ7

DE000UC0QY19

DE000HV45KR4

DE000HV44QN3

DE000HV444S9

DE000UC0RAG2

DE000HV45KW4

DE000HV44QY0

DE000HV44543

DE000UC0QY50

DE000HV45LK7

DE000HV44R13

DE000HV445D8

DE000UC0QS66

DE000HV45LM3

DE000HV44R62

DE000UC0GDG9
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DE000UC0RAR9

DE000HV45LT8

DE000HV44RJ9

DE000UC0GDM7

DE000UC0QYF6

DE000HV45LW2

DE000HV44S12

DE000UC0GDN5

DE000UC0QSB7

DE000HV45LY8

DE000HV44S95

DE000UC0GDS4

DE000UC0QYG4

DE000HV45MB4

DE000HV44SB4

DE000UC0GED4

DE000UC0RB07

DE000HV45MF5

DE000HV44SQ2

DE000UC0GEC6

DE000UC0RBD7

DE000HV45MG3

DE000HV44T37

DE000UC0GES2

DE000UC0QZ91

DE000HV45MS8

DE000HV44TL1

DE000UC0GH38

DE000UC0RBM8

DE000HV45MU4

DE000HV44TU2

DE000UC0GH61

DE000UC0RBP1

DE000HV45MW0

DE000HV44U42

DE000UC0GHV9

DE000UC0RBQ9

DE000HV45MZ3

DE000HV44U75

DE000UC0GJF8

DE000UC0QZP2

DE000HV45NM9

DE000UC0GY94

OMOOOOX06773

DE000UC0RC14

DE000HV45PD3

DE000UC0GYP6

OMOOOOX06782

DE000UC0R122

DE000HV45PG6

DE000UC0GYX0

OMOOOOX06837

DE000UC0QZX6

DE000HV45PN2

DE000UC0GYY8

OMOOOOX06846

DE000UC0QTS9

DE000HV45PW3

DE000UC0GZ69

OMOOOOX06855

DE000UC0RC55

DE000HV45Q70

DE000UC0GXF9

OMOOOOX07591

DE000UC0QTU5

DE000UC0ND09

DE000UC0GXG7

OMOOOOX07619

DE000UC0QTV3

DE000UC0NC18

DE000UC0H0V7

DE000HV41PA8

DE000UC0R031

DE000UC0P8Y4

DE000UC0H0X3

DE000HV41Q33

DE000UC0R049

DE000UC0P8Z1

DE000UC0H115

DE000HV41QS8

DE000UC0RCA1

DE000UC0P9A2

DE000UC0GXR4

DE000HV41S49

DE000UC0QTY7

DE000UC0PE89

DE000UC0H1Q5

DE000HV41SC8

DE000UC0QU21

DE000UC0PEA1

DE000UC0H263

DE000HV41TM5

DE000UC0QU39

DE000UC0P9Z9

DE000UC0H297

DE000HV41UP6

DE000UC0R148

DE000UC0PA00

DE000UC0H2B5

DE000HV41US0

DE000UC0R0J0

DE000UC0P6K7

DE000UC0H2X9

DE000HV41WH9

DE000UC0RCP9

DE000UC0PAE1

DE000UC0H354

DE000HV41WY4

DE000UC0RCU9

DE000UC0PAG6

DE000UC0H3B3

DE000HV41XS4
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DE000UC0RCY1

DE000UC0P6M3

DE000HV44WS0

DE000HV41YJ1

DE000UC0RD13

DE000UC0PAK8

DE000HV44WZ5

DE000HV41ZR1

DE000UC0RD39

DE000UC0PEP9

DE000HV44X07

DE000HV42091

DE000UC0RD47

DE000UC0PAP7

DE000HV44X64

DE000HV420A7

DE000UC0RD54

DE000UC0PET1

DE000UC0H5J1

DE000HV420P5

DE000UC0R1J8

DE000UC0PEU9

DE000UC0H6K7

DE000HV420Q3

DE000UC0RDP7

DE000UC0PB25

DE000UC0H6P6

DE000HV421K4

DE000UC0RF11

DE000UC0PB58

DE000UC0H6Q4

DE000HV422D7

DE000UC0RDW3

DE000UC0PF05

DE000HV44XD0

DE000HV422S5

DE000UC0RF78

DE000UC0PF39

DE000HV44XL3

DE000HV424M4

DE000UC0RFN7

DE000UC0PF47

DE000UC0H7L3

DE000HV425Y6

DE000UC0RFP2

DE000UC0P7G3

DE000UC0H8G1

DE000HV426N7

DE000UC0RFU2

DE000UC0PBQ3

DE000UC0HAD0

DE000HV426R8

DE000UC0RFW8

DE000UC0PBS9

DE000UC0HAL3

DE000HV429S0

DE000UC0RGC8

DE000UC0PBX9

DE000UC0HAM1

DE000HV429T8

DE000UC0RGS4

DE000UC0P7S8

DE000UC0HAN9

DE000HV42BF5

DE000UC0RHL7

DE000UC0PFJ9

DE000UC0HBC0

DE000HV42BY6

DE000UC0RJ09

DE000UC0P5T0

DE000UC0HBF3

DE000HV42C12

DE000UC0RJ41

DE000UC0P8B2

DE000UC0HBH9

DE000HV42CE6

DE000UC0RJT6

DE000UC0P8L1

DE000UC0HBK3

DE000HV434T8

DE000UC0RJW0

DE000UC0PDM8

DE000UC0HBU2

DE000HV434Y8

DE000UC0RJX8

DE000UC0PDP1

DE000UC0HEL5

DE000HV435D9

DE000UC0RKN7

DE000UC0PDV9

DE000UC0HFW9

DE000HV435J6

DE000UC0RKS6

DE000UC0PQS7

DE000UC0HGN6

DE000HV437D5

DE000UC0RKT4

DE000UC0PR35

DE000UC0HH78

DE000HV437H6

DE000UC0RL05

DE000UC0PK81

DE000UC0HHY1

DE000HV43826

DE000UC0RLE4

DE000UC0PKZ5

DE000UC0HJJ8

DE000HV43842

DE000UC0RLY2

DE000UC0PL15

DE000UC0HK24

DE000HV438A9
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DE000UC0RLZ9

DE000UC0PL64

DE000UC0HK73

DE000UC0CXX1

DE000UC0RR41

DE000UC0PRU1

DE000UC0HKJ6

DE000UC0CY23

DE000UC0RRB7

DE000UC0PMR8

DE000UC0HKL2

DE000UC0CYA7

DE000UC0RRE1

DE000UC0PLA6

DE000UC0HKY5

DE000UC0CYR1

DE000UC0RRZ6

DE000UC0PLC2

DE000UC0HLT3

DE000UC0CYW1

DE000UC0RSA7

DE000UC0PMU2

DE000UC0HMA1

DE000UC0CYX9

DE000UC0RSB5

DE000UC0PLH1

DE000UC0HML8

DE000UC0CYZ4

DE000UC0RSK6

DE000UC0PLP4

DE000UC0HMR5

DE000UC0CZ55

DE000UC0RSL4

DE000UC0PRZ0

DE000UC0HNL6

DE000UC0CZ63

DE000UC0RT64

DE000UC0PLV2

DE000HV44YZ1

DE000UC0CZ97

DE000UC0RTD9

DE000UC0PLW0

DE000HV44Z54

DE000HV43HJ2

DE000UC0RU20

DE000UC0PS00

DE000HV44ZD5

DE000HV43HM6

DE000UC0RVU9

DE000UC0PM22

DE000UC0HP29

DE000HV438M4

DE000UC0RVW5

DE000UC0PNB0

DE000UC0HPL1

DE000HV438R3

DE000UC0RW77

DE000UC0PP86

DE000UC0HPN7

DE000HV438X1

DE000UC0RW85

DE000UC0PHY4

DE000UC0HTY6

DE000HV43909

DE000UC0RWM4

DE000UC0PM71

DE000UC0HQ69

DE000HV439U5

DE000UC0S120

DE000UC0PK32

DE000UC0HQB0

DE000HV439X9

DE000UC0S3C8

DE000UC0PSN4

DE000UC0HU63

DE000HV43A39

DE000UC0S3P0

DE000UC0PT66

DE000UC0HQH7

DE000HV43A96

DE000UC0S1H1

DE000UC0PTA9

DE000UC0HUC0

DE000HV43AD0

DE000UC0S3S4

DE000UC0PTH4

DE000UC0HQS4

DE000HV43AG3

DE000UC0S1J7

DE000UC0PTL6

DE000UC0HQW6

DE000HV43JQ3

DE000UC0S203

DE000UC0PU63

DE000UC0HR35

DE000HV43AU4

DE000UC0S1U4

DE000UC0PU97

DE000UC0HV21

DE000HV43AY6

DE000UC0S245

DE000UC0Q850

DE000UC0HV39

DE000HV43JV3

DE000UC0S443

DE000UC0Q8A3

DE000UC0HRC6

DE000HV43JW1

DE000UC0S4P8

DE000UC0Q8P1

DE000UC0HRQ6

DE000HV43BH9
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DE000UC0S8C7

DE000UC0Q2L3

DE000UC0HRR4

DE000HV43BL1

DE000UC0S8D5

DE000UC0Q8X5

DE000UC0HVW6

DE000HV43BW8

DE000UC0SA98

DE000UC0Q2Q2

DE000UC0HVY2

DE000HV43CM7

DE000UC0SBU9

DE000UC0Q2Y6

DE000UC0HS83

DE000HV43K52

DE000UC0SC39

DE000UC0Q306

DE000UC0HSA8

DE000HV43C78

DE000UC0SCF8

DE000UC0Q363

DE000UC0HSC4

DE000HV43CT2

DE000UC0SCG6

DE000UC0Q9H6

DE000UC0HSE0

DE000HV43CV8

DE000UC0SCW3

DE000UC0Q9K0

DE000UC0HW87

DE000HV43DR4

DE000UC0SDL4

DE000UC0Q9M6

DE000UC0HWA0

DE000HV43DS2

DE000UC0SH34

DE000UC0PYC5

DE000UC0HWC6

DE000HV43DX2

DE000UC0SHG5

DE000UC0Q9N4

DE000UC0HST8

DE000HV43E84

DE000UC0SHQ4

DE000UC0PYE1

DE000UC0HWU8

DE000HV43EK7

DE000UC0SHS0

DE000UC0Q3H9

DE000UC0HTP4

DE000HV43EW2

DE000UC0SJ24

DE000UC0Q9T1

DE000UC0HTQ2

DE000HV43F18

DE000UC0SJB2

DE000UC0Q9W5

DE000UC0HTU4

DE000HV43F34

DE000UC0SK96

DE000UC0PYS1

DE000UC0HXM3

DE000HV43FH0

DE000UC0SKJ3

DE000UC0Q3X6

DE000UC0HTW0

DE000HV43FK4

DE000UC0SKK1

DE000UC0QA41

DE000UC0HXP6

DE000HV43FV1

DE000UC0SKM7

DE000UC0PYZ6

DE000UC0HXU6

DE000HV43G66

DE000UC0SKW6

DE000UC0PZ01

DE000UC0HXX0

DE000HV43G74

DE000UC0SL38

DE000UC0Q470

DE000UC0HYD0

DE000HV43GG0

DE000UC0SGV6

DE000UC0PZ43

DE000UC0HYF5

DE000HV43GL0

DE000UC0SLD4

DE000UC0PZA6

DE000UC0HYJ7

DE000HV43PQ0

DE000UC0SLF9

DE000UC0Q4H7

DE000UC0HYP4

DE000HV43PR8

DE000UC0SV28

DE000UC0Q4N5

DE000UC0HZY3

DE000HV43QE4

DE000UC0SV85

DE000UC0PW53

DE000UC0J1D1

DE000HV43QN5

DE000UC0SP91

DE000UC0Q4Q8

DE000UC0J1J8

DE000HV43L28

DE000UC0SPB9

DE000UC0QAQ3

DE000UC0J400

DE000HV43QS4
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DE000UC0SPE3

DE000UC0PW95

DE000UC0J483

DE000HV43QU0

DE000UC0STY3

DE000UC0PZS8

DE000UC0J4E3

DE000HV43QV8

DE000UC0SLN3

DE000UC0QE13

DE000UC0J6C2

DE000HV43QW6

DE000UC0SPX3

DE000UC0Q504

DE000UC0J6K5

DE000HV43QY2

DE000UC0SVM4

DE000UC0QB08

DE000UC0J6Q2

DE000HV43LD7

DE000UC0SQ82

DE000UC0PZW0

DE000UC0JB64

DE000HV43LE5

DE000UC0SM37

DE000UC0PVF4

DE000UC0JC97

DE000HV43LK2

DE000UC0SQC5

DE000UC0Q5C5

DE000UC0JED8

DE000HV43RG7

DE000UC0SVQ5

DE000UC0PVM0

DE000UC0JFC7

DE000HV43RM5

DE000UC0SQL6

DE000UC0Q5E1

DE000UC0JD62

DE000HV43RU8

DE000UC0SUA1

DE000UC0QFV2

DE000UC0JFU9

DE000HV43RW4

DE000UC0SVS1

DE000UC0QB99

DE000HV44ZK0

DE000HV43S47

DE000UC0SUB9

DE000UC0Q082

DE000HV44ZN4

DE000HV43S54

DE000UC0SUG8

DE000UC0Q5L6

DE000HV450H9

DE000HV43SG5

DE000UC0SSR9

DE000UC0Q0A0

DE000HV450U2

DE000HV43N18

DE000UC0SVY9

DE000UC0QEB7

DE000HV450Z1

DE000HV43T20

DE000UC0SR40

DE000UC0Q5S1

DE000HV45193

DE000HV43T53

DE000UC0SUJ2

DE000UC0Q5W3

DE000HV451B0

DE000HV43T79

DE000UC0SW19

DE000UC0QBP3

DE000UC0JPV6

DE000HV43TE8

DE000UC0SRY7

DE000UC0Q0N3

DE000UC0JPZ7

DE000HV43NH4

DE000UC0SW43

DE000UC0QG11

DE000UC0JQ59

DE000HV43NJ0

DE000UC0SUN4

DE000UC0QBW9

DE000UC0JT56

DE000HV43NV5

DE000UC0SW76

DE000UC0Q0X2

DE000UC0JTX4

DE000HV43P24

DE000UC0SUU9

DE000UC0Q6E9

DE000UC0JU38

DE000HV43PD8

DE000UC0SWH2

DE000UC0Q173

DE000UC0JUB8

DE000HV43TY6

DE000UC0SV10

DE000UC0Q6R1

DE000UC0JUJ1

DE000HV43TZ3

DE000UC0SWK6

DE000UC0PXE3

DE000UC0JV60

DE000HV43U50

DE000UC0STB1

DE000UC0QEU7

DE000UC0JVH3

DE000HV43UE6
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DE000UC0SXH0

DE000UC0QEV5

DE000UC0JVJ9

DE000HV43VA2

DE000UC0SXL2

DE000UC0Q1T8

DE000UC0JVP6

DE000HV43VC8

DE000UC0SY66

DE000UC0Q1U6

DE000UC0JVQ4

DE000HV43VS4

DE000UC0SY82

DE000UC0Q7F4

DE000UC0JYG9

DE000HV43XU6

DE000UC0SYN6

DE000UC0QD30

DE000UC0JWW0

DE000HV43Y31

DE000UC0SYS5

DE000UC0Q7Q1

DE000UC0JXL1

DE000HV43Y64

DE000UC0T268

DE000UC0Q256

DE000UC0JXP2

DE000HV43YL3

DE000UC0SZ24

DE000UC0QD55

DE000UC0JZ58

DE000HV43YN9

DE000UC0SZ99

DE000UC0QGG1

DE000UC0JZ90

DE000HV43YY6

DE000UC0T2H8

DE000UC0QGH9

DE000UC0JZJ0

DE000HV43ZE5

DE000UC0T2K2

DE000UC0Q7V1

DE000UC0KAT0

DE000UC0DC51

DE000UC0SZX2

DE000UC0Q7W9

DE000UC0KDW8

DE000UC0DN33

DE000UC0T011

DE000UC0Q827

DE000UC0KDY4

DE000UC0DNH3

DE000UC0T0B5

DE000UC0QDK0

DE000UC0KER6

DE000UC0DNL5

DE000UC0T0G4

DE000UC0QDL8

DE000UC0KEC8

DE000UC0DP56

DE000UC0T300

DE000UC0QDP9

DE000UC0KHF4

DE000UC0DP80

DE000UC0T318

DE000UC0QFF5

DE000UC0KS13

DE000UC0DPB1

DE000UC0T334

DE000UC0QDY1

DE000UC0KNR7

DE000UC0DPF2

DE000UC0T0U5

DE000UC0QFK5

DE000UC0KNS5

DE000UC0DPH8

DE000UC0T128

DE000UC0QGZ1

DE000UC0KM76

DE000UC0DWK8

DE000UC0T136

DE000UC0QH36

DE000UC0KSV8

DE000UC0E2T0

DE000UC0T1A5

DE000UC0QH51

DE000UC0KSW6

DE000UC0E2Z7

DE000UC0T1K4

DE000UC0QH93

DE000UC0KT04

DE000UC0E351

DE000UC0T1N8

DE000UC0QHJ3

DE000UC0KTF9

DE000UC0E3Q4

DE000UC0T3X3

DE000UC0QHP0

DE000UC0KTQ6

DE000UC0E3X0

DE000UC0T4F8

DE000UC0QJ75

DE000UC0KU43

DE000UC0E3Z5

DE000UC0T5T6

DE000UC0QJA8

DE000UC0KUA8

DE000UC0E450

DE000UC0T7C8

DE000UC0QJN1

DE000UC0KUB6

DE000UC0E4G3
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DE000UC0T7N5

DE000UC0QJY8

DE000UC0KUG5

DE000UC0E4R0

DE000UC0T7S4

DE000UC0QJZ5

DE000HV452L7

DE000UC0E518

DE000UC0T8S2

DE000UC0QK07

DE000HV452N3

DE000UC0E5X5

DE000UC0T8V6

DE000UC0QK72

DE000UC0KYZ7

DE000UC0E690

DE000UC0T961

DE000UC0QK98

DE000UC0KZ22

DE000UC0E6A1

DE000UC0T979

DE000UC0QKK5

DE000UC0KZG4

DE000UC0E765

DE000UC0T987

DE000UC0QKV2

DE000UC0KZN0

DE000UC0E781

DE000UC0T9C4

DE000UC0QKZ3

DE000UC0KZR1

DE000UC0E7K8

DE000UC0T9M3

DE000UC0QL14

DE000UC0KZU5

DE000UC0E7X1

DE000UC0TA71

DE000UC0R7Q0

DE000UC0KX81

DE000UC0E856

DE000UC0TAC7

DE000UC0R7R8

DE000UC0L000

DE000UC0E880

DE000UC0TDB3

DE000UC0R7U2

DE000UC0L026

DE000UC0E930

DE000UC0TDE7

DE000UC0QV87

DE000UC0KXH7

DE000UC0EA11

DE000UC0TDF4

DE000UC0QVB1

DE000UC0L0N8

DE000UC0EAA3

DE000UC0U324

DE000UC0QN87

DE000UC0L0Y5

DE000UC0EAH8

DE000UC0U340

DE000UC0QVE5

DE000UC0L1H8

DE000UC0EBR5

DE000UC0U381

DE000UC0QNG7

DE000UC0L463

DE000UC0EC68

DE000UC0U3A8

DE000UC0R8G9

DE000UC0L497

DE000UC0EBE3

DE000UC0U3H3

DE000UC0QL71

DE000UC0L240

DE000UC0EBH6

DE000UC0U3K7

DE000UC0QLD8

DE000UC0L2F0

DE000UC0EH14

DE000UC0U3W2

DE000UC0QNS2

DE000UC0L2H6

DE000UC0EJK3

DE000UC0U431

DE000UC0QW37

DE000UC0L4P5

DE000UC0EHN1

DE000UC0U4D0

DE000UC0R8V8

DE000UC0L2J2

DE000UC0EHY8

DE000UC0U4F5

DE000UC0QNZ7

DE000UC0L5S6

DE000UC0EJC0

DE000UC0U4K5

DE000UC0QW52

DE000UC0L5X6

DE000UC0ENH1

DE000UC0TX58

DE000UC0QM62

DE000UC0L638

DE000UC0ENK5

DE000UC0U4S8

DE000UC0QP69

DE000UC0L6X4

DE000UC0ENV2

DE000UC0TXB1

DE000UC0QWC7

DE000UC0LAV4

DE000UC0ENX8
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DE000UC0TXH8

DE000UC0QLX6

DE000UC0L927

DE000UC0EP06

DE000UC0U514

DE000UC0QWF0

DE000UC0L9C2

DE000UC0EPF0

DE000UC0U522

DE000UC0QPQ1

DE000UC0LBA6

DE000UC0EPX3

DE000UC0TXN6

DE000UC0QM47

DE000UC0LBQ2

DE000UC0EQ05

DE000UC0TXP1

DE000UC0QPG2

DE000UC0LCA4

DE000UC0EQ13

DE000UC0U597

DE000UC0QMM7

DE000UC0LFX9

DE000UC0ERT7

DE000UC0TXV9

DE000UC0QWW5

DE000UC0LDS4

DE000UC0EQN2

DE000UC0TS30

DE000UC0QMT2

DE000UC0LGQ1

DE000UC0ESC1

DE000UC0TY24

DE000UC0R9G7

DE000UC0LZ39

DE000UC0ESD9

DE000UC0TS97

DE000UC0QMU0

DE000UC0LY14

DE000UC0EQZ6

DE000UC0TSE5

DE000UC0QMV8

DE000UC0M008

DE000UC0ER04

DE000UC0TNR8

DE000UC0QX10

DE000UC0M057

DE000UC0ER38

DE000UC0TYD5

DE000UC0QN12

DE000UC0M1Z9

DE000UC0ER46

DE000UC0TSL0

DE000UC0R9N3

DE000UC0M495

DE000UC0EVV5

DE000UC0U5U1

DE000UC0QQD7

DE000UC0M6X3

DE000UC0ET51

DE000UC0TNW8

DE000UC0QQE5

DE000UC0MAQ2

DE000UC0EW72

DE000UC0U5W7

DE000UC0QQS5

DE000UC0MAW0

DE000UC0ETD7

DE000UC0TYK0

DE000UC0QQU1

DE000UC0MMH6

DE000UC0ETK2

DE000UC0TSU1

DE000UC0QQM8

DE000UC0N1L8

DE000UC0EWH2

DE000UC0TYP9

DE000UC0QXJ0

DE000UC0N1P9

DE000UC0ETP1

DE000UC0U639

DE000UC0QQP1

DE000UC0N2Q5

DE000UC0ETQ9

DE000UC0U647

DE000UC0QR00

DE000UC0N2R3

DE000UC0ETV9

DE000UC0TT05

DE000UC0QXL6

DE000UC0N2S1

DE000UC0ETX5

DE000UC0TLM3

DE000UC0QR67

DE000UC0N4V1

DE000UC0EU74

DE000UC0TTA1

DE000UC0QRB9

DE000UC0N4Y5

DE000UC0EU90

DE000UC0U6F0

DE000UC0QXV5

DE000HV45839

DE000UC0EUC7

DE000UC0TTE3

DE000UC0QRD5

DE000UC0N873

DE000UC0EX89

DE000UC0TLX0

DE000UC0QS25

DE000UC0N709

DE000UC0EUF0
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DE000UC0U6M6

DE000UC0RAM0

DE000UC0N9L1

DE000UC0EXM0

DE000UC0TPL6

DE000UC0RAN8

DE000UC0N8F5

DE000UC0EXZ2

DE000UC0TM02

DE000UC0QYB5

DE000UC0N9Q0

DE000UC0EY05

DE000UC0TPM4

DE000UC0QYC3

DE000UC0N8T6

DE000UC0EV32

DE000UC0TPU7

DE000UC0QYD1

DE000UC0NAF3

DE000UC0F7J9

DE000UC0TPX1

DE000UC0RAS7

DE000UC0NAG1

DE000UC0F8R0

DE000UC0TZP6

DE000UC0RAT5

DE000UC0NAL1

DE000UC0F7Q4

DE000UC0U8Y7

DE000UC0QYJ8

DE000UC0NAP2

DE000UC0F7U6

DE000UC0TZS0

DE000UC0RAU3

DE000UC0NAQ0

DE000UC0F911

DE000UC0TMN9

DE000UC0QYS9

DE000UC0NAS6

DE000UC0F853

DE000UC0TU44

DE000UC0QYU5

DE000UC0NAU2

DE000UC0F9B2

DE000UC0TMS8

DE000UC0QYV3

DE000UC0NB43

DE000UC0F9C0

DE000UC0TZY8

DE000UC0QYX9

DE000UC0NBC8

DE000UC0F9F3

DE000UC0TMU4

DE000UC0QZ00

DE000UC0NBF1

DE000UC0F6D4

DE000UC0U043

DE000UC0RBE5

DE000HV45FL7

DE000UC0F9V0

DE000UC0U7H4

DE000UC0QZ75

DE000HV45FP8

DE000UC0FH47

DE000UC0U068

DE000UC0QZC0

DE000HV45FY0

DE000UC0FHD9

DE000UC0TN27

DE000UC0QZD8

DE000HV45FZ7

DE000UC0FK34

DE000UC0U902

DE000UC0QZL1

DE000HV45G23

DE000UC0FKA9

DE000UC0TN35

DE000UC0RBZ0

DE000HV45G98

DE000UC0FKE1

DE000UC0TQP5

DE000UC0RC30

DE000HV45GQ4

DE000UC0FNA3

DE000UC0TND8

DE000UC0QZZ1

DE000HV45GU6

DE000UC0FNC9

DE000UC0TUZ6

DE000UC0R015

DE000HV45HJ7

DE000UC0FNM8

DE000UC0U7S1

DE000UC0RC89

DE000HV45HK5

DE000UC0FNW7

DE000UC0U0Q0

DE000UC0QTZ4

DE000HV45HR0

DE000UC0FP39

DE000UC0U0T4

DE000UC0R0B7

DE000HV45J61

DE000UC0FPG5

DE000UC0U7X1

DE000UC0R0C5

DE000HV45J87

DE000UC0FPJ9

DE000UC0U0U2

DE000UC0R0F8

DE000HV45JD6

DE000UC0FPL5
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DE000UC0U7Z6

DE000UC0R163

DE000HV45JQ8

DE000UC0FPM3

DE000UC0U951

DE000UC0RCN4

DE000HV45JZ9

DE000UC0FPV4

DE000UC0U803

DE000UC0R171

DE000HV45K43

DE000UC0FQB4

DE000UC0TV92

DE000UC0RCQ7

DE000HV45KN3

DE000UC0FQF5

DE000UC0TQZ4

DE000UC0QUN8

DE000HV45N16

DE000UC0FQH1

DE000UC0TVB5

DE000UC0RD70

DE000HV45KU8

DE000UC0FSB0

DE000UC0U837

DE000UC0RD88

DE000HV45KV6

DE000UC0FZQ3

DE000UC0TVD1

DE000UC0R1G4

DE000HV45N24

DE000UC0G000

DE000UC0U126

DE000UC0RF94

DE000HV45L59

DE000UC0G067

DE000UC0TVE9

DE000UC0RFD8

DE000HV45L75

DE000UC0G0B0

DE000UC0TR23

DE000UC0RFJ5

DE000HV45LD2

DE000UC0G0G9

DE000UC0U852

DE000UC0REU5

DE000HV45LL5

DE000UC0G0L9

DE000UC0TVH2

DE000UC0REV3

DE000HV45LP6

DE000UC0G0M7

DE000UC0TR64

DE000UC0RGD6

DE000HV45LX0

DE000UC0G0U0

DE000UC0U183

DE000UC0RGH7

DE000HV45M66

DE000UC0G133

DE000UC0TVM2

DE000UC0RGJ3

DE000HV45M74

DE000UC0G6M4

DE000UC0U8B5

DE000UC0RGQ8

DE000HV45MA6

DE000UC0G6N2

DE000UC0U8F6

DE000UC0RGW6

DE000HV45NG1

DE000UC0G6P7

DE000UC0U1J3

DE000UC0RGX4

DE000HV45ML3

DE000UC0G6R3

DE000UC0TRK4

DE000UC0RH68

DE000HV45MY6

DE000UC0G6S1

DE000UC0TW34

DE000UC0RH84

DE000HV45P89

DE000UC0G1S2

DE000UC0U8R1

DE000UC0RHC6

DE000HV45PB7

DE000UC0G6Y9

DE000UC0TW67

DE000UC0RHU8

DE000HV45PC5

DE000UC0G711

DE000UC0TW75

DE000UC0RJA6

DE000HV45PJ0

DE000UC0G737

DE000UC0TW83

DE000UC0RK30

DE000HV45PM4

DE000UC0G471

DE000UC0U1Y2

DE000UC0RK71

DE000HV45Q54

DE000UC0G752

DE000UC0TWC1

DE000UC0RK89

DE000HV45Q96

DE000UC0G760

DE000UC0TWF4

DE000UC0RK97

DE000UC0NCL7

DE000UC0G4A4
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DE000UC0TWJ6

DE000UC0RKF3

DE000UC0NBY2

DE000UC0G1Y0

DE000UC0TX09

DE000UC0RKK3

DE000UC0ND33

DE000UC0G4E6

DE000UC0U2Y0

DE000UC0RKL1

DE000UC0NC26

DE000UC0G4F3

DE000UC0U9W9

DE000UC0RKP2

DE000UC0ND90

DE000UC0G216

DE000UC0UB02

DE000UC0RKY4

DE000UC0NDY8

DE000UC0G786

DE000UC0UB69

DE000UC0RKZ1

DE000UC0NE08

DE000UC0G4H9

DE000UC0UB77

DE000UC0RL47

DE000UC0P928

DE000UC0G4U2

DE000UC0GLC1

DE000UC0RL88

DE000UC0P969

DE000UC0G7P5

DE000UC0GLR9

DE000UC0RL96

DE000UC0P9B0

DE000UC0G7W1

DE000UC0GLS7

DE000UC0RLA2

DE000UC0P9Y2

DE000UC0G7Y7

DE000UC0GLY5

DE000UC0RMA0

DE000UC0PEC7

DE000UC0G844

DE000UC0GM31

DE000UC0RMB8

DE000UC0PA34

DE000UC0G8E7

DE000UC0GMG0

DE000UC0RR66

DE000UC0PED5

DE000UC0G8Q1

DE000UC0GPX8

DE000UC0RRH4

DE000UC0P6C4

DE000UC0G8R9

DE000UC0GPE8

DE000UC0RS08

DE000UC0PA42

DE000UC0G935

DE000UC0GQ11

DE000UC0RT07

DE000UC0PA75

DE000UC0G9E5

DE000UC0GQ60

DE000UC0RU38

DE000UC0PA83

DE000UC0G9M8

DE000UC0GQ86

DE000UC0RUC9

DE000UC0PAH4

DE000UC0G9S5

DE000UC0GT26

DE000UC0RUG0

DE000UC0PEN4

DE000UC0G9Y3

DE000UC0GT59

DE000UC0RVZ8

DE000UC0PAQ5

DE000UC0G9Z0

DE000UC0GU56

DE000UC0RW02

DE000UC0PAT9

DE000UC0GA43

DE000UC0GTN1

DE000UC0RWB7

DE000UC0PEV7

DE000UC0GA50

DE000UC0GU98

DE000UC0RWD3

DE000UC0PAZ6

DE000UC0GAV4

DE000UC0GUR0

DE000UC0RWP7

DE000UC0PEY1

DE000UC0GAW2

DE000UC0GV14

DE000UC0RWV5

DE000UC0P746

DE000UC0GAY8

DE000UC0GV63

DE000UC0RWY9

DE000UC0P787

DE000UC0GB00

DE000UC0GVC0

DE000UC0S0N1

DE000UC0P7A6

DE000UC0GBG3

DE000UC0GVJ5

DE000UC0S0U6

DE000UC0PBG4

DE000UC0GBM1
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DE000UC0GVM9

DE000UC0S0X0

DE000UC0PBJ8

DE000UC0GBQ2

DE000HV44915

DE000UC0S3K1

DE000UC0NY79

DE000UC0GBR0

DE000HV44931

DE000UC0S1G3

DE000UC0P7M1

DE000HV444P5

DE000HV44972

DE000UC0S3Z9

DE000UC0PFD2

DE000HV444R1

DE000HV449M1

DE000UC0S1S8

DE000UC0P7P4

DE000HV444X9

DE000HV449V2

DE000UC0S252

DE000UC0PFH3

DE000HV44527

DE000HV449Y6

DE000UC0S260

DE000UC0PFL5

DE000HV44584

DE000HV44A38

DE000UC0S278

DE000UC0PCB3

DE000HV445C0

DE000HV44A53

DE000UC0S4C6

DE000UC0PCC1

DE000UC0GDC8

DE000HV44A87

DE000UC0S4Q6

DE000UC0PFQ4

DE000UC0GDD6

DE000HV44AE6

DE000UC0S4U8

DE000UC0P5U8

DE000UC0GDH7

DE000HV44B45

DE000UC0S7Q9

DE000UC0PCK4

DE000UC0GE72

DE000HV44BB0

DE000UC0S7S5

DE000UC0P860

DE000UC0GE98

DE000HV44BC8

DE000UC0SAB1

DE000UC0PCS7

DE000UC0GEJ1

DE000HV44BD6

DE000UC0SBD5

DE000UC0PD23

DE000UC0GGF4

DE000HV44BZ9

DE000UC0SBF0

DE000UC0PDA3

DE000UC0GGJ6

DE000HV44DA8

DE000UC0SBY1

DE000UC0PDB1

DE000UC0GJH4

DE000HV44DN1

DE000UC0SBZ8

DE000UC0PDF2

OMOOOOX06582

DE000HV44DY8

DE000UC0SC05

DE000UC0PH03

OMOOOOX06601

DE000HV44E34

DE000UC0SC62

DE000UC0PH52

OMOOOOX06791

DE000HV44E75

DE000UC0SC70

DE000UC0PH78

DE000HV41CQ2

DE000HV44E91

DE000UC0SCA9

DE000UC0PHC0

DE000HV41D38

DE000HV44EC2

DE000UC0SCT9

DE000UC0PHJ5

DE000HV41DB2

DE000HV44EE8

DE000UC0SCU7

DE000UC0PHL1

DE000HV41P83

DE000HV44EH1

DE000UC0SH18

DE000UC0PQH0

DE000HV41PS0

DE000HV44EN9

DE000UC0SDM2

DE000UC0PQU3

DE000HV41QU4

DE000HV44EP4

DE000UC0SDN0

DE000UC0PQZ2

DE000HV41R32

DE000HV44EV2

DE000UC0SHC4

DE000UC0PR01

DE000HV41SD6
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DE000HV44FM8

DE000UC0SHN1

DE000UC0PRJ4

DE000HV41SS4

DE000HV44GZ8

DE000UC0SHY8

DE000UC0PKN1

DE000HV41SW6

DE000HV44H15

DE000UC0SJH9

DE000UC0PKR2

DE000HV41SZ9

DE000HV44H98

DE000UC0SJM9

DE000UC0PKV4

DE000HV41TG7

DE000HV44JV1

DE000UC0SJS6

DE000UC0PL07

DE000HV41TH5

DE000HV44HH4

DE000UC0SJZ1

DE000UC0PL98

DE000HV41UM3

DE000HV44HV5

DE000UC0SK47

DE000UC0PMS6

DE000HV41V77

DE000HV44K85

DE000UC0SKA2

DE000UC0PLB4

DE000HV41VH1

DE000HV44KA3

DE000UC0SKE4

DE000UC0PLU4

DE000HV41VK5

DE000HV44J13

DE000UC0SKF1

DE000UC0PN47

DE000HV41W19

DE000HV44J39

DE000UC0SL04

DE000UC0PN62

DE000HV41WZ1

DE000HV44KE5

DE000UC0SGJ1

DE000UC0PM06

DE000HV41XE4

DE000HV44J47

DE000UC0SGK9

DE000UC0PS34

DE000HV41YH5

DE000HV44L01

DE000UC0SGP8

DE000UC0PHN7

DE000HV41YK9

DE000HV44L27

DE000UC0SGW4

DE000UC0PHU2

DE000HV41ZS9

DE000HV44LX3

DE000UC0SGY0

DE000UC0PHX6

DE000HV420N0

DE000HV44MA9

DE000UC0SV51

DE000UC0PM97

DE000HV42182

DE000HV44MH4

DE000UC0STV9

DE000UC0PNK1

DE000HV421S7

DE000HV44MJ0

DE000UC0SP75

DE000UC0PJ92

DE000HV421T5

DE000HV44MM4

DE000UC0SP83

DE000UC0PPF6

DE000HV422B1

DE000HV44N17

DE000UC0SVD3

DE000UC0PPM2

DE000HV42497

DE000HV44N58

DE000UC0STX5

DE000UC0PPR1

DE000HV424G6

DE000HV44NS9

DE000UC0SPK0

DE000UC0PSP9

DE000HV424L6

DE000HV44NU5

DE000UC0SPM6

DE000UC0PSQ7

DE000HV424W3

DE000HV44P49

DE000UC0SPQ7

DE000UC0PSS3

DE000HV42513

DE000HV44P64

DE000UC0SPU9

DE000UC0PST1

DE000HV42539

DE000HV44PJ3

DE000UC0SLM5

DE000UC0PT25

DE000HV425D0

DE000HV44PW6

DE000UC0SVJ0

DE000UC0PTD3

DE000HV426F3
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DE000HV44Q22

DE000UC0SLR4

DE000UC0PU14

DE000HV426P2

DE000HV44Q48

DE000UC0SQ25

DE000UC0PUJ8

DE000HV426Q0

DE000HV44Q63

DE000UC0SQ33

DE000UC0Q843

DE000HV427K1

DE000HV44QH5

DE000UC0SQ58

DE000UC0Q876

DE000HV427M7

DE000HV44QK9

DE000UC0SQA9

DE000UC0Q8D7

DE000HV428K9

DE000HV44QP8

DE000UC0SQH4

DE000UC0Q8F2

DE000HV429R2

DE000HV44QW4

DE000UC0SU86

DE000UC0Q298

DE000HV42AG5

DE000HV44R21

DE000UC0SU94

DE000UC0Q2J7

DE000HV42BE8

DE000HV44R47

DE000UC0SQR3

DE000UC0Q8Z0

DE000HV42BM1

DE000HV44RF7

DE000UC0SUC7

DE000UC0Q918

DE000HV42BQ2

DE000HV44RT8

DE000UC0SSQ1

DE000UC0PXR5

DE000HV42CH9

DE000HV44RX0

DE000UC0SVX1

DE000UC0Q926

DE000HV42UZ3

DE000HV44T45

DE000UC0SQZ6

DE000UC0Q2T6

DE000HV434N1

DE000HV44UG9

DE000UC0SR24

DE000UC0Q2U4

DE000HV434U6

DE000HV44UK1

DE000UC0SSY5

DE000UC0PXV7

DE000HV435K4

DE000UC0GYB6

DE000UC0SRK6

DE000UC0Q975

DE000HV435Q1

DE000UC0GYZ5

DE000UC0SRN0

DE000UC0PY85

DE000HV43727

DE000UC0GX46

DE000UC0SS72

DE000UC0Q3K3

DE000HV43750

DE000UC0GXA0

DE000UC0SWB5

DE000UC0Q3N7

DE000HV437F0

DE000UC0GXB8

DE000UC0SWF6

DE000UC0Q3Z1

DE000HV43800

DE000UC0GXE2

DE000UC0SWT7

DE000UC0Q421

DE000HV43859

DE000UC0GXH5

DE000UC0SXA5

DE000UC0Q454

DE000HV438C5

DE000UC0H0Q7

DE000UC0SXK4

DE000UC0Q462

DE000UC0CXT9

DE000UC0H0W5

DE000UC0SY41

DE000UC0QAA7

DE000UC0CYF6

DE000UC0H0Y1

DE000UC0SY58

DE000UC0PZ92

DE000UC0CYT7

DE000UC0H0Z8

DE000UC0SY90

DE000UC0PW38

DE000UC0CYY7

DE000UC0GXS2

DE000UC0SYF2

DE000UC0Q4L9

DE000UC0CZA4

DE000UC0H1W3

DE000UC0SYP1

DE000UC0Q4S4

DE000HV43HR5
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DE000UC0H2Y7

DE000UC0SYY3

DE000UC0PZP4

DE000HV43HS3

DE000UC0H388

DE000UC0SZ73

DE000UC0Q4Z9

DE000HV438L6

DE000UC0H396

DE000UC0SZB8

DE000UC0PZT6

DE000HV438P7

DE000UC0H3F4

DE000UC0SZD4

DE000UC0QAY7

DE000HV43J22

DE000HV44V09

DE000UC0SZQ6

DE000UC0Q546

DE000HV438T9

DE000HV44VS2

DE000UC0SZV6

DE000UC0QB16

DE000HV438Y9

DE000HV44W16

DE000UC0T2Q9

DE000UC0QE39

DE000HV43J55

DE000HV44W32

DE000UC0T2U1

DE000UC0Q579

DE000HV439C3

DE000HV44W65

DE000UC0T0E9

DE000UC0QB32

DE000HV439E9

DE000HV44WA8

DE000UC0T0P5

DE000UC0PWD7

DE000HV439M2

DE000HV44WV4

DE000UC0T0Q3

DE000UC0Q5B7

DE000HV439P5

DE000UC0H6N1

DE000UC0T0V3

DE000UC0Q5D3

DE000HV439T7

DE000UC0H6S0

DE000UC0T0Z4

DE000UC0PVN8

DE000HV43JH2

DE000UC0H7M1

DE000UC0T151

DE000UC0QBC1

DE000HV43A70

DE000UC0H891

DE000UC0T1F4

DE000UC0QFY6

DE000HV43JL4

DE000UC0H8S6

DE000UC0T1G2

DE000UC0Q5P7

DE000HV43AB4

DE000UC0H8T4

DE000UC0T1H0

DE000UC0Q0E2

DE000HV43AC2

DE000UC0H9U0

DE000UC0T1L2

DE000UC0Q0J1

DE000HV43AR0

DE000UC0HA34

DE000UC0T227

DE000UC0QBN8

DE000HV43BN7

DE000UC0HAA6

DE000UC0T235

DE000UC0Q0L7

DE000HV43CF1

DE000UC0H8R8

DE000UC0T409

DE000UC0Q5Y9

DE000HV43CG9

DE000UC0HAF5

DE000UC0T441

DE000UC0Q0R4

DE000HV43BY4

DE000UC0HAJ7

DE000UC0T4A9

DE000UC0Q637

DE000HV43K03

DE000UC0HBB2

DE000UC0T4D3

DE000UC0Q645

DE000HV43C11

DE000UC0HBL1

DE000UC0T4E1

DE000UC0QBY5

DE000HV43K37

DE000UC0HBQ0

DE000UC0T4Y9

DE000UC0QEG6

DE000HV43C60

DE000UC0HBT4

DE000UC0T573

DE000UC0QG52

DE000HV43CS4

DE000UC0HDC6

DE000UC0T581

DE000UC0Q140

DE000HV43D77
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DE000UC0HDE2

DE000UC0T5B4

DE000UC0QC64

DE000HV43D93

DE000UC0HEG5

DE000UC0T5R0

DE000UC0QC72

DE000HV43K86

DE000UC0HFP3

DE000UC0T5X8

DE000UC0QG60

DE000HV43K94

DE000UC0HFQ1

DE000UC0T6C0

DE000UC0Q6P5

DE000HV43DC6

DE000UC0HG95

DE000UC0T6D8

DE000UC0QCA3

DE000HV43KB3

DE000UC0HGY3

DE000UC0T789

DE000UC0Q1A8

DE000HV43KC1

DE000UC0HH45

DE000UC0T7D6

DE000UC0QCC9

DE000HV43DT0

DE000UC0HHX3

DE000UC0T7E4

DE000UC0Q6T7

DE000HV43DU8

DE000UC0HJH2

DE000UC0TA55

DE000UC0QG78

DE000HV43E01

DE000UC0HJW1

DE000UC0U308

DE000UC0Q6Y7

DE000HV43E19

DE000UC0HKA5

DE000UC0U357

DE000UC0PWV9

DE000HV43FQ1

DE000UC0HKQ1

DE000UC0U3D2

DE000UC0Q1J9

DE000HV43G17

DE000UC0HKZ2

DE000UC0U3P6

DE000UC0QES1

DE000HV43G33

DE000UC0HLN6

DE000UC0U423

DE000UC0Q793

DE000HV43G90

DE000UC0HLV9

DE000UC0U456

DE000UC0QCW7

DE000HV43GF2

DE000UC0HM14

DE000UC0U4H1

DE000UC0Q7E7

DE000HV43PY4

DE000UC0HNM4

DE000UC0U4L3

DE000UC0PXG8

DE000HV43Q15

DE000HV44Z47

DE000UC0U4M1

DE000UC0QCY3

DE000HV43QF1

DE000HV44ZE3

DE000UC0TX41

DE000UC0QD06

DE000HV43QL9

DE000UC0HQ77

DE000UC0U4Q2

DE000UC0QF12

DE000HV43L69

DE000UC0HU48

DE000UC0TX66

DE000UC0PXK0

DE000HV43QT2

DE000UC0HQE4

DE000UC0TXD7

DE000UC0Q7R9

DE000HV43RC6

DE000UC0HU71

DE000UC0TXF2

DE000UC0QGJ5

DE000HV43M50

DE000UC0HU89

DE000UC0TXG0

DE000UC0QF95

DE000HV43MP9

DE000UC0HU97

DE000UC0TXQ9

DE000UC0PWY3

DE000HV43T61

DE000UC0HQY2

DE000UC0U5B1

DE000UC0QDW5

DE000HV43T87

DE000UC0HR01

DE000UC0TNH9

DE000UC0QDZ8

DE000HV43NC5

DE000UC0HV54

DE000UC0TS63

DE000UC0QGV0

DE000HV43NK8
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DE000UC0TNS6
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DE000HV43P65

DE000UC0HS18

DE000UC0U5R7

DE000UC0QH44

DE000HV43TN9

DE000UC0HWE2

DE000UC0U5S5

DE000UC0QH77

DE000HV43TP4

DE000UC0HSR2

DE000UC0TNV0

DE000UC0QHF1

DE000HV43U76

DE000UC0HSS0

DE000UC0U5Y3

DE000UC0QHL9

DE000HV43UT4

DE000UC0HT25

DE000UC0TSS5

DE000UC0QHM7

DE000HV43V00

DE000UC0HTF5

DE000UC0TLA8

DE000UC0QHS4

DE000HV43VK1

DE000UC0HTG3

DE000UC0TSW7

DE000UC0QHY2

DE000HV43WG7

DE000UC0HTN9

DE000UC0TP25

DE000UC0QJE0

DE000HV43X81

DE000UC0HXN1

DE000UC0TSX5

DE000UC0QJH3

DE000HV43XF7

DE000UC0HXW2

DE000UC0TYQ7

DE000UC0QJS0

DE000HV43YP4

DE000UC0HY77

DE000UC0TSY3

DE000UC0QK31

DE000HV43YX8

DE000UC0J111

DE000UC0TP66

DE000UC0QKD0

DE000HV43ZH8

DE000UC0J1P5

DE000UC0TLH3

DE000UC0QKR0

DE000UC0DBU1

DE000UC0J236

DE000UC0TLJ9

DE000UC0R7H9

DE000UC0DH23

DE000UC0J3B1

DE000UC0TP82

DE000UC0R7P2

DE000UC0DN58

DE000UC0J3R7

DE000UC0TT47

DE000UC0QUS7

DE000UC0DP64

DE000UC0J3T3

DE000UC0TZ07

DE000UC0QUW9

DE000UC0DPA3

DE000UC0J5T8

DE000UC0TTB9

DE000UC0R7V0

DE000UC0DUZ0

DE000UC0J616

DE000UC0TTC7

DE000UC0QUX7

DE000UC0DWA9

DE000UC0J6H1

DE000UC0TPH4

DE000UC0R7Y4

DE000UC0DWD3

DE000UC0J7E6

DE000UC0TLW2

DE000UC0QV46

DE000UC0E2S2

DE000UC0J7V0

DE000UC0TZ64

DE000UC0R841

DE000UC0E2U8

DE000UC0JAW6

DE000UC0TTM6

DE000UC0QV95

DE000UC0E310

DE000UC0JBB8

DE000UC0TZB6

DE000UC0QNC6

DE000UC0E3B6

DE000UC0JBQ6

DE000UC0U6R5

DE000UC0QVL0

DE000UC0E3E0

DE000UC0JCN1

DE000UC0TPQ5

DE000UC0QNH5

DE000UC0E3L5
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DE000UC0TM69
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DE000UC0E3T8

DE000UC0JD05

DE000UC0TPT9

DE000UC0R8K1

DE000UC0E492

DE000UC0JDN9

DE000UC0TZN1

DE000UC0QVT3

DE000UC0E4D0

DE000UC0JFK0

DE000UC0TPZ6

DE000UC0QLE6

DE000UC0E4F5

DE000UC0JDQ2

DE000UC0TQ16

DE000UC0QVW7

DE000UC0E4Q2

DE000HV44ZW5

DE000UC0U738

DE000UC0QVY3

DE000UC0E500

DE000HV44ZY1

DE000UC0U746

DE000UC0R8Q8

DE000UC0E5A3

DE000HV45011

DE000UC0U779

DE000UC0QVZ0

DE000UC0E5F2

DE000HV45037

DE000UC0U787

DE000UC0R8S4

DE000UC0E5H8

DE000HV45052

DE000UC0U7A9

DE000UC0QP10

DE000UC0E5T3

DE000HV45060

DE000UC0U001

DE000UC0R8X4

DE000UC0E5Z0

DE000HV45094

DE000UC0U027

DE000UC0QW94

DE000UC0E6H6

DE000HV450A4

DE000UC0U7F8

DE000UC0QP44

DE000UC0E6L8

DE000HV450B2

DE000UC0TQE9

DE000UC0QLV0

DE000UC0E6W5

DE000HV450G1

DE000UC0TN01

DE000UC0QWE3

DE000UC0E724

DE000HV450P2

DE000UC0TQH2

DE000UC0QMA2

DE000UC0E773

DE000HV450Q0

DE000UC0U7J0

DE000UC0QMB0

DE000UC0E7D3

DE000HV450T4

DE000UC0U7L6

DE000UC0QPC1

DE000UC0E7H4

DE000HV450W8

DE000UC0U0A4

DE000UC0QMF1

DE000UC0E7L6

DE000UC0JPY0

DE000UC0U910

DE000UC0QMJ3

DE000UC0E7N2

DE000UC0JT31

DE000UC0TUR3

DE000UC0QWN4

DE000UC0E807

DE000UC0JT72

DE000UC0U936

DE000UC0QMQ8

DE000UC0E815

DE000UC0JUF9

DE000UC0U0M9

DE000UC0QPL2

DE000UC0E831

DE000UC0JUG7

DE000UC0U7R3

DE000UC0QMS4

DE000UC0E8H2

DE000UC0JSC0

DE000UC0U7W3

DE000UC0QMZ9

DE000UC0E8L4

DE000UC0JY42

DE000UC0TV50

DE000UC0QN04

DE000UC0E8N0

DE000UC0JW93

DE000UC0U0X6

DE000UC0QQB1

DE000UC0E8W1

DE000UC0JYH7

DE000UC0U0Z1

DE000UC0QX69

DE000UC0E8Y7
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DE000UC0JWS8

DE000UC0U142

DE000UC0QQF2

DE000UC0E9H0

DE000UC0JYM7

DE000UC0TVG4

DE000UC0QXB7

DE000UC0E9J6

DE000UC0JXN7

DE000UC0U175

DE000UC0QXC5

DE000UC0E9T5

DE000UC0JXU2

DE000UC0U8A7

DE000UC0QQK2

DE000UC0EAE5

DE000UC0JXY4

DE000UC0U1A2

DE000UC0QQN6

DE000UC0EBQ7

DE000UC0JZA9

DE000UC0TRB3

DE000UC0QQR7

DE000UC0EB28

DE000UC0JZF8

DE000UC0TRC1

DE000UC0QR26

DE000UC0EB44

DE000UC0JZK8

DE000UC0U1G9

DE000UC0RAA5

DE000UC0EC27

DE000UC0JZU7

DE000UC0U1H7

DE000UC0QRV7

DE000UC0EC76

DE000UC0JZV5

DE000UC0U8H2

DE000UC0RAD9

DE000UC0EBA1

DE000UC0K0A6

DE000UC0U1L9

DE000UC0QY27

DE000UC0EC92

DE000UC0K0Q2

DE000UC0TRH0

DE000UC0QS09

DE000UC0EEQ1

DE000UC0K0Y6

DE000UC0TW00

DE000UC0RAJ6

DE000UC0EGN3

DE000UC0K242

DE000UC0TW59

DE000UC0QYA7

DE000UC0EH06

DE000UC0K275

DE000UC0U8S9

DE000UC0RAQ1

DE000UC0EHC4

DE000UC0KBV4

DE000UC0U1W6

DE000UC0QSA9

DE000UC0EHL5

DE000UC0KDD8

DE000UC0U8T7

DE000UC0QYH2

DE000UC0EJ20

DE000UC0KEG9

DE000UC0TRR9

DE000UC0QYL4

DE000UC0EJA4

DE000UC0KHE7

DE000UC0U2C6

DE000UC0RAW9

DE000UC0EFL9

DE000UC0KRK3

DE000UC0TWZ2

DE000UC0QYP5

DE000UC0EN24

DE000UC0KRR8

DE000UC0U2Q6

DE000UC0RB49

DE000UC0EN32

DE000UC0KRS6

DE000UC0U2S2

DE000UC0QZ18

DE000UC0EN40

DE000UC0KS54

DE000UC0U2T0

DE000UC0RBA3

DE000UC0ENC2

DE000UC0KNJ4

DE000UC0U9P3

DE000UC0QZ42

DE000UC0ENG3

DE000UC0KSH7

DE000UC0UB36

DE000UC0R0V5

DE000UC0EPP9

DE000UC0KSR6

DE000UC0UBU5

DE000UC0RBG0

DE000UC0EPR5

DE000UC0KT12

DE000UC0GLA5

DE000UC0QZ83

DE000UC0EPS3
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DE000UC0KT87

DE000UC0GLK4

DE000UC0QZB2

DE000UC0EQ62

DE000UC0KTA0

DE000UC0GLN8

DE000UC0QZK3

DE000UC0EQE1

DE000UC0KTT0

DE000UC0GLW9

DE000UC0RBT3

DE000UC0ERX9

DE000UC0KU35

DE000UC0GM56

DE000UC0QZM9

DE000UC0ES37

DE000UC0KUF7

DE000UC0GM72

DE000UC0QZN7

DE000UC0ES52

DE000UC0KUH3

DE000UC0GMH8

DE000UC0RBW7

DE000UC0EQT9

DE000UC0KVM1

DE000UC0GNU9

DE000UC0QZW8

DE000UC0ES86

DE000UC0KVP4

DE000UC0GP87

DE000UC0R064

DE000UC0EQU7

DE000HV452K9

DE000UC0GP95

DE000UC0RCC7

DE000UC0ER12

DE000UC0KZ97

DE000UC0GPC2

DE000UC0R098

DE000UC0ESL2

DE000UC0KZC3

DE000UC0GPJ7

DE000UC0R0G6

DE000UC0ER61

DE000UC0KZK6

DE000UC0GQ78

DE000UC0R0L6

DE000UC0ER79

DE000UC0KZW1

DE000UC0GT00

DE000UC0QUL2

DE000UC0EST5

DE000UC0KXC8

DE000UC0GT42

DE000UC0RD62

DE000UC0EVW3

DE000UC0L059

DE000UC0GTG5

DE000UC0RF03

DE000UC0ERE9

DE000UC0L067

DE000UC0GTH3

DE000UC0RDR3

DE000UC0ESX7

DE000UC0L083

DE000UC0GTV4

DE000UC0RDS1

DE000UC0EVZ6

DE000UC0L0B3

DE000UC0GU15

DE000UC0RFF3

DE000UC0ERP5

DE000UC0L0H0

DE000UC0GUT6

DE000UC0REK6

DE000UC0ET85

DE000UC0L0P3

DE000UC0GV97

DE000UC0RFM9

DE000UC0ETC9

DE000UC0L0Q1

DE000UC0GVA4

DE000UC0REL4

DE000UC0EWG4

DE000UC0L1B1

DE000UC0GVF3

DE000UC0REN0

DE000UC0ETM8

DE000UC0L1C9

DE000HV448Q4

DE000UC0RG85

DE000UC0EWQ3

DE000UC0L1F2

DE000HV449B4

DE000UC0RG93

DE000UC0EWR1

DE000UC0L430

DE000HV449H1

DE000UC0RGB0

DE000UC0EWY7

DE000UC0L1Y3

DE000HV44AD8

DE000UC0RGE4

DE000UC0EU58

DE000UC0L281

DE000HV44AF3

DE000UC0RGY2

DE000UC0EUD5

DE000UC0L4N0

DE000HV44AM9

DE000UC0RH27

DE000UC0EXE7
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DE000UC0L4Q3

DE000HV44AN7

DE000UC0RH43

DE000UC0EXF4

DE000UC0L2L8

DE000HV44AS6

DE000UC0RH76

DE000UC0EXG2

DE000UC0L2N4

DE000HV44AU2

DE000UC0RHF9

DE000UC0EXL2

DE000UC0L5M9

DE000HV44B29

DE000UC0RHN3

DE000UC0EXS7

DE000UC0L5Y4

DE000HV44BE4

DE000UC0RHQ6

DE000UC0EXX7

DE000UC0L6D6

DE000HV44BG9

DE000UC0RHV6

DE000UC0EY39

DE000UC0L6Q8

DE000HV44C51

DE000UC0RJ25

DE000UC0EYE5

DE000UC0L6W6

DE000HV44CB8

DE000UC0RJ66

DE000UC0EYF2

DE000UC0LB03

DE000HV44CF9

DE000UC0RJG3

DE000UC0EYH8

DE000UC0LB29

DE000HV44CG7

DE000UC0RJV2

DE000UC0EV81

DE000UC0LB45

DE000HV44CZ7

DE000UC0RK48

DE000UC0EVL6

DE000UC0LB94

DE000HV44D76

DE000UC0RKD8

DE000UC0F7K7

DE000UC0LBX8

DE000HV44E26

DE000UC0RKJ5

DE000UC0F7V4

DE000UC0LC51

DE000HV44EK5

DE000UC0RLM7

DE000UC0F903

DE000UC0LC77

DE000HV44EM1

DE000UC0RLN5

DE000UC0F7Y8

DE000UC0LCZ1

DE000HV44F17

DE000UC0RLR6

DE000UC0F929

DE000UC0LD01

DE000HV44FC9

DE000UC0RLT2

DE000UC0F5W6

DE000UC0LD19

DE000HV44FK2

DE000UC0RR74

DE000UC0F697

DE000UC0LG32

DE000HV44G32

DE000UC0RRR3

DE000UC0F9J5

DE000UC0LG81

DE000HV44G65

DE000UC0RS57

DE000UC0F9R8

DE000UC0LGN8

DE000HV44GG8

DE000UC0RTH0

DE000UC0FA28

DE000UC0LUH1

DE000HV44GM6

DE000UC0RWQ5

DE000UC0FA85

DE000UC0LYW2

DE000HV44GQ7

DE000UC0RWF8

DE000UC0FAA0

DE000UC0LYY8

DE000HV44GY1

DE000UC0RWG6

DE000UC0FGD1

DE000UC0LZ70

DE000HV44H49

DE000UC0RWK8

DE000UC0FH96

DE000UC0LZV1

DE000HV44HS1

DE000UC0S0M3

DE000UC0FK91

DE000UC0M024

DE000HV44K93

DE000UC0S0W2
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DE000HV44HY9
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DE000UC0FND7
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DE000UC0M735

DE000HV44KD7

DE000UC0S161

DE000UC0FNR7

DE000UC0MYP4

DE000HV44KR7

DE000UC0S195

DE000UC0FPH3

DE000UC0N1M6

DE000HV44KX5

DE000UC0S3Y2

DE000UC0FPZ5

DE000UC0N1X3

DE000HV44KY3

DE000UC0S1Q2

DE000UC0FQ38

DE000UC0N4S7

DE000HV44L19

DE000UC0S435

DE000UC0FQ79

DE000UC0N4W9

DE000HV44LM6

DE000UC0S2Q0

DE000UC0FTR4

DE000HV457P7

DE000HV44LY1

DE000UC0S534

DE000UC0FTS2

DE000HV457U7

DE000HV44M83

DE000UC0S6J6

DE000UC0FTW4

DE000HV457X1

DE000HV44MB7

DE000UC0S7U1

DE000UC0FU08

DE000HV457Y9

DE000HV44ME1

DE000UC0S8V7

DE000UC0FU16

DE000HV45805

DE000HV44MV5

DE000UC0SA80

DE000UC0FYY0

DE000HV45847

DE000HV44ND1

DE000UC0SB97

DE000UC0FZ37

DE000HV458E9

DE000HV44NH2

DE000UC0SBR5

DE000UC0FZ45

DE000HV458F6

DE000HV44NR1

DE000UC0SBS3

DE000UC0FZ86

DE000HV458H2

DE000HV44P23

DE000UC0SCK8

DE000UC0FZA7

DE000UC0N9G1

DE000HV44P72

DE000UC0SCB7

DE000UC0FZB5

DE000UC0N6X2

DE000HV44P98

DE000UC0SCP7

DE000UC0FZG4

DE000UC0N9S6

DE000HV44PC8

DE000UC0SCV5

DE000UC0FZS9

DE000UC0N9T4

DE000HV44PQ8

DE000UC0SGZ7

DE000UC0G018

DE000UC0N7D2

DE000HV44Q97

DE000UC0SH67

DE000UC0G059

DE000UC0NAE6

DE000HV44QM5

DE000UC0SDQ3

DE000UC0G117

DE000UC0N8W0

DE000HV44QR4

DE000UC0SHA8

DE000UC0G6G6

DE000UC0NAR8

DE000HV44QU8

DE000UC0SHJ9

DE000UC0G6Q5

DE000UC0NAT4

DE000HV44QV6

DE000UC0SHW2

DE000UC0G6V5

DE000UC0NBB0

DE000HV44R05

DE000UC0SDX9

DE000UC0G1T0

DE000HV45FC6

DE000HV44RB6

DE000UC0SHZ5

DE000UC0G455

DE000HV45FH5

DE000HV44RV4

DE000UC0SJ40

DE000UC0G1X2

DE000HV45FK9

DE000HV44RW2

DE000UC0SJ65

DE000UC0G4L1
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DE000HV45G31

DE000HV44S38

DE000UC0SJA4

DE000UC0G4N7

DE000HV45GA8

DE000HV44S46

DE000UC0SJK3

DE000UC0G4Z1

DE000HV45GJ9

DE000HV44S53

DE000UC0SJN7

DE000UC0G521

DE000HV45HF5

DE000HV44SU4

DE000UC0SJQ0

DE000UC0G7G4

DE000HV45HS8

DE000HV44T11

DE000UC0SJW8

DE000UC0G7Q3

DE000HV45HV2

DE000HV44TA4

DE000UC0SK05

DE000UC0G7Z4

DE000HV45JE4

DE000HV44TC0

DE000UC0SK88

DE000UC0G8H0

DE000HV45JJ3

DE000HV44TE6

DE000UC0SKN5

DE000UC0G8L2

DE000HV45JY2

DE000HV44TR8

DE000UC0SKQ8

DE000UC0G8V1

DE000HV45K92

DE000HV44TS6

DE000UC0SKY2

DE000UC0G8Y5

DE000HV45KY0

DE000HV44TW8

DE000UC0SL61

DE000UC0G9P1

DE000HV45M41

DE000HV44TY4

DE000UC0SG01

DE000UC0G9Q9

DE000HV45M58

DE000UC0GYE0

DE000UC0SL87

DE000UC0GA92

DE000HV45M82

DE000UC0GZ10

DE000UC0SG35

DE000UC0GAK7

DE000HV45MH1

DE000UC0GZ28

DE000UC0SG43

DE000UC0GB18

DE000HV45NH9

DE000UC0GZ85

DE000UC0STT3

DE000HV444C3

DE000HV45MP4

DE000UC0GX87

DE000UC0SPA1

DE000HV444K6

DE000HV45NU2
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DE000HV444T7

DE000HV45P48

DE000UC0GXJ1

DE000UC0SPL8

DE000HV44550

DE000HV45P71

DE000UC0H1M4

DE000UC0SQ09

DE000HV44592

DE000HV45PA9

DE000UC0H1Y9

DE000UC0SQ90

DE000UC0GDB0

DE000HV45PK8

DE000UC0H214

DE000UC0SU60

DE000UC0GDF1

DE000HV45Q21

DE000UC0H230

DE000UC0SVP7

DE000UC0GDK1

DE000HV45QB5

DE000UC0H248

DE000UC0SQJ0

DE000UC0GDP0

DE000HV45QF6

DE000HV44UM7

DE000UC0SQQ5

DE000UC0GDQ8

DE000UC0NCQ6

DE000HV44UN5

DE000UC0SQT9

DE000UC0GDT2

DE000UC0NBZ9

DE000HV44UP0

DE000UC0SQU7

DE000UC0GEU8

DE000UC0NC00

DE000HV44V33
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DE000UC0GH46
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OMOOOOX06764
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DE000UC0SVZ6

OMOOOOX07546
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DE000HV44W81
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DE000HV41CS8

DE000UC0NEE8

DE000HV44WT8

DE000UC0SW50

DE000HV41D20
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DE000UC0H5P8

DE000UC0SUP9

DE000HV41P42
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DE000HV41P75

DE000UC0P8S6

DE000HV44XG3

DE000UC0SS31

DE000HV41PC4

DE000UC0P8T4

DE000HV44XQ2

DE000UC0ST30

DE000HV41Q09

DE000UC0P9M7

DE000UC0H933

DE000UC0SUV7

DE000HV41Q17

DE000UC0P9P0

DE000UC0H966

DE000UC0SUY1

DE000HV41QX8

DE000UC0PE71

DE000UC0H9P0

DE000UC0SV02

DE000HV41R57

DE000UC0P688

DE000UC0H9R6

DE000UC0SWZ4

DE000HV41RC0

DE000UC0P6J9

DE000UC0H9S4

DE000UC0SX18

DE000HV41S64

DE000UC0PAD3

DE000UC0HBD8

DE000UC0SX34

DE000HV41T06

DE000UC0PB09

DE000UC0HBG1

DE000UC0SX67

DE000HV41TF9

DE000UC0PEX3

DE000UC0HBJ5

DE000UC0SXE7

DE000HV41TL7

DE000UC0P720

DE000UC0HBM9

DE000UC0SXQ1

DE000HV41UK7

DE000UC0PB74

DE000UC0HBR8

DE000UC0SY17

DE000HV41UL5

DE000UC0P761

DE000UC0HEF7

DE000UC0SYB1

DE000HV41UN1
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DE000UC0HEK7

DE000UC0SYG0

DE000HV41V51

DE000UC0NYA4

DE000UC0HFN8

DE000UC0SYK2

DE000HV41XR6

DE000UC0PFG5

DE000UC0HFT5

DE000UC0SYL0

DE000HV41Z73

DE000UC0P7U4

DE000UC0HGC9

DE000UC0SYM8

DE000HV42158

DE000UC0PC81

DE000UC0HGG0

DE000UC0SYZ0

DE000HV42190

DE000UC0PFM3

DE000UC0HG87

DE000UC0SZ32

DE000HV421F4

DE000UC0PCD9

DE000UC0HKG2

DE000UC0SZA0

DE000HV422A3
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DE000UC0PFS0

DE000UC0HL23

DE000UC0SZC6

DE000HV422F2

DE000UC0PCJ6

DE000UC0HMJ2

DE000UC0T2F2

DE000HV422G0

DE000UC0PCM0

DE000HV44YY4

DE000UC0SZJ1

DE000HV422T3

DE000UC0P8C0

DE000HV44Z21

DE000UC0SZL7

DE000HV423M6

DE000UC0PCY5

DE000HV44Z39

DE000UC0SZZ7

DE000HV424K8

DE000UC0PD07

DE000HV44ZF0

DE000UC0T029

DE000HV42521

DE000UC0PD98

DE000UC0HNY9

DE000UC0T0A7

DE000HV425T6

DE000UC0PDH8

DE000UC0HPK3

DE000UC0T0C3

DE000HV425X8

DE000UC0PDJ4

DE000UC0HPM9

DE000UC0T2X5

DE000HV426D8

DE000UC0PGZ3

DE000UC0HUT4

DE000UC0T0H2

DE000HV427L9

DE000UC0PHE6

DE000UC0HUV0

DE000UC0T0R1

DE000HV428G7

DE000UC0PQB3

DE000UC0HUX6

DE000UC0T367

DE000HV428H5

DE000UC0PQR9

DE000UC0HRA0

DE000UC0T144

DE000HV428V6

DE000UC0PQY5

DE000UC0HRB8

DE000UC0T3G8

DE000HV42AJ9

DE000UC0PR27

DE000UC0HV88

DE000UC0T3L8

DE000HV42AZ5

DE000UC0PRB1

DE000UC0HRN3

DE000UC0T1Q1

DE000HV42CG1

DE000UC0PKD2

DE000UC0HRV6

DE000UC0T1S7

DE000HV435C1

DE000UC0PKH3

DE000UC0HSG5

DE000UC0T1X7

DE000HV435H0

DE000UC0PRQ9

DE000UC0HW79

DE000UC0T243

DE000HV435L2

DE000UC0PKP6

DE000UC0HSK7

DE000UC0T3T1

DE000HV435N8

DE000UC0PL49

DE000UC0HSV4

DE000UC0T3V7

DE000HV437L8

DE000UC0PL80

DE000UC0HWW4

DE000UC0T3W5

DE000UC0CY31

DE000UC0PRW7

DE000UC0HTD0

DE000UC0T433

DE000UC0CY64

DE000UC0PLE8

DE000UC0HXF7

DE000UC0T474

DE000UC0CY98

DE000UC0PMW8

DE000UC0HTT6

DE000UC0T490

DE000UC0CYV3

DE000UC0PLJ7

DE000UC0HY93

DE000UC0T4G6

DE000UC0CZ14

DE000UC0PLL3

DE000UC0HYA6

DE000UC0T4H4

DE000HV43H81

DE000UC0PLQ2

DE000UC0HZD7

DE000UC0T524

DE000HV438Z6
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DE000UC0PN54

DE000UC0J178

DE000UC0T5C2

DE000HV43917

DE000UC0PHM9

DE000UC0J0J0

DE000UC0T5H1

DE000HV43925

DE000UC0PHR8

DE000UC0J210

DE000UC0T5Y6

DE000HV43J71

DE000UC0PP94

DE000UC0J3E5

DE000UC0T6B2

DE000HV439B5

DE000UC0PPB5

DE000UC0J491

DE000UC0T7M7

DE000HV439K6

DE000UC0PJZ7

DE000UC0J5W2

DE000UC0T7U0

DE000HV439W1

DE000UC0PPC3

DE000UC0J657

DE000UC0T8T0

DE000HV43AP4

DE000UC0PS67

DE000UC0J7F3

DE000UC0T8Z7

DE000HV43AX8

DE000UC0PS75

DE000UC0J988

DE000UC0TAD5

DE000HV43JS9

DE000UC0PPE9

DE000UC0J9T0

DE000UC0TDD9

DE000HV43BD8

DE000UC0PS91

DE000UC0JBJ1

DE000UC0TDH0

DE000HV43BE6

DE000UC0PSC7

DE000UC0JBP8

DE000UC0U3F7

DE000HV43BG1

DE000UC0PPP5

DE000UC0JBY0

DE000UC0U3M3

DE000HV43JY7

DE000UC0PSG8

DE000UC0JCA8

DE000UC0U3N1

DE000HV43BR8

DE000UC0PPT7

DE000UC0JCP6

DE000UC0U3Q4

DE000HV43CB0

DE000UC0PT17

DE000UC0JD39

DE000UC0U407

DE000HV43BV0

DE000UC0PT58

DE000UC0JD47

DE000UC0U449

DE000HV43JZ4

DE000UC0PT74

DE000UC0JDW0

DE000UC0U472

DE000HV43CK1

DE000UC0PTC5

DE000HV44ZX3

DE000UC0U480

DE000HV43C29

DE000UC0PU55

DE000HV450D8

DE000UC0U4C2

DE000HV43DB8

DE000UC0PUA7

DE000HV450M9

DE000UC0TX90

DE000HV43DL7

DE000UC0PUF6

DE000HV450R8

DE000UC0U4T6

DE000HV43DN3

DE000UC0PV54

DE000HV45136

DE000UC0TXC9

DE000HV43KD9

DE000UC0Q892

DE000HV451D6

DE000UC0U555

DE000HV43DY0

DE000UC0Q8B1

DE000UC0JPW4

DE000UC0TXR7

DE000HV43E27

DE000UC0Q8C9

DE000UC0JSD8

DE000UC0TS14

DE000HV43E76

DE000UC0Q8E5

DE000UC0JUR4

DE000UC0TXW7

DE000HV43EG5

DE000UC0Q2C2

DE000UC0JUS2

DE000UC0TS48

DE000HV43EM3
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DE000UC0Q8Q9

DE000UC0JV45

DE000UC0TS71

DE000HV43EP6

DE000UC0Q8T3

DE000UC0JW10

DE000UC0TY40

DE000HV43EQ4

DE000UC0Q900

DE000UC0JYD6

DE000UC0TNM9

DE000HV43EX0

DE000UC0Q322

DE000UC0JWE8

DE000UC0U5L0

DE000HV43KN8

DE000UC0Q348

DE000UC0JWF5

DE000UC0U5N6

DE000HV43FD9

DE000UC0Q389

DE000UC0JWL3

DE000UC0U5Q9

DE000HV43FG2

DE000UC0PY77

DE000UC0JYL9

DE000UC0TSH8

DE000HV43FP3

DE000UC0Q9J2

DE000UC0JX01

DE000UC0TYE3

DE000HV43FR9

DE000UC0Q9L8

DE000UC0JX68

DE000UC0TSN6

DE000HV43G09

DE000UC0Q3E6

DE000UC0JYP0

DE000UC0TSP1

DE000HV43GA3

DE000UC0Q9P9

DE000UC0JXG1

DE000UC0TYL8

DE000HV43GM8

DE000UC0PYF8

DE000UC0JZ41

DE000UC0U605

DE000HV43PK3

DE000UC0Q9R5

DE000UC0JZC5

DE000UC0TP09

DE000HV43KW9

DE000UC0Q3Q0

DE000UC0JZM4

DE000UC0U613

DE000HV43KX7

DE000UC0Q3S6

DE000UC0K028

DE000UC0TLD2

DE000HV43L51

DE000UC0Q3U2

DE000UC0K093

DE000UC0TSZ0

DE000HV43L85

DE000UC0QA17

DE000UC0K259

DE000UC0U654

DE000HV43LB1

DE000UC0QA25

DE000UC0KAZ7

DE000UC0TT21

DE000HV43LG0

DE000UC0PYW3

DE000UC0K8B7

DE000UC0TYU9

DE000HV43R97

DE000UC0QA66

DE000UC0KBG5

DE000UC0TP90

DE000HV43RH5

DE000UC0QA82

DE000UC0KBK7

DE000UC0TYY1

DE000HV43LZ0

DE000UC0QAD1

DE000UC0KBS0

DE000UC0TLU6

DE000HV43RY0

DE000UC0QAF6

DE000UC0KDQ0

DE000UC0TTG8

DE000HV43SF7

DE000UC0QAJ8

DE000UC0KDX6

DE000UC0TLZ5

DE000HV43MK0

DE000UC0PW46

DE000UC0KF42

DE000UC0U6P9

DE000HV43ML8

DE000UC0Q4R6

DE000UC0KHJ6

DE000UC0TTQ7

DE000HV43MN4

DE000UC0Q4V8

DE000UC0KRM9

DE000UC0TM44

DE000HV43SH3

DE000UC0PW79

DE000UC0KRP2

DE000UC0TTR5

DE000HV43SJ9
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DE000UC0QAW1

DE000UC0KSL9

DE000UC0TZF7

DE000HV43MQ7

DE000UC0PVC1

DE000UC0KTK9

DE000UC0TTT1

DE000HV43MR5

DE000UC0Q538

DE000UC0KTL7

DE000UC0TPV5

DE000HV43MS3

DE000UC0Q041

DE000UC0KTZ7

DE000UC0TTX3

DE000HV43MZ8

DE000UC0Q5G6

DE000HV452H5

DE000UC0U6X3

DE000HV43T04

DE000UC0QBB3

DE000HV452J1

DE000UC0U6Y1

DE000HV43T38

DE000UC0Q5J0

DE000UC0KYX2

DE000UC0TMJ7

DE000HV43T46

DE000UC0Q5Q5

DE000UC0KZ14

DE000UC0TZQ4

DE000HV43T95

DE000UC0QBJ6

DE000UC0KWX6

DE000UC0TMM1

DE000HV43NF8

DE000UC0Q5T9

DE000UC0KZM2

DE000UC0TZU6

DE000HV43NG6

DE000UC0Q0G7

DE000UC0KZQ3

DE000UC0TMQ2

DE000HV43NY9

DE000UC0QBK4

DE000UC0KZZ4

DE000UC0TQ81

DE000HV43P08

DE000UC0Q5U7

DE000UC0L034

DE000UC0TZX0

DE000HV43PB2

DE000UC0QED3

DE000UC0L0F4

DE000UC0TMT6

DE000HV43PC0

DE000UC0QBQ1

DE000UC0L0L2

DE000UC0TMW0

DE000HV43PE6

DE000UC0Q603

DE000UC0L0R9

DE000UC0TMX8

DE000HV43US6

DE000UC0Q629

DE000UC0L125

DE000UC0TMZ3

DE000HV43V42

DE000UC0Q660

DE000UC0L190

DE000UC0TUF8

DE000HV43VB0

DE000UC0Q0V6

DE000UC0L1A3

DE000UC0TQG4

DE000HV43X24

DE000UC0Q694

DE000UC0L1Z0

DE000UC0TQJ8

DE000HV43XA8

DE000UC0QG37

DE000UC0L208

DE000UC0TQL4

DE000HV43XG5

DE000UC0QBZ2

DE000UC0L224

DE000UC0TN50

DE000HV43XH3

DE000UC0QEJ0

DE000UC0L2B9

DE000UC0TUQ5

DE000HV43Y07

DE000UC0QC15

DE000UC0L4K6

DE000UC0TQN0

DE000HV43YK5

DE000UC0Q116

DE000UC0L2D5

DE000UC0TN76

DE000HV43Z48

DE000UC0QC80

DE000UC0L539

DE000UC0U0K3

DE000HV43ZJ4

DE000UC0QEN2

DE000UC0L5L1

DE000UC0U7V5

DE000UC0DBY3

DE000UC0QCB1

DE000UC0L5Q0

DE000UC0TVK6

DE000UC0DC10
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DE000UC0Q6S9

DE000UC0LB52

DE000UC0U1B0

DE000UC0DNA8

DE000UC0Q6V3

DE000UC0LB78

DE000UC0U1F1

DE000UC0DNB6

DE000UC0Q6W1

DE000UC0L9G3

DE000UC0TVT7

DE000UC0DNK7

DE000UC0QER3

DE000UC0LBR0

DE000UC0U1S4

DE000UC0DP72

DE000UC0Q710

DE000UC0LA61

DE000UC0U1V8

DE000UC0DPC9

DE000UC0QCM8

DE000UC0LC28

DE000UC0TWA5

DE000UC0DPN6

DE000UC0Q769

DE000UC0LCB2

DE000UC0U233

DE000UC0DPQ9

DE000UC0PXF0

DE000UC0LAT8

DE000UC0TRW9

DE000UC0DWF8

DE000UC0QEX1

DE000UC0LFV3

DE000UC0TWH0

DE000UC0DWH4

DE000UC0QCV9

DE000UC0LGF4

DE000UC0U2L7

DE000UC0DWL6

DE000UC0Q1Z5

DE000UC0LGJ6

DE000UC0U9M0

DE000UC0DWN2

DE000UC0QCZ0

DE000UC0LGM0

DE000UC0U9R9

DE000UC0E2V6

DE000UC0Q207

DE000UC0LGX7

DE000UC0U9U3

DE000UC0E2Y0

DE000UC0Q7M0

DE000UC0LGY5

DE000UC0UBT7

DE000UC0E3M3

DE000UC0Q264

DE000UC0LH07

DE000HV41CU4

DE000UC0E3Y8

DE000UC0Q272

DE000UC0LH15

DE000HV41NW7

DE000UC0E468

DE000UC0QD89

DE000UC0LMB1

DE000HV41P00

DE000UC0E4B4

DE000UC0Q7U3

DE000UC0LUQ2

DE000HV41PU6

DE000UC0E4L3

DE000UC0Q801

DE000UC0LUU4

DE000HV41PZ5

DE000UC0E4P4

DE000UC0QDF0

DE000UC0LZT5

DE000HV41R40

DE000UC0E567

DE000UC0QFA6

DE000UC0LZX7

DE000HV41R99

DE000UC0E5D7

DE000UC0QFB4

DE000UC0M6V7

DE000HV41S80

DE000UC0E5E5

DE000UC0QDR5

DE000UC0M6Y1

DE000HV41SV8

DE000UC0E5J4

DE000UC0QGP2

DE000UC0M9T5

DE000HV41TP8

DE000UC0E5S5

DE000UC0QGQ0

DE000UC0MZM8

DE000HV41TT0

DE000UC0E641

DE000UC0QDX3

DE000UC0N568

DE000HV41UF7

DE000UC0E658

DE000UC0QFH1

DE000HV45789

DE000HV41V69

DE000UC0E674

DE000UC0QGR8

DE000HV457C5

DE000HV41VG3

DE000UC0E6D5
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DE000UC0QFP4

DE000HV457E1

DE000HV41VJ7

DE000UC0E6E3

DE000UC0QFR0

DE000HV457M4

DE000HV41W01

DE000UC0E8K6

DE000UC0QFS8

DE000HV457S1

DE000HV41WE6

DE000UC0E8M2

DE000UC0QGY4

DE000HV457T9

DE000HV41WW8

DE000UC0E8P5

DE000UC0QHN5

DE000HV457W3

DE000HV41X18

DE000UC0E948

DE000UC0QHU0

DE000HV458P5

DE000HV41XC8

DE000UC0E989

DE000UC0QHX4

DE000HV458S9

DE000HV41XD6

DE000UC0E9E7

DE000UC0QJ00

DE000UC0N5X4

DE000HV41XN5

DE000UC0E9K4

DE000UC0QJW2

DE000UC0N9J5

DE000HV41XP0

DE000UC0E9S7

DE000UC0QJX0

DE000UC0N5Z9

DE000HV41YD4

DE000UC0E9W9

DE000UC0QK15

DE000UC0N733

DE000HV41YF9

DE000UC0EA52

DE000UC0QK80

DE000UC0N9R8

DE000HV41YZ7

DE000UC0EA60

DE000UC0QKE8

DE000UC0N7C4

DE000HV41ZQ3

DE000UC0EAF2

DE000UC0QKH1

DE000UC0N9X6

DE000HV420S9

DE000UC0EAJ4

DE000UC0QKJ7

DE000UC0NAN7

DE000HV42109

DE000UC0EBS3

DE000UC0QKT6

DE000UC0NB50

DE000HV42174

DE000UC0EBW5

DE000UC0QUR9

DE000UC0NBD6

DE000HV422E5

DE000UC0EB69

DE000UC0QUZ2

DE000UC0NBG9

DE000HV423P9

DE000UC0EB93

DE000UC0QV12

DE000UC0NBH7

DE000HV424B7

DE000UC0EBK0

DE000UC0QNB8

DE000HV45F99

DE000HV424E1

DE000UC0ECL6

DE000UC0QVF2

DE000HV45FA0

DE000HV424J0

DE000UC0EBM6

DE000UC0R8A2

DE000HV45FJ1

DE000HV424Y9

DE000UC0EEX7

DE000UC0R8B0

DE000HV45FM5

DE000HV42505

DE000UC0EGE2

DE000UC0QVH8

DE000HV45FV6

DE000HV425F5

DE000UC0EGM5

DE000UC0QVJ4

DE000HV45FX2

DE000HV425S8

DE000UC0EGP8

DE000UC0QNJ1

DE000HV45G72

DE000HV426C0

DE000UC0EH48

DE000UC0R8F1

DE000HV45GH3

DE000HV428D4

DE000UC0EH63

DE000UC0QNK9

DE000HV45GV4

DE000HV428J1

DE000UC0EJN7
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DE000UC0QLA4

DE000HV45H06

DE000HV428S2

DE000UC0EHB6

DE000UC0QVS5

DE000HV45H14

DE000HV428T0

DE000UC0EHM3

DE000UC0QVX5

DE000HV45H48

DE000HV428U8

DE000UC0EJ12

DE000UC0QNT0

DE000HV45HD0

DE000HV429C4

DE000UC0EJ38

DE000UC0QLH9

DE000HV45HX8

DE000HV429U6

DE000UC0EJ95

DE000UC0QW29

DE000HV45J04

DE000HV42B39

DE000UC0EMY8

DE000UC0QLR8

DE000HV45J53

DE000HV42BB4

DE000UC0EN16

DE000UC0QLS6

DE000HV45JR6

DE000HV42TY8

DE000UC0EPB9

DE000UC0QP36

DE000HV45JS4

DE000HV434V4

DE000UC0EPG8

DE000UC0QP51

DE000HV45K27

DE000HV435E7

DE000UC0EPN4

DE000UC0QLW8

DE000HV45KE2

DE000HV436Y3

DE000UC0EPT1

DE000UC0QM88

DE000HV45KG7

DE000HV43743

DE000UC0EQ21

DE000UC0QWD5

DE000HV45KM5

DE000HV437B9

DE000UC0ES03

DE000UC0QLZ1

DE000HV45KQ6

DE000HV437E3

DE000UC0EQM4

DE000UC0QMC8

DE000HV45L00

DE000HV437K0

DE000UC0EQR3

DE000UC0QWJ2

DE000HV45L18

DE000HV437R5

DE000UC0ES60

DE000UC0QM39

DE000HV45L42

DE000HV437X3

DE000UC0ES94

DE000UC0QWK0

DE000HV45LA8

DE000UC0CXW3

DE000UC0ESE7

DE000UC0QMG9

DE000HV45N40

DE000UC0CXY9

DE000UC0ESG2

DE000UC0QWR5

DE000HV45LB6

DE000UC0CY07

DE000UC0EVQ5

DE000UC0QMN5

DE000HV45LC4

DE000UC0CYU5

DE000UC0ERA7

DE000UC0QWS3

DE000HV45LR2

DE000HV43GW7

DE000UC0ERD1

DE000UC0QPZ2

DE000HV45LU6

DE000HV43GZ0

DE000UC0EVX1

DE000UC0QPM0

DE000HV45LV4

DE000HV43H08

DE000UC0ESW9

DE000UC0QQ19

DE000HV45M25

DE000HV43H32

DE000UC0ET44

DE000UC0QQ35

DE000HV45M90

DE000HV43HC7

DE000UC0EW80

DE000UC0QWY1

DE000HV45MC2

DE000HV43HK0

DE000UC0EWB5

DE000UC0R9J1

DE000HV45ME8

DE000HV43HU9

DE000UC0ETE5
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DE000UC0QQ92

DE000HV45MQ2

DE000HV43HW5

DE000UC0ETH8

DE000UC0QN38

DE000HV45NL1

DE000HV438K8

DE000UC0EWX9

DE000UC0QQA3

DE000HV45P30

DE000HV439H2

DE000UC0EX06

DE000UC0QX77

DE000HV45PP7

DE000HV43A47

DE000UC0EX55

DE000UC0R9T0

DE000HV45PX1

DE000HV43JK6

DE000UC0EX71

DE000UC0QQT3

DE000HV45Q05

DE000HV43BF3

DE000UC0EX97

DE000UC0QXG6

DE000HV45QD1

DE000HV43BP2

DE000UC0EY47

DE000UC0RA24

DE000UC0NBU0

DE000HV43BU2

DE000UC0EY96

DE000UC0RA32

DE000UC0ND17

DE000HV43CN5

DE000UC0EYB1

DE000UC0QXP7

DE000UC0ND25

DE000HV43C52

DE000UC0EV24

DE000UC0QR83

DE000UC0PE63

DE000HV43D10

DE000UC0EV40

DE000UC0RA99

DE000UC0P9W6

DE000HV43D44

DE000UC0EV65

DE000UC0QXY9

DE000UC0PEB9

DE000HV43DA0

DE000UC0EV73

DE000UC0QRJ2

DE000UC0PA67

DE000HV43DE2

DE000UC0EVH4

DE000UC0RAH0

DE000UC0P6E0

DE000HV43DM5

DE000UC0F7P6

DE000UC0QY76

DE000UC0P6F7

DE000HV43DP8

DE000UC0F8W0

DE000UC0QS74

DE000UC0PAA9

DE000HV43E92

DE000UC0F937

DE000UC0QYE9

DE000UC0PEK0

DE000HV43EB6

DE000UC0F804

DE000UC0RAY5

DE000UC0P6Q4

DE000HV43EE0

DE000UC0F812

DE000UC0QYT7

DE000UC0PAR3

DE000HV43EH3

DE000UC0F8D0

DE000UC0RB64

DE000UC0PAY9

DE000HV43EV4

DE000UC0F8E8

DE000UC0RB72

DE000UC0PF13

DE000HV43F26

DE000UC0F9N7

DE000UC0QZ59

DE000UC0PBH2

DE000HV43FF4

DE000UC0F9T4

DE000UC0QT99

DE000UC0PBK6

DE000HV43G58

DE000UC0FGC3

DE000UC0RBH8

DE000UC0PBN0

DE000HV43G82

DE000UC0FN80

DE000UC0RBK2

DE000UC0PBP5

DE000HV43GB1

DE000UC0FNT3

DE000UC0RBU1

DE000UC0P7N9

DE000HV43GD7

DE000UC0FNU1

DE000UC0R106

DE000UC0PFE0

DE000HV43GE5

DE000UC0FP88
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DE000UC0QZV0

DE000UC0P7R0

DE000HV43PZ1

DE000UC0FPD2

DE000UC0QTX9

DE000UC0P7T6

DE000HV43Q98

DE000UC0FPF7

DE000UC0R056

DE000UC0PC40

DE000HV43QA2

DE000UC0FPR2

DE000UC0RCG8

DE000UC0P7W0

DE000HV43LA3

DE000UC0FQD0

DE000UC0RCH6

DE000UC0PC73

DE000HV43LF2

DE000UC0FQJ7

DE000UC0R0D3

DE000UC0PCA5

DE000HV43R30

DE000UC0FTN3

DE000UC0R155

DE000UC0P5Q6

DE000HV43LH8

DE000UC0FTY0

DE000UC0R0K8

DE000UC0PFT8

DE000HV43LJ4

DE000UC0FW06

DE000UC0RD21

DE000UC0P8A4

DE000HV43RD4

DE000UC0FW30

DE000UC0QUP3

DE000UC0PCW9

DE000HV43LX5

DE000UC0FYU8

DE000UC0RDA9

DE000UC0PD56

DE000HV43M01

DE000UC0FZD1

DE000UC0RDQ5

DE000UC0PD64

DE000HV43M35

DE000UC0FZF6

DE000UC0RDT9

DE000UC0PDW7

DE000HV43RX2

DE000UC0FZP5

DE000UC0RDV5

DE000UC0PH29

DE000HV43S62

DE000UC0FZU5

DE000UC0RF37

DE000UC0PH60

DE000HV43SC4

DE000UC0FZY7

DE000UC0RFE6

DE000UC0PH86

DE000HV43SD2

DE000UC0G0C8

DE000UC0RFG1

DE000UC0PHG1

DE000HV43ND3

DE000UC0G0F1

DE000UC0REP5

DE000UC0PQL2

DE000HV43NE1

DE000UC0G0W6

DE000UC0RET7

DE000UC0PQP3

DE000HV43TC2

DE000UC0G6C5

DE000UC0RG36

DE000UC0PQX7

DE000HV43TF5

DE000UC0G6E1

DE000UC0RG69

DE000UC0PR76

DE000HV43NQ5

DE000UC0G1N3

DE000UC0REG4

DE000UC0PR92

DE000HV43P99

DE000UC0G463

DE000UC0RGN5

DE000UC0PRA3

DE000UC0D155

DE000UC0G1Z7

DE000UC0RH19

DE000UC0PKM3

DE000HV43U68

DE000UC0G4G1

DE000UC0RHH5

DE000UC0PKQ4

DE000HV43V18

DE000UC0G4J5

DE000UC0RHK9

DE000UC0PRS5

DE000HV43W25

DE000UC0G7B5

DE000UC0RJB4

DE000UC0PKU6

DE000HV43W82

DE000UC0G7C3

DE000UC0RJM1

DE000UC0PMN7

DE000HV43WJ1

DE000UC0G7F6
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DE000UC0RJQ2

DE000UC0PRX5

DE000HV43X32

DE000UC0G7T7

DE000UC0RJZ3

DE000UC0PMT4

DE000HV43XJ9

DE000UC0G869

DE000UC0RKA4

DE000UC0PLD0

DE000HV43XT8

DE000UC0G893

DE000UC0RKM9

DE000UC0PMV0

DE000HV43XW2

DE000UC0G8F4

DE000UC0RL21

DE000UC0PMX6

DE000HV43YZ3

DE000UC0G8G2

DE000UC0RLP0

DE000UC0PN88

DE000HV43ZG0

DE000UC0G8N8

DE000UC0RM20

DE000UC0PN96

DE000HV43ZL0

DE000UC0G8S7

DE000UC0RM61

DE000UC0PNA2

DE000UC0DBV9

DE000UC0G919

DE000UC0RM95

DE000UC0PM30

DE000UC0DC02

DE000UC0G950

DE000UC0RR58

DE000UC0PNG9

DE000UC0DN82

DE000UC0G9D7

DE000UC0RRA9

DE000UC0PPA7

DE000UC0DNC4

DE000UC0G9J4

DE000UC0RRF8

DE000UC0PJ19

DE000UC0DNF7

DE000UC0G9R7

DE000UC0RRG6

DE000UC0PME6

DE000UC0DNM3

DE000UC0G9U1

DE000UC0RRX1

DE000UC0PK24

DE000UC0DPK2

DE000UC0GAA8

DE000UC0RSN0

DE000UC0PSD5

DE000UC0DUS5

DE000UC0GAD2

DE000UC0RT15

DE000UC0PSJ2

DE000UC0DZU0

DE000UC0GAT8

DE000UC0RT56

DE000UC0PTE1

DE000UC0E2W4

DE000UC0GBF5

DE000UC0RTX7

DE000UC0PTK8

DE000UC0E369

DE000HV444A7

DE000UC0RTY5

DE000UC0PTP7

DE000UC0E3J9

DE000HV444L4

DE000UC0RU12

DE000UC0Q868

DE000UC0E3K7

DE000HV445B2

DE000UC0RUH8

DE000UC0Q8G0

DE000UC0E3N1

DE000UC0GDU0

DE000UC0RUJ4

DE000UC0Q8J4

DE000UC0E3U6

DE000UC0GEG7

DE000UC0RVV7

DE000UC0Q8L0

DE000UC0E401

DE000UC0GET0

DE000UC0RWT9

DE000UC0Q8N6

DE000UC0E443

DE000UC0GGZ2

DE000UC0S0K7

DE000UC0Q2E8

DE000UC0E484

DE000UC0GH12

DE000UC0S0S0

DE000UC0PXX3

DE000UC0E4A6

DE000UC0GH53

DE000UC0S1A6

DE000UC0Q314

DE000UC0E4C2

OMOOOOX06101

DE000UC0S3A2

DE000UC0Q9A1

DE000UC0E4T6

OMOOOOX06128
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DE000UC0S3B0

DE000UC0Q9D5

DE000UC0E4V2

OMOOOOX06419

DE000UC0S1R0

DE000UC0Q355

DE000UC0E534

OMOOOOX06437

DE000UC0S1V2

DE000UC0PY44

DE000UC0E542

OMOOOOX06591

DE000UC0S468

DE000UC0Q3A4

DE000UC0E5K2

OMOOOOX06637

DE000UC0S4B8

DE000UC0PY93

DE000UC0E5L0

OMOOOOX06828

DE000UC0S4E2

DE000UC0Q3D8

DE000UC0E5Q9

OMOOOOX06864

DE000UC0S4N3

DE000UC0Q3F3

DE000UC0E5U1

OMOOOOX07564

DE000UC0S9X1

DE000UC0Q3M9

DE000UC0E617

DE000UC0SB22

DE000UC0PYL6

DE000UC0E6B9

DE000UC0SBB9

DE000UC0Q3V0

DE000UC0E6R5
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